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Thesis Abstract

The present thesis is an in-depth study of crystal growth and design of plasmonic Au, Ag, and
Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles along with the observation and role of crystal irregularities like grain
boundary, twin boundary, stacking faults, dislocation, etc, within the nanocrystal. The low
coordinated crystal defects have been thoroughly studied through high-resolution Transmission
Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) to find out the active centers of catalysis. The defect enriched
nanostructures were then used for electrocatalytic sensing for different human metabolites and
trace metal ions through the implication of Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) and
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). In Chapter 1 we have discussed the origin of
different crystal defects in various nanoparticles and their application in technology, pathology,
theranostics, whereas Chapter 2 comprises the detailed instrumentation techniques. In Chapter
3, we have highlighted the synthesis of different sized and shaped bud to blossom gold
nanoflowers and their application in the sensing of Vitamin C. Experimental studies have been
supported by theoretical ab initio simulation. In Chapter 4, we have provided the synthetic
protocol of bimetallic Au-Ag nano prisms with the various extent of porosity at the center of
gravity, and their tensile strain-dependent catalytic activity for uric acid oxidation. Chapter 5
highlights the As3+ sensing through colorimetric and spectrometric approaches by studying the
morphological transition of Ag nano prisms upon interaction with As3+. Chapter 6 provides
grain boundary dependent hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) study through electrochemical
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of different Au nanostructures. In Chapter 7, we describe the
synthesis of porous 2D bimetallic Au-Ag nanoalloy and their application for electrocatalytic
sensing of a series of human metabolites and trace metal ions. Chapter 8 implements the idea of
DNA-aptamer-based direct sensing of the DENV-2 virus in real samples through EIS
approaches. In Chapter 9, we have given our future directions to use Au-Ag nano-alloy for
alcohol fuel cell and antiviral assay.
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Crystal designing of noble metal nanoparticles (Au, Ag, Au-Ag nanoalloy) is a striking field of
research in present days due to their tremendous applications in technology, pathology, and
theranostics. In this thesis, I have discussed in-depth about the fabrication of Au, Ag, and Au-Ag
alloy nanoparticles with multiple reduced coordinated defects enriched active crystal sites like
grain boundary, twin boundary, stacking fault, cracks, and voids which are responsible for
internal tensile strain within the nanocrystal. We have performed different electrocatalytic redox
reactions by using those strain-induced nanocrystals for sensing of metabolites like ascorbic acid,
uric acid, L-tryptophan; etc via recording their characteristic I-V curves obtained from
differential pulse voltammetry experiments. Besides various electrochemical techniques, we
have also performed surfaceenhanced Raman spectroscopy
and ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis)
spectroscopy
for
selective
detection of metal ion like
As3+from
real
samples.
Including their tremendous
applications in the pathological
field, we also found the parallel
applications of Au-Ag alloy
nanoparticles in fuel cell
technology which include a
methanol fuel cell, water
oxidation, etc. We found that
our developed nanomaterials are
equally
capable
as
a
bifunctional
catalyst
for
oxidation of methanol, ethylene
glycol, glycerol, and reduction of oxygen. Experimental observations have been verified by
theoretical ab initio simulation by calculating the shift in the d-band center due to the appearance
of crystal irregularities along with free energy calculation over different facets (like <111>,
<110>, <200>, etc) of Au nanocrystal, to find the energetically most favorable pathway. We
have also performed theranostics applications of our synthesized highly porous nanomaterials
and their assemblies for selective detection of dengue-II from clinical samples and it’s inhibition
in the Vero cell line. Selective detection of dengue strain through highly sensitive impedimetric
technique in the animal model along with inhibition of viral replication is an encouraging process
to carry forward in the near future.

CHAPTER-1

Introduction
Nanoparticles are a collection of atoms or molecules (by considering a gold atom of
radius 0.15 nm, at least 300, 3105, and 3108 Au atoms are there in a spherical gold
nanoparticle of radius 1, 10, and 100 nm respectively1) within a regime of 1-100 nm if they are
dispersed in gaseous, liquid or solid media. Nanoparticles having intermediate sizes between
bulk and single atom shows different behavior in optical, electronic, magnetic, and catalytic
properties from their counterparts.1 This discrepancy in physiochemical properties is due to the
(i) high surface to volume ratio (S/V),2 (ii) ordered arrangement of electric and magnetic dipoles
or multipoles,3 (iii) appearance of low coordinated crystal defects like grain boundary, twin
boundary, stacking fault, dislocation,4 etc, to rearrange the bandgap, (iv) quantum size effect,5
and (iv) electrodynamic interactions.6 Out of several nanomaterials, noble metal nanoparticles
have got catchy attention in the recent times and find enormous applications in various fields
which include photo- and elctro-catalysis, pathological sensing, and theranostics4,7 This
increased attention towards plasmonic noble metal nanoparticles and noble metal nano-alloy like
gold-silver (Au-Ag) is due to their greater resistance to corrosion and oxidation in air, enhanced
catalytic activity, larger stability, and our ability to make them tailored porous and layered
structure.8 The plasmonic nanomaterials and nanoalloys can be prepared by various
methodologies like electrochemical methods,9 hydrothermal methods,10 sonochemical methods,11
etc. Out of the various methodologies, hydrothermal synthetic methodology has got the key
attention in past decades due to its ease friendly approach e.g. (i) during a surfactant controlled

synthesis by CTAB, CTAC, and SDS, the size and shape of the nanomaterials can be altered
simply by varying the surfactant concentration12 whereas in a seed mediated synthesis the size
and shape13 can be changed by varying the amount of seed, (ii) The standard reduction potential
of Au3+ and Ag+ are +1.5 V and +0.8 V, so they can easily be reduced to Au0 or Ag0 by using
common mild reducing agents like AA, hydroquinone, hydrogen peroxide,7 etc, (iii) The
plasmonic gold (Au), silver (Ag) or gold-silver (Au-Ag) nanomaterials prepared by chemical
synthesis can easily be separated by fractional centrifugation,14 (iv) Due to the close lattice
parameters of Au and Ag, the Au-Ag nano-alloy of different morphology can be prepared by coprecipitation method without applying any external mechanical force like pressure, temperature,
magnetic field, etc7 and (v) The nanomaterials or nanoalloys with programmable defect
enrichment can be prepared by wet chemical synthesis by monitoring their growth mechanism
through direct imaging techniques like in-situ TEM.15 Without elaborating on all aspects, the
present discussion will be highlighting mainly the origin of outstanding catalytic properties of
homogeneous (Au or Ag) or heterogeneous (Au-Ag) nanoparticles. Based on their enhanced
catalytic property, I will discuss their multidirectional applications as (a) biosensor for
metabolites, virus, bacteria, etc, (b) electrocatalyst for fuel cell application in oxidation of
methanol , ethanol, reduction of CO2, O2, etc, and (c) as an antiviral or antibacterial agent to
prevent the infectious diseases caused by virus and bacteria in mammalian kingdom. In search of
their outstanding catalytic activity, we have studied their crystal growth and resultant crystal
patterns by high-resolution microscopy (TEM, SEM, and AFM) and atomic-scale spectroscopy
(XRD, XPS, and ICP-OES) to correlate different crystal irregularities in nanocrystals with their
catalytic activity for several redox reactions and are discussed in details in the following
sections. Based on the dimensionality, crystal defects can be categorized into four different

groups and these are: (i) Zero-dimensional point defects (e.g. vacancy, doping, interstitial,
substitutional, etc), (ii) One dimensional line defects (e.g. edge dislocation, screw dislocation,
etc), (iii) two-dimensional planer defects (e.g. grain boundary, tilt boundary, twin boundary,
microcracks, etc), and (iv) three-dimensional volume defects (e.g. void, pore, crack, inclusion,
precipitation, etc). Throughout this thesis, these different crystals defects and their contributions
will be elaborated.
1.1 Zero-dimensional point defects: Point defects are a type of defects where an atom is
missing or extra plane (crystal) constituting atoms or impurity atoms are added to the normal
crystal array. There are three major types of point defects: Vacancies, Interstitials, and
Impurities16. They may be built-in with the original crystal growth or activated by heat. They
may also be the result of radiation, electric current, etc.
1.1.a Vacancies: A Vacancy is the absence of an atom from a site normally occupied in the
lattice.

Figure 1.1a: Point defect originating from vacancies. Here the red and blue color circles show
the normal lattice points and the empty space shows the position of the vacancy point defect.

1.1.b Interstitials: An Interstitial defect occurs when an atom takes the interstitial position (nonlattice site) of the lattice structure. There needs to be enough room to keep an atom in a non-

lattice site to create this type of defect. Hence, this type of defect occurs in open covalent
structures or metallic structures with large atoms.
An interstitial may be a foreign atom or an off-lattice regular atom as shown below:

Figure 1.1b(i): Interstitial point defect created by foreign atom(s). Here the red and blue color
(contain one off-lattice regular atom as an interstitial point) circles show the normal lattice points
whereas the green circle indicates the foreign atom.

An interstitial defect may form by moving an atom from a lattice point to an off-lattice
site and thereby creating a vacancy at the lattice point.

Figure 1.1b(ii): Interstitial point defect created by moving an atom from a lattice point to an offlattice site. Here the red and blue color circles show the normal lattice points.

1.1.c Impurities: An Impurity is the substitution of a regular lattice atom with an atom that does
not normally occupy that site. The atom may come from within the crystal (e.g. a Chlorine atom
on a Sodium site in a NaCl crystal) or from the addition of impurities. This is also known as the
Substitutional Defect. A foreign atom, or a regular atom out of place, is also defined as an
impurity.

Figure 1.1c: (Left) Impurity atom comes from within the crystal (in a NaCl crystal, the impurity
Cl atom is shown by the red dotted circle), and (Right) Impurity comes from an additional atom
(shown by the yellow circle with a different radius) out of the crystal.
1.1d Schottky defect and Frenkel defect: Another two prominent defects are Schottky defect
and Frenkel defect. The Schottky defect is a type of Point Defect that occurs in ionic crystals.
The Schottky defect occurs when oppositely charged atoms (cation and anion) leave their
corresponding lattice sites and create a pair of Vacancy Defects. Frenkel defect also occurs in
ionic solids. It occurs when an ion jumps from a normal lattice point to an interstitial site, leaving
behind a vacancy (vacancy + interstitial)17. Usually, this type of defect is observed in ionic
solids, where the size of the anion is substantially larger than the size of the cation. Some of the
examples of Frenkel defect are AgBr, ZnS, AgCl, and AgI.

The concentration of point defects in a crystal is typically between 0.1% and 1% of the atomic
sites, however, extremely pure materials can now be grown. The concentrations and movement
of point defects in a solid are very important in controlling their color and deformation.

1.2 One dimensional line defects: One-dimensional defects are also called as dislocations. They
are abrupt changes in the regular ordering of atoms along a line, known as dislocation line, in a
solid. They occur in high densities and strongly influence the mechanical properties of materials.
There are two basic types of dislocation and they are:

Figure 1.2a: Schematic representation of the edge dislocation

1.2.a Edge dislocation: An Edge dislocation in a Metal may be regarded as the insertion (or
removal) of an extra half-plane of atoms in the crystal structure18.
The regions surrounding the dislocation line are made of essentially perfect crystal as shown in
the above figure. The only severe disruption to the crystal structure occurs along the dislocation
line (perpendicular to the crystal plane, here the page). Note that, perpendicular to the crystal
plane, the line may step up or down. These steps are known as jogs.19
1.2.b Screw dislocation: Screw dislocation in the lattice structure of a crystal is a type of line
dislocations in which the atoms are arranged in a helical pattern that is normal to the direction
of the stress20. Any type of dislocations either screw or edge is assigned by the burger vector
→
( ). In short, the burger vector is a measure of the lattice distortion due to dislocation line.
𝑏

Figure 1.2b: Schematic representation of edge dislocation and screw dislocation
To quantify the burger vector one has to draw a circuit by connecting the lattice sites in a
crystal e.g. A circuit is made around a dislocation line by clockwise direction such that each site
of the lattice is connected to be fully coordinated, as shown in figure 1.2c, then it is transferred to
a perfect lattice(figure 1.2c) where dislocation line is absent. The circuit will fail to close with its
starting point in dislocation free lattice and the connecting line between endpoint & starting point
of the circuit is called burger vector. The type of dislocations is assigned by burger vector i.e. in
edge dislocation the burger vector lies in perpendicular to the dislocation line whereas in screw
dislocation the burger vector lies parallel to the dislocation line. In fcc (Au, Ag, Au-Ag, Pt, Pd,
etc) or bcc (Fe, Mo,W etc) crystal the burger vector is denoted by b = a/2<hkl> whereas in a
cubic crystal it is denoted by b = a<hkl>.
Besides, mentioning the direction of the dislocation line, the burger vector also signifies the
direction of deformation or the slip plane in a lattice. In any type of crystal, there exist mainly
two types of deformation named as, elastic deformation (in which a lattice get can back to its
previous stage after feeling stress) and plastic deformation (where a lattice gets permanently
distorted that is either tensed or compressed and can’t get back to its previous stage). The plastic
deformation in a lattice occurs through the slip plane, where the dislocation line can move very

easily e.g. in an fcc type of crystal 12 slip system exists whereas in bcc crystal 48 slip system can
occur. Thereby, the elasticity and plasticity of a dislocation enriched crystal lattice are
determined by the burger vectors which can be monitored through HRTEM, field ion
microscopy, atom probe techniques, and chemical etching.

Figure: 1.2c: (Left) A dislocation enriched lattice where the starting point A and the endpoint E
meets at a point to completes the circuit, (Right) A perfect lattice where A and E do not meet
and the vector AE is defined as the burger vector.

1.3 Two-dimensional planer defects: A Planar Defect is a discontinuity of the perfect crystal
structure across a plane. Planer defect can be of several different types which include (i) grain
boundary, (ii) twin boundary, and (iii) stacking fault.
1.3a Grain Boundary:
A grain boundary (GB) is the interface between the two differently oriented crystals in a
polycrystalline material.21,22 Depending upon the angle between the interfaces of two different
crystals they are designated either low (<50) or high angle GB (>50). The smaller angle GB is

accounted for lower in energy than higher angle GB. Besides, angle-dependent difference GB
can also be divided by the axis of rotation as a tilt boundary (where rotation axis is parallel to the
boundary plane) and twist boundary (where the rotation axis is perpendicular to the boundary
plane). Irrespective of the type, a GB on the lattice surface contains multiple reduced coordinated
active sites and it retards the motion of a dislocation line, which accumulates near the GB.
Thereby, a GB enriched crystal is considered to be highly strained than GB free crystal.

Figure1.3a: Schematic Presentation of GB over a crystal lattice.
1.3b Twin Boundary:
When two separate crystals share their plane in a symmetrical way i.e. one half of the
plane becomes the mirror image of the other, they called a twin boundary (TB).23,24 There are
mainly two types of twinning crystal named as transformation twins and deformation twins.
Transformation twins sometimes designated as annealing twins and appear in fcc crystal during
the cooling process. In short, when a metal is heated and leave for cooling suddenly, it can’t get

back to its previous stage and twins are form over the crystal to get a stable structure.
Deformation twin is another type of twin that appears due to shear stress on it and most prevalent
in bcc and hcp type of crystal. A schematic presentation of the twin boundary that appears in an
fcc lattice is shown below in Figure 1.3b. In an fcc lattice, the atomic rearrangement can be
presented as ABCABCABC....twin boundary appears when one plane is shared symmetrically
which can be represented as ABCABCBACBA. The plane C is the TB. Due to the non-planner
nature, the atoms situated on the TB are unsaturated in coordination number and considered to be
highly active than nontwinned atomic aites.

Figure 1.3b: Schematic presentation of a twin boundary over an fcc lattice.
1.3c Stacking Fault:
Stacking fault (SF) is a 2D effect that appears in fcc or hcp mainly.25 SF can be of two
types designated as intrinsic SF when a regular row of atoms is absent in a lattice or extrinsic SF
when an extra row of atoms appear in a lattice e.g. in an fcc lattice, as we stated previously, the

stacking sequence is presented by ABCABCABC.... if one of the stacking is absent as shown in
figure 1.3c, it will be an intrinsic stacking or if an extra stacking is present it will be termed as
extrinsic stacking.

Figure 1.3c: Schematic Presentation of intrinsic and extrinsic SF in fcc lattice.

1.4 3D Defects:
3D defects are sometimes termed as volume defects26 and cause overall changing in
volume by creating voids (a small region within the crystal where a set of atoms are missing e.g.
during the reaction of Ag nanoparticle with Au3+, galvanic replacement occur and the Kirkendall
voids15 are formed), inclusion27 (a 3D defect when other phases trapped within the base material
e.g. carbides in steels), cracks28 (that appears due to the bond breaking or bond-forming within
the crystal) etc.

A schematic presentation of the void defect is shown below in Figure 1.4.

Figure1.4: An fcc lattice with the regular arrangement and void enriched arrangement.
1.5 Application of noble metal nanocatalyst in Pathological Industry
1.5a. Sensing of Metabolites
In the modern age of the clinical industry, we need rapid and accurate biochemical
techniques to detect human metabolites like vitamin C, uric acid, vitamin K, Vitamin B, amino
acids, glucose, etc. Most of the present methods to detect metabolites are based on the enzymatic
assay. Application of enzyme as a catalytic biosensor is long known in the literature29 but due to
their possible denaturation and digestion in abnormal conditions (higher temperature, variable
pH, non-aqueous environment, etc), high costs in preparation and purification, the requirement of
expertise to handle enzyme-based assays, and lack of large scale production, the fabrication of
enzymatic catalytic platform for daily use in industrial-scale is not become feasible till now.30,31
In comparison to catalytic enzyme biosensors32, electrochemical methods like DPV, EIS,
Chronoamperometry can produce accurate results within the physiological concentration level

with an appropriate non-enzymatic electrode material. In this regard, noble metal nanoalloy is
accounted for its well known catalytic property to oxidize or reduce metabolites by producing
their characteristic I-V curve in physiological concentration limit. Hence for nonenzymatic, costeffective, and time-saving techniques, electrochemical methods find promising applications in
the pathological industry by using Au-Ag nanoalloy as an active electrode material. An
additional benefit of electrochemical methods is its ability to detect more than one metabolite at
a time. In a study by Su et al. the simultaneous detection of AA, DA, UA, and NO 2- was done
through DPV by modifying the working electrode with graphene nanoribbons.33 In one of our
studies, we have used our synthesized bud to blossom shaped gold nanoflowers with multifaceted orientations like {111}, {110}, etc as the electrode material for the oxidation of AA. We
could not only easily achieve the detection limit of AA up to the nanomolar (nM) range but also
were able to detect DA, UA, and glucose simultaneously.4 In our next study, we planned to
explore the role of zone-specific crystallization and porosity directed crystal strain to control the
catalytic oxidation of Uric Acid (UA) on Au-Ag nanoalloy material. In our last study in the
direction of human metabolites sensing, we target to develop a universal nanoscale catalytic
platform with enhanced catalytic activity governed by the inherent crystal defects and grain
boundaries34 within the nanomaterials, catalytic hotspots at the cross junctions,35 durability due
to efficient surface passivation,36 excellent stability over a pH and solvent range,37,38 and low
cost of fabrication. The catalytic activity of the designed material has been tested for a series of
water-soluble metabolites, like AA, UA, DA, Pantothenic acid (PA), urea, uric acid (UA), etc in
0.1 (M) NaOH and water-insoluble metabolites, like vitamin E, vitamin K3, serotonin, etc. in 0.1
(M) LiClO4 + acetonitrile medium. The utility of using the above electrolytes is that they are
either acidic or basic in chemical nature. Whenever human serum is added to those electrolytes,

the plasma proteins are precipitated out but the other blood ingredients like salts (NaCl, KCl,
CaCl2, etc) and metabolites (vitamins, amino acids, etc) will stay in the solution without any
modification. Besides the protein precipitation, the other benefit of using a wide range of PH is to
record maximum current during the electrochemical study at an appropriate pH.

Figure 1.5a(i): (A) DPV response for AuNP@MoS2 modified GCE for AA (1mM to 70mM),
DA (0.01µM to 7µM), UA (.01mM to 12mM). (B-D) Corresponding linear calibration plots for
AA, DA, UA with Peak current vs concentration in DPV response.39
In a study by Farida et al.40, it was found that the peak potential is shifted towards a more
negative side with increasing pH for electrochemical oxidation of AA along with enhancement
of peak current which signifies faster oxidation in a basic medium for AA than in acidic medium.
Thereby Au-Ag nanocatalyst having the capacity to work in a wide range of pH and different
solvents can be considered as an appropriate biosensor for human metabolites. Out of the several

electrochemical methods stated earlier like CV, DPV, EIS, Chronoamperometry, etc, the DPV
method is used the most for simultaneous detection of more than one metabolite at a time
because of producing sharp and characteristic peak potential and peak current for individual
metabolites.

Figure 1.5a(ii): DPV responses of individual analytes in physiological concentration limit in
presence of other analytes. (a) AA (5-250µM), (b) DA (0.3-15µM), (c) UA (0.5-100µM), (d)
GUA (7-1000µM), (e) ADE (0.1-40µM). In figure (f) linear calibration plot of each analyte has
been shown.41
In a study by Sun et al.39 has performed simultaneous detection of AA, UA, and DA by
using AuNP@MoS2 as the electrode material in DPV response with a significant peak potential
separation between AA and DA as 151 mV, AA and UA as 288 mV, and UA and DA as 137
mV. They were able to perform the simultaneous detection of the above metabolites in
physiological concentration limit and have got a linear calibration plot which was subsequently
used for real sample analysis. In another study, Gao et al. have detected AA, DA, UA, guanine

(GUA), and adenine (ADE) simultaneously by electrochemical deposition of Au nanoparticle on
horizontally graphene-modified tantalum wire.41. Thus Au and Ag nanoparticle or Au-Ag alloy
nanoparticle modified electrodes can potentially be used as biosensors for human metabolite
detection with high accuracy and cost-effectively.

1.5b. Sensing of Trace Metal Ions:
Besides molecular metabolites sensing, the detection of trace metal ion metabolites via
electrochemical approaches can also be performed. Xu et al. has synthesized Au nanoparticle by
a laser ablation method and deposited onto a glassy carbon (GC) electrode to make a AuNP/GC
composite. The AuNP/GC is then used to detect Cd2+, Pb2+, Cu2+, and Hg2+ simultaneously by
using differential pulse anodic stripping voltammetric (DPASV) technique. 42
With the open-end ongoing pollution from industrial wastages, heavy metal contamination is
growing up in daily foods (including vegetables, grains, fish, and meat) and drinking water at an
alarming rate. Excess of metal ion concentration, compared to a normal physiological condition,
in the human body may cause danger e.g. excess Cu2+ concentration in blood may damage the
liver, high level of Pb2+ may cause neurological damage. etc. Thereby a rapid detection of these
heavy metal ions is necessary from a pathological point of view. The ongoing noted methods of
accurate metal ion detections include AAS, AFS, ICP-OES, ICP-MS, etc. But all the methods are
time-consuming and complex due to their lengthy instrumentation analysis procedure and also
expansive to find difficulty in common use.

Figure 1.5b(i): (A) DPASV response for AuNP/GC electrode for simultaneous detection of
Cd2+, Pb2+, Cu2+, Hg2+ at a time over a concentration range of 0.1-1.4µM, (B) Linear calibration
plot for Cd2+, Pb2+, Cu2+, Hg2+ from figure 1.5bi (A)42, (C) A comparison of anodic stripping
voltammetry of 0.5 µM Hg2+ and 0.5 µM Cu2+ and a mixture of both.43
In contrast, electrochemical techniques are less expensive and easy-to-handle but have
advanced adequately to a level by which we can use them for rapid quantitative measurements
too. In a recent report, Ting et al. have shown that graphene quantum dot (GQD) functionalized
Au nanoparticle was used for low-level detection of Hg2+ (0.02 nM) and Cu2+ (0.05 nM).43 They
were also able to perform simultaneous detection of Hg2+ and Cu2+ by anodic stripping
voltammetry as shown in Figure 1.5(i)C.

Therefore, noble metal nanocatalyst and nanocomposites are equally capable in both
sensing and quantification of trace metal ion metabolites by producing characteristic peak
potential and peak current in DPV response respectively. In our study, we have synthesized a
highly porous Au-Ag network (Described in Chapter-7 in detail) and used it as an electrode
material for reducing heavy metal ion metabolites like Hg2+ → Hg0, Cu2+ → Cu0, etc and were
able to record sharp peaks for individual metal ions. We were also able to perform simultaneous
electrochemical detection of multiple heavy metal ion metabolites by using our synthesized
porous Au-Ag network as electrode material.

Figure 1.5b(ii): Statistical distribution of AuNP used for the detection of different viruses in
which HBV is the most reported one for using AuNP as a sensing probe.44

1.5c. Sensing of Virus:
AuNPs have widely been used before for the ultrasensitive detection of viruses. In a
study by Draz et al.44 have shown that AuNP-hybrid system composed of AuNP and a receptor
(like DNA/RNA aptamer or antibody) has been widely used for the detection of different groups

of viruses like Bunyaviridae, Rift Valley Fever Virus, Coronaviridae, Filoviridae, Flaviviridae,
etc.
Out of the several methodologies to detect viruses like zika, dengue, chikungunya,
influenza, etc in the infected human serum, the most trusted one is the RT-qPCR for the
specification of the serotype of a virus along with its quantification. But due to their costineffectiveness, time-consuming nature, and complicated performance procedure, we do need to
develop an ease-handling and low-cost approach to carry out sensing for viruses, bacteria, etc.
Electrochemical techniques are much more accepted in this regard. In most of the reported
electrochemical approaches, the EIS technique has been used for the detection of viral RNA both
quantitatively and qualitatively. In a study by Dutta Chowdhury et al.45, as shown in

Figure

1.5c, the Hepatitis E virus has been detected by using gold nanoparticle embedded polyaniline
nanowires and graphene quantum dot via EIS technique. The polyaniline chain was conjugated
with the HEV-specific antibody and it was found that the sensor was very effective for each
serotype of HEV and the result gives close agreement with the recorded RT-qPCR. It was shown
that with the application of an external pulse between 0-1.2 V during viral loading, the sensitivity
(in terms of impedance) was increasing accordingly. The Nyquist plot was then fitted to the
equivalent Randles cell to obtain the charge transfer resistance (Rct). The reason behind
increasing the impedance with increasing viral load is that specific binding to the electrode
surface with increasing virus concentration which results in less current passed across the
electrode surface.
In recent times, DNA/RNA aptamers have been used instead of antibody and the applied
aptamers can easily be modified by thiol group for specific binding to the Au-Ag nanoalloy due
to the strong chemical affinity of the thiol group (-S-H) toward noble metals like Au, Ag, and

Cu. In our study also we have used a thiol modified aptamer for making a bioconjugate with the
synthesized porous Au-Ag nanoalloy. The bioconjugate was then used as an electrode material
for specific binding and the resultant detection of DENV-2 in presence of other related serotypes
of DENV by impedimetric assay.

Figure 1.5c: EIS response from the sensor with different concentrations of viral load by using an
external pulse of (a) 0 V, (b) + 0.8 V, and (c) + 1.2 V. In (d) an equivalent Randles cell has been
shown to obtain the Rct value. (e) A typical histogram is provided for sensitivity with a variable
external pulse. It is clear at + 1.2V external pulse, maximum response with selectivity has been
achieved.45

The greater stability of AuNP or Au-Ag nanoalloy under an applied potential in
electrochemical measurements allows us to detect the viruses accurately. Since a DNA- or RNAaptamer cannot stabilize themselves on the electrode surface, here we have used the thiol-linked
nanoalloy as a support material. Au-Ag nanoalloy being very easy to synthesize with high
porosity and can bind the thiol modified aptamer by preparing a bioconjugate or nanohybrid
system which is stable over the electrode surface.
1.6. Application in Fuel Cell Technology:
1.6a Alcohol Fuel Cell:
Direct-methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are considered to be one of the most promising
sustainable and cleaner energy alternatives compared to traditional fuels like petrol and diesel.
Since in a direct methanol fuel cell we perform the oxidation of methanol, we pay more attention
towards the anodic reaction to improve its faradic efficiency by applying suitable catalytic
material on the anode surface. Out of the several electrocatalysts reported so far, Pt or Pt-based
materials are considered to be the best. The presence of CO as a dissociative product of methanol
plays a big role to reduce the catalytic efficiency (poisoning of catalyst) of Pt by blocking its
active sites for the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) .In this regard Au-Ag electrocatalyst can
be considered as an alternative for the electrooxidation of MeOH. In the past, Au is not
considered to be suitable for any catalytic applications due to its high overpotential and low
redox kinetics. Au is the only metal that has endothermic O2 absorption energy and hence
illustrating its inert behavior in an oxygen atmosphere
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. On the contrary, tailored Au, Ag, or

Au-Ag nanoparticles defect enriched active sites, acts as efficient as the Pt/C catalyst in alcohol
oxidation. Xiong et al.20 in their study have observed that Au3Ag nano-frame with multiple edges
and screw dislocation defects act as active sites for efficient MeOH oxidation in 0.5M KOH

solution with greater faradic efficiency than the commercial Pt/C. Catalytic ability of Au 3Ag
nano-frame by comparing with standard Pt/C and other nanoalloy has been detailed in Figure
1.6a. The onset potential for the Au3Ag nano-frame appears at 0.3 V wherein for Pt/C the onset
is 0.4 V. The peak current density is also lower for Pt/C than the corresponding Au3Ag nanoframes. The CO stripping experiment indicates less CO poisoning for the Au3Ag nao-frame than
Pt/C. Besides MeOH, electrooxidation of other alcohols like EtOH (C2H5OH), ethylene glycol
(C2H6O2), and glycerol (C3H8O3) has also been studied by using our synthesized Au-Ag
nanoalloy and a detailed discussion has been included as a separate chapter in this thesis.

Figure 1.6a: (a) Comparision of CV for the electrooxidation of 2 M methanol in 0.5 M KOH at a
scan rate of 20 mV/S with other related catalysts, (b) histogram for (a) with specific activity and
mass activity, (c) CV of Au3Ag nano-frame at different scan rate, (d) comparative
chronoamperometric I-t curve for 20 h for different electrocatalysts, (e) CV curve for Au3Ag
nano-frame under CO supply with turn on and turn off mechanism, (f) CV curve for Pt/C for
under CO supply with turn on and turn off mechanism. 20

1.6b ORR activity:
In an alcohol fuel cell, the overall reaction is represented as: ROH + O2 → CO2 + H2O,
where ROH is the alcohol under study. This means that the efficiency of alcohol oxidation
depends heavily on the effective simultaneous reduction of O2. In any kind of fuel cell, the
reduction of O2 is a key step to get an overall high faradic efficiency. In this regard, it is essential
to develop a suitable catalyst that can support the faster reaction kinetics for both alcohol
oxidation and O2 reduction. Pt is always regarded as the best catalyst in this respect. But due to
its high cost and scarcity in abundance, a substitute to Pt catalyst is absolutely necessary in the
present scenario to find their profitable industrial applications. Literature is rich to find the
potential application of noble metal electrocatalysts in oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). In a
study by Shim et al.,47 high faradic efficiencies were observed for AuNPs during ORR by
electrochemical performances. In another study by Wang et al.48 has shown that smaller gold
nanoclusters supported on carbon (C) demonstrate high reactivity in comparison to that of
commercial Pt/C. The smallest nanocluster Au25 shows the highest catalytic property with an
onset potential of 0.92V to the reference hydrogen electrode (RHE) and a higher number of
electron transfers within the potential range of + 0.5 to + 0.8 V as shown in Figure 1.6b.48 Also,
the number of electron transfer within the potential range + 0.5 to + 0.8 V was higher for Au25
and porous C composite (3.6-3.92) compared to other Au nanocluster (Au38 and Au144) and
porous carbon composites.

Figure 1.6b. (A) CV curves of AuPC-1, AuPC-2, AuPC-3 nanocomposites, and commercial
Pt/C catalysts recorded in nitrogen-saturated and oxygen-saturated 0.1 M KOH. Here AuPC
means Au nanocluster and porous C composite. (B) The ORR polarization curves of porous
carbon, AuPC-1, AuPC-2, AuPC-3 nanocomposites, and commercial Pt/C catalysts in O2saturated 0.1 M KOH with a rotation speed of 2500 rpm. (C) Variation of H2O2 yield and
electron transfer number at various potentials.48

1.6c Reduction of CO2:
During the combustion of fuel whether it is petrol, diesel, or alcohol, the resultant emitter
is CO2 which is one of the major greenhouse gases. To reduce this greenhouse burden from our

environment, conversion of CO2 to fuel like methanol for close-end CO2 recycling is very
important and opens up a hot research topic in the present days. Recently it has been observed
that Au-Cu bimetallic catalyst is very effective for CO2 conversion to formate49 though
individually Au and Cu monometallic nanoparticles are not so attractive for the mentioned job. A
schematic representation of the Au-Cu bimetallic system and its catalytic pathways is shown in
Figure 1.6c. It was observed that Cu mesh when used as electrocatalyst converts CO2 to CH4,
CO, and C2H4 with a faradic efficiency < 70% at -0.96 V. Similarly, Au nanocatalyst tends to
convert CO2 to CO. Thus a high selectivity is always in demand for catalytic conversion of CO2
to methanol. In a study by Tao et al. has shown that when Au nanoparticles are embedded in
CuO, the resultant Au-Cu bimetallic system is highly efficient for CO2 to formate conversion
than CuO.

Figure 1.6c: A schematic presentation of
the

Au-Cu

system

where

selectivity

achieved for the conversion of CO2 to
formate and the reaction of CO2 to CO has
been hidden.49

In the Au-Cu bimetallic system, Au acts as a promoter. Quasi in-situ XPS was performed to
observe the oxidation state of Au and Cu and it was observed that Cu+ exists in the Au-Cu
system along with the existence of Au0 and Cu0. Even after long term catalytic performances, the
oxidation states of metals retained. The existence of Cu+ is accounted for the selectivity for CO2
to formate conversion which can be easily reduced to methanol.
1.6d HER and OER:
Photochemical or electrochemical water splitting to produce H2 is a high-demanding
research field to overcome the shortage of fuel. Hydrogen is regarded as a green fuel with high
energy density and pollution-free (cost-effectiveness and environmentally friendly) which can be
alternative and competitive to that of coal or oil. Thereby low-cost production and safe storage of
H2 are precious steps in the H2 economy. Pt/C is regarded as the most efficient catalyst in this
aspect. However, as discussed before, we need an alternative one for reducing the production
price. In this regard tailored shaped Au nanoparticle with multiple active sites can be considered
as an alternative. In a study by Tran et al.50 have shown that Au nanoparticle with an average
diameter of 13 nm acts as a good electrocatalyst for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) with an
overpotential around 200 mV and turnover frequency around 0.3 s-1. In our study, we have
designed sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) capped anisotropic gold nanoparticles (AnGNPs) which
exhibit outstanding catalytic activity (in terms of both overpotential and turnover frequency)
towards hydrogen HER in different pH medium compared to that of normal spherical shaped
gold nanoparticles (e.g. TSC-capped 25 nm SpGNPs) in similar physical conditions (Ref. ACS
App. Ener. Mater., Communicated, chapter 6 in this thesis). Besides, the designed
nanomaterials require a mere 190 mV (vs RHE) of overpotential to achieve 10 mA cm-2 current
density in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium.

Besides HER, plasmonic nanomaterials can also be used in oxygen evolution reaction (OER). In
a study by Zhao et al. has shown that gold nanocluster Au25, when embedded into CoSe2, the
resultant Au25/CoSe2 composite exhibits high OER activity in alkaline medium with an
overpotential of 0.43 V at 10 mA/cm2 current density as shown in Figure 1.6d.51

Figure 1.6d: (a) OER polarization curve for different systems in which Au25/CoSe2 shows the
higher current, (b) a histogram for comparison of current density and overpotential for different
systems.51
1.7. Theranostics Application of Plasmonic Noble Metal Nanoalloy:
Theranostics is a new field into which targeted therapy is carried out based on the
specific diagnostic test rather than the traditional medicinal approach52. In modern days, DNA
aptamer-based targeted therapy caught attention for reducing infections, pain, and wounds
caused by viral or bacterial infections53. There are enormous reports in the literature in which Au
and Ag nanoparticles are used as antibacterial or antiviral agents in mammals. However, there is
always a question that arises regarding their cyto- or geno-toxicity towards mammalian cells. In
this regard, the synthesis of biocompatible tailored shaped plasmonic nano-alloy gets significant
attention in the present days. Biocompatible Au, Ag, and Au-Ag nanoalloy can be prepared by

using several capping agents like chitosan, oligonucleotides, amino acids, etc.54 However, the
stability of those biocompatible nanomaterials is always under question. In physiological pH (in
the blood) level, in presence of high-level salt concentration, nanomaterials get aggregated. To
avoid these drawbacks and to improve their retention in physiological conditions for long term
circulation in body fluid, surfactant capped Au, Ag, or Au-Ag nanoalloy can be used as a
strategy. The use of surfactants should be at a minimal level, only to stabilize the nanoparticle
and to get a monodisperse solution, without disturbing their inherent theranostics properties. The
CTAB or CTAC (known to cytotoxic surfactants) capped plasmonic naloalloys can be made
biocompatible by coating with PVA. In our study, during targeted treatment against Dengue
serotype-2 (DENV-2), we have used PVA capped tailored Au-Ag nanoalloy with diameter <
40nm. The toxicity was checked in HCT-116, RAW, and HEPG2 cell lines by MTT assay and it
was observed that it was non-toxic in the concentration level which was used to inactivate the
DENV-2.
Thus biocompatible Au, Ag or Au-Ag nanoalloy can be used as good substitutes for traditional
antibacterial agents. In a study, by Jena et al.55 have shown that Au-Ag nanoaggregates are
effective for bacterial inhibitions compared to their non-aggregated monometallic or bimetallic
counterparts, as shown in Figure 1.7. The result concludes that with multiple defects enrich
surface sites, Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles are highly strained and efficient to prohibit bacterial
growth at a low dose level where it is zero-toxic to mammalians.

Figure 1.7: Antibacterial activity of Au-Ag NP. Viability determination of A. E. coli, B. S.
typhimurium, C. L. monocytogens, D. B. subtilis in presence of different concentrations of AuAg NP for 2, 4 & 6 hours. Approximately 2-3 x 107/ mL number of bacteria were used at 0 hour
time for E. coli and S. typhimurium, 1-2 x 107/ mL for L. monocytogens, and 3 x 106/ mL for B.
subtilis. The NP treated cultures were serially diluted after indicated time points and plated in LB
agar to count the viable colonies. Results are shown with mean and SD. E. Live-dead staining.
E coli cells expressing MreBSW-mVenus were incubated with Au-Ag NP, A22, and CCCP for 4
hours, stained with PI for 10 mins, washed and observed under the microscope to distinguish
dead and live cells. Images shown for MreB are deconvolved.55

CHAPTER-2

Methodology and Experimental Set-Up
2.1 Chemical Materials
Almost all the essential chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without any
further purification. Milli-Q water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm was used for all the
preparation steps.
Reagent Name
Ethylene glycol

Specification
EG, Anhydrous 99.8%

Gold(III) chloride trihydrate
Silver Nitrate

HAuCl4.3H2O; ≥ 99.9%, trace metals
basis
Bioextra≥ 99%, titration

Sodium borohydride

NaBH4, 10-40mesh, 98%

L-ascorbic acid

C8H8O6,ACS reagent, 99%

Hexadecyltrimethylammonium
bromide, CTAB
Hexadecyltrimethylammonium
Chloride, CTAC
Sodium citrate tribasic
dihydrate

C19H42BrN, assay,≥ 99%, AT

C6H5Na3O7.2H2O; Bioultra, for
molecular biology, ≥ 99.5% (NT)

Company
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich

Spectrasol (EtOH)
Water

Spectroscopic grade
Ultrapure, Milli-Q, resistivity 18.2
MΩ.cmat 25 °C

Spectrochem
Merck
Millipore

Polyvinyl alcohol,(PVA)

Powder,MW-30,000-70,000

Sigma
Aldrich

Acetonitrile
Sodium chloride

Spectroscopic grade
NaCl, AR, ≥ 99.9%

Spectrochem
Sigma
Aldrich

C19H42BrN,≥ 98%,NT

Phenol

BioUltra, for molecular biology, ≥
99.5% (GC)

Sigma
Aldrich

Chloroform

EMPARTA ACS 99.4%

Merck

Phenol – chloroform – isoamyl BioUltra, for molecular biology,
alcohol mixture
25:24:1

Sigma
Aldrich

Isopropanol

BioReagent, for molecular biology, ≥
99.5%

Sigma
Aldrich

Sodium acetate

Anhydrous, for molecular biology, ≥
99%

Sigma
Aldrich

Hydrochloric acid

HCl, ACS reagent, 37%

Trizma® base

T1503 Primary Standard and Buffer,
≥ 99.9%

Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich

NH4OH

ACS reagent 28-30% NH3 Basis

FeCl2

Reagent grade, 98%

FeCl3

Reagent grade, 97%

Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich

2.2 Biochemical Materials
The Dengue-2 specific aptamer was ordered from Ascension life science, India. The aptamer
has a specific sequence (MW=22680.0) for DIII of DENV-2 and modified at 5/ and 3/ position by
–SH group denoted as:
5/HS_ATACGGGAGCCAACACCATGGGGACCAACTGTCCGGAGAGAGTCCTGTCGAG
GGAGAGCAGGTGTGACGGAT_SH3/
2.3 Biological materials
Different Dengue serotypes ((including Dengue-1, Dengue-2, Dengue-3, Dengue-4) infected
serum was collected from Beleghata ID & BG Hospital with proper cautions and maintain ethical
issues. The HCT-116 and Vero cell lines obtained from the National Centre of Cell Sciences
(NCCS), Pune, India.

2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Ultraviolet-Visible-NearInfrared (UV-Vis-NIR) Absorption Spectroscopy
The UV-vis-NIR experiments are based on the principles of Beer-Lambert law: when a
beam of monochromatic light falls on a solution and absorbed by the substances present within
the solution, the rate at which the intensity of the beam decreases, is proportional to the
concentration of the substance56. Not like molecules, we need to know the exact extinction
coefficient which varies with size and shape, to measure the exact concentration of nanoparticles
in the solution by absorption spectroscopy. In most cases, we adopt a combination of TEM/SEM
and Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS)/Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy
(ICPMS) to measure the concentration of a monodispersed geometric shaped nanoparticle. As a
result, the absorption spectrum is always considered as an indirect technique to make an idea
about the variation of concentration of a specific type of nanoparticle solution. In general, for
plasmonic nanomaterials we measure their surface plasmon resonance (SPR) which is defined by
the quantized oscillation of the surface charge produced by an external electromagnetic field and
is characterized by a specific frequency associated with its absorbance.57 Due to the different
frequency of SPR, a similar size Au and Ag nanoparticles have different colors (red and yellow)
in solution. The characteristics of Plasmon band depends on the following factors: (1) Effect of
Size: Considering the surface free electrons in a one-dimensional potential box, red shifting of
the Plasmon band is proportional to their size which means a nanoparticle with the same shape
but with a bigger dimension shows a red-shifted Plasmon band and vice versa57. (2) Effect of
shape: Depending on the shape of the nanoparticle and hence the availability of different modes
of free electron oscillations we may observe more than one Plasmon bands.58 In general, for
isotopic (uniformity in all orientations) nanoparticles we observe a single Plasmon band whereas

for anisotropic (property of being directionally dependent) nanoparticles we observe more than
one Plasmon band and the number of observed bands increases with increasing the anisotropy.59
For example, a spherical or isotropically surface-tip projected star-shaped nanoparticle shows a
single Plasmon band60 whereas a rod-shaped nanoparticle shows two Plasmon bands due to the
presence of longitudinal and transverse surface electron oscillation modes. (3) Effect of
refractive index: The refractive index (n) near the nanoparticle surface also influences the optical
properties of the Au/Ag nanomaterials.61 As the refractive index near the nanoparticle surface
increases, the extinction spectra of nanoparticles shift to longer wavelengths. Thus if we move
from water (n=1.33) to air (n=1) media, Plasmon band of the nanoparticle will shift towards the
shorter wavelength (blue-shifting) whereas if we move to oil (n=1.5) surface Plasmon will shift
towards the higher wavelength (red-shifting) ; (4) Effect of particle association: Followed by the
same principle of Molecular Orbital Theory (MOT), nanoparticle association induces the
delocalization and hence sharing of conduction electron cloud among nearby nanoparticles to
increase the path length of surface free electrons (in a one-dimensional potential box) which
causes a lowering in Plasmon excitation energy and hence red shifting of Surface Plasmon
Resonance band detectable primarily by UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectroscopy,62 and (5) Effect
of mole fraction in an alloy: Due to the modified electronic level structure, the absorption
property of a plasmonic nanoally differs significantly from its monometallic counterpart. In a
bimetallic Au-Ag nanoalloy, an increased mole fraction of Ag causes a blue-shifting whereas an
increased mole fraction of Au causes a red-shifting of their Plasmon spectra.63
All the UV-Vis-NIR spectral measurements are performed in JASCO V770 and JASCO V650
spectrophotometers, as shown in Figure 2.1. In general, before each measurement, we have

diluted the centrifuged solution to keep the overall absorbance below 1.0 following Beers law.
For all absorbance measurements, we have used a quartz cuvette of 10 mm path length.

Figure 2.1: (A) JASCO V-770 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer with spectral range 190-3200
nm, (B) JASCO V-650 UV-Vis spectrometer fitted with Peltier for temperature-dependent study
with spectral range 190-900 nm.
2.4.2 Dynamic Light Scattering and Zeta Potential Measurement
The principle of dynamic light scattering (DLS) is based on the Brownian motion of
particles in a liquid medium. Nanoparticles in a solution move randomly and collide with the
fast-moving solvent molecules and thereby transfer their energy. This causes the prohibition of
motion for smaller nanoparticles heavily than larger particles. If the other parameters
(temperature, pressure, ionic strength, etc,) kept constant, one can determine the hydrodynamic
size of the nanoparticle using Stokes-Einstein relation64, D= kBT/6πηRH, where D is the
translational diffusion coefficient, kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature, η is the
viscosity, and RH is the hydrodynamic radius. A single-frequency laser (632.8 nm: He-Ne laser)
is used as the light source in DLS measurements in our Malvern Zetasizer ZS90 instrument. The
scattered light is detected at a certain angle (in our case 900) and the signal is used to determine
the diffusion coefficient using correlation function as programmed in the instrument. In our DLS

measurements, only the translational motion of the nanoparticles is considered during the
execution of their Brownian motion and hence the obtained hydrodynamic diameter gets the
contribution from the translational motion only. During all DLS measurements, we need to
follow an important parameter called polydispersity index (PDI) which signifies the
monodispersity of the nanomaterials. A value of <10% of PDI indicates a monodispersed
sample. The optical set up for a DLS instrument is shown below (Figure 2.2) for the Malvern
series where the detector is placed at different angles to identify the scattered light. An attenuator
is used in the instrument for controlling the light intensity to the detector e.g. if the particles are
very small then the intensity of scattered light will be less, hence the attenuator will allow more
light to pass through whereas if the particles are large enough then the intensity of scattered light
will be more and the attenuator will allow less light to pass through. In DLS measurements the
concentration of the sample should be optimized during each measurement so that the scattering
signal should not be oversaturated or too little to detect.

Figure 2.2: Optical configurations of the Malvern Zatasizer Nano series for dynamic light
scattering measurements where
is an attenuator,

is the laser source,

is the sample cell,

is the detector,

is the digital processing board called a correlator, and

processing computer. Here

represents the detector position at 1730 and

is the data
at 900 with

respect to the exciting light source. In all cases, the excitation wavelength is 632.8 nm.

The technique used in our Malvern Zetasizer ZS90 instrument (Figure 2.3) to measure
the zeta potential is Electrophoretic Light Scattering (ELS) where a specific potential is applied
between two electrodes (in our case Au electrode) and the ionic mobility is measured from the
Doppler shift i.e. shift in the scattered and incident light. Depending upon the mobility (e) of the
nanoparticle, scattered light shifted from its original frequency. This shift is called Phase (or
Doppler) shift65 and measured by the difference between the frequency of the scattered (sca) and
incident (inc) light (sca-inc). The nanoparticle velocity (V) is measured from the Doppler
shift in µm/s by applying the equation µm= V/E, where E is the applied electric field. If
nanoparticles are made up of any negative surfactants like SDS, trisodium citrate (TSC), etc, the
particles possess an overall negative charge and hence move towards the positive electrode and
show a negative zeta potential. The reverse case happens if we use any positive surfactants like
CTAB, CTAC, etc where particles show positive ionic mobility and attracted towards the
negative electrode to show a positive zeta
potential.

Figure

2.3:

Malvern

Zetasizer

ZS90

instrument

2.4.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy:
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface-sensitive quantitative spectroscopic
technique based on the principle of the photoelectric effect that can provide information about

the elemental composition of the material. Besides, XPS provides information regarding the
oxidation states, overall electronic structure, and density of the electronic states of the material.66
The oxidation states of constituent elements of the material can be determined from the shifting
and splitting of the XPS peak for a particular element. In general, except hydrogen and helium,
other elements can be detected from XPS survey spectra by scanning at a particular position
where the element shows its ionization energy. From XPS spectra one can also predict the
bonding nature of the element, e.g. if elements like N and S are detected in the survey spectra,
then by analyzing their peak shifting one can identify whether there is any bonding between N
and S and also the nature of the bond. All the XPS measurements are carried out in a vacuum
(~106 Pa) or an ultra-high vacuum (<107 Pa). In a laboratory-based XPS instrument, we use
either a 10-30 mm beam diameter non-monochromatic Al Kα or Mg Kα anode radiation or a
focused 20-500 µm beam diameter monochromatic Al Kα radiation. Most of our XPS
measurements have been carried out on the Omicron Multriprobe spectrometer (Omicron
Nanotechnology GmbH, Germany) fitted with an EA125 hemispherical analyzer as shown in
Figure 2.4. Monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source operated at 150W was used for all of our XPS
measurements. During our XPS measurements, we drop cast samples on a tilted (450 angle) Si
wafers to prepare a monolayer of the sample on the wafer surface and dried it overnight in
vacuum to remove any excess water present in samples.

Figure 2.4: (A) Experimental set up for XPS measurement, (B) Layout of an XPS instrument.
2.4.4 X-ray Diffraction Spectroscopy:
X-rays are electromagnetic radiation of shorter wavelength produced by the electronic
transition of inner orbital electrons of atoms. X-ray diffraction on nanostructures follows the
Braggs law, (nλ = 2dsinθ) where λ is the wavelength of X-ray, θ is the angle of incident of X-ray
on the nano surfaces and d is the interplanar distance.67 From the XRD measurement, we can
predict the number of facets present in a nanostructure like {111}, {110}, etc, along with their
directions (towards the major axis, minor axis, etc) and relative densities of appearance. XRD
gives us the information of a nanostructure on a macroscopic scale and hence the result might
vary from TEM measurements which provide similar information on a microscopic scale. In this
thesis, we have effectively used the obtained XRD results not only to know the crystal
information but also to calculate the generated strain along a crystal plane within the nanocrystal
by analyzing the broadening of XRD peaks for individual facets. An ideal crystal will show an
appropriate sharp peak for a particular orientation like {111}and if any irregularities or defects in
crystal arise the XRD curve will be broadened due to the internal strain generated within it. By

fitting the curve and using the Williamson-Hall isotropic model we have calculated the strain
generated within the nanocrystal and we observed that nanocrystals with more defect enriched
sites show more broadening. The strain is defined as ε = β/4tanθhkl, where ε is the strain generated
in the nanocrystal, β is the full-width at half maximum of the XRD curve (individual peak) at
angle θ (2θ is the central peak position of the fitted XRD curve) in radian. Here, h, k, l denotes
the miller indices. In general, to calculate the strain we select the most intense peak, i.e. if any
XRD curve of nanocrystals shows multiple facets like {111}, {110}, {200}, etc, and {111} is the
most intense one among them, we select the {111} plane as the reference for strain calculation.
All our XRD measurements have been performed in a Rigaku Smartlab X-ray Diffractometer as
shown in Figure 2.5. We have used a drop cast method for sample preparation. In short, we drop
cast the sample on a tilted (450 angle) glass slide to prepare a monolayer over it and dried
overnight under the vacuum. The strong adhesion property of our synthesized nanomaterials with
glass slide doesn‟t require any binder to use.

Figure 2.5: (A) Rigaku Smartlab X-ray Diffractometer, (B) Layout of an XRD instrument.

2.4.5 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry:
Inductively coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) is a technique
where the plasma form of substances is used for the measurement of the qualitative and
quantitative presence of elements. An energy source is used to atomize the test samples and highresolution optics to analyze the optical emission spectra from different samples are used along
with a detector to measure the intensity of the emitted light.68 All our ICP-OES measurements
have been carried out in a Thermo Scientific iCAP6000 spectrometer (Freemont CA, USA), as
shown in Figure 2.6, with NIST standards of 50 ppb, 0.5 ppm, 1 ppm, 15 ppm, 25 ppm, 50 ppm,
and 100 ppm. The wavelengths selected for Au are 242.7 nm, 267.5 nm, 283.5 nm and for Ag are
224.6 nm, 328.0 nm, 338.2 nm, and for S are 182.0 nm, 182.6 nm. Before each measurement the
centrifuged samples are diluted (50µL to 5mL) inMilli-Q® ultrapure water and sonicated for 10
minutes.

Figure 2.6: (A) Thermo Scientific iCAP6000 ICP-OES spectrometer (Freemont CA, USA), (B)
Layout of an ICP-OES instrument.

2.4.6 Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy:
Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) experiments were performed using a
homemade Raman setup. We used a continuous-wavelength diode-pumped solid-state laser from
Laserglow Technologies, Canada, operating at 671 (LRS0671-PFM-00300-03) or 532 nm
(LRS0532-PFM-00300-03) as excitation light sources (at a fixed excitation energy of 3 mW,
using neutral density filters throughout the experiment). For efficient focusing and filtering, we
used In Photonicsmade 670 nm and 532 nm fiber optics Raman probe with a spectral range of
200−3900 cm-1 (Stokes) for sample excitation and data collection. The Raman probe consists of
two single fibers (105 μm excitation fiber and 200 μm collection fiber) with filtering and steering
micro-optics (numerical aperture 0.22). The excitation fiber was connected to a THORLABS
made fiber port to align the laser, whereas the collection fiber was connected to a spectrometer.
A miniaturized QE65000 scientific-grade spectrometer from Ocean Optics was used as the
Raman detector with a spectral response range of 220−3600 cm−1. The Raman spectrometer was
equipped with a TE-cooled 2048 pixel charge-coupled device and was interfaced to a computer
through a USB port. In the end, the Raman spectrum was collected using the Ocean Optics data
acquisition Spectra Suite spectroscopy software. Details of the SERS set up and the layout of the
instrument is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: (A) Details of the SERS set up, (B) Layout of the instrument.
2.4.7 Atomic Force Microscopy:
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) or Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM) is a type of
Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) with a very high resolution in the order of a fraction of
nanometer which is 1000 times better than the optical diffraction limit. The principle of atomic
force microscopy is based on the scanning of a specimen surface by a cantilever with a sharp tip,
the probe, to construct the topography of that surface.69 The cantilever is typically made of
silicon or silicon nitride with a tip radius of curvature () on the order of nanometers. When the
tip is brought into the proximity of a sample surface, forces (mechanical force, chemical force,
electrostatic force, thermal force, magnetic force, van der Waals force, capillary force, etc)
between the tip and the sample lead to a deflection of the cantilever according to Hooke‟s law.
The basic difference of AFM with other microscopies like SEM and TEM is that AFM directly
measures the height of a surface by scanning it with a mechanical probe. Depending on the
nature and extent of bending of the cantilever and thereby changing the amount of reflected laser
light from the tip to the photodiode we can image the sample surface that corresponds to a
constant probe-sample interaction. This mode of scanning thus allows us to achieve more
accurate resolution and information on surface topography. Besides, for SEM and TEM
techniques we need to create a vacuum environment for measurements, however, AFM need not,
it can be done openly or in other words, AFM is an ambient imaging technique and the sample
preparation is very easy and can be performed with very low concentrations too. The major
components of an AFM instrument are (1) Microscope Stage: which combined a moving AFM
tip, sample holder, and a force sensor; (2) Control Electronics: which have an optical microscope
and a vibration controller; (3) Computer & Detector: Used for analysis of the force signal and

detecting it to construct the 3D topographic view. During the measurement in AFM, a
piezoelectric transducer moves the tip over the surface and either the force transducer senses the
force between the tip and the surface or the deflection of the laser light as it scans the surface
depending on the surface topology. A schematic presentation of AFM measurement and the
obtained force curve is shown in Figure 2.8. In general, for stiffness measurements, we record
data during tip approaches and for adhesion experiments, we record data during tip retract.
Depending on the nature of tip motion, AFM operation is mainly divided into three different
modes as contact mode (or static mode), tapping mode (or intermittent contact mode, AC mode,
amplitude modulation mode), and non-contact mode (or frequency modulation mode). Most of
our imaging of solid nanostructures is performed in tapping mode wherein to take any image in
the liquid medium we have selected contact mode. All the AFM imaging was performed on mica
plates by modifying their surfaces with 500 µM of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS)
solution which makes a monolayer of MPTMS (around ~2 nm in height from the blank mica
plate). Diluted nanomaterial was then drop cast on the modified mica plate and kept undisturbed
for 20 minutes for complete binding of nanomaterials sample with the mica surface through
MPTMS. After complete binding, we wash the sample coated mica plate repetitively by Mili-Q®
water to remove any excess unbounded nanostructures and finally dried it in a controlled
ultrapure argon stream. All the AFM experiments were performed on a Bruker BioScope
Catalyst AFM instrument using Nanoscope software as shown in Figure 2.8C.

Figure 2.8: (A) schematic presentation of AFM measurement with essential components of the
instrument, (B) Representative force curve as a function of distance, and (C) Bruker made
BioScope Catalyst AFM instrument.
2.4.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy:
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is based on the principle of imaging of surface by
scanning over it with a focused beam of electrons. Interactions of the electrons with surface
atoms produce various signals that give preliminary information about the surface topography. In
general, the nanostructures we have developed are observed under a high vacuum, whereas in
environmental SEM, a low vacuum is used to study the biological sample.70 Different reflected
electrons by elastic scattering of the sample are emitted from different parts of the interaction

volume as a result of the interaction between the electron beam and the sample. Different signals
include the Auger Electrons (AE) comes from the top layer of the sample which gives the
information about the surface atomic composition, Secondary Electrons (SE) comes from the
next layer of interaction volume which gives the information about the topographical information
of the sample, and Backscattered Electrons (BSE) comes from a further dip of the sample layer
which gives the information of atomic numbers. Followed by, photons of characteristic X-rays
(EDX) and Cathodoluminescence (CL) from next dipper layers give information regarding
thickness atomic composition and electronic state information respectively. Contrary to the
reflected electrons, the transmitted electrons give the morphological information as we record
from TEM measurements. Details about the zone-specific interaction of the focused electron
beam and the thin sample are shown in Figure 2.9A. The resolution of SEM images obtained by
secondary electrons is much higher than that of backscattered electrons. From SEM, we do not
get any information about the atomic distribution of elements present in the sample. Throughout
this thesis, we have used a Zeiss Supra 40 field emission electron microscope (Figure 2.9B) to
record the SEM images of our synthesized nanomaterials. Before each measurement, we have
thoroughly washed our sample to remove any excess surfactant over it because the interaction of
the electrons beam with unused surfactant within the sample produces local heating that melts
the sample under study which may also cause the damage to the detector. The surfactant-free
samples then drop cast over a silicon wafer and dried overnight to remove any adsorbed water in
the sample. During drop-casting, we have maintained a single layer of the nanostructures by
injecting the sample on a tilted silicon wafer. The picture of the Zeiss Supra instrument is given
below.

Figure 2.9: (A) Zone-specific interaction of focused electron beam and the thin sample, (B)
Zeiss Supra 40 field emission electron microscope.
2.4.9 Transmission Electron Microscopy:
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a technique where a beam of electrons is
transmitted through a thin specimen with thickness < 100nm. In general, we use a carbon-coated
Cu grid for preparing samples and in some special cases (especially for negatively charged
particles) we use a formvar-coated Cu grid to avoid any grid induced aggregation. TEM
generally provides more in-depth information including a column of atoms can be imaged from
which we can determine the orientation of different crystal plane like {111}, {110}, {100}, etc.
The technique called high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) to get atomic information of the imaged
nanostructures. Besides the orientation of different crystal planes, we can determine crystal
irregularities within the nanostructures from their respective HRTEM measurements.71 In
general, the TEM instrument is coupled with other facilities that enable us to record the scanning
TEM imaging (STEM) of samples, perform their energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX),

and obtain their diffraction spectra. The diffraction spectra help to analyze the crystal parameters
like the presence of different facets, interplanar distances, etc. From EDX spectra we obtain an
elemental mapping of the nanostructures from which atomic distribution of the nanostructures
can be observed. In TEM, an electron gun (tungsten filament or lanthanum hexaboride) is used
as the electron source. The electron gun is connected to a high voltage source ( in our instrument
the voltage source is 300 kV) and, given sufficient current, the gun begins to emit electrons
either by thermionic or field electron emission into the vacuum. Often the combination of the
cathode and a set of electrostatic lenses for effective electron beam shaping is called the
“electron gun”. Upon the application of required voltage (here 300 kV), a beam of electrons
ejected from the electron gun and transmitted through the sample, and finally, the obtained image
is focused onto an imaging device, such a phosphor screen made by fine ZnS, a photographic
film, or a dopped YAG screen attached to a Charge-coupled device (CCD). We use digital
micrograph software for analysis of the TEM data. During sample preparation, a dip and dry
method was followed in which we dipped a carbon-coated Cu grid in the surfactant-free
concentrated colloidal solution; the hydrophobic carbon coating allowed us to make a monolayer
of the sample to stick on the copper mesh which we dried in vacuum for overnight. The
instrument used for the analysis is FEI Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin microscope operating at 300 kV
as shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: (A) FEI Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
operating at 300 kV, (B) Electron gun assembly, (C) Single-axis tilt sample holder for insertion
into a TEM goniometer, (D) Imaging and diffraction assembly.
2.4.10 Electrochemical Measurements:
All the electrochemical measurements have been performed in a CH6092E
electrochemical work station (CH Instruments, USA) where we have used a Pt wire or graphite
rod as a counter electrode and a Glassy Carbon (GC) electrode of 3 mm diameter as the working
electrode. Saturated calomel electrode or Ag/AgCl was used as a reference. In most of the
electrochemical measurements, we have used Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) for finding any redox
peak in the system; Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) for finding the most intense peak
from I-V curve; Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) for measuring the overpotential during HER;
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) for measuring the resistance, the heterogeneous
rate constant, exchange current density; etc. Besides, we have also used chronoamperometry to
observe the long term catalytic stability of our developed nanomaterials. Prior to use, the Glassy
carbon (GC) electrode was initially cleaned by polishing with alumina powder of different

grades (0.3 and 0.05 m) followed by washing and sonication in Milli-Q water for five minutes.
We performed traditional drop-casting methods for modifying the bare GC electrode, in which
approximately 10 to 20 µL of concentrated nanomaterials (colloidal nanomaterials obtained after
centrifugation) was dropped on the bare GC and dried for overnight. The strong adhesion
property of our developed Au, Ag, Au-Ag alloy nanomaterials with GC electrodes allows us not
to use any binder like nafion. Moreover, we did not use any other substances like Carbon powder
or conducting polymers, e.g. polypyrrole, polyaniline, etc, to prepare a composite with our
developed nanomaterials for enhancing current responses, due to the reason that the
nanomaterials itself can produce sharp peaks in their I-V curves from DPV measurements. Thus
it is encouraging to use our synthesized nanomaterials as an electrode material for sensing of
biomolecules from their characteristic I-V curves obtained from DPV measurements or catalysis
in alcohol/H2 fuel cells by checking their long term catalytic performances acquired from the
corresponding Chronoamperometry measurements. The details of the electrochemical techniques
are discussed below with an instrumental description.

2.4.10.1 Linear sweep voltammetry:
The electrochemical behavior of any redox system can be described by a threedimensional i-t-E surface. To describe a stationary electrode with multisystem species, the i-t-E
curve is complex to illustrate because in a multisystem species one could not identify each
system systematically. Thus we can split the three-dimensional i-t-E curve into i-E and i-t curves
for recognizing a particular redox system. In linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), the potential is
swept with times and i-E curve is recorded directly from the instrument. In general, the potential
is varied linearly with time and with sweep rates ranging from 10 mV/s to 1000 V/s in our

conventional electrodes like GC, Au, and Pt electrodes. Thus, the recording of „current (i)‟ with
„Potential (E)‟ is equivalent to the record of „I‟ with „time (t)‟.

Figure 2.11: (a) A i-t-E surface in 3D for a Nernstian system, (b) linear potential sweep across
the surface.72
In an LSV experiment, the current responses are increased with increasing scan rate and
different behaviors have been observed for reversible, quasi-reversible, and irreversible systems.
2.4.10.2 Cyclic Voltammetry:
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a technique where current is measured under a potential
range. CV is performed by cycling the potential of a working electrode. In general, the reversal
of LSV is performed by switching the potential at a certain time by the opposite scan. The
potential at any time is given by
(0 < t < λ) E = Ei - vt
(t > λ) E = Ei - 2vλ+ vt. Here „v‟ is the scan rate.

For a reversible Nernstian system, the two important parameters in i-E curve of cyclic
voltammetry are ipc (cathodic peak current) and ipa (anodic peak current) and the separation in
peak potential, i.e. ∆Ep = Epa - Epc. For a reversible system, ipa/ ipc = 1, regardless of scan rate and
diffusion coefficients. ∆Ep is a function of switching potential Eλ, but should be very close to
2.3RT/nF. If the cathodic sweep is stopped and the current is allowed to set zero then anodic
sweep will be identical to cathodic sweep. CV for a reversible system at different Eλ values as a
function of time is shown below in Figure 2.12A. A similar curve can also be plotted as a
function of potential as shown below in Figure 2.12B.

Figure 2.12: (A) CV for a reversible system at different Eλ values as a function of time, (B) CV
for a reversible system at different Eλ values as a function of potential (Eλ).72
The measurement of peak currents in CV is imprecise, as uncertainty arises during the correction
of charging current. In the case of reversal processes uncertainty is more because the folded
faradic response cannot be defined properly for the forward process as seen in 1, 2, and 3 in
Figure 2.12B. Thus CV is not an ideal method for quantitative analysis, however, for qualitative

estimation, it can be used. The nature of a CV curve changes with moving from reversible to an
irreversible or a quasi-reversible system where ipa/ ipc ≠ 1 and ∆Ep ≠ 2.3RT/F.
2.4.10.3 Differential Pulse Voltammetry:
In electrochemistry, Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) is considered to be the most
sensitive technique. The sensitivity can be achieved by applying a series of small amplitude
regular voltage pulses, superimposed on the potential linear sweep or stairsteps as shown in
Figure 2.13, and the current is measured immediately before each potential change. In DPV the
measured current difference as a result of potential change is plotted as a function of potential. In
the case of normal pulse voltammetry, the current from a series of ever large pulses is compared
with the current at a constant „baseline‟ voltage. Important characteristics of DPV are: (i) The
base potential applied in DPV during drop fall is not constant rather it increases with time; (2)
the pulse height lies between 10 to 100 mV and maintains a constant level with the base potential
of the corresponding pulse; (3) two current samples are taken into consideration for the DPV
measurement, one before the drop fall time, τ, and another after the drop fall time, τ, (4) the
experimental DPV curve is a result of plotting the current difference δi = i(τ)-i(τ) versus the base
potential.

Figure 2.13: (A) Representative DPV curve, (B) Working principle of DPV.72
Throughout the thesis, we have used DPV as a sensitive electrochemical detection tool
for the selective determination of various analytes from their corresponding I-V curves. DPV is
capable to produce specific peak potential with higher current densities than the corresponding
CV measurements. As a result of this, DPV is considered to be a more appropriate
electrochemical technique for the quantitative estimation of analytes than the CV.
2.4.10.4 Square Wave Voltammetry:
Square wave voltammetry (SWV) is a special technique that has been developed by
combining the best aspects of several pulse voltammetric methods, including the background
suppression and sensitivity of differential pulse voltammetry, the diagnostic value of normal
pulse voltammetry, and the ability to interrogate products directly in much the manner of reverse
pulse voltammetry. SWV also offers a wider time range compared to other pulse polarographic
techniques.72 SWV is normally carried out at a stationary electrode. The basic difference
between SWV and DPV is that SWV has no polarographic mode. The waveform used in SWV

can be viewed as a special case of that used for DPV (as shown in Figure 2.13B) where the
preelectrolysis and pulse periods are of equal duration, and the pulse is in opposite from the scan
direction as shown in Figure 2.14. The square waveform is characterized by various parameters
as clearly shown in Figure 2.14 and these are (i) Pulse height, ∆Ep: measured with respect to the
corresponding tread of the staircase (shown as a thin horizontal line), (ii) Pulse width, t p: time
gap between the forward sample and reverse sample, (iii) Square wave frequency, f: pulse width
and frequency in a square waveform is related by 𝑓 = 1 2 𝑡𝑝 , (iv) Staircase shift, ∆Es: the
potential gap between two staircases at the beginning of each cycle, and it relates with the (v)
Scan rate, v as: 𝑣 =

∆𝐸𝑠

2𝑡𝑝 = 𝑓∆𝐸𝑠 .

In SWV, current samples are taken twice per, at the end of each pulse. The difference current, ∆I,
is formulated as ∆i= if – ir, where if is the forward current sample arises from the first pulse in the
direction of staircase and ir is the reverse current sample is taken at the end of the second pulse.
Thus the result of a single square wave run is the combination of three voltammograms showing
forward, reverse, and difference currents vs. the potential on the corresponding staircase tread.

Figure 2.14: Waveform and measurement scheme along with different important parameters for
SWV.72
2.4.10.5 Chronoamperometry:
Chronoamperometry is a Current (i) vs time (t) plot for a faradic process where the
potential of the working electrode is stepped and the resulting current is monitored as a function
of time. In contrast to other stepped processes in electrochemistry, chronoamperometry generates
a large current in any redox reaction and decays exponentially. Limited information can be
achieved from the chronoamperometric i-t curve which includes (i) it gives the idea about the
long term ability of a catalyst and it‟s stability in the electrocatalytic environment, and (ii) the
specific potential at which a redox reaction occurs.

2.4.10.6 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy:
The term impedance refers to frequency-dependent resistance to current flow in a circuit.
Impedance Zw is defined as Zw = Ew/ Iw.
Though it is very complex to study frequency-dependent resistance, EIS is very helpful to carry
out various electrochemical analyses as (i) EIS is an information-rich technique compared to any
simple DC techniques. For example, by fitting the EIS (Nyquist plot) into Randless cell, one can
gather information for various parameters like the heterogeneous rate constant, porosity,
exchange current density, etc, (ii) EIS can identify diffusion-limited reactions, and (iii) EIS also
gives information about the capacitive behavior of the system. The total impedance is consists of
two parts, one is the imaginary part and the other is the real part. The data extracted from EIS is
fitted into the software with an equivalent circuit from which the parameters mentioned above
can be determined. The most important parameter derived from EIS is the charge transfer
resistance, Rct. In Chapter 8, we have efficiently detected dengue serotype-2 (DENV-2) virus via
impedimetric techniques where we have plotted Rct as a function of known concentration of
DENV-2 for calibration and unknown concentration of infected samples have been measured
from the measured Rct values. EIS is equally applicable in the sensing of other biological
samples like cancer cells, bacteria, metabolites, etc.

CHAPTER-3

Crystal Defect Induced Facet Dependent Electrocatalytic
Activity of 3D Gold Nanoflower towards the Selective
Nanomolar (nM) Detection of Ascorbic Acid
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Role of crystal defects on the electrocatalytic activity of nanocrystals



Role of surface energy (γ) of different facets in controlling the electrocatalytic activity of
nanomaterials



Bud shaped gold nanoflower (AuNF) shows the remarkable electrocatalytic efficiency
towards the oxidation of ascorbic acid (AA) in the nanomolar (nM) concentration range.



The ability of nano-bud in multi-component sensing [𝑖𝑝𝐴𝑢𝑁𝐹 (𝐵𝑢𝑑)/𝑖𝑝𝐺𝐶 ≅ 100] in a single
potential sweep



The role of different crystal facets and inter- & intra-molecular hydrogen bonding within AA
molecules to control the resultant fingerprinted peak potentials at variable concentrations has
been explored by ab initio and DFT calculation respectively

3.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, we have discussed the synthesis of bud to blossom gold nanoflower and
their catalytic applications towards the electrochemical oxidation of Vitamin C. The specific
peak potential for Vitamin C (Ascorbic acid, AA) helps us to find its signature in a pathological
sample and thereby we can develop a potential biosensor for the pathological detection of AA.
We have thoroughly analyzed the crystal structures of individual gold nanoflower to find out the
presence of different active crystal sites within them and explored their role in controlling the
unusually enhanced electrocatalytic oxidation of AA which is originally known to be a sluggish
reaction. Instigation of unique catalytic activity of anisotropic gold nanoparticles (AuNP)
encouraged modern science to shade lights on the concept of location and nature of active-site
dependent catalysis.73–77 The unusual high catalytic activity of nanometer-sized gold particles
(AuNPs) is primarily understood due to the generation of highly dense low coordination site
atoms on edges, terraces, steps, ledges, kinks, etc.78–81 Any crystal plane which remain at an
angle   0 with a closely packed crystal plane, holds more number of broken bonds compared
to the close-packed plane. In any general orientation of that additional crystal plane in a
stereographic orientation with the close-packed crystal plane, generates ledges and kinks of
certain density in an appropriate terrace orientation. These low coordinated site atoms then react
more strongly because of their modified localized electronic structure.82,83 Most of the noble
metal nanoparticles crystallizes according to the fcc pattern84,85 (However iron nanoparticles
crystallize in bcc pattern,86 gold and silver nanoparticles crystallizes as a superlattice in
hexagonal close-packed structures87 or simple cubic super crystals containing PbTe nanocubes88)
and the coordination number (C.N) of different facets in a unit cell of fcc are 7 for {110}, 8 for

{100} and 9 for {111} planes whereas the C.N of an atom in fcc unit cell is 12. Thus the highest
number of bond breaking, i.e., 12-7 = 5, takes place during the creation of {110} facets.89
According to the broken bond model, the number of bond breaking is proportional to surface
energy.89 Hence the surface energy (γ) of different facets in an fcc crystal will follow the order as
γ(111)< γ(100)< γ(110),90 reflecting that the {110} facet as the most reactive one among the
lowest order crystal facets. Besides the broken bond model, microscopically the surface energy
also directly depends on the atomic density of facets and geometry of the terraces, ledges, and
kinks formed during anisotropic facet formation. The high reactivity of {110} facets can also be
explained in terms of planar density (the number of atoms in a plane). Greater the number of
atoms in a plane, greater will be the planar density and hence it will be described as the most
closely packed facet. The planar density of different crystalline facets of an unit cell of fcc are
0.177/R2 for {110}, 0.25/ R2 for {100} and 0.29/ R2 for {111} where R is the radius of a gold
atom.91 In other words, relative planar density of {110}, {100} and {111} crystalline planes
follow the ratio of 1: 1.4: 1.6. Thus {111} plane is the most densely packed plane92,93 making it
least reactive than the other two crystal planes, i.e., {100} and {110}. Besides broken bond
generation and planner density modulation, a detailed microscopic study of gold nanostructure
demonstrates that the catalytic activity increased effectively with the increment of surface energy
as a result of increasing the density of dislocation planes.94,95,96 Generation of more number of
dislocation planes increases the catalytic activity due to the crystal lattice irregularity.97 The other
dominant factors that control the catalytic activity are combined effective surface charge, 98 zeta
potential,99 charge density at the curvature,98 and effective surface area.100
In the present study, we have investigated the electrocatalytic behavior of different size
and shaped [three dimensional (3D) bud to blossom12, confirmed by electron tomography study]

gold nanoflowers (AuNFs) having a similar composition with variable curvature of the tips with
different degree of crystal defects and crystalline orientations towards the electrochemical
oxidation of ‘Vitamin C’ by considering the aforementioned possible catalytic factors. The
anisotropic AuNFs with the increasing number of concave petals oriented towards energetically
unfavorable crystal plane possesses efficient catalytic activity due to the increased number of
crystal defects such as steps, kinks, and dislocation sites.78,82 The high over-potential and poor
reproducibility (fouling effects) of bare electrodes usually limit the usage of them101 as efficient
electrode materials. Driven by the needs, the cutting edge modification of bare electrodes is done
in this study by drop-casting of AuNFs (on bare glassy carbon electrode) via covalent binding or
electrostatic interaction102 to study the catalytic function on the oxidation of biologically active
molecules like Vitamin C, uric acid, glucose, dopamine, etc. Dynamics of crystal facet dependent
reaction for different size and shaped AuNP modified electrode has recently been reported where
{100} and {110} facets of AuNPs show higher catalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR).103–105 However, the modification of AuNPs with Cu and Ag layers leads to {111} facet
the most reactive one for ORR.106 Our experimental work reports here the study of the
electrochemical activity of different tailored shaped bud to blossom AuNFs with single {110} to
twin plane orientation of their tips (one-half of the tips oriented along the {111} and the other
half along {100}). The residual Ag used during the synthesis plays the key factor by suppressing
the dynamics of {111} facet and preserving the high density of crystal defects on {110} facet for
greater chemical reactivity.75 The experimental result of facet and crystal defect dependent
catalytic activity is further supported by using a projected augmented wave (PAW)107 method.
We have also used Density Functional Theory based computational calculation to understand the
molecular basis of the dynamics of peak potential as a function of AA concentration. Scheme-

3.1 shows the schematic presentation of facile electrostatic interaction between bare glassy
carbon (GC) electrode and different AuNFs followed by crystal irregularity dependent AA
oxidation.
The key driving force behind this electrochemical study of AA is due to its crucial role as
a powerful antioxidant as well as an efficient scavenger for free radicals.108 The ratio of Ascorbic
Acid (AA) to dehydroascorbic acid (DHAA) acts as a biomarker of oxidative stress.
Various methods have been proposed for the quantitative estimation of AA like
fluorimetric methods,109 titration methods,109 electrochemical detections,110,111 etc. However,
most of these techniques suffer from interference due to the common basic molecular backbone
of closely related pathological components like dopamine (DA), uric acid (UA), etc.112–114 which
hinders their highly specific sensing applicability. Out of several other electrochemical methods,
Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) are
the two most powerful and error-free techniques used in the literature to measure the
concentration of specific electro-active species in a fingerprinting voltammetric way and to get
the insight on the kinetics of multiple electrochemical processes respectively. Thus the
combination of DPV and EIS as active electrochemical techniques and facet originated crystal
defect modulated nanomaterials as dynamic electrode coating offers the designing of most
suitable transducer both to understand a surface-enhanced redox reaction as well as to use as a
signal amplifier for ultrasensitive error-free fingerprinting detection in a multi-component
physiological environment.
3.2 Synthesis of AuNPs:
The synthesis of different flourishing stages of AuNFs was carried out by using a nanotemplated seeded growth technique (three-step synthesis protocol) as reported earlier by Bardhan

et al.12 In brief, trisodium citrate capped ~5nm gold nanoparticles (GNPs) were synthesized in
the first step by NaBH4 reduction method which we used as the seed to prepare CTAB based
gold nanopopcorn (GNPop) in the second step. In the third and final step, we used GNPop as
nanotemplates to prepare different flourishing stages of AuNF simply by employing different
concentrations of CTAB as the surfactant. The different nano-templated growth solution was
then kept overnight for completing the growth process. The generation of AuNFs was confirmed
by recording their UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra or examining their SEM and TEM images.
3.3 Theoretical ab initio simulation:
Theoretical modeling to calculate the reaction free energy (G) and the corresponding
activation energy (E) have been carried out by using a projected augmented wave (PAW)107
method, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).115–117 The
exchange-correlation functional Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) described within the
generalized gradient approximation118 implemented with the projector augmented wave function
(PAW). The bulk Au{100}, Au{110}, Au{111}, and Au{211} surfaces are modeled with (4×4),
(4×4), (5×5) and (2×5) supercell respectively to minimize the lateral interactions between the
repeating images with four layers of gold atoms. A vacuum of more than 12Å is used along the
z-direction to avoid periodic interactions. The Monkhorst–Pack generates a set of (5×5×1) Kpoints which is used to optimize the supercell of Au{100} and Au{211} facets, while (4×3×1) is
used for the Au{110} facet. The Brillouin zone is sampled with a gamma point (5×5×1) for the
Au{111} facet. All four layers are fully relaxed for the bulk surfaces, while two atomic layers
from the bottom of the slab are fixed. Other layers are relaxed while performing the
thermodynamic study. Plane-wave with a kinetic energy cut-off of 470 eV is used to expand the
electronic wave functions. The convergence criteria for total energy and forces are set at 10 -4 eV

and 0.02 eVÅ-1 respectively while optimizing the geometry. The van der Waals interactions have
been included using the Grimme‟s D3-type of semiempirical method while optimizing the
structures for the thermodynamic calculations.119 Zero-point energy (ZPE) and entropy
corrections have included for the reaction free energy calculations. Zero-point energy (ZPE) is
calculated using the following equation:
ZPE =

𝑖

½ hυi

(1)

Where „h‟ is the Planck constant and „υi‟ is the frequency of the ith vibrational mode.
3.4 Density Functional Theory:
Finer details of the interactions of vitamin C with different Au-clusters have been probed
by density functional theory. The structure of L-ascorbic acid was obtained from PubChem
(CID: 54670067). The structure of its dimer and the gold complexes with the monomer and
dimer were modeled in GausView 5.0. Two to four gold atom clusters were used in these
models. Both the two possible orientations for the interaction of gold clusters with the monomer
were explored. All the possible binding modes were geometry optimized with density functional
theory at B3LYP level120–122 using 6-31G (d) basis set for all H, C, and O atoms, whereas,
Stuttgart/Dresden basis set, SDD/6-31G(d), for all the Au atoms.123,124 A scalar relativistic
effective core potential was applied to all the Au atoms.125 Frequency calculations were
performed on the optimized structures using the same level of theory. Gaussian 09W Rev. C126
was used for geometry optimization and frequency calculations. Molecular orbitals were
generated in GaussView 5.
3.5 Results & Discussion:
This research work presents a comprehensive study on the role of different form of
crystal defects along with other factors (crystal facet free energy, the curvature at sharp tips, total

surface area, surface charge, etc.) on an anisotropic gold nanoflower to control the
electrocatalytic affinity of Vitamin C in a multi-component physiological/pathological sample.
Obtained results will lead us to create a new field of research namely “potentiometric
fingerprinting” for error-free Pathological sensing in the nanomolar (nM) concentration range
which not only has academic importance to understand the mechanism of electro-catalysis on
defective crystal lattice but also supports potential market value for the fabrication of prototype
electrochemical sensors for rapid clinical assessment. The synthesized gold nanoparticles, as
shown in Figure3.1, were characterized by using SEM, TEM, and zeta potential measurements.

Figure 3.1: TEM image of AuNFs synthesized by using (A)2.8×10-4 M CTAB, bud shape (B)
HAADF of (A), (C) Fully blossomed AuNF at 2.8×10-2 M CTAB concentration and (D) over
blossomed at 8.4×10-2 M CTAB.

From our previously reported HRTEM measurements on AuNFs12 it is clear that the lowest
concentration of CTAB (2.8×10-4 M) generates bud structure with the crystal facets oriented in
the {110} plane. According to the literature survey, the surface free energy follows the order
γ(111) < γ(100) < γ(110).90 Hence the bud structured AuNFs are energetically most unstable to
provide maximum expected catalytic activity simply by receiving electrons ( electrocatalytic
oxidation) from the active molecular system (AA) to gain back the C.N. of an atom in fcc unit
cell. As the CTAB concentration was increased to 2.8×10-2 M, crystal facet changes its direction
towards energetically more stable planes to result in the formation of a half blossomed
nanostructure where half of each petal directed along {111} direction and another half towards
the {100} orientation. So, a mixed orientation of tipped petals has been obtained due to the
synergistic effect of viscosity of the medium and crystal facet free energy as discussed in our
previous report in details. The crystallographic direction of tips remain same in case of AuNFs
synthesized at higher CTAB concentration (5.6×10-2 M) whereas they transform into blunted
tipped structures along with energetically unfavorable {100} crystalline packing at the CTAB
concentration of 8.4×10-2 M. The TEM images of bud to blossom AuNFs as synthesized using
variable concentration of CTAB exhibit highly homogeneity in shape and size as clearly visible
from Figure 3.1. Obtained petal statistics from our TEM analysis along with the zeta potentials
recorded for different nanoflower structures has been listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Physical and electrostatic parameters of synthesized different flourishing stages of
AuNFs.
AuNFs at CTAB
concentrations (M)

AuNF Core
dia. (nm)

Individual
average petal
length (nm)

Average
Number of petals

Zeta
Potential (+
mV)

2.8×10-4

110

0

0

11.9

2.8×10-3

140

15

15

18.1

2.8×10-2

155

85

54

27.3

5.6×10-2

140

105

68

31.9

8.4×10-2

135

70

45

34.8

By considering the above petal statistics, geometrical parameters of different AuNFs with
different morphology were estimated by considering the core of different AuNFs as spherical
and the tips as cone-shaped (Scheme 3.1). The surface area of the core is calculated by the
formula 4πr2 and the surface to volume ratio (of the core) is defined as

4 𝑟 2
4
3

𝑟 3

3

= 𝑟 where r is the

radius of the spherical core. On the other hand, the effective surface area of the core which is
exposed to the environment is defined by 4𝜋𝑟 2 − 𝑁𝜋𝑟𝑐2 where rc is the average radius of the base
of each cone and N is the total number of cones. The mathematical term 𝑁𝜋𝑟𝑐2 measures the
extent of the surface area of the central core which is captured by N number of sharp tips.
Similarly, the effective surface area (A) of the cone-shaped tips by disregarding the base area of
cones can be expressed as 𝐴 = 𝑁𝑟1

𝑟𝑐2 + ℎ𝑐2 where hc is the height of individual tips. The

total effective surface area thus can be calculated by summing up the effective core area and
effective petal areas for an individual AuNF. From the TEM images and by considering the
above formulas, the detailed structural parameters are listed in Table 3.2.

Scheme 3.1: Schematic representation of the modification of the GC electrode (GCE) surface
with positively charged AuNFs through electrostatic interaction followed by crystal defects
dependent oxidation of ascorbic acid.

Table 3.2: Different structural parameters along with their total effective surface area calculated
for our synthesized differently flourishing stages of AuNFs.
AuNF at

Core

Effective

S/V

Cone-

Effective

Total

Tip

Charge

CTAB

radius

surface

ratio of

shaped

surface

effective

Diameter

Density@

Conc. (M)

(nm)

area of

core

tip base

area of

surface

(nm)

tip (cm-1)

core

(nm-1)

radius

tips (nm2)

area (nm2)

(mm2)

(nm)

2.8×10-4

55.0

38013.27

0.055

0

0

38013.3

No

-----

observed
tip
2.8×10-3
2.8×10-2
5.6×10-2
8.4×10-2

70.0
77.5
70.0
67.5

61151.08

0.043

3

2162.57

63313.7

20

2.0×106

26449.07

0.038

17

249993.17

276442.2

12

3.3×106

0.043

27

11486.38

611404.2

14

2.9 ×106

0.044

15

151810.42

177257.3

27

1.4×106

~0
25446.91

From the viewpoint of free energy, the catalytic activity of AuNFs should reduce with increase
in the concentration of CTAB as at higher CTAB concentration the produced nanostructures are
made up with petals having lower surface free energy by transforming from solely {110} to
either a mixture of {111} and {100} or exclusively {100}. On the contrary, the extent of
anisotropy (more number of petals) as well as the magnitude of surface charge (positive)
increases with CTAB concentration should in turn enhance the catalytic oxidative power.
Similarly, the effective surface area per AuNF increases monotonously and hence we can expect
a gradual increment of catalytic power due to their ability to hold an increasing number of
molecules on their surface. On the other hand, if we consider the charge (+Ve) density at the tip
is the leading factor to control their catalytic oxidative power as we have shown in our previous
result98 then the reported AuNFs should show a fluctuating catalytic activity according to Table
3.3. To verify these expectations and assessments of the catalytic activity of different flourishing
stages of AuNFs towards AA, we have measured their peak potential [EP (V)] and peak current
[ip (A)] by using differential pulse voltammetry technique. Figure 3.2A depicts the differential
pulse voltammogram of bare GC electrode in 0.4 mM AA wherein the anodic peak appears at
0.72 V due to the oxidation of AA. The modification of the GC electrode with different

geometries of AuNFs leads to a significant decrease in peak potential as well as enhancement in
peak current for the electrooxidation of AA. This indicates that AuNFs exhibits electrocatalytic
behavior for the oxidation of AA. However, the shift in peak potential and the magnitude of peak
current alter with the different geometries of AuNFs for the electrooxidation of AA as can be
inferred from Figure 3.2A. Among various AuNFs, the bud structure which was synthesized by
using 2.8×10-4 M CTAB exhibits the highest catalytic activity in terms of ∆Ep(V) and

𝑖𝑝𝐴𝑢𝑁𝐹

𝑖𝑝𝐺𝐶

where ∆Ep is the shift in peak potential for the electrooxidation of AA at AuNFs/GC compared to
the bare GC electrode and 𝑖𝑝𝐴𝑢𝑁𝐹 & 𝑖𝑝𝐺𝐶 represent the corresponding peak current for the
oxidation of AA at AuNFs/GC and bare GC electrode respectively. A comparison analysis has
provided in Table 3.3 for the electrocatalytic activity of various-shaped AuNFs/GC electrodes
towards the oxidation of AA.

Figure 3.2: DPV for the oxidation of AA (4×10-4 M) on AuNF modified GC electrode
synthesized using CTAB concentration as (A) 2.8×10-3 to 8.4×10-2 M, (B) 2.8×10-4 M, (C) and
(D) show the comparison of modified GC and bare GC electrode in terms of peak potential and
peak current respectively for the oxidation of AA, (E) Nyquist plot for different AuNFs modified
electrode and the corresponding equivalent circuit for the Nyquist plot, (F) measured rate
constant for the electro-catalytic oxidation of AA to DHAA on the surface of different AuNFs.
Interpretation of the DPV results confirms that the bud structure with crystal facet
orientation towards {110} is the most efficient one for the electrochemical catalytic conversion
of AA to DHAA. The lowest peak potential (0.24 V) associated with the highest peak current
(50.5 µA) of the bud structure modified GC electrode is well supported by our previous
argument of the dependence of electrocatalytic activity on facet energetic. Characteristic DPV
for the oxidation of AA on bud shaped AuNF modified GC electrode is shown in Figure 3.2B,
separately. Though the argument on facet energetic to explain the highest catalytic activity of
bud structured AuNF shows the expected result, charge density at the tip does not support it due
to the absence of any tip on the bud structure. Moreover, the trend of catalytic activity for
different flowering stages of AuNFs does not follow a linear relation with the CTAB
concentration as it is expected both from facet energetic and charge density consideration. In the
same line of argument, other factors which include the extent of anisotropy (more number of
petals), total surface charge, and effective surface charge, all increases monotonously with
CTAB concentration and suppose to show a gradual increment of catalytic activity towards AA
oxidation. Obtained catalytic activity (in terms of a shift in peak potential and relative peak
current) shows a zig-zag pattern and cannot be explained by those above factors. These

observations forced us to consider other unexplored factors as major players to control their
observed electrocatalytic activity.

Table 3.3: Experimental observations and system parameters deduced from DPV and EIS
measurement towards the oxidation of AA on different flourishing AuNF coated GC electrode
AuNFs at CTAB
concentrations (M)

Peak

Peak

potentials, EP

current

(V)

(A)

Relative
peak current
𝑖𝑝𝐴𝑢𝑁𝐹

RCT

i0

k0

(kΩ)

(10-8

(10-6

A)

cm s-1)

𝑖𝑝𝐺𝐶

Bare GC

0.72

0.5

NA

2978.5

0.43

0.79

2.8×10-4

0.24

50.5

101.0

51.4

25.08

46.03

2.8×10-3

0.37

6.39

12.78

215.0

5.97

10.95

2.8×10-2

0.26

13.44

26.88

177.4

7.25

13.30

5.6×10-2

0.38

3.82

7.64

364.2

3.52

6.45

8.4×10-2

0.25

26.58

53.16

117.1

10.9

19.97

Out of several other factors, the extent of crystal defect127 could be a major aspect to control
the observed catalytic activity. The HRTEM study clearly shows the presence of several different
types of defects originating from crystal plane dislocations, stepped surface, kinks, islands, or
from differently packed crystal boundaries. A pictorial representation of different types of crystal
defects originates from bud structured and fully blossomed AuNFs are shown in Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4. In an fcc crystal, the normal stacking sequence of the planes generally represented as
ABCABCABC…… pattern. Characteristic twin boundary (TB) generates when one plane acts as
a mirror of the other two. In Figure 3.3D a twin defect appears via the unusual sequence

ABCBA patterning where the C presents a mirror plane to that of AB planes. The atoms situated
on the twin boundary, C plane, have reduced coordination numbers and catalytically more active
than the other closely packed planes. By comparing all five different flourishing stages of AuNF
synthesized at different concentrations of CTAB, it has been observed that a greater defect
density has been observed for the bud shaped structure compared to the other flourishing stages
of AuNF.
A crystal plane at an angle  to a close-packed plane can generate terraces (inclined
surface with respect to the low indexed [low energy] atomically flat surface), ledges (structural
defect which accommodate the terrace inclination) and kinks (defect in the ledge) to result in
additional broken bonds in these inclined planes compared to the reference close-packed planes.
Any general orientation within the stereographic triangle (Euler Triangle) can be constructed
with ledges and kinks of a certain density in an appropriate terrace orientation.128 These ledges
and kinks are the sites where atoms of growing crystal or foreign atoms/molecules can
preferentially attach compared to the flat terraces. By considering the angle between terraces and
ledges as  and between ledges ( ledges are constructed as a combination of several kinks) and
kinks as , mathematically we can define the surface energy offered by ledges and kinks are
𝛾 𝜃 = 𝛾𝑇 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝛾𝐿 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝜃 and 𝛾 ∅ = 𝛾𝐿 𝐶𝑜𝑠 + 𝛾𝐾 𝑆𝑖𝑛 respectively where „T‟ stands for
terrace, „L‟ for ledges and „K‟ for kinks.128 Besides steps, kinks, and edges; dislocation
planes94,96 (which is also a source of the active catalytic site) has also been observed in the
growing tips of different AuNFs. In general, dislocation defects are formed when atoms in a
regular crystal are out of position to form a distorted region. For a polycrystalline material, this
disorientation of crystallites is known as boundary (grain or twin) defects. In general, these small
misfits (angular: boundary defect and linear: same lattice defect) between crystals or crystal

planes can be accommodated by structural dislocations. Broadly this structural dislocation can be
subdivided into three categories as tilt (rotation axis lies on the boundary plane), misfit
(stretching of one particular plane), and twist (rotation axis lies perpendicular to the boundary
plane) dislocation. Misfit and twist can also be defined as edge dislocation and screw dislocation
as has been clearly shown in Figure 3.3E & 3.3F respectively on a bud structured AuNF. For a
better understanding of crystal defects, we have also provided the HRTEM images for bud
shaped AuNF in Figure 3.5, which shows the direction of the growing tip towards energetically
unfavorable {110} facet.
A Crystal defect originated from the formation of islands is also a dominant feature to
control their overall catalytic activity. In general, an island grows or shrinks to maintain
equilibrium vacancy concentration via atom migration from the crystal to the surface.129 A recent
work by Ganesh et al.130 has studied the intriguing catalytic activity of surface-active islands on
nanostructures for efficient direct formic acid oxidation. The modulation of different crystal
defects during their shapes evaluation to control the catalytic power80,81 of a nanoparticle is the
main theme of this study to achieve the most suitable nanostructure with desired crystal
orientation for the highest catalytic activity. A detail of this shape-dependent defect study is
summarized in Table 3.4 which includes different types of defects originated from structural
dislocation, steps, kinks, islands, and differently packed crystal boundaries.
Table 3.4: Density (nm-2) of Different Crystal Defects (dislocation, steps, kinks, islands, and
differently packed crystal boundaries) for Various Shaped AuNFs Synthesized at Tunable
Concentration (M) of CTAB.
Different Types of
Crystal Defects

Density (nm-2) of Different Crystal Defects for Different Shaped AuNFs
Synthesized at Different Concentration (M) of CTAB

.

2.8×10-4

2.8×10-3

2.8×10-2

5.6×10-2

8.4×10-2

Edge dislocation

0.35

0.05

0.17

0.01

0.22

Screw dislocation

0.57

0.11

0.14

0.07

0.35

Stepped surface

0.18

0.06

0.08

0.02

0.13

kink

0.58

0.23

0.31

0.17

0.43

island

0.43

0.07

0.19

0.03

0.37

Twin boundary (TB)

1.11

0.05

0.85

0.01

0.93

Grain boundary (GB)

1.77

0.13

0.89

0.11

0.95

Figure 3.3: Randomly selected three different surface regions (A, B and C) of a bud structured
AuNF to find out the existence of different crystal defects, (D) zoomed region on frame C to
understand the crystal plane arrangement in twine boundary, detailed vectorial representation of
(E) edge dislocation and (F) screw dislocation.

Figure 3.4: (A) AuNF synthesized at 2.8×10-3 M CTAB with reduced crystal defect density,
(B) With increasing CTAB concentration at 2.8×10-3 M CTAB, the AuNF produced show
enhanced crystal defect density, (C) Fully blossomed AuNF produced at 5.6×10-2 M CTAB
Shows only twin boundary defect, (D) Overgrown AuNF synthesized at 8.4×10-2 M CTAB
exhibit blunted tips towards energetically unfavorable {110} facet.

HRTEM based density of different crystal defects (nm-2) for different shaped AuNFs has
been detailed in Figure 3.6. Our HRTEM study clearly shows that irrespective of the type of
defects, the defect density is maximum for bud structure which reduces in a zigzag pattern as
different flourishing stages of AuNF evolves at an increased concentration of CTAB.
Incremental contribution of dislocation planes along with steps, kinks, islands, and differently

packed crystal boundaries supports the presence of a maximum number of catalytic active sites
on leading highly energetic {110} facets of bud shaped structure to offer highest AA oxidizing
power.

Figure 3.5: HRTEM image of the bud shaped AuNF. Different parts of the bud structure is
focused where (A) indicates the direction of the growing tips towards {110}, and (B), (C), (D)
indicates the presence of multiple crystal defects like stepped surface, GB, TB, Dislocation, etc.
Here CTAB concentration regulates the shape of the AuNFs and described in detail in our
previous publication.12 The oxidizing ability of AuNF at CTAB concentrations between 2.8×103

M and 8.4×10-2M shows a zig-zag pattern. This observation can easily be described in terms of

the variation of defect density with different flourishing stages where for each shaped AuNFs we
have considered three different surface zones with different surface areas (25, 100, and 225 nm2).
For each surface zone of an individual structure, we have considered 100 frames and hence
Table 3.4 is bearing the statistics of 5×3×100 = 1500 frames. A detail of defect study is
summarized in Table 3.4 which includes different types of defects originated from structural
dislocation, steps, kinks, islands, and differently packed crystal boundaries. Various type of
crystal

defects

density

was

Crystal defects density (CDD) =

calculated
𝑖=100 𝑛 𝑖
;
𝑖=1
𝐴𝑖

by

employing

the

expression

as:

where, ni denotes the number of respective defects

in the selected area Ai. Considering similar statistical analysis we have also presented the charge
density at the apex in Table 3.2 which gets maximum for the highest curvature tips.98
Charge density is mathematically calculated as 2κ, where κ is the radius of curvature (κ =1/R)
and R is the tip radius. Though the charge density at the tip is a formidable factor to achieve
higher catalytic activity as we have reported previously.98 The obtained result in this report does
not explain their growing role over crystal defect density. Hence out of several factors which
include (i) generation of crystal defects due to the presence of low coordination atoms on steps,
kinks, islands, and edges, (ii) increment of internal surface area due to the dislocation, (iii)
orientation of crystal facets on the projected tips of AuNFs, and (iv) charge density at the tip; the
statistics of defect density leads the rally.
Though we used the DPV technique for fingerprinting the characteristic redox peak-current
and peak-potentials of the electrocatalytic oxidation of AA; we have adopted here alternate EIS
technique also to acquire the kinetics information as well as to measure the ability of a circuit to
flow electrical current. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is one of the most
powerful and reliable techniques for getting various electrochemical parameters such as double-

layer capacitance (Cdl), charge transfer resistance (RCT),131 solution resistance (Rs), the standard
heterogeneous rate constant (k0),132 etc. The typical Nyquist plot obtained from the EIS
experiment indicates the variation of real and imaginary parts (of impedance) over a higher to
lower frequency range (e.g. 105 to 10-2 Hz) at a fixed potential.72 The distorted semicircles are
observed from the Nyquist plot (Figure 3.2E) for various shaped AuNFs modified GC electrode
towards the electrooxidation of AA wherein diameter of the semicircle in the X-axis gives an
estimation of RCT value between the modified electrode and analyte (AA). However, a variation
in the RCT value is noticed for different morphology of AuNFs in which the fully flourished
AuNF-modified GC electrodes exhibit the highest RCT value while the bud shaped AuNF shows
lowest RCT values. RCT values for other AuNFs lie in between the limits and their magnitude
2.8×10
follows the trend as 𝑅𝐶𝑇

−4

8.4×10
< 𝑅𝐶𝑇

−2

2.8×10
< 𝑅𝐶𝑇

−2

2.8×10
< 𝑅𝐶𝑇

−3

−2

5.6×10
< 𝑅𝐶𝑇
. From this RCT

value, we have estimated the exchange current densities (i0) as well as the standard
heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant (k0) by adopting the following equations72:
𝑅𝑇

(1−𝛼) 𝛼
𝐶𝑅𝑒𝑑 𝑘0

𝑅𝐶𝑇 = 𝑛𝐹 𝑖 and 𝑖0 = 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑂𝑋
0

(1−𝛼)

by assuming 𝐶𝑂𝑋

(2)

𝛼
= 𝐶𝑅𝑒𝑑
= 𝐶, 𝑖0 = 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑘0

where „n‟ denotes the number of electrons (here, n = 2), „A‟ denotes the active surface area,
COx and CRed denote the bulk concentrations of ascorbic acid (AA) and dehydroascorbic acid

Figure 3.6: Variation of defect density with different flourishing stages (Top panel for bud
structure with 2.8×10-4 M CTAB, Central panel for half blossomed AuNF with 2.8×10-2 M
CTAB and bottom panel for the overgrown AuNF with 8.4×10-2 M CTAB) where for each
shaped AuNFs we have considered 100 frames each for three different surface zones with
different surface areas (25, 100 and 225 nm2).

(DHAA), respectively and α being the symmetry factor. For the quantitative evaluation of
various system parameters, a modified Randles equivalent circuit (by blending the parameter
constant phase element; CPE)133 is constructed (Figure 3.2E inset) to fit the experimental
Nyquist plot and the fitting parameters are tabulated in Table 3.3. As can be seen from Table

3.3, the bud shaped AuNFs (prepared using 2.8x10-4 M CTAB) shows the highest exchange
current, as well as the utmost standard heterogeneous rate constant in comparison to other AuNF,
modified electrodes. The heterogeneous rate constant follows the trend as: 𝑘02.8×10
𝑘08.4×10

−2

> 𝑘02.8×10

−2

> 𝑘02.8×10

−3

−4

>

−2

> 𝑘05.6×10 . Indeed, this behavior is consistent with the DPV

response of AuNFs/GC towards the electro-oxidation of AA. Thus, it can be concluded that the
morphology which having higher crystal defects (steps, kinks, edges, dislocation) exhibits
superior catalytic activity than that of others.
To get the idea about the feasibility of AA oxidation reaction on different crystal facets we
have used here Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) where the reaction free energy
(∆𝐺) have been calculated by using the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model as
proposed by Nørskov and co-workers.131,134
For example, the reaction free energy for a general reaction is calculated at zero voltage as
follow:
Reaction:
Reaction free energy:

AH* → A* + H + + e−
∆G = G(A*) +

1
2

G(𝐻2(𝑔) ) – G(AH*)

(4)

We have calculated the reaction free energy change for the reaction presented in Scheme 3.1.
The optimized structures of AA on different crystalline gold facets have shown in Figure 3.7.
Our calculated reaction free energy (Table 3.5) suggests that the oxidation of ascorbic acid
shows different reactivity with different crystal facets of the gold surface. The Au{110} surface
is more reactive with minimum activation energy (1.04 eV) and lowest reaction free energy (0.64
eV) compared to the {111} and {100} surfaces. On the other hand, the reaction is more favorable
with the free energy change of 0.59 eV in the presence of stepped surface {211} which inclined
towards {111} and {100} surfaces. Simulated results match exactly what we observed for

experimental electrocatalytic activity on different flourishing stages of AuNFs. Both
experimental observation and simulated prediction show the highest catalytic activity for bud
shaped AuNF with active crystal faces oriented towards {110} direction.

Figure 3.7: Top and Side views of the optimized AA on different crystalline lowest order
[{111}, {100} and {110}] and stepped [{221}] Au facets. Optimized molecules are shown in the
ball-and-stick model where red balls indicate oxygen atoms, gray balls as carbon atoms and
white balls as hydrogen atoms.

Table 3.5: Calculated reaction free energy for the oxidation of AA on different crystal facets of
gold
Surface

∆𝑬(eV)

∆𝑮(eV)

100
110
111
211

1.14
1.04
1.51
0.97

0.70
0.64
1.05
0.59

The highest oxidizing power of the bud structured AuNF encouraged us to utilize this
nanomaterial for AA sensing by utilizing electrochemical measurement techniques. The
appearance of variable peak potentials at different concentrations and interpretation of the
obtained result through the structural contribution of AA is quite interesting in terms of the intraand inter-molecular hydrogen bonding135 among themselves. At lower AA concentrations
(Figure 3.8A) the peak potential appears at 0.345 V and the DPV curve at variable concentration
is broad in nature. The current vs. concentration curve shows an exponential and linear growth
type in the lower (4×10-5 to 4×10-8 M) and higher (10-3 to 10-4 M) range of AA concentrations
respectively as shown in Figure 3.8C and 3.8D. Single peak potential for AA oxidation can
easily be explained by considering an intramolecular hydrogen bond to facilitate the oxidation of
AA to DHAA. At intermediate concentration range (10-4 to 10-5 M), a dual humped curve has
been observed indicating a two-electron oxidation of AA. As the concentration of AA increases
and reaches above mM concentration, the distance between AA molecules reduces to allow both
intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonding to show an additional peak at 0.24 V
origination from AA-dimers along with the original peak potential at 0.345 V due to the AA
oxidation through intramolecular hydrogen bonding trajectory. The two-electron oxidation of
AA is clearly shown in Figure 3.8B where one peak potential arises at 0.24 V and another one

at0.345 V. At a very high concentration of AA (10-3 M), the peak potential shifts further to
lower potential at 0.20 V indicates much faster oxidation. Thus, quantitative and qualitative
fingerprinting of AA can easily be done from the prescribed electrochemical measurements.

Figure 3.8: (A) DPV of AA at lower concentration level (4×10-5 to 4×10-8 M), (B) DPV of AA at
higher concentration level (10-3 to 10-4 M), (C) The exponential growth of peak current at a lower
concentration of AA, and (D) The linear variation of peak current at higher concentration of AA.
To understand the mechanism of AA oxidation in the molecular level, we have studied
their redox reaction on a few atom gold clusters by using Density Functional Theory. 120–122
Using this quantum mechanical analysis we have obtained the optimized geometries of the

monomer, dimer, and the gold complexes of L-ascorbic acid (AA) as shown in Figure 3.9a and
3.9b. Whereas the electron densities in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the gold cluster complex with monomer and
dimer of AA are shown in panel A and B of Figure 3.9a and 3.9b respectively. The vibrational
frequencies of the first O-H bond stretching in monomer as well as in the intermolecular
hydrogen-bonded dimer were monitored in presence of increasing number of gold atoms and the
changes are plotted in Figure 3.9c whereas the changes in the O-H bond lengths are shown in
Figure 3.9d. O-H bond weakening was observed in monomer (bonded to Au through either H or
O atom of AA) as well as in the dimer of ascorbic acid in presence of Au. In monomer, O-H
stretching frequency was decreased by around 300 cm-1, thus, facilitating the deprotonation
process. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding also weakens this OH bond136,137 and the decrease in
the stretching frequency was about 400 cm-1. Au cluster was found to further decrease the
stretching frequency by 300 cm-1. Therefore at higher concentration AA, the presence of gold
cluster reduces the OH stretching frequency up to 700 cm-1 effectively. Alternatively, at higher
concentrations where ascorbic acid molecules remain hydrogen-bonded, oxidation occurs more
easily in the presence of gold as we have observed experimentally. Experimentally we have
observed that the peak potential for AA oxidation shifted from 0.345 V at very low concentration
(4×10-5 to 4×10-8 M) to 0.24 V at an intermediate concentration (10-4 to 10-5 M) and finally
shifted to 0.205 V at very high concentration (10-3 M) of AA. This directly provides the true
mechanistic explanation behind the electrocatalytic oxidation of AA.

Figure 3.9: Optimized geometries and the electronic distributions of ascorbic acid monomer (a)
and dimer (b) in the presence of gold. (A) Optimized geometries of ascorbic acid (monomer or
dimer) and its gold complexes. (B) HOMO/SOMO of the respective complexes. (C) LUMO of
the respective complexes. (c) Changes in the stretching frequency and (d) the bond length of the
first OH group in L-ascorbic acid (AA) in presence of increasing number of Au atoms (two to
four).
Based on the high catalytic activity of the bud structured AuNF and from the complete
understanding about their mechanism of action along with molecular and crystal level driving
forces for its enhanced activity, we encouraged to use this bud shaped AuNF structure for ultralow sensing of AA in presence of other closely related biological components138,139 like DA, UA,
and Glucose. The DPV response (Figure 3.10A) of bud shaped AuNF modified GC electrode at

the equimolar mixture of biological components show clear individual peaks for the respective
components with unchanged peak position (0.245 V for AA, 0.41 V for DA, 0.535 V for UA and
0.63 V for glucose) for each element. As the peak potential for individual components is well
separated from each other, in a single potential sweep we can identify all the available
components in a multicomponent pathological sample. From the DPV response, we have
constructed the calibration plot (Figure 3.10B) for all four components during the simultaneous
detection of these species. This detection methodology holds true for those components which do
not interact with each other to produce another component in the mixture of analytes.
The main criteria of a successful sensor is to show a linear variation of the identifiable
and measurable quantity (here peak current) with concentration. It is clear from Figure 3.10 that
the peak current for individual components in a test sample shows a linear variation in a
physiologically viable concentration range. Moreover, all the components can easily be
identified in a single potential sweep from a multicomponent pathological sample. Hence, the
bud structured AuNF has the unique potential to use it as an efficient electrocatalytic sensor for
pathological sensing.

Figure 3.10: (A) DPV at a variable concentration of an equimolar mixture of AA, DA, UA, and
Glucose. (B) A linear fit of peak current for individual components at a variable physiological
concentration range.
3.6 Conclusion:
The DPV response and EIS data for the oxidation of AA clarify that there is a strong
correlation between the electro-catalytic activity and the extent of crystal defect density (nm-2) of
different AuNFs. The defect density on nanocrystals has been calculated from the recorded
HRTEM measurements by considering all possible defects originated during their growth.
Among various controlling factors, the crystal defect density plays a crucial role in determining
the superior catalytic ability. The bud shaped AuNF shows superior catalytic activity in
comparison with other AuNFs due to the presence of the highest crystal irregularity on its
surface. Moreover, bud shaped AuNF shows the effective fingerprinting ability of AA in the
presence of other closely related compounds in a multi-component pathological sample. Besides,
the role of different crystal facets [{111}, {100}, {110}, and [{221}] on the catalytic
performance of AuNFs has been explored by calculating the reaction free energy (∆𝐺) using
computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model on VASP platform which is consistent with our
proposed mechanism. Variation of peak potential for AA oxidation at different concentration
range has been demonstrated using DFT by considering their intramolecular (monomer) and
intermolecular (dimer) interaction in the presence of different sized Au clusters. The
fingerprinted peak potential and linear fit of peak current for individual components (AA, UA,
DA, and glucose) at variable physiological concentration prove the ability of the bud shaped
AuNF as an efficient electrocatalytic sensor for multicomponent pathological sensing.

CHAPTER-4

Zone-Specific Crystallization and a Porosity-Directed Scaling
Marker for the Catalytic Efficacy of Au-Ag Alloy Nanoparticles
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Modified seed-mediated growth followed by the sacrificial galvanic replacement method has
been adopted to synthesize Bimetallic Au-Ag hollow nano prisms (HNPr) with variable
effective surface area, dynamic atomic composition (Au: Ag), and distinct stepped surface
between the central porous region and crystalline periphery.


The role of numerous low coordinated crystal defects along with extended d-orbital spacing
in the central cavity region of HNPrs to control their adsorption efficiency for different redox
reactions has been explored in detail.



The presence of high-density grain boundary with preferable Au0: Ag0 ratio in HNPr250 helps
to form an extensive porous ligamentous central cavity and accelerate the kinetics of the Uric
Acid (UA) oxidation for their nM detection.



Experimental observations have been supported by DFT calculation to approximate the
effective Au-Au displacement in explaining their catalytic activity.

4.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, we have synthesized different bimetallic Au-Ag hollow nanoprisms and
checked their catalytic activity through electrochemical oxidation of uric acid. Irregularities or
defects of nano-crystalline materials differentiate them in novel properties from their bulk
counterparts.140 Alloying of noble metal induces a plethora of unknown and unexplored
properties of nanomaterials which include superconductivity141, superparamagnetism142, highly
stressed nanoscale materials to generate reactive oxygen,143 etc. Besides these properties, the
alloying of noble metal nanoparticles is believed to be one of the most crucial factors to generate
defects like grain boundary, dislocations, etc. which drastically alters the catalytic property along
with various Physico-chemical properties viz., mechanical strength (which include tensile strain,
compressive strain, etc.) and toughness of the material.144 It has been reported that nanocrystalline materials having grain boundary (GB) rich surface is effective for CO reduction145
with high turnover frequency. Additionally, another controlling factor that enhances the catalytic
property is the presence of multiple twin boundary (MTB) defects which are exposed to high
energy facets.146 The active site of a heterogeneous catalyst can be considered as a direct
collection of atoms which can be introduced into the lattice by a high density of stacking faults
and twin boundaries.147 The multiple twinned gold nanoparticles supported on TiO2 surface

exhibit superior catalytic performance for CO oxidation than twin-free gold nanocrystals.148
Similarly, polycrystalline gold nanoparticles (most probably with an enormous number of grain
boundaries but not analyzed extensively) show the enhanced catalytic activity of UA
oxidation149. In addition, the planner defects e.g., stacking fault, dislocations, etc. originate
during the crystal growth of gold nanostructures that are found to be effective for electrocatalytic
oxidation of methanol150. Out of a large pool of available mixed metal nanomaterials, Au-Ag
alloy nanomaterials draw special attention due to their similarity in lattice parameters (Au: 4.08
Å and Ag: 4.09 Å) to create most stable periodically folded atomic nanocrystals.151 Different
strategies are reported and have been adopted to generate mixed metal nanomaterials either by
adopting leaching methodology152 or selectively depositing on active sites.153 Out of several
different types of mixed metal nanostructures, designing specially engineered pseudo porous
bimetallic nanomaterials is our target to generate novel materials that are expected to show the
extraordinary catalytic property (along with several other exciting physical and chemical
properties) contrary to their monometallic counterparts.154 Schematic representation of twoelectron oxidation of UA on Au-Ag alloy nanoprisms with the central porous cavity is shown in
Scheme 4.1.

Scheme 4.1: Two electron electrochemical oxidation of uric acid on {220} facet of HNPr.

Origination of porosity during the growth of bimetallic Au-Ag nano-crystals constitutes
various crystal imperfections155 which are suitable for their enhanced catalytic activity. The low
coordinated perimeter appears near the central cavity (or central porous moiety) of hollow nano
prisms (HNPr) has been considered as the prime factor for generating active catalytic sites. 156,157
It is believed that during the synthesis of nano-alloy (Au-Ag) Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles the
residual Ag does not leach out (oxidation of Ag0 seed by Au3+) completely rather it segregate
defect sites (steps, kinks, etc.) and void spaces near the two metal interfaces (i.e., the central
porous region of HNPr) due to the differential diffusion rates between two inter-diffusing atomic
species (here inward flux of Au0 from surrounding and outward flux of Ag0from the core) which
creates a net vacancy flux through Kirkendall Effect.15 The appearance of Kirkendall voids in
Au-Ag alloy nanoparticle is linearly dependent on tensile strain or stress. Tensile stress again
tends to exaggerate the grain boundaries and creates more vacancies whereas compressive stress
cements the grain boundaries by reducing the extent of void formation.Therefore it is necessary
to find the chemical marker of void formation in Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles.158 The presence of
different oxidation states of Au (Au0, Au+ (aurous) and Au3+ (auric)) andAg (Ag+ and Ag0) and
their extent in the interfacial central porous region of HNPr plays a key role in alloy nanoparticle
formation.159 The percentage of metallic (Ag0and Au0) and oxidized (Ag+, Au+, and Au3+) form
of silver and gold in the individual nanoporousHNPr can be monitored through XPS and EDX
spectrum and the ratio Au0/Ag0can be considered as a chemical marker for the atomic origin of
high catalytic activity of different HNPrs. The building of atomic segregation in the bimetallic
heterophase junction (Au-Ag) through Kirkendall Effect may generate dislocation and d-band
shifting which in turn enhances the activity towards various electrochemical redox reactions. 160
In our previous study, we have estimated the concentration of ascorbic acid (AA) by performing

their electrochemical oxidation reaction on gold nanoflower (AuNF) surface and efficiently we
could quantify different biologically active components like UA, dopamine (DA), AA and
Glucose from a single pathological sample.4 Out of several components, UA shows the most
prominent ion current peak in DPV response which encouraged us to consider it as the reference
analyte to study the role of porosity induced tensile strain on a nanomaterial with minimal
variation of crystal facets to influence their catalytic activity. Moreover, uric acid is a
biologically important compound that plays a crucial role in metabolism. The purine metabolic
product uric acid (UA), when present at higher concentrations (hyperuricemia) in the blood may
cause several ailments like cardiovascular disease, gout (a form of arthritis), kidney disease,
heart disease,161–163, etc. Though not very common it is also possible to have too little UA in our
body which points out the initiation of liver and kidney disease. In general, we define this
symptom as Fanconi syndrome,164 a disorder of the kidney tubules that prevent the absorption of
uric acid and rapid removal by urine to reduce the UA level in the blood to create hypouricemia.
Hence the quantification (high or low level) of UA is crucial from the pathological screening
point of view too. The normal uric acid level for a healthy female is 142-356 M (2.4-6.0
mg/dL) and for a healthy male is 202-416 M (3.4-7.0 mg/dL).165,166 Various analytical
approaches like chemiluminescence,167 spectrofluorometric,167 enzymatic processes,168, etc. have
been reported for the quantitative detection of UA to micromolar (M) level. However,
electrochemical techniques are more preferable in this context on account of their ease of
handling, cost-effectiveness, and higher accuracy level to avoid any false positive signaling.
Electrochemical techniques like differential pulse voltammetry (DPV), Chronoamperometry
(CA), square wave voltammetry (SWV) are powerful tools among others to carry out sensing of
UA at physiological concentration level by modifying the bare electrode with polymers169

(ethylene glycol, methacrylate, dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate, etc.) and biomaterials170,171
(norepinephrine, propionylcholine,etc). In the present study, we have examined the detailed
structural analysis of seven different bimetallic Au-Ag HNPrs and their catalytic activity towards
the electrochemical oxidation of UA (Scheme 4.1) to figure out their structure-catalytic activity
relationship. The modification of the bare glassy carbon (GC) electrode by adsorbing different
bimetallic Au-Ag HNPrs on their surface leads to efficient adsorption of UA and enhances the
electron transfer kinetics. Further, HNPr modified GC electrodes encouraged us for
fingerprinting of UA upto nano-molar (nM) level within a limited time interval. The prominent
role of the chemical marker (Au0/Ag0) in the mixed metal HNPrs for the increment of tensile
strain was explained through DFT calculations as implemented in Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP).

4.2 Material Synthesis:
The synthesis of different HNPrs was carried out in the two-step seeding method. In the
first step, 500 L of 10-2 M ice-cooled freshly prepared AgNO3 was added at a constant rate of 1
mL/min into 19 mL of Milli-Q (18 M cm) water kept under constant rate (150 rpm) of stirring.
After that, we have added 500 L of 10-2 M ice-cooled freshly prepared trisodiumcitrate (TSC) at
the same rate of 1 mL/min to the diluted AgNO3 solution. Immediately after the completion of
TSC addition, we have added 60 L of 10-1 M freshly prepared ice-cooled NaBH4 at a time and
left the mixture undisturbed for 30 s before we turn off the stirring. The solution turns
immediately into a bright and transparent bumblebee yellow color. The solution was then kept
undisturbed in the dark for 2 h under open mouth condition to release out evolved H2 gas from
the reaction mixture.

In the second step, 0.5 g of CTAB was dissolved in 45 mL of water by 10 min sonication
at 30 0C. To this CTAB solution, maintained at 30 0C, 2 mL of 10−2 M AgNO3 was added at a
constant rate of 1 mL/min under steady stirring condition. Next, 300 μL of 10-2 M ice-cooled
HAuCl4 was added to the above mixture at a constant rate of 1 mL/min. The color of the solution
turns transparent yellow-brown. This was followed by a dropwise addition (1 mL/min) of 320 μL
of 10-1 M ice-cooled ascorbic acid (AA) that changes the color of the solution from yellowbrown to colorless due to Au(III) reduction. The stepwise addition of Au(III) and AA of the
same respective volume are repeated for one more time with an additional rate of 2 mL/min.
Quick or delayed addition of Au(III) than that of 2 mL/min in the second step may cause the loss
of crystalline nature of our synthesized HNPrs and results in in distorted structures with irregular
shapes and sizes as shown in Figure 4.1. The porous ligaments in the central cavity region for
different HNPrs were achieved through carefully maintaining the addition rate of gold solution

(2 mL/min) and the time gap (~3 to 4 s) between Au(III) and AA into the reaction mixture.

Figure 4.1: (A), (B) and (C) SEM images of HNPr250 with HAuCl4.3H2O addition rate (second
step of seeded growth) of 1 mL/min, 2 mL/min and 3 mL/min respectively. (D) Absorption
spectra of different HNPrs.

Subsequently, a different amount (varying the amount between 50 μL and 3 mL) of presynthesized seed solution was added into the reaction mixture. Variation in the amount of seed
solution led to the formation of various HNPrs with different edge lengths and porous cavity
diameters. Synthesized HNPrs by using 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 L of Ag seed
are designated as HNPr50, HNPr100, HNPr250, HNPr500, HNPr1K, HNPr2K, and HNPr3K,
respectively. The plasmonic nature of individual HNPrs was confirmed from their UV-Vis-NIR
spectra as shown in Figure 4.1. Throughout the synthesis, we have maintained the reaction

temperature at 30 °C. We have observed that in absence of seed by using the same protocol does
not produce any nanoprisms (rather produces arbitrary shaped colloidal particles with no regular
size) which directly proves the necessity of the seed to form the nano prisms structure or in other
words, indeed this is a seed-mediated synthesis.
4.3 Materials Purification:
After synthesizing; the cavity diameter, shape, and size variable HNPrs; we kept them
overnight to complete their growth and stabilization. Size of HNPr50 and HNPr100 are so big that
they become settled down by leaving unreacted ligands and precursors in the top solution which
we have decanted to separate the nanoparticles. Separated nanoparticles (~1 mL) then diluted by
5mL Milli-Q water and centrifuge at 1000 rpm for 1.5 h whereas for other HNPrs which didn’t
settle down with time have been centrifuged for two times at different rates. Firstly, they are
centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 1.5 h and then at 3000 rpm for 30 minutes. Finally, we have
collected the centrifuged nanoparticles each with a total volume of 500 L.
4.4 Theoretical Modeling of HNPr:
It is very difficult to construct a theoretical model for different HNPrs with variable Au:Ag
composition because the introduction of Ag atom in the Au cluster will generate an infinite
number of possible structures. Here, initially, we have constructed some structure based on TEM
images and XPS data (Table 4.1). We have constructed flat surfaces of HNPrs parallel to {111}
plane and faces having {220} planes according to the previously reported work.172 We have
simulated a series of different HNPrs (each one made by a total of 363 atoms) with different
Au:Ag composition. We have varied the Au0:Ag0 compositions among different HNPrs as:
HNPrA (3.03:1), HNPrB (2.45:1), HNPrC (2.02:1), HNPrpureAg (0:) and HNPrpureAu (:0). These
compositions cover the entire HNPr series as reported in Table 4.1. The primary motive behind

the consideration of the above-mentioned compositions is to observe the effect of Ag
impurity/doping on the pure Au clusters. For the geometrical optimization, we have used
Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional as
implemented in VASP for each Au:Ag composition. A gamma centered k-point was applied for
the calculation and a force convergence criterion of -0.05 eV/Å per atom was set to obtain the
accurate bond-length between Au and Ag atoms. The PBE potential with the Methfessel-Paxton
smearing method has been used to calculate the total energies.

4.5 Results and Discussion:
TEM analysis in Figure 4.2 noticeably clarifies the formation of nano prism along with
the appearance of hollowness at the center of the mass coordinate for each HNPr. It has been
observed that the enrichment of Ag seed from 50 µL to 3 mL during synthesis leads to the linear
increment of both the edge length between 150-25 nm and central porous cavity diameter
between 1.5 - 11.5 nm. The TEM image of each HNPr (HNPr50 to HNPr3K) in Figure 4.2 and the
corresponding histogram in Figure 4.3 proves that the synthesized HNPrs are highly
monodispersed in nature. The HNPr50 and HNPr100 appear almost as two-dimensional triangles
(thickness 10 nm) with sharp edges (edge lengths are 150 and 102 nm respectively) and a tiny
cavity at the center. Compared to HNPr50 and HNPr100, edges of the HNPr250 (edge length: 105
nm) are much more truncated in nature (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: TEM image of individual HNPr synthesized by using a different amount of Ag seed.
Here A-F represents the synthesized HNPrs by using 50 L, 100 L, 250L, 1 mL, 2 mL and 3
mL of Ag seed and abbreviated as HNPr50, HNPr100, HNPr250, HNPr1K, HNPr2K,and HNPr3K
respectively. Due to the structural similarity with HNPr250, we have not included the TEM image
of HNPr500 in this figure.
Further distortion from the prism structure was observed for HNPr500, HNPr1K, HNPr2K (edge
lengths are 102, 62 and 43 nm respectively) and a hollow sphere (diameter: 25 nm) appearance
with a large cavity diameter around 11.5 nm for HNPr3K. The role of Au(III) and the amount of
seed in controlling the size and crystallinity of the central cavity can be explained by considering
the reduction potentials of the component redox systems (Au3+/Au0, Ag+/Ag0, AA2+/AA) present
in the reaction mixture.

Figure 4.3: Histogram of size distribution for each HNPr. 100 TEM frames have been
considered for each HNPr to calculate their average edge length.
Reported reduction potentials for Au3+/Au0, Ag+/Ag0, AA2+/AA are 1.5, 0.81, and -0.066 V (at
pH:7) respectively.173,152 As explained before in our previous report174 that the presence of
Au(III) enhances the differential reduction potential of AA from 0.8 V (between Ag+/Ag0 and
AA2+/AA) to 1.5 V (between Au3+/Au0 and AA2+/AA) which forces AA to acts as an efficient
reducing agent and results in all the available AA being used in the reduction of Au(III) and
Ag(I) to form seed-mediated alloy structure. When we add a little amount of seed then the
volume to surface ratio i.e., 𝜋𝑅 2  / 2𝜋𝑅 2 of the nucleation zone to accommodate all the
Au0 and Ag0 into prismatic geometry should be very small compared to the total surface of the
HNPr and vice versa for a large amount of seed. Here we considered ‘R’ as the radius of the
central cavity and ‘h’ is the approximate thickness (may vary due to stepped geometry) of the
prism. Hence we should expect a gradual increment of cavity area with the amount of added seed

and matches well with our observed result. Moreover, when the nucleation zone is made by one
or fewer nanoseeds the active crystal facets of seed can contribute more accurately in the
crystallization to generate sharp edged HNPrs compared to a large collection of nanoseed as the
nucleation centre. During seeded crystallization if there is any residual Au(III) leftover in the
system then only it will try to contribute in the galvanic replacement reaction from the seed
surface to result the amorphous nature of the central cavity. Depending on the relative ratios of
Au3+, Ag+ and Ag0 the extent of the resultant porous nature varies for different HNPrs. It is clear
from our study that the crystalline central core (as nucleation centre) for individual HNPr
gradually changes to amorphous porous cavity and the extent of porosity has been measured by
recording their time dependent TEM image. TEM based growth kinetics and the associated
porosity development in the central core for HNPr250 is shown in Figure 4.4. Analysis of the
HRTEM images through digital micrograph software along with XRD measurements and SAED
pattern confirms the presence of high energy facets 1/3{422} and {220} on each HNPr surface
(Figure 4.4, 4.5, and4.6). The thermal vibration of reduced coordination sites (steps, kinks, etc.)
strengthens the average vibrational amplitude of vicinal surfaces (1/3{422} and {220}). As a
result, excess vibrational entropy of vicinal surfaces is much higher than that of low index {111}
surface.175,176 Thus, low coordinated atomic sites are considered to be chemically more active
than that of close-packed Au-Ag surfaces (1st order fcc surfaces) and these defects stimulate the
emergence of internal lattice strain.146,177

Figure 4.4: TEM images of time-dependent (A: 10 min, B: 1 h and C: 6 h) porosity generation at
the center of gravity of HNPr250. Porosity has started to develop after 1 hr and reaches a
maximum after 6 hr. (A1), (B1) and (C1) are time variable HAADF-STEM images with their
respective EDX line profiles; (A2), (B2), (C2) are IFFT images of HNPr250 after 10 min, 1h and
6 h of synthesis; (A3), (B3) and (C3) are the zoomed version of the selected area on respective
porous cavities; and (A4), (B4) and (C4) is the surface plot of (A2), (B2) and (C2) respectively
to clarify the degree of porosity change with time whereas the contour plot is given as inset to
identify the boundary between porous and crystalline surface of HNPr as marked by the yellowcolored arrow. Though at the beginning (10 min) of the HNPr growth there is only one active
crystal plane i.e., 1/3{422} which has two different orientations with an internal angle of 630,
after 1 hr a new {220} plane appears in the central cavity and the 1/3{422} plane disappears
completely after 6 hr.

The lattice strain (compressive or tensile) in the nanocrystal leads to fluctuating different
mechanical properties by modifying their energy band structures.178 Although the 1/3{422} plane
is forbidden, the appearance of this plane in the bimetallic Au-Ag plate-like structure has been
reported earlier and this creates stacking faults laying parallel to the {111} facets.172 In our
synthesized HNPrs, we found that each HNPr contains the 1/3{422} plane both on the crystalline
surface area as well as the central cavity area except for HNPr250 where the 1/3{422} plane is
missing in the central porous region. We have crosschecked the presence of 1/3{422}and {220}
planes along with {111} plane in different HNPrs by performing their XRD measurements and
verified it from JCPDS data as mentioned in Figure 4.6. Unfortunately, the S/N ratio for the
recorder XRD plot is quite low and that could be due to high SAXS (small-angle X-ray
scattering) background from the CTAB molecules and also the glass substrates at the low angle
regime. To keep the nanostructures intact we could not wash the nanoparticles beyond two times
as further washing could destroy the particles and results in very weak diffraction peaks. Here
the important point is the peak position corresponding to 1/3{422} and this is also a supportive
data to the strong evidence observed from HRTEM and SAED patterns. Collecting data over a
quite long time may improve the SNR a little but this will not significantly improve the data
quality. Moreover, as we know the errors in counts in scattering experiments follow the Poisson
distribution and that results in little improvement in noise even if we collect data for a long time
unless the peak is quite strong or data has been taken in much stronger x-ray source like x-ray
synchrotron sources. The origin of the 1/3{422} peak is the stacking fault lying parallel to the
{111} surface and hence supposed to be very weak compared to the {111} peak as observed in
Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.5: (A2) is the SAED pattern of HNPr250 as marked by the white-colored square box in
(A1) whereas corresponding FFT is given as inset to show the existence of 1/3{422} and {220}
and {422} facets. All the diffraction spots in (A2) either along 1/3{422} or {220} facets are
completely splitted and some are unsplitted along {422} as marked by the green color arrow.
(A3) is the surface plot of (A2) which shows a better representation of splitted diffraction spots.
(B2) and (C2) represents the SAED pattern from HNPr100 and HNPr3K whereas (B1) and (C1) is
the corresponding TEM images of HNPr100 and HNPr3K respectively. Here diffraction spots are
not completely splitted as we marked them unsplitted along {220} and {422} facets and
indicates that these structures contain less number of twin boundaries compared to HNPr250
along {220} and {422} planes. (D1) represents drift corrected STEM image for line profile; (D2)
and (D3) is the EDX elemental mapping of Ag-L and Au-M respectively to clarify the
distribution of Ag and Au over HNPr250 surface; and (D4) confirms the Ag-L and Au-M line
along the EDX line profile.

Though the spectra are bit noisy, still there is a clear sign of the peak for the 1/3{422} in the
XRD pattern as the other two stronger peaks are clearly visible for all the three different HNPrs
in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: XRD pattern of HNPr50, HNPr250, and HNPr2K.

So strong evidence in HRTEM and SAED pattern along with XRD (supportive) we think the
existence of 1/3{422} is quite clear. Besides the signature of different planes from XRD data, we
have calculated the generated strain along different planes from their respective line shapes (obtained
2) as shown in Figure 4.7 specifically for {111} facet. Recorded XRD pattern in Figure 4.6
confirms the presence of {111} at 2θ ≈ 38.250, 1/3{422} at 2θ ≈ 34.000, and {220} at 2θ ≈ 65.000
facets in HNPr250, HNPr50 and HNPr2K. The broadening of the XRD curve in HNPr250 at {111}
crystal facet (2θ ≈ 38.250) compared to that of HNPr50 and HNPr3K is owing to the lattice strain,
which arises due to the (i) prevention of motion of dislocation from central porous region to the
crystalline periphery by grain boundary (ii) appearance of Kirkendall voids during replacement of

Ag0 by Au3+ and (iii) various crystal irregularities. The strain (ε) within HNPr can be calculated
through the Williamson–Hall isotropic strain model and represented by:
ε =βε / 4tanθhkl ……………………………………..(1)
where {hkl}={111} in this case and βε is full-width half maxima4 for the diffraction peak. We have
calculated the strain from XRD data by applying the above equation and it follows the same order as
observed for catalytic activity: HNPr250 ≈ HNPr500> HNPr1K> HNPr2K> HNPr3K> HNPr100> HNPr50.
In the case of HNPr250, the strain (dimensionless, as it is a ratio of two length unit) calculation is
given here. We have fitted the curve at 2θ ≈ 38.250 for HNPr250 which is shown below:
where βε = 0.80 (at 2θ ≈ 38.250)
By converting βε in radian we can write βε = 0.0139 radian
Hence, the calculated strain for HNPr250 by equation (1) can be expressed as:
ε = 0.0139/(4×tan0.33) = .01= 1×10-2. For this equation, we have converted the θ into radian too.

Figure 4.7: Fitted curve of XRD at {111} facet to calculate the strain.
A similar curve fitting was carried out for other facets in the XRD curve like 1/3{422} and
{220}. We then calculate the strain of each HNPr by taking the average of three fitted curves.
The EDX line profile of various HNPrs authenticates the bimetallic nature by confirming the
existence of Ag-K, Ag-L, Au-L, and Au-M (Figure 4.8a–4.8c) lines. Besides that, we have

performed EDX elemental mapping (Figure 4.5) to show the presence of less amount of gold in the
central porous region (a sudden dip of line profile in the central porous region) compared to the
crystalline periphery in HNPr250.

Figure 4.8a: EDX spectra and HAADFSTEM image of HNPr100 for the confirmation of bimetallic
(AuAg) nature.

Figure 4.8b: EDX spectra and HAADFSTEM image of HNPr500 for the confirmation of
bimetallic (AuAg) nature.

Figure 4.8c: EDX spectra and HAADFSTEM image of HNPr3K for the confirmation of
bimetallic (AuAg) nature.

Elemental composition in different HNPrs was also verified through ICP-OES and XPS
analysis. ICP-OES measures Au and Ag concentration in ppm (mg/L) level which is well-agreed with
our predictions (Table 4.1). As the amount of Ag seed increases from 50 L to 3 mL for synthesizing
HNPr50 to HNPr3K, the ICP-OES results show a gradual increment in Ag concentration while Au
concentration remains almost the same. Since the ICP-OES measurements give the idea of total Ag
(Ag0+Ag+) concentration only, we have performed their XPS measurements to get precise knowledge
about the ratio of oxidized silver (Ag+) and metallic silver (Ag0) in individual nanostructures. The
fitted XPS curves of different HNPrsare given in Figure 4.9 which clearly shows the presence of
Au0, Ag+, and Ag0 in HNPr50, HNPr250, HNP2k with maximum splitting both for Ag3d5/2 andAg3d3/2
peaks in HNPr250. The absence of any splitting for Au4f7/2 and Au4f5/2 peaks indicates that the
constituent gold atoms remain only in the metallic form (i.e., Au0). Besides that, we have also noticed
the presence of Br-(3d), Cl-(2p), N(1s) and C(1s) peaks in the XPS survey spectrum (Figure 4.10).
The source of Br-, N, and C is CTAB (during synthesis we use CTAB as a surfactant) whereas Cl comes from HAuCl4.

Figure 4.9: XPS study of HNPr100, HNPr250, and HNPr2K nanostructures are shown in the top,
middle and bottom panel respectively where the left and right figure in each panel corresponds to
the XPS for Ag and Au separately. The Ag3d5/2 and Ag3d3/2 splitted in each HNPr and confirms
the presence of ionic (Ag+) and metallic (Ag0) form, however Au present only in the metallic
form i.e., Au0. The fitted blue curve in XPS for silver indicates the extent of Ag+ whereas the red
curve indicates the % of Ag0. In the case of gold XPS, both the blue and red curves indicate the
relative abundance of different spin-orbit states (Au 4f7/2 and Au 4f5/2) of Au0 only.

Quantitative analysis of XPS (Figure 4.9) results for Ag3d5/2 and Ag3d3/2 peaks indicate that
Ag+ concentration is highest (80% Ag+ and 20% Ag0) for HNPr2K which gradually falls to 61%
and 48% for HNPr250 and HNPr100 respectively (Table 4.1). The observed core-level binding
energies for most transition metals shift towards higher binding energies whereas silver is one
such exception that shows lower binding energy in the oxidized state.179 Though the Ag+ in the
central core region of HNPr is counterbalanced by Br- from CTAB and stabilizes the low
coordinated atomic sites, the relative abundance of Ag0 over Ag+ plays a crucial role to govern
their differential porosity. According to Pauling’s table, electronegativity for Au0 is higher than
that of Ag0.

Figure 4.10: XPS survey spectrum of Cl-(2p), C(1s), and N(1s) in HNPr100 which confirms their
presence in the sample.

By considering their minimal difference in lattice parameters, an intermediate ratio
between Au0 and Ag0 (Au0/Ag0) can be defined as an ‘indicator’ to quantify their relative alloy

nature. The value of the ‘indicator’ ranges between  and 0. A higher and lower value of the
‘indicator’ implies that HNPr contains more Au and Ag character respectively.Therefore the
value of 2.42 for Au0/Ag0 in HNPr250 (Table 4.1) which appears as an intermediate value
between 2.75 for HNPr50and 1.83 for HNPr3K can be considered as the suitable ‘indicator’ for
alloy formation by transferring part of electron cloud from silver to the adjacent gold atom. 180 A
shift towards the lower energy binding site for Au 4f5/2 in HNPr250 (Au 4f5/2 peak appears at
87.65 eV for HNPr250 whereas in case of pure gold it is 87.70 eV, however, due to the large
distribution of Au0 over Ag0 on the crystalline HNPr surface, we are unable to get any signature
of peak shifting in Au 4f7/2) proves the above fact of electron cloud transfer. Besides, the shifting
of Ag 3d5/2peak for Ag0 in HNPr250 (367.85 eV) can be considered as a signature of alloy
formation as Ag 3d5/2 appears at 368.3 eV for pure metallic silver (Ag0). We have depicted
earlier that silver is one such exception where lower binding energy is observed at higher
oxidation state and hence we can get a crystal clear picture from the above fact that some
electron cloud has been transferred from Ag0 to Au0 by forming a heterogeneous metallic
network of the type Agδ+-Auδ-. The Agδ+-Auδ- network creates zigzag porous ligaments in the
central cavity of HNPr250. In the case of HNPr100 and HNPr2K the Ag3d5/2 peak appears at 367.98
eV and 368.0 eV, which indicates less electron cloud transfer from metallic silver to metallic
gold and thereby less probable for alloy formation.
It is evident from Figure 4.11 that the porous ligaments are appearing gradually from HNPr50
and become prominent in HNPr100 which finally reaches a maximum for HNPr250. The
interconnected ligaments in the central cavity of HNPr250 developed in a zig-zag pattern which
creates nanosized hollow space in between them. To understand the change in porous nature of
the central cavity region of our synthesized HNPrs, we have performed the surface plot, HRTEM

and FFT (Figure 4.11) of the central porous region for four different cases (HNPr50, HNPr250,
HNPr2K, and HNPr3K) which shows the transition in crystallinity in their corresponding HRTEM.

Figure 4.11: (A) is the TEM image of the central porous cavity of HNPr250 where nanoporous
ligaments have been observed. (B) is the surface plot to show the stepped surface along the
cavity region whereas (C) is the corresponding HRTEM image to show the presence of {220}
plane only (absence of 1/3{422} plane) in the central porous zone of HNPr250 and (D) is the
corresponding surface plot to highlight the existence of multiple islands in porous cavity region.
(E) and (F) is the HRTEM images of the central cavity area of HNPr50 and HNPr2K respectively
where we have shown how the porosity starts to develop in HNPr50 and the coexistence of
1/3{422} and {220} planes in HNPr2K. In (G) we have shown the FFT of HNPr3K whereas (H) is
the corresponding surface plot. Comparison of (D) and (H) show how the multiple low

coordinated islands are disappearing and crystalline structure appearing in the central cavity zone
of HNPr3K.
It is also clear from Figure 4.11 that the atomic density in the porous cavity region is
minimum for HNPr250 which gives its plastic nature. The porous ligaments have a significant
number of low coordinated atomic sites (kink, terrace, stepped surface, atomic islands,etc.).
Interestingly, the porous nature is found to be reduced gradually from HNPr250 to HNPr2K and
completely disappears for HNPr3K.

Figure 4.12: Thickness, as well as elemental mapping of HNPr250 where (A) shows the TEM
image of a single HNPr250, (B) & (C), are the elemental mapping for Au and Ag respectively and
the dark region in the central cavity region of Au mapping proves the presence of Ag in large
extent compared to Au, (D) high annular dark field image of the single HNPr250 with a scanning
line through the central cavity in the green line, and (E) the corresponding thickness profile for
opposite edge-to-edge 100 nm scanning.

Figure 4.11 clearly shows a pure crystalline nature of the central cavity region for
HNPr3K. The extent of porosity in different HNPrs can be explained through Kirkendall voids
formation during galvanic replacement of Ag0 (nano seed) by Au3+. It is clear from Figure 4.4
with time progression, a collection of voids has started to appear at the central cavity zone of
HNPr250. These voids accelerate the outward diffusion rate of Ag+ and grow spontaneously until
a cage-like structure achieved181. As mentioned before, along with their porous nature, the
thickness of the central cavity is different from their crystalline periphery to generate a stepped
geometry. To show the stepped geometry at the central cavity we have performed the thickness
profile for different HNPrs and specifically for HNPr250 is shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.13: Representative twin boundaries on the HNPr250 surface, spotted in three different
zones outside the central cavity zone. The twin angle (concerning the twin boundary) varies in
the range of 55570.
Our synthetic method is novel enough so that we can reach an optimized value of Au0/Ag0 to
achieve maximum porosity at the center. During our synthesis, we have used a variable amount
of Ag seed ranging from 50 µL to 3000 µL by keeping all other parameters constant and thereby
we get different Au0/Ag0 for individual HNPr with different a rate of mass diffusion between Au
and Ag for controlled voids formation. In HNPr250, we can get a standard value of Au0/Ag0 to
generate maximum voids which constitute porous ligaments and increases the lattice

mistmatch.182 Besides, the lattice mismatch creates multiple reduced coordinated crystal
irregularities on the crystalline HNPr surface (away from the central cavity regions). The splitted
diffraction spots indicate the presence of multiple twin boundaries on different HNPr surfaces
(Figure 4.5). Representative twin boundaries on the HNPr250 surface are shown in Figure 4.13.
Due to the nonplanar nature, the atoms situated on the twin boundary (TB) have less
coordination number than the perfect crystal lattices and can be accounted for an active site for
catalysis. According to the Fridel’s theory183 of four different twin types, the fcc crystal bears the
signature with ∑>1 and ᾠ=0 where ∑ is the inverse of the fraction of lattice sites common to the
two components of the twin and ᾠ (twin obliquity) is defined as disorientation of one crystal
concerning the other. In the absence of axial chromatic aberration (Cc) or axial spherical
aberration (Cs)-corrected HRTEM, the best characterization technique for identifying the
presence of twin planes is the appearance of splitted diffraction spots. In the direct TEM images,
the twin boundaries appear from translational interfaces because of the background intensity
difference on the two sides of TB.184 When the twin interface coincides with the mirror plane it is
called coherent boundary. The mirror plane can be determined from the diffraction patterns and
creates unsplit spots wherein the other reflections are splitted depending upon the distance from
the common row. The HRTEM images and corresponding diffraction patterns in Figure 4.5,
indicate that the diffraction spots are splitted for HNPr250 however for HNPr100 and HNPr3K the
diffraction, as well as XRD curve (Figure 4.6), does not show the desired splitting of diffraction
spots to prove that HNPr250 contains much more MTB compared to HNPr100 and HNPr3K.
Besides TB, the low coordinated GB on HNPr250 (Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15) surface plays a
crucial role to create tensile stress within the alloy nanoparticle by retarding the motion of
dislocation from central porous region to the crystalline periphery. HNPr250 contains multiple

dislocations and is considered as one of the most active sites for heterogeneous catalyst. Recently
it has been shown that twisted bismuth nanocrystals185 containing lattice misfit and larger
dislocation density is found to be much more active for CO2 reduction than the corresponding
dislocation deficit crystals.
Table 4.1: Compositional Analysis and current responses of different HNPr and HNPr
modified GC electrode-based on EDX, XPS, ICP-OES, DPV, SWV measurements
System

HNPr50
EDX

HNPr100

HNPr2

HNPr5

HNPr1

HNPr2

HNPr3

50

00

K

K

K

Bare
GC

2.86

2.73

2.35

2.25

1.98

1.88

1.77

NA

2.75

2.72

2.42

2.31

2.11

1.57

1.67

NA

Atomic
composition
Au0/Ag0

XPS

Ag+/Ag0

XPS

0.43

0.92

1.56

1.66

1.85

4

4.33

NA

Elemental
composition

XPS

1.6

1.4

0.95

0.88

0.63

0.26

0.20

NA

Au0/(Ag++Ag0)

ICP-OES

1.49

1.29

1.01

0.93

0.58

0.33

0.25

NA
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0.0028
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0.59
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0.64
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0.62
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Figure 4.14: (A) IFFT of HNPr250 to show the position of grain boundaries around the central
cavity region of HNPr250. (B) shows a specific GB over the HNPr250 surface whereas (C) is the
HRTEM of the marked square zone in (A). In (C) we have shown how a grain appears between
two crystalline facets 1/3{422} and {220} whereas the corresponding surface plot in (D)
indicates the position of grain boundary as marked by the white-colored arrow. (E) is a
dislocation enriched area over the HNPr250 surface. The HRTEM of the marked square zone in
(E) is shown in (F) where we have shown the position of dislocation( marked by reversed T)
across the junction of 1/3{422} and {220} planes. (G) is the HRTEM of HNPr250 immediately
outside the central cavity region in which we have detected multiple islands as marked by the
white circles. (H) is the corresponding surface plot of (G) which signifies the islands are starting
to create before entering into the porous regions. By comparing Figure (D) and (H), one can
detect how the extent and pattern of crystallinity changing when we come across from the
HNPr250 crystalline surface to the central porous cavity.

Figure 4.15. TEM images of the distribution of different grains over individual HNPr surface.
To accumulate a comprehensive study on surface GB density (SGBD) for the region
surrounding the porous periphery, we have measured the SGBD for individual HNPrs (Figure
4.16(a)). For the statistical calculation of SGBD, we have selected different HNPr structures
(Table 4.1) with at least 100 frames for each category as described details in Figure4.16(a).
Characteristic SGBD (Ci) was measured by counting the number of GB (ni) per unit area (nm-2)
in which the total area (Ai) is the surface area of the HNPr surface (calculated from the
dimension off the HNPr as depicted in Figure 4.16(b)). SGBD of i’th HNPr is formulated as
𝐶𝑖 = ∑𝑖=100
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖

𝐴𝑖 .

Figure 4.16(a): Presentation of different HNPr250 frames for the calculation of Surface Grain
Boundary Density (SGBD).
We have considered each HNPr as an equilateral triangle and central core as a sphere.
Since there is no GB on the central cavity as we have discussed previously, the effective surface
area is calculated by subtracting to the central spherical cavity area from the total HNPr area.
Ai =

√3
4

𝑎2 − 𝜋𝑟 2

Where 𝑎 is the side length of HNPr and 𝑟 is the radius of the central cavity.
As an example,
For HNPr250 (Figure 4.16b)
𝑎 ≈ 105 𝑛𝑚 and 𝑟 ≈ 4.25 𝑛𝑚
So Ai = {

√3
(105)2
4

− 𝜋 ∗ (4.25)2 } nm2

= 9491.18 nm2

Figure 4.16(b): Edge length and cavity radius determination in HNPr250 by using digital
micrograph software.
So if we carry out the approximate calculation of SGBD according to Figure 4.16a by
counting the number of GBs/ frame and carry out the calculation up to 100th frame,
It appears as:
𝐶𝑖 =
3

+

3

9491.18 9491.18
3
9491.18

3

1

2

1

+ 9491.18 + 9491.18 + 9491.18 + 9491.18 + ⋯ … … … … … +

(𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑜 100𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚)

= 0.00287 nm-2

Calculated Ci for individual HNPr perceptibly recognizes that the HNPr250 has the
maximum surface GB density with an estimated value of 0.00287 nm-2 as listed in Table 4.1.
The calculated Ci values (Table 4.1) have the following decreasing trend:
𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟250 > 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟500 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟 1𝐾 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟 2𝐾 > 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟 3𝐾 > 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟100 > 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟50
which is well-agreed with our observed catalytic power.

To investigate the catalytic activity of these HNPrs, the electrochemical oxidation of UA has
been studied on the HNPr modified GC electrode (HNPr/GC). The DPV for the electro-oxidation
of UA at bare GC electrode shows a poor voltammetric response in which the anodic peak
potential appears at 0.72 V along with a lower peak current value of 0.41 µA (zoomed in the
insets) as shown in Figure 4.17A. DPV and SWV response of the HNPr/GC electrode in 4×105

M UA is depicted in Figures 4.17A and 4.17B respectively where the peak potential (for the

oxidation of UA) gets shifted towards the more negative region in comparison with bare GC
electrode along with the enhancement in peak current. The decrease in peak potential and
increase in peak current for various HNPr/GC demonstrates that different bimetallic HNPrs can
act as efficient electrocatalysts for the oxidation

Figure 4.17: (A) and (B) represent DPV and SWV of 4×10-5 M UA at different HNPr/GC
electrode. Inset in (A) represents the DPV of bare GC. (C) Nyquist plot for the electrooxidation
of UA at an applied potential of 0.4V within a frequency range of 105 to 10-2 Hz (To avoid
overcrowding we have not included impedance spectra of HNPr500 and HNPr1K in figure (C)),
(D) Comparison of RCT and k0 value of different HNPr/GC towards the oxidation of UA.of UA.
However, the extent of catalytic activity differs from each other is worth to mention. The
HNPr250/GC composite exhibits superior catalytic activity in which the peak potential (0.51 V)
gets shifted by ~210 mV towards the more negative region and the peak current also get boosted
by ~8.39 times

𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟250

𝑖𝑃

𝑖𝑃𝐺𝐶

= 8.39

compared to that of the bare GC in DPV response.

Characteristic parameters obtained from DPV measurements for various HNPr/GC are tabulated
in Table 4.1. The enhancement in peak current and decrease in peak potential in comparison
with bare GC follows the trend as HNPr50/GC < HNPr100/GC < HNPr250/GC > HNPr500/GC >
HNPr1K/GC > HNPr2K/GC > HNPr3K/GC. The observed values of peak current and peak
potential follow a similar trend with the variation of SGBD (nm-2) as we calculated and
mentioned earlier. Along with DPV, we have also performed Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopic (EIS) measurements (Table 4.2) which provide various system parameters
regarding kinetics and mechanistic information such as charge transfer resistance (RCT), ohmic
resistance or solution resistance (RS), capacitance, the time constant, etc. EIS is mainly
consisting of Bode and Nyquist plot. The typical Nyquist diagram provides the variation in real
(Z) and imaginary (Z) part of the impedance at a fixed potential from the higher frequency to
lower frequency region. Figure 4.17C shows the Nyquist plot for the electro-oxidation of UA at
different HNPr/GC electrodes in 0.1M HClO4 solution in which a semi-circle is observed at the
higher frequency region. The diameter of the semi-circle gives the measurement of the
RCT(charge transfer resistance) while the intercept in the X-axis provides the RS(solution
resistance) value. The lowest RCT value is obtained for HNPr250/GC electrode while HNPr50/GC
shows the largest RCT
Table 4.2: Different kinetic parameters for cavity shuffled HNPrs obtained from the EIS
measurements. Here RCT indicates the charge transfer resistance, W as the Warburg Impedance,
CPEas constant phase element, i0 as the exchange current, and k0 as the heterogeneous rate
constant.
System

RCT (kΩ)

W (Ω s-1/2 )

n

CPE (Ω-1s)

io(A)

ko (cm s-1)

GC

705.6

6.2×10-4

0.72

6.4×10-6

1.8×10-8

3.3×10-6

HNPr50

491.8

4.2×10-4

0.84

1.42×10-6

2.6×10-8

4.7×10-6

HNPr100

432.0

1.2×10-4

0.75

1.61×10-5

2.97×10-8

5.4×10-6

HNPr250

71.0

4.0×10-3

0.79

4.27×10-5

18.0×10-8

33.0×10-6

HNPr500

79.5

4.7×10-3

0.65

3.35×10-5

16.1×10-8

29.6×10-6

HNPr1K

115.8

1.2×10-4

0.71

2.87×10-5

11.0×10-8

20.3×10-6

HNPr2K

259.2

1.8×10-4

0.78

1.18×10-5

4.95×10-8

9.0×10-6

HNPr3K

280.0

9.8×10-5

0.66

1.51×10-5

4.58×10-8

8.4×10-6

value as shown in Figure 4.17D. These results are consistent with the DPV response of
different HNPr/GC electrodes. The exchange current (i0) and standard heterogeneous rate
constant (k0) has been calculated from the following equations:
𝑅𝐶𝑇 =

𝑅𝑇
… … … … … (1)
𝑛𝐹𝑖0

𝑖0 = 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑘0 … … … … . . (2)
Due to the facile electron transfer between HNPr250/GC and UA, the kinetics of the electrooxidation process is quite faster and results in the lowering of RCT value. The Nyquist plot has
been fitted with the modified Randles circuit by incorporating the constant phase element (CPE)
and Warburg (W) impedance and the corresponding equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 4.18.
Elucidation of DPV, EIS, and SWV result clarify that the extent of the catalytic power of
different HNPrssupportsour previous arguments.

Figure 4.18: Equivalent circuit for the Nyquist plot.Parameters of the Circuit: (i) Rs = Solution
resistance, (ii) RCT = Charge transfer resistance, (iii) W = Warburg impedance, a kind of
resistance to mass transfer, and (iv) CPE = Constant Phase Element which raises due to the
double-layer capacitor.
It is difficult to explain the enhanced catalytic power of HNPr250/GC compared to the other
HNPr/GC by the facet dependent kinetics since the crystalline orientation towards 1/3{422} and
{220} facets are identical for all HNPrs.Besides, all the structures are flat 2D prisms and the
surface area gradually reduces from HNPr50 to HNPr3K. Hence, if the catalytic activity directly
depends on the available nanosurface area then it should simply show a decreasing trend starting
from HNPr50 and ends up with HNPr3K. In reality, the deviation from this monotonous trend of
catalytic activity proves that the available surface area is not the prime factor to determine the
catalytic activity of different HNPrs. Moreover, since we have used an equal amount of CTAB
during synthesis, we may expect a steady reduction in +Ve zeta potential () as we generate
nanostructures with a smaller dimension, i.e., 𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟

50

≫ 𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟 . Experimentally our measured
3𝐾

zeta potentials show a different trend which shows a minimum zeta potential of 55 mV for
HNPr50and maximize for HNPr250 at 74mV and then slightly reduce to 68 mV for the other
nanostructures till HNPr3K. Measured zeta potential for different HNPrsis enlisted inTable 1. The

trend of the variation of zeta potential follows the same trend with the porosity of different
HNPrs.

Figure 4.19: SERS spectra of different HNPr with CV (crystal violet) as the Raman reporter in
which HNPr250 shows maximum Raman intensity. The result is very much well agreed with our
previous arguments. The Raman dye binds to the HNPr surface according to the extent of
porosity in the central cavity region.
This infers that as the value of Au0/Ag0reaches near 2.42, the porous ligaments in HNPr250
allows holding the number of +Vely charged CTAB molecule to increase the overall +Ve zeta
potential. Hence the measured values of zeta potential indirectly project the ligamentous nature
of their central cavity region to enhance their relative catalytic power concerning the bare GC
from 1.17 to 8.39 (from DPV response) when we compare between HNPr50 and HNPr250 (Table

4.1). In this context, the formation and the extent of various crystal defects like MTB, GB on the
crystalline surface of HNPr and compositional characteristics of their porous ligaments can be
considered as the most important factor to control their catalytic efficiency.186,187 The addition of
UA to the active electrochemical (electrode + electrolyte) system leads to the adsorption of UA
on the HNPr surface. The extent of analyte adsorption on different nanosurface and the role of
porosity induced crystal defects on controlling the efficiency of surface adsorption was crossverified by recording their SERS spectra in presence of crystal violet (CV) as Raman tagging
molecule. In a typical experiment we have taken 180 L of 10-4 M CV and mixed it to 20 L of
concentrated different HNPrs and the result has been depicted in Figure 4.19. The assignment of
different Raman modes origination from CV on nanosurface has been reported before in the
literature.188 It is clear from Figure 4.19that the extent of interaction between HNPr and CV is
gradually increasing from HNPr50 to HNPr250 and then decreases gradually to HNPr3K. Our highresolution imaging also shows the same trend of variation both for crystal defect as well as
porosity in the central cavity region. The presence of crystal defects and plastic nature in the
central cavity region increases the number of unsaturated atoms to enforce the binding with the
analyte (here UA) to fulfill their desired coordination for stabilization. On the other hand, the
presence of porous ligaments enhances the total surface area for effective adsorption of UA in
comparison to nonporous crystalline bimetallic HNPrs. The ability of HNPr surface to interact
with UA depends heavily on the possibility of coupling between adsorbate (UA) states and the
metal d-states. Interaction energy189 for an weak coupling may be written as:
𝐸𝑑−𝑦𝑏 = −𝐶 𝑓𝑎 , 𝑓𝑑

2
𝑉𝑎𝑑

𝜀 𝑎 −𝜖 𝑑

2
+ 𝛼𝑉𝑎𝑑
……………(3)

Where fa and fd is the degree of filling of the adsorbate state and the metal d-state with energy
εaand εdrespectively. The term Vad represents the coupling matrix element between the adsorbate

states and metal d-states. The first term in the above equation denotes the hybridization energy
(between adsorbate states and metal d-states) arises due to attraction when the antibonding states
are not filled completely. The second term represents repulsion due to the orthogonalization
between the adsorbate states and metal d-states. The introduction of the concept of lanthanide
contraction190 can be used to explain the lattice mismatch of bimetallic Au-Ag HNPrs. Recently,
the theoretical calculation by considering the relativistic contraction phenomenon and correlation
effect predicts that the Au atom should be smaller than that of the Ag atom.191,192 According to
Vegrad’s law,193 lattice constant changes when a different sized atom has been introduced into
the lattice. This change in lattice constant subsequently influences the lattice strain.194 The
introduction of bigger Ag atoms by replacing Au atoms across the heterophase i.e. near the
central cavity position in the bimetallic HNPr generates a significant amount of low coordinated
crystal irregularities.195 This reduced coordinated atomic sites leads to a local upshift in d-band
(closer to the Fermi level) which can be illustrated by Equation (3). Diminished overlap of the
wave function causes narrowing down the d-band with simultaneous increment in the d-band
population. As a consequence, the bimetallic Au-Ag alloy nanoparticle (HNPr250) is expected to
generate greater d-band spacing than their monometallic counterpart in presence of UA resulting
in the higher adsorption on the alloy surface. This upshifting of d-band center in HNPr250 causes
enhancement in reactivity between HNPr250 surface and UA (Equation 3) as fewer of the
antibonding states are occupied now.189
To corroborate experimental results obtained from our DPV, EIS, and SWVmeasurementswith
microscopic analysis of different HNPrs, we have performed ab initio calculations to estimate
the induced strain generated due to lattice mismatch in bimetallic HNPr with variable Au:Ag
composition. We have modeled five systems, HNPrpureAu, HNPrpureAg, HNPrA, HNPrB, and

HNPrCas discussed previously. As strain plays a key role in determining the catalytic property of
the prism, we have considered a similar structural geometry for all the modeled HNPrs. First, we
have calculated the molecular area along the basal plane for both the pure HNPrs as shown in
Figure 4.20. The calculated molecular area of the optimized HNPrs for pure Au and Ag are
1007.51 and 1057.30 Å2 . As both the structures contain a similar number of atoms along the
basal plane, we found out that under similar structural restrictions, the Au atoms occupy less
surface area compare to Ag atoms. So, with the increase in the concentration of dopant (Ag), we
suppose to observe the increase in the lattice strain along with the basal or any exposed surface.
Based on the above arguments on pure HNPrs of gold and silver, a theoretical model for lattice
strain should follow the order as:
HNPrpureAu < HNPr50 < HNPr100 < HNPr250 < HNPr500< HNPr1K < HNPr2K < HNPr3K <
HNPrpureAg
The above model is only valid for similar structural configurations as more Ag character
signifies the lattice strain from HNPr50 to HNPr3K. But, with the increase in Ag concentration,
the formation of an alloy based HNPr favored over core/shell type geometry which reduces the
strain and this is visible from our recorded TEM images. With the increase in Ag concentration
from HNPr50 to HNPr250 the prism structures retain their shape, however beyond HNPr250 due to
the enhancement of internal lattice strain the prism shape gradually distorted and finally a hollow
disc appears in case of HNPr3K. Due to the lack of structural symmetry, we have modeled only
five HNPrs (all are having prismatic shape) for the calculations of strain. Conceptually the
strains are defined as the ratio of interatomic displacements divided by reference bond lengths. In
general, the strain-induced (𝜖) in a nanoparticle is defined by the following mathematical
relation:

𝜖 = (∗ − 𝑑0 )/𝑑0 = 𝛿𝑑/𝑑0 ……………. (4)
Where 𝑑0 is the bond length of pure bulk material, and 𝑑 ∗ is the average bond length of a
particular surface/interface. From the above equation, it is clear that the strain-induced on a
surface is strongly affected by surface unsaturation (𝛿𝑑). However, this lattice strain induced
within the system is also a function of other parameters such as pressure (P) and temperature (T).
Thus the total lattice strain induced (𝜖 𝑇 ) can be represented as:
𝜖 𝑇 ∝ 𝜖(𝑑 𝑃, 𝑇 ) … . . (5)
But, this relation is valid only for a homogeneous system. Due to the presence of mixed
covalent radii in heterogeneous systems, the change in the mole-fraction of either component can
induce the strain in the lattice for a fixed composition. Hence, we have tried to correlate the
lattice strain with dopant concentration with the help of Equation (6)
𝜖 𝑇𝑗 = 𝜖 𝑑 𝑥𝑗 , 𝑃, 𝑇 ……..(6)
Here 𝑥𝑗 represents the strain-induced over some specific sites (j) due to the variation of dopant
concentration. First, we have calculated the effect of compositional variation on lattice strain
induced at the basal plane and prismatic face in Au:Ag HNPrs. The calculated average bondlengths between gold atoms follow the order of HNPrC (2.808 Å) > HNPrB (2.800 Å) >HNPrA
(2.800 Å) > HNPrAu (2.773 Å).However, the difference in the bond length is negligible for either
any of the compositions and hence we cannot calculate the strain induced by the bond-length
parameters. Alternatively, the edge length of HNPrs (along the basal plane) also follows a similar
order as we observed for Au-Au bond parameters. The calculated values for edge lengths are
2.773 nm (pure), 2.800 nm (HNPrA), 2.805 nm (HNPrB), and 2.808 nm (HNPrC). Hence, to
calculate the strain induced by the Ag doping, we have used the following equation:
𝜖 = (𝑙𝐴𝑢 1−𝑥 𝐴𝑔𝑥 − 𝑙𝐴𝑢 )/𝑙𝐴𝑢 ………………………... (7)

where 𝑙𝐴𝑢 is the edge length of pure Au HNPr and 𝑙𝐴𝑢 1−𝑥 𝐴𝑔𝑥 is the edge length of various
HNPrs compositions along their basal planes. The calculated percentage strain along the (111)
plane obtained from our calculation is 0.974% for HNPrA , 1.154 % for HNPrB and 1.190 % for
HNPrC . This gradual increment of strain along (111) plane indicates that the reactivity on {111}
facet increases gradually with Ag doping. This results in the transformation from prismatic shape
to hollow nanosphere to achieve the

Figure

4.20: Optimized structure for different HNPrs: (a) HNPrpureAu, (b) HNPrpureAg, (c)

HNPrA, (d) HNPrB, and (e) HNPrC. The leftmost figure of the top panel shows the model HNPr
with different planes (basal and vicinal) along with different structural parameters.
desired stability by reducing their vibrational entropy173,174 in the form of developed strain. On
the other hand, the more reactive (220) plane which comprises the faces of HNPrs acts as the
active facet for effective UA oxidation. If we look carefully the Table 4.3 then the calculated
percentage strain along the {220} facet varies in the following order:

1.143% for HNPrA  1.718 % for HNPrB  1.451 % for HNPrC .
This indicates that unlike {111} facet (top and bottom flat surface of HNPr) the developed
strain on reactive {220}facet doesn’t increase monotonously with Ag-doping, rather maximizer
for HNPrB (modeled) with Au0:Ag0 a fixed composition of 2.45:1 which is close to the
experimentally measured composition of HNPr250 as mentioned in Table 4.1. This maximization
of strain on energetically active facet makes HNPr250 as the most active HNPr structure for UA
oxidation. Hence our calculation is
Table 4.3: Different crystal parameters along with induced strain along (111) basal plane and
(220) vicinal plane by optimizing the HNPr structure and calculating % strain by considering
equation 4 and equation 7.

Cluster
Model

HNPrpureAu
HNPrA
HNPrB
HNPrC
HNPrpureAg

Composition Molecular
(Au0:Ag0)
Area
(103Ǻ2)
Along
the
Basal Plane
1.007
:0
3.03:1
1.026
2.45:1
1.028
2.02:1
1.040
1.057
0:

Edge
Length of
Basal
Plane
(111) nm

Average Strain
Vector
of
Vicinal Plane
(220) (Along
with Y, Ǻ)

Strain
Induced
Along (111)
Basal Plane
(in %)

Strain
Induced
Along (220)
Vicinal
Plane (in %)

2.772
2.799
2.804
2.805
2.827

12.333
12.474
12.545
12.512
NA

NA
0.974
1.154
1.190
NA

NA
1.143
1.718
1.451
NA

well-agreed with our predictions that Ag doping in pure Au HNPr increase strain within it and
with a suitable value of the indicator, Au0/Ag0 (2.45:1), an alloy is formed (in case of HNPr250)
to gain the optimum stability in the prismatic structure with maximum strain within it. The
present study is not only to explore the role of different physicochemical and intrinsic crystal
parameters for enhancing the rate of sluggish oxidation of UA but also to find out whether we
can use these nanostructures as efficient catalytic materials for ultra-low sensing of UA in a
physiological sample. The efficacy of the HNPr250/GC modified electrode encouraged us for

finger printing of UA from normal physiological to deficiency level concentration range. We
have applied different electrochemical techniques like SWV, DPV, chronoamperometry for
concentration-dependent study (Figure 4.21) and found that DPV is the most powerful and
reproducible electrochemical methodology for current response in nanomolar (10-9 M) range. We
are able to get a linear relationship in the concentration range of40 µM to 2.5mM from their
DPV response as depicted in Figure 4.21. We have also performed an interference study for
different ions like Cl-, Br-, I-, Ca2+, CO2−
3 as well as other interfering agents like ascorbic acid
(AA), dopamine (DA), glucose, etc. to show any change during DPV measurements and found
that UA redox peak potential does not shift and peak current almost remain constant except for I2−
and CO2−
3 .This discrepancy in peak potential and peak current for I and CO3 maybe due to the

following reasons:(i)Ag+present in the HNPr250may react with I-to form AgI196 as a side product
and enhances the peak current slightly at low PH≈1 (0.1M HClO4), and (ii) addition of carbonate
will change the pH of the electrolyte (more alkaline)to improve the oxidation process.197
The formulated assay (HNPrs) is highly stable in nature due to its mixed metal nature and
efficient encapsulation by long-chain CTAB molecule, yet energetically active for catalytic
activity. Moreover, the devised assay and experimental procedure do not require any surface
tagging for selective recognition of analytes which not only reduces the cost of pathology but
also offers a rapid detection technique.

Figure 4.21: (A),(B), and (C) are chronoamperometry, SWV, and DPV responses respectively at
variable concentrations of UA on the HNPr250/GC electrode.(D) represents the linear fitting of

DPV response with standard deviation. (E) Denotes the peak current shifting for electrooxidation
process of 400 M UAin presence of different interfering agents (the concentration of different
interfering agents are taken in millimolar range).
4.6 Conclusion
The porosity developed in the central cavity region of HNPr250 generates tensile strain
due to the atomic replacement (Ag by Au) in our synthesized size (both the hole as well as the
edge length) and shape (sharp Vs. truncated 2D prisms or prisms Vs. circular disks) variable
HNPrs. The mechanistic investigation for their catalytic activity has been explored in minute
details both by experimental methodology and theoretical modeling. We have demonstrated that
the HNPr250 acts as the most efficient catalytic material compared to other HNPrs with the same
chemical composition (except the porous ligament core region) for the oxidation of Uric Acid.
The superlative catalytic efficiency of HNPr250 has been explored in depth by a morphological
and atomic-scale architectural study using HRTEM analysis. Differential pulse voltammetry,
square wave voltammetry, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy provide their qualitative
and kinetic information. Due to the inducement of multiple twin boundary, grain boundary, and
tensile strain in large excess, the d-band shifting in the HNPr250 cause greater adsorption of UA
on its surface to support the reduction of deprotonation energy (eV) during electrochemical
oxidation through vicinal {220} facets of hollow nano prisms. This study allowed us not only to
investigate the actual reason behind the unprecedented catalytic activity of HNPr250 out of other
HNPrs but also help us to design a sustainable nanoscopic assay for accurate measurement of
UA concentration (in the nanomolar range) for the evaluation of hyperuricemia or hypouricemia
which might find potential application in designing low-cost kit in the pathological industry.

CHAPTER-5

Wide Range Morphological Transition of Silver Nanoprism by
Selective Interaction with As(III): Tuning-Detuning of Surface
Plasmon Offers to Decode the Mechanism
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Na+ ion-induced cation- interaction between face-to-face energetically stable {111} surfacebound pyrrolidone groups arranges PVP-based silver nanoprisms (AgNPrs) in an axial
stacking geometry.



Congested interplanar space between AgNPrs allows As(III) selectively to react differentially
with silver atoms from facial {111} and peripheral {110} facets to results smaller stacking
and finally to nanoseeds.



Above a critical concentration of As(III), PVP leached-out from nanoparticles to form
nanoseed- engulfed emulsions and inducing a controlled aggregation.



This entire morphological transition has been decoded by recording their SPR and SERS
tuning and confirmed by the transmission electron microscopy study.



Strong affinity and selectivity of As(III) toward the Ag atom (verified by DFT calculation)
offers us a low-cost AgNPr-based colorimetric assay with potential application in
environmental protection.

5.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, we have engineered axially stacked silver nanoprisms (AgNPrs) from the
constituent PVP capped Ag nanoprism monomers and studied their differential interaction with
As3+ and As5+ microscopically via TEM, spectroscopically via UV-visible and SERS
spectroscopy, and theoretically via DFT calculations. Arsenic (As) is one of the most profuse
toxic elements on Earth's crust.198,199 Major arsenic species found in environmental samples are
either inorganic salts [arsenite: As(III) and arsenate: As(V)] or stable organic compounds [e.g.,
dithioarsenate (DTA), dimethylarsinic acid (DMA), and monomethylarsinic acid (MMA)].200–202
Sources of As contamination is many-folds which include sulfide ores;203 natural phenomena like
weathering, biological activity, volcanic eruption; together with anthropogenic inputs and
spreads through rain and dry fallout.201–204 According to the 2009 European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA), Parma, Italy205 and World Health Organization (WHO), inorganic arsenic is
acutely toxic compared to organic arsenic compounds206 and causes skin lesions, peripheral
neuropathy, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and cancer of the lung, liver, urinary bladder in
addition to the skin. As a result of this, the detection, quantification, and removal of inorganic
arsenic from the drinking water gained a lot more momentum compared to organic arsenic. The
EFSA and WHO fixed the maximum tolerable concentration of arsenic as 15 µg/kg of

bodyweight and 10 ppb in drinking water(old limit of arsenic contamination: 50 ppb207). Global
hot spots with high arsenic risk include South of Asia (Bangladesh, Mongolia, and Malaysia),
South of South America (Chili and Argentina), and Western North America. A large population
of South and Southeast Asia are seriously exposed to potentially dangerous levels of
carcinogenic arsenic via their drinking water every day.208 By knowing its high toxicity, arsenicfree drinking water is in high demand for the modern healthier lifestyle.

Sufficient reports are also available which explore the positive side of concentration-dependent
arsenic contaminations209,210 and doping.211 Hence, the quantification of arsenic is very important
both for blissful effect as well as to tackle translational health hazards and indirectly helping us
to grow the subject of heavy metal chemistry.212 Literature is rich with reports for the detection
of arsenic either by laboratory-based analytical procedures207,213–224 or by using noble metal
nanomaterials225–231 but the mechanistic revelation of selective detection of arsenic201,232 not only
seldom but also superficial in nature. Based on their wealth of optical properties (absorption,
emission, and scattering) the noble-metal nanoparticles find high throughput applications in
different

advanced

fields4,233–236

which

include

sensing,

diagnostics,

therapeutics,

optoelectronics, catalysis, alternate energy, etc. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)237–240 bands of
noble-metal nanoparticles are typically located in the vis-NIR region and are strongly dependent
on nanoparticle size, shape, composition, crystallinity, interparticle spacing, and local dielectric
environment.238,241–245 Out of several noble-metal NPs, silver nanoprism (AgNPr) is one of the
most promising candidates for multicolor diagnostic labeling purposes because of their easy
tunability of the broad-band in-plane dipole SPR simply by adjusting the aspect ratios (ARs) =
𝐿
𝑇

where L = side length of the prism and T = thickness of the prism and by inducing their 2D &

3D assemblies.246 Yu et al.247 and others248 found that silver nanoplates are sensitive to several
inorganic anions and results SPR band tuning between 650 and 450 nm by adjusting the added
anions concentration. Though Yu et al.247 explained this as the effect of surface electron
injection, Xu et al.249 cites the color change of AgNPr as the sculpting effect of chloride ion
which transforms the triangular shape into circular disk-like shape by surface etching. Recently,
two groups, Xu et al.249 and Tsai et al.,240 independently found the threshold concentrations for
Cl-, Br- and I- as ~3×10-4, ~1× 10-6 and ~1.5×10-6 M respectively compared to ~4×10-4 M of SCNto initiate the same sculpting process. Like surface Plasmon behaviors, noble metal
nanomaterials also show interesting inelastic scattering properties and can be verified easily and
cost effectively by recording their surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectra. Like SPR,
SERS also show size and shape dependent (of the nanoparticle) enhancement of Raman spectra
for the Raman active molecule when they are adsorbed onto a nanosurface due to the change in
active surface area (by increasing their individual size or by generating controlled aggregation)
to be available for molecular adsorption or a variation in the extent of field enhancement
(localized enhanced field: Es) at the nanosurface. Although the literature is rich where SERS has
been used to measure the size250 of the active nano surface or to find out the surface curvature to
estimate their relative capability of field enhancement by lightning rod effect,251 a direct SERS
method to trace their morphological change during their interaction with specific chemical at
different concentration is seldom and attracts our attention to use it for ultrasensitive and highly
specific detection. Due to their sharp features (compared to SPR) and strong intensity, SERS can
also be used as an efficient sensing tool to understand the morphological transition of
nanomaterials during their selective interaction with an analyte but obviously not a direct
spectroscopic method and depends heavily on the ability of the dye to adsorb on the specific

nanosurface. Out of several nanomaterials-based technologies229,

12,252–254

the colorimetric

technique202 for selective and sensitive detection is of most useful for its large scale application
associated with its low costimplementation. Most of the nanomaterials-induced colorimetric
techniques are based on the formation of controlled aggregation by exploiting their surface
bound ligand chemistry in presence of heavy metal ions which tune their SPR to show different
colors. They bear a common plasmon feature of shifting to higher wavelength associated with
reduction in intensity and broadening. Moreover, in this strategy we don't induce any
morphological change of the individual nanomaterials rather simply changes their interparticle
relative distance to induce plasmon coupling. Getting inspired from these facts we have tried
here to induce morphological change simply by adding increasing concentration of As (III or V)
in AgNPr solution which results the tuning of plasmon band as a combined effect of breaking
down the AgNPr overlay stacking byarsenic ion intercalation, leaching of disintegrated AgNPrs,
removal of PVP surfactant from AgNPr surface to form size variable emulsions and thereby
inducing emulsion incorporated controlled aggregations or even complete dissolution of AgNPr
to form unpredicted composites to lose plasmonic characteristics. Here the characteristics of the
polymeric surfactant (functional group, molecular weight, etc) are crucial to induce both overlay
stacking as well as emulsion incorporated aggregation. This concentration dependent
morphological transition is only sensitive for arsenite[As(III)], leaving apart all other common
alkali, alkaline and toxic transition metal ions including arsenate [As(V)] and has been confirmed
by TEM. A plausible explanation of the color coded sensing of As(III) has been presented by
analyzing their tunable surface plasmon and surface enhanced Raman spectra. This low cost,
easy-to-perform and error-free As(III) detection technique will provide us a versatile tool to find
enormous application in the field measurements.202

5.2 Synthesis of silver nanoprism:
The initial triangular silver nanoprisms were synthesized by following the Mirkin’s method246
with slight modification. Briefly, 25 mL of Milli-Q water was taken in a 50 mL beaker and then
250 µL of 10-2 M AgNO3 was added drop by drop in it. To this diluted AgNO3 solution we then
added 1.5 mL of 30 mM TSC, 1.5 mL of 0.24 mM PVP (MW ~10,000) and 60 µL of 30 wt %
H2O2 successively. Between each addition,30 stime lag was given for the proper mixing of
reagents. To this final mixture, 250 µL of 10-1 M NaBH4 was rapidly injected and the solution
turns into yellow color initially which becomes colorless after some time. The solution was
stirred for an additional 30 min; the color was darkened to a deep yellow which indicates the
formation of small Ag nanoparticles. Over the next several seconds, the color of the solution
changes from yellow to blue in a stepwise pattern. Synthesized nanoprism was then kept in room
temperature for 24 h before we make TEM sample by a known technique described in previous
reports54,

61

for clean monolayer sample preparation on carbon film 300 mesh copper grid

(CF300-CU).

5.3. Results and Discussion:
The exploitation of SPR for selective detection of an analyte is long known in the literature202
where we utilize their surface-bound ligand chemistry for specificity255,256 and gigantic crosssection (absorption and scattering) of the metal core for sensitivity.257,258 In this scheme we use
the surface-bound ligand as a fishing net and the metal core as a yardstick to identify and
quantify an analyte respectively without observing any morphological change of the individual
nanoparticles.
In another approach of colorimetric detection where the metal core of the nanoparticle acts
both as fishing net as well as a yardstick and in presence of analyte (ionic or molecular) the

unstable (and hence reactive) exposed surface atoms directly react with the analyte to create a
permanent morphological change of the nanomaterial. Since the change of color in this approach
is due to the analyte induced morphological change of nanoparticles, it does not encourage
forming aggregate, or in other words the formed morphological intermediates are very stable to
explore their reaction mechanism. In our present study, we have adopted the second approach of
selective color-coded sensing of As(III) by using AgNPr as the nanomaterial and compared the
colorimetric result in the same experimental condition for all other common alkali, alkaline and
toxic transition metal ions including arsenate As(V). The absorption spectra of the synthesized
AgNPrs are shown in Figure 5.1A where the plasmon band in the range 650-750 nm
corresponds to in-plane dipole mode and the plasmon band near 330nm is due to the out-of-plane
quadrupole mode of the nanoprism240.

Figure 5.1: (A) Stacking length-dependent plasmon tuning. TEM images to show the effect of
Na+ ion concentration induced cation- interaction on average stacking length variation between
198 and 0 nm, where (B) at 𝑀 (molar ratio between NaBH4 and AgNO3) =16, 𝐿=198 nm and
𝑁=26 the obtained 𝑑(400 𝜇𝐿) = 6.4 Å with (400 𝐿) = −10.5 𝑚𝑉; (C) at M=10, L=136 nm
and N=18 the obtained 𝑑(250 𝜇𝐿) = 5.9 Å with (250 𝐿) = −14. 6𝑚𝑉; (D) at 𝑀=7, 𝐿=93 nm

and 𝑁=12 the obtained 𝑑(175 𝜇𝐿) = 8.2 Å with (175 𝐿) = −17.2 𝑚𝑉 and (E) at 𝑀=4 they
don't form stacking structures rather distributed as individual prisms with (100 𝐿) =
−25.4 𝑚𝑉.
The broad peak in the range 440-460 nm is attributed to two closely spaced SPR bands, inplane quadrupole and out-of- plane dipole modes of AgNPrs. Details of the HRTEM study of
these nanoprisms are presented in Figure 5.2and in our previous report241 which shows both
frontal and sideway bright-field TEM images. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
indicates that the as-prepared nanoprisms are single crystals with a {111} lattice plane as the
basal plane (inter planner spacing = 2.36 Å). The flat surface of the silver nanoprisms is parallel
to the {111} plane as also been suggested in the literature259,260. The SAED pattern also shows
another set of faint spots with hexagonal symmetry which has been indexed as 1/3{422}
reflections with a lattice spacing of 2.50 Å, indicating the presence of a single twinning boundary
within the {111} planes. For single crystal fcc metals, these spots are forbidden, but they can
appear when there are two twin planes parallel to one another.241,259 The appearance of the
forbidden 1/3{422} reflection is often observed in silver or gold nanostructures in the form of
thin plates or films bound by atomically flat top and bottom faces. In previous literature, reports,
it’s already been reported that for thin AgNPrs the atomically flat top and bottom faces have
[111] facets and the edges have [110] facets.

Figure 5.2: Frontal and sideway bright-field and HRTEM of our synthesized nanoprisms with
{111} lattice plane as the basal plane and 1/3{422} reflections indicate the presence of a single
twinning boundary within the {111} planes.
The measured thickness of these nanoprisms has been reported as ~7 nm.241 Both the
relative thickness map and the corresponding line profile indicates their two-dimensional
growth.241 The AgNPr synthesized by using 250 L of 0.1 M NaBH4 has been taken throughout
this study which shows bright blue color with absorption maxima at 704 nm. The corresponding
TEM images in Figure 5.3A and 5.3B show a highly overlay stacking structure that transforms
into an isotropically distributed arrangement by the application of ultrasonic wave at 40% power
of 53 kHz frequency at 27 0C for 10 s. This implies that the binding force between {111} faces
of AgNPrs in the overlay stacking arrangement is quite a week and easily breakable by applying
week ultrasonic force.

Figure 5.3: (A-H) Morphological change of AgNPr by destacking, followed by leaching of
nanoprisms and emulsion induced controlled aggregation of silver seeds at increasing
concentration of As(III). (A1) indicates the as-synthesized AgNPrs after the application of
ultrasonic wave at 40 % power of 53 kHz frequency at 27 0C for 10 s. Here different TEM
images correspond to the effect of concentration-dependent As(III) exposure on AgNPr structure
where A, B, C, D, and E correspond to the As(III) concentration of 0, 1-2, 2-4, 5-7, and 8-40

M, respectively. Similarly, the frames F, G, and H correspond to the effect of As(III) at
concentrations of 40-80 M, 350-750 M, and  1 mM respectively. A range of concentrations
means that the morphology does not change throughout this range. Effect of As(III) at various
intermediate concentrations has not been shown to avoid the complicacy of the presentation.

Though the literature is affluent246,261–264 with reports of AgNPr overlay stacking, the
actual reasons are still unknown. In an earlier report of AgNPr synthesis by using Bis(psulfonatophenyl)phenylphosphinedihydrate dipotassium salt (BSPP) as a surfactant also shows
axial overlay stacking and has been explained by Mirkin263,264 and others as a result of -
stacking offered by the benzene rings in triphenyl phosphine group of BSPP. The same
explanation (- stacking) of axial overlay stacking also holds for PVP-mediated AgNPr
synthesis due to the presence of short-chain -electron moiety in the N-C=O region originating
from each pyrrolidone group of surface-adsorbed PVP. Pyrrolidone molecules from Parallelly
oriented {111} facets of AgNPrs then can results - stacking but in that case, the distance
between two flat prisms should not be more than 3.2 Å (the limit of - interaction is the sum of
𝐶
𝑁
the van der Waals (VDW) radius between atoms involved where 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊
= 1.7 Å, 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊
=
𝑂
1.55 Å 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊
= 1.52 Å).265 On the other hand if we consider cation- interaction266 between
𝐴𝑔

𝑁𝑎
available cations (Ag+ and Na+; 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊 = 1.72 Å 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊
= 2.57 Å) and surface adsorbed N-

C=O -electron moieties then the distance between AgNPrs should fall in the range 6.6-8.3 Å
and the obtained TEM results indicate that cation- as the most probable interaction pathway
between AgNPrs to form an axially stacked sandwich geometry similar to ferrocene,Fe(C5H5)2,
structure. Geometrically the cation- stacking in case of PVP is much weaker than the
corresponding ferrocene type of molecules267 due to less degree of orbital overlapand can easily
breakable by the application of week ultrasonic wave as discussed before. Scheme 5.1 explains
the actual cataion- interaction among axially stacked AgNPrs where the ball-and-stick
molecular geometry shows the orientation of surface bound PVP molecules and intercalated Na+
ions. Atomic model of this cation- interaction among surface adsorbed PVP molecules through

intercalated Na+ ions which enforce them to arrange in an axial stacking configuration is shown
in Scheme 5.2 for betterunderstanding the orientation ofelectrostatic interaction.

Scheme 5.1.Schematic representation of cation- interaction among surface adsorbed PVP
molecules through intercalated Na+ ions which enforce them to arrange in an axial stacking
configuration. Here all the interacting atoms and molecules are shown in the ball-and-stick
model and -electron cloud in violet color.

Scheme5.2: Schematic representation of cation- interaction among surface adsorbed PVP
molecules through intercalated Na+ ions which enforce them to arrange in an axial stacking
configuration. Here all the interacting atoms and molecules are shown in the atomic model for
better understanding the electrostatic interaction and -electron cloud in violet color for better
visualization.

It is worth mentioning that our zeta potential study (Table 5.1) confirms that these
AgNPrs are negatively charged and their zeta potential reduces gradually as we increase the
amount of NaBH4 during the synthesis. This –Ve charge induces repulsion among AgNPrs to
destabilize their axial stacking and hence the relative contribution between cation- interaction
and the extent of electrostatic repulsion governs the distance between two AgNPs and may vary
between idealistic 4 Å to a maximum of 10 Å. According to the literature, the free energies

associated with the crystallographic planes of an fcc metal increases in the order260: 𝛾 111 <
𝛾 100 < 𝛾 110 and explains the axial stacking through {111} facets.
Table 5.1: Variation of zeta potential () and stacking length (L) as we vary the molar ratio (M)
between NaBH4 and AgNO3.
𝑀 𝑁𝑎𝐵𝐻4 : 𝐴𝑔𝑁𝑂3

4

7

9

16

 in mV

-25.4

-17.2

-14.6

-10.5

L in nm

0

93

136

198

Since the reduction potential for Na+, Ag+ and NaBH4 are -2.71, 0.8 and -1.24 V respectively,
NaBH4 can easily reduce Ag+ but not Na+. Besides that, the concentration of NaBH4 added
during synthesis is more than enough for complete reduction of Ag+which rules out the
possibility of any free silver ion after AgNPr synthesis. As a result of this, an increased amount
of NaBH4 raises the concentration of Na+ ions not only to enhance the possibility of the cation-
interaction and thereby stacking length but also to reduce the effective negative charge of AgNPr
assemblies. Obtained AgNPrs show a gradual approach towards neutral zeta potential with an
increase in stacking length, L, as we increase the concentration of Na+ originates from NaBH4.
We can define the molar ratio (M) of NaBH4 to AgNO3as:
𝑀 = 𝑉𝑁𝑎𝐵 𝐻4 × 𝑆𝑁𝑎𝐵 𝐻4 : 𝑉𝐴𝑔𝑁 𝑂3 × 𝑆𝐴𝑔𝑁 𝑂3
Here ‘V’ and ‘S’ represent the volume and molar strength respectively. By varying the molar
ratio (M) between 16 and 4 we have achieved different stacking lengths with an unchanged edge
length of 50±20 nm for individual nanoparticles. By knowing the stacking number (N, the
average number of AgNPr present in each stack) and thickness of individual AgNPrs (T) we can
easily calculate the spacing (di, i=amount of NaBH4) between AgNPrs in different stakes as

𝑑𝑖 = 𝐿 − 𝑁 × 𝑇 /(𝑁 − 1). The effect of increasing concentration of NaBH4 on stacking
length has been clearly presented in Figure 5.1B-E where the average stacking length changes
between 198 nm to 0 nm. Though the concentration of Na+ is crucial in making of stacking
patterns of AgNPrs, detection, and quantification of sodium ions as stacking intercalators is not
easy by recording their Energy Dispersed X-Ray (EDX) spectra.268,269

Figure 5.4: EDX spectra obtained from two different areas (Area-1 and Area-2) of AgNPr
stacking to analyze the relative abundance of different elements.
Detection and quantification of an element through EDX depends mainly on two factors, (i)
efficiency of detection for ejected electrons with energy less than 3 keV and (ii) whether the
abundance of the element is less than 1000 ppm or not. Since the abundance of Na+-ion in our
synthesis is in the range of 15-60 ppm, the efficiency of the detection of Na solely depends on
the ejected electron energy. As most of the EDX detectors have virtually constant efficiency
(~100%) in the range 3-10 keV, the probability and relative height observed for the families of
X-ray lines depends heavily on the energy of the ejected electron from the sample. As a result of
this, elements with the atomic number up to 17 (Cl: Chlorine) having K-edge below 3 keV is

difficult to detect. According to this logistic,
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Na with K-edge at 1.08 keV will be difficult to

detect from the EDX spectrum and the absence of Na-line is been depicted in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.5: (A) Concentration-dependent color-coded sensing of As(III) between the
concentration range of 10-6 M to 10-3 M, (B) Tuning of surface plasmon resonance as a result of
morphological change of AgNPr at different concentration of As(III) between 10-6 M to 10-3 M
where (B1) shows the variation of plasmon band at the different lower concentration of As(III) in
the range of 0.0-10.0 µM [0.0 µM (blank): Black trace (max=704 nm), 1.0-2.0 µM: Blue trace,
2.0-4.0 µM: Orange trace, 5.0-7.0 µM: Red-Violet trace, 8.0-10.0 µM: Blue Violet trace] and
(B2) at different higher concentration of As(III). The Plasmon band and hence the color of the
nanomaterials change in a distinct manner where a specific color remains unchanged in a broader

range of growing concentrations as 10.0-80.0 µM: Yellow, 90.0-100.0 µM: Orange, 110.0-200.0
µM: Dark Red, 250.0-500.0 µM: Purple, 750.0 µM-2 mM: Different shades of blue, 3 mM-10
mM: Faded Blue and above 10mM the color becomes faint blue to gray or almost colorless.
As reported in the early literature223,270 that As(III) can form a sparingly soluble stable complex
with atomic or ionic silver as Ag3AsO3 complex, the chemical affinity between As(III) and
atomic silver (Ag0) on AgNPr surface can easily overcome the electrostatic repulsion between
AsO2- and the negatively charged NPrs to induce the surface leaching. Upon the addition of
increasing concentration of arsenite (AsO2-) the original blue color gradually changes to purple at
1-2 µM (75-150 ppb), burgundy at 2-4 µM, pastel orange at 6-7 µM, golden yellow at 8-9 µM,
yellow at 10-40µM, light yellow at 40-80µM and repeated these colors as pastel orange at 90100 µM, brown at 110-150 µM, burgundy at 150-200 µM, blue-violet at 200-350 µM, lavender
at 350-500 µM, deep blue at 500-750 µM and finally light blue at 750 µM-2 mM of As(III)
(original color of the AgNPr). Corresponding color coding and UV-Vis spectra of each
morphologically modified AgNPr is shown in Figure 5.5A and 5.5B respectively. To understand
the plasmonic change at lower (in the sub-µM concentration) and higher (above 10 µM
concentration) concentration of As(III) we have plotted their UV-Vis spectra in two different
figures as Figure 5.5B1 and 5.5B2 respectively. Both Figure 5.3 (5.3A-5.3E) and Figure 5.5B1
shows the ability of our assay to detect As(III) in the µM level concentration.
With the consequent step-wise morphological change of the nanoprisms which shows a distinct
color from the previous morphology248 due to the interaction of As(III) with the metallic core of
the nanoprism, we have clearly represented this phenomena by recording the TEM image for
each intermediate and has been portrayed details in Figure 5.3A-H.

Electronic configuration of As is [Ar] 3d104s24p3 and the corresponding As(III) is [Ar] 3d104s2
and As(V) is [Ar] 3d10. Due to the full filled electronic shell structure, As(V) is more stable and
inert compared to As(III) having two valance electron to support its reactivity. Moreover due to
the bulkier size of arsenate (𝐴𝑠𝑂3−) compared to the arsenite (𝐴𝑠𝑂2−), accessibility of inter planer
space (6-8 Å) in AgNPr stacking by As(V) is less probable than As(III). Along with these two
factors, by considering the formation of stable silver arsenite (Ag3AsO3) and silver arsenate
(Ag3AsO4) compounds we have drawn them in Gauss View 5 and performed their geometry
optimization by using HF/3-21g* level of theory. Energies for all the components of the
following reaction was obtained to calculate the free energy of the reaction: Ag3AsO3 + ½O2→
Ag3AsO4. The absolute energies are shown in Table 5.2. Optimized structures of Ag3AsO3and
Ag3AsO4 are shown in Figure 5.6 and the information of different atoms of Ag3AsO3 followed
by Ag3AsO4 are given in Table 5.3. The free energy of the reaction was found to be -118.5
kcal/mol suggesting Ag3AsO4 to be the more stable species.
Table 5.2: Energies obtained at HF/3-21g* level of theory
Compounds
Energy (Hartree/particle)
Ag3AsO4

-18043.05142490

Ag3AsO3

-17968.59515180

½O2

-74.26744989

Figure 5.6: Optimized structures of Ag3AsO3 and Ag3AsO4. Ag is shown in blue, As in purple
and O in red.

Table 5.3: Optimized parameters of Ag3AsO3 and Ag3AsO4
E(RHF) =

-17968.5951518

A.U. after

9 cycles

Standard orientation:Ag3AsO3
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center
Atomic
Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number
Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
33
0
0.000019
0.000065
1.530613
2
8
0
-1.403607
-0.635236
0.645606
3
8
0
1.251808
-0.897880
0.645174
4
8
0
0.151592
1.533088
0.645129
5
47
0
-1.800588
1.291239
-0.468101
6
47
0
2.018600
0.913665
-0.468039
7
47
0
-0.217990
-2.204944
-0.468063
--------------------------------------------------------------------E(RHF) =

-18043.0514249

A.U. after

9 cycles

Standard orientation:Ag3AsO4
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center
Atomic
Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number
Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
33
0
0.000047
-0.000030
1.016691
2
8
0
-1.491375
0.451258
0.255757
3
8
0
0.354953
-1.517206
0.255592
4
8
0
1.136481
1.066017
0.255688
5
8
0
0.000135
-0.000151
2.651569
6
47
0
-0.569259
2.432903
-0.431888
7
47
0
2.391636
-0.723481
-0.431944
8
47
0
-1.822443
-1.709387
-0.431906
---------------------------------------------------------------------

This relative chemical activity and steric hindrance caused by As(III) and As(V) will be
discussed in the next section as a factor to explain the selectivity and sensitivity of As(III) for
color-coded sensing. Due to the NaBH4 reduction procedure to synthesize AgNPrs which results
from a nanoparticle solution with pH 8.4 and the formation of stable and sparingly soluble silver
arsenite (Ag3AsO3) and silver arsenate (Ag3AsO4) compounds at higher pH, organized assembly
of AgNPrs can react instantly with arsenic ions in the intrinsic basic medium. Moreover, due to
high pH of the AgNPr solution, it also diminishes the possibility of silver leaching through

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR: O2(g) + 4H+(l) + 4Ag(s)  2H2O + 4Ag+).271 As we increase
the concentration of As(III), due to the difference in stability between flat surface-bound [111]
facets and edge bound [110] facets (free energies increases in the order260: 𝛾 111 < 𝛾 100 <
𝛾 110 ) the number of pyrrolidone bound silver atoms from edges will be released more
compared to flat surfaces. This will result the formation of smaller stackings due to the increase
of surface charge originating from pyrrolidone molecules as we observed as an effect of As(III)
addition between 1.0-6.0 µM. A gradual reduction in the dimension of AgNPr as a result of
increasing the addition of As(III) (by comparing the dimension between B and E of Figure 5.2)
confirms the removal of pyrrolidone bound silver atoms from [110] facets. The appearance of
different surface Plasmon at different lower concentrations (between 1.0-6.0 µM) of As(III) has
been depicted in Figure 5.5B1 which matches well with the obtained surface plasmons (Figure
5.1A) from different stacking lengths synthesized by using different amount of NaBH4. Hence at
a lower concentration of As(III), the appearance of a different color is due to the transformation
of longer AgNPr stacking into smaller piles. At the range of 6.0-7.0 µM of As(III), the stacking
of AgNPrs disintegrated completely along with partial leaching of the tips as well as the surface
of AgNPrs to produce isotropically distributed silver nanodiscs (average diameter between 15-25
nm) with surface plasmon band appears near 450 nm (green colored spectra in Figure 5.5B1) and
the corresponding TEM is shown in Figure 5.1E.
If we increase the As(III) concentration further in the range of 8.0-80 µM, silver nanodiscs are
leached further to generate smaller nanoparticle (silver seeds) with size range 5-7 nm which
gives different shades of yellow (max=410-430 nm) as we mentioned before and has been
represented in Figure 5.3E. Similar structural changes have also been observed as an effect of
KSCN addition to light blue colored AgNPr solution reported by Tsai et al.240 Further increment

of As(III) concentration (between 90 µM-2 mM), the spontaneous reaction between silver seeds
with arsenic removes PVP from nanosurface to initiate the formation of PVP-based controlled
emulsions with an average diameter between 50-200 nm which starts incorporating silver seeds
and induces controlled aggregation (smaller to larger) with a plasmon shifting between pastel
orange to light blue (90-100 µM: max= 460-470 nm, 110-200 µM: max= 550-560 nm, 250-500
µM: max= 600-610 nm and 750 µM- 2mM: max=680-720 nm) and the corresponding TEM
images are shown in Figure 5.3F and5.3G. If we increase the concentration of As(III) beyond 2
mM, a reaction between arsenic and silver is so vicious that it ultimately converts all
nanomaterials into silver arsenate (Ag3AsO3) and forms unpredicted composites to lose
plasmonic characteristics of silver nanoparticles which loses its blue color as shown in Figure
5.3H to shift the plasmon band much beyond 704 nm and ultimately disappears. Though the
generated Ag3AsO3 is yellow, black colored aggregated silver material can easily mask the
yellow color precipitation originating from Ag3AsO3.
To find out the selectivity of As(III) for the morphological change of AgNPr which results
from color-coded sensing of arsenic contamination, we have repeated the same set of
experiments (absorbance, TEM and colorimetry) with several other metal salts which includes
common alkali, alkaline and toxic transition metal ions including arsenate As(V) and the
colorimetric result has been depicted in Figure 5.7A. To observe a sharp contrast in colorimetry
and to avoid any unwanted interference (from morphological change248) from halogens we have
used 30 µM concentration for all non-halide metal salts. Except for some minor contrast change,
colorimetry can selectively and sensitively detect As(III).

Figure 5.7: Colorimetric change of AgNPr solution upon addition of (A) 30 M (left to right)
Na+, K+,Ca2+, Mg2+,Sr2+, Cd2+, As3+, Fe3+,Hg2+, Fe2+, Pb2+,Zn2+and As5+ metal ions ; (B) NaOH
in the concentration range 10 µM-1 mM; (C) Different concentration of arsenic prone water
sample into the AgNPr colorimetric assay (D) 0.1 µM NaAsO2- dissolved in Milli-Q, tap water
and drain water.
To confirm that the color change is not due to the pH change of the solution after the addition
of the As(III) salt, we have checked the pH of the blank AgNPr solution and the same solution
after the addition of the As(III) salt. We observed that the pH of all the solution was increasing
slightly than that of the blank upon the gradual addition of As(III). We have performed a control
experiment by adding an equal concentration of NaOH instead of the As(III) salt by considering
1 M NaAsO2 to generate 1 M NaOH after complete dissolution. The pH in both cases is listed in
Table 5.4. No color change (Figure 5.7B) was observed for pH change due to the addition of
NaOH which proves that the role of pH for color tuning is negligible.

Table 5.4: Variation of pH due to gradual the addition of NaAsO2 and NaOH to 1 mL AgNPr
solution
Volume of NaAsO2 or NaOH
added in 1 mL AgNPr colloidal
solution (µL)

pH on addition of NaAsO2
(Stock Concentration: 10-2
M)

pH on the addition of
NaOH(Stock Concentration
10-2M)

1

8.39

8.40

5

8.42

8.47

10

8.46

8.54

20

8.48

8.60

40

8.56

8.70

50

8.60

8.82

100

8.80

9.01

Blank

8.34

-

The morphological change of AgNPr upon addition of different concentrations of As(III)
which results in the appearance of different colors is also been traced by recording their SERS
spectra in presence of crystal violet (CV) as Raman tagging molecule. We have taken 5 µL of 104

M CV and then added to 195 µL of the morphology modified color-tuned AgNPr solutions

which we have obtained by adding the same amount of differentially diluted NaAsO2 into same
stock solution of AgNPr to avoid any dilution factor. Obtained SERS spectra from different
morphology modified AgNPr are depicted in Figure 5.8 in a relative intensity scale which
includes the SERS signal as a result of As(III) addition in the range of 0-5 mM. It is clear from
Figure 5.8 that there is a gradual increment of the SERS signal intensity as we increase the
As(III) concentration from 0 M to 8 µM. It is also clear from the TEM results (Figure 5.3) that
the gradual increment of As(III) up to 8 µM results the initial destacking of AgNPrs and finally
disintegrate each nanoprisms into smaller silver nanoparticles to increase the effective surface

area and results in a gradual increment of SERS signal for the formation of the higher number of
hotspots. As we increase the concentration of As(III), the color of the resulted nanoparticle
solution changes from golden yellow at 8-9 µM to yellow at 10-40 µM and light yellow at 40-80
µM As(III) due to the formation of smaller sized silver nanoparticles (seeds) and we observed a
slight increment of SERS signal. Further addition of As(III) beyond 80 µM, SERS signal
gradually reduces till 2 mM concentration and beyond 2 mM concentration of As(III) the
resultant materials don’t show any detectable Raman signal. Details about the mechanism of
SERS and the mathematical formulation of the Raman enhancement factor, G, has been
described in detail elsewhere.272 G can be derived by the following equation:
𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑅𝑆
𝐺=

𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑆

𝑁𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓
𝑁𝑣𝑜𝑙

where 𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑅𝑆 is the surface-enhanced Raman intensity, 𝑁𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 is the number of molecules bound
to the nanometallic substrate in the excitation volume, 𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑆 is the normal Raman intensity and
𝑁𝑣𝑜𝑙 is the number of molecules in the excitation volume. In our estimation of enhancement
factor, we have considered the excitation zone as a cube with a dimension of 100 m or a
volume of 10-6cc. By considering the final concentration of CV in SERS experiment and normal
Raman experiment as 2.510-6 M and 1 M respectively, the number of molecules adsorbed on the
nanosurface and in bulk in the excitation volume has been estimated as 15108 and 61014
molecules respectively. By comparing the Raman peak intensity at 1380 cm-1 the obtained
enhancement factor (G) in the absence and in presence of 8M (close to maximum SERS signal)
of As(III) was calculated as 3106 and 8106 respectively. Depending on the increasing
concentration of added As(III), the extent of released PVP also increases and allows the system

to form different diameter polymeric emulsions to incorporate smaller silver nanoparticles
formed in the concentration range of 10-80 µM of As(III). Due to the bigger and thicker PVP
layer, the accessibility of crystal violet to the core silver nanoparticles decreases gradually as we
are forming different morphologically modified AgNPrs at higher concentrations of As(III). This
gradual increment of the inaccessibility of CV to nanosurface incorporated inside emulsion
results in a gradual reduction in SERS signal as observed in the concentration range between 80
µM-2 mM. Since the emulsion incorporated nanoparticles lose their plasmonic properties beyond
2 mM As(III) concentration, the observed SERS signal at 3 mM disappears as depicted in Figure
5.8. Assignments of different Surface Enhanced Raman line originating from CV have been
reported and described elsewhere.273

Figure 5.8. (Left) SERS based assay to monitor the morphological modification of AgNPr on the
addition of different concentration NaAsO2 in the concentration range 0-8 M and the
corresponding colorimetric response has been shown by the adjacent anti clockwise arrow;(
Right) SERS response in the concentration range 80 M - 3 mM and the corresponding
colorimetric response by the adjacent anticlockwise arrow.
To find the applicability of our proposed AgNPr colorimeric-assay we have performed our
investigation on real samples. For high specificity sensing and quantification of As(III) from real

samples, we have collected water from an arsenic prone zone of West Bengal (Duttapukur, North
24 Paraganas), India which has been used years as drinking water by the local people. We have
taken 1 mL of our synthesized blue color AgNPr stock solution in each of six different centrifuge
tubes(assay tubes) and then added different volumes of arsenic-contaminated water sample
(filtrated by 0.2 m syringe filter) in the range of 0-1 mL. Assaytubes containing arseniccontaminated water samples less than 50 L do not show any color change while other assay
tubes having contaminated water volume more than 50 L show usual color change as we have
observed in our ideal highly specific colorimetric assay sensing of As(III). Colorimetric
transition observed in AgNPr assay upon addition of the different amounts of arsenic prone water
sample is shown in Figure 5.7C. The detection and quantification of As(III) from the real
sample is not very straight forward and may associate with other problems. One such prominent
problems come from the considerable presence of additional halides (Cl-, Br- and I-)in the
environmental water samples. The morphological effect of halides on AgNPr has been reported
earlier248 and discussed in the previous section. So the observed color change may originate both
from halide ions and As(III). To confirm the origin of color change, we have titrated the water
sample against 10-2 M AgNO3 solution using KCrO4 as the indicator. From the endpoint, we have
calculated the amount of precipitatable salt as ~2.1 mM. From the literature248 it is known that
the color change of AgNPr is observable only when the concentration of halide ion present in the
water sample is  20 mM. Since the precipitatable salt concentration is only 2.1 mM in our
studied sample which is 10-times less than the threshold halide concentration for color change,
rules out the presence of any substantial amount of halide which can independently cause color
change. Hence, the observed color change is solely originating from As(III) present in the water
sample and the threshold concentration for As(III) detection in the micromolar range (1-2 M)

shows its hypersensitivity. Along with arsenic-contaminated real water sample, we have applied
our assay on different sourced water samples collected from Milli-Q filtration system (Synergy,
UV), Tap water and drain water from Kolkata region. After initial filtration by 0.2 m syringe
filter we have infused them separately with NaAsO2 to reach the desired 100 M concentration
of As(III). Once we add 100 L of Milli-Q water as control and As(III) infused water as test
samples separately in a set of two 900 L blue color AgNPr solution, all of them show desired
golden yellow color for the infused samples and no color change for the blank which proves zero
interference from other components of water. Since WHO reports that the average halide (mainly
Cl-) concentration in water is only 4 M (much lower than the interference level) in drinking
water, our AgNPr-based assay can successfully be used for As(III) sensing in drinking water
without much interference from halide ions.

5.4 Conclusion:
AgNPr-based assay has been designed and the experimental procedure has been
elaborated to achieve the wide range morphologically modified surface Plasmon tuning-detuning
for accurately color-coded detection and sensing of As(III) over other alkali, alkaline, and
transition metals. Wide range morphological modification of AgNPr is measured and confirmed
by TEM measurement and a plausible explanation has been provided to understand the
mechanism of selective interaction of As(III) with axially stacked AgNPrs based on their zeta
potential, plasmon tuning-detuning and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy along with DFT
calculation. Plasmon tuning-detuning positively not only confirms the presence of As(III) but
also can detect the As(III) concentration up to a limit of 75 ppb which is close to the old EPA
limit for As(III) content in drinking water. This is probably the first report where we have

explored the critical role of PVP for wide range morphological modification followed by
emulsion induced aggregation to effectively tune the surface plasmon for color-coded sensing of
heavy metals. Ours cross-check with As(III) containing real sample from arsenic prone area of
West Bengal, India and As(III) infused real water sample from different sources proves the
potential applicability of this assay as a colorimetric sensor for field application towards
environmental protection drive.

CHAPTER-6

Unveiling the Excellent Electrocatalytic Activity of GrainBoundary Enriched Anisotropic Pure Gold Nanostructures
towards Hydrogen Evolution Reaction: A Combined Approach
of Experiment and Theory
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


The role of grain-boundary and grain size of our newly synthesized flower-like gold
nanostructures for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) has been investigated
quantitatively.



All the synthesized anisotropic gold nanoparticles (AnGNPs) and especially the AuNP75
exhibit outstanding catalytic activity (in terms of both overpotential and turnover frequency)
towards HER compared to spherical shaped gold nanoparticles (SpGNPs).



The effective contribution of grain-boundaries towards the free energy of hydrogen
adsorption (ΔGH*) and the position of the d-band center has been explored by DFTcalculation which matches well with our experimental findings.

6.1 Introduction
In the recent few years, considerable attention has been paid to developing the strategies
to generate renewable energy as it is an alternative and naturally replenished source to that of the
limited resource of fossil fuel.274,275 With the increasing demand for fuel as well as for
environmental benefits, renewable energy is more preferable to other traditional energy
sources.276 Among different renewable energy, Hydrogen is regarded as a green fuel with high
energy density and pollution-free fuel (cost-effectiveness and environmentally friendly) which
can be an alternate and competitive to that of coal or oil.277–280 Electrolysis of water is the most
feasible approach281,282 to get the molecular hydrogen effectively and enormously as the source is
unlimited and replenished inhuman timescale. The electrochemical water splitting involves two
half-cell reactions wherein the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) occurs at the anode and the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) takes place to that of the cathode.283 However, both of these
reactions are extremely sluggish in nature which requires a larger overpotential. 284,285 Though a
large group of scientists throughout the Globe has put their extreme effort to design an array of
suitable electrocatalysts, enough effort has not been put forward to explore different
characteristics within the traditional materials by tweaking their nanoscale crystallization pattern
or bringing folds within single- or multi-twinned nanoparticle for boosting the reaction kinetics.
This will not only reduce the effort to design a new class of materials and cost to perform their
complete characterization, but also to control environmental pollution. It has been found that the
Platinum based materials especially carbon supported Platinum (Pt/C) are the most viable and
efficient electrocatalysts for the HER till date;286–288 but their high cost and low abundance
restrict themselves for commercialization and large scale production of H2.289,290 Several
attempts have been taken to accelerate the reaction kinetics by employing various transition
metal-based catalysts (e.g. Ru-, Mo-, Ir-based materials),291–293 metal alloys,294 chalcogenides,295

metal-organic frameworks,296 etc. In this aspect, the noble metals like gold is rarely been
explored due to the poor adsorption or binding efficiency of H-atom on the gold surface which
requires higher free energy to step up the reaction.297 HER generally consists of two step process
in which the first step is the adsorption of hydrogen atoms on the surface of the catalyst (this step
is called Volmer step) and the second step leads to the generation of hydrogen molecule followed
by desorption from the catalyst’s surface (this step is known as Tafel or Heyrovskey step). 298
Sabatier’sprinciple suggests that the adsorption energy should neither be very high nor very low
for a preferable catalyst since the higher adsorption energy leads to an endothermic process
resulting weaker adsorption while the lower adsorption energy possesses exothermic process
which results in the slow desorption.299 It has been predicted from the Volcano plot that the
Gibbs free energy (ΔG) for an effective electrocatalyst towards HER process should be close to
zero (i.e. ΔG ≈ 0). In the Volcano plot, the Pt metal possesses the highest activity in terms of
both current density (j0) as well as favorable ΔG value. However, in case of Au metal, the poor
interaction of H-1s orbital with the d-band of metal makes the gold nanoparticles as a poor
candidate for HER.298 Most of the literature reports covered the influence of other metals (e.g.
alloys of Au)300 or semiconductor or organic molecules301 with gold nanoparticles for the HER
activity. Therefore, it is really a challenging task to build a feasible electrocatalyst for HER using
pure gold nanoparticles.
Further, it is worth to mention that among various noble metals, gold nanoparticle has
attracted greater attention over the last few decades due to their distinct physicochemical
properties e.g. easier size and shape tenability to achieve both larger surface to volume ratio
(S/V) and differential electric field lensing at the surface or vertex, enhanced surface Plasmon
resonance (SPR) and hence the extinction coefficient in the VIS-to-NIR region. Higher reduction

potential of Au3+/Au system (E0 = 1.50 V vs SHE) allows to use weak reducing agent resulting
slow crystallization and hence programmable crystal twinning, easy manipulation of facet
energetic as well as ease of surface modification (for selectivity and sensitivity) in comparison
with that of bulk gold.302 The fine blending of distinctive optical and electrical properties of gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) rendered themselves as a potential candidate in extensive fields of
research such as catalysis,303 biomedicine,304 biosensors,305 and surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy.306 Indeed, the performance of the AuNPs in the aforementioned applications, more
specifically the catalytic performance strongly rely on their morphology, surface charge, crystal
irregularity as well as crystal facet energy.307–309 In the recent few years, the anisotropic gold
nanomaterials (i.e. flowers, multipod, star-shaped, branched) have extensively been focused
since they reveal unique SPR, SERS as well as efficient catalytic power than the corresponding
spherical particles.59,310 The remarkable catalytic efficiency of the AnGNPs is associated with the
appearance of high the density low coordination site atoms on edges, terraces, steps, ledges, and
kinks which may alter the surface energy.311 Further, the presence of planner defects such as
grain boundary, twin boundary, stacking fault into the nanocrystal can significantly alter the
reactivity of nanomaterials.312 In recent reports, it has been shown that the electrocatalytic
activity of AuNPs is significantly boosted for the reduction of CO2 due to the occurrence of the
high density of grain boundaries.21,79 In addition, the grain boundary induced catalytic activities
with remarkable efficiency are also observed for copper nanoparticles towards the
electroreduction of CO.313 Further, the presence of multiple twin boundaries (MTB) onto the
nanoparticle surface enhances the catalytic ability for the oxidation of methanol via facile
chemisorption of analytes.314 In addition, from our previous study315 we know that the
anisotropic nanomaterials which result in sharp tips with enhanced ability to focus the surface

electric field and hence modulate the charge density has a distinct influence on their catalytic
activity. Hence, the anisotropic nanomaterials are more preferable for both catalytic
performances as well as to explore the new aspects related to catalysis than the isotropic
counterparts. However, the anisotropic growths of nanoparticles are strongly dependent on the
adopted synthetic procedure. Therefore, the synthetic methodologies are also crucial for the
inducement of important physico-chemical properties into noble metal nanoparticles.
The standard protocols have already been well documented in the literature for the
generation

of

AnGNPs

including

template-based

reaction,316

multi-step

seeding

methodology,317,318 utilization of specific capping agents,319 fine tuning of physical parameters
(i.e. temperature, pH, viscosity) during synthesis. The seeding growth approach is the most
familiar method for the anisotropic growth of AuNPs since the degree of anisotropy (i.e. aspect
ratio, tunable geometry) can be altered simply by varying the amount of seed solution,
introducing specific impurities (e.g., AgNO3, NaCl)320 as well as by altering the concentration of
capping agent. However, the main drawback of this technique is its time-consuming nature as
well as the growth of nanoparticles which depends mostly on the nature of nanoseed. On the
other hand, template-based synthesis is more fascinating since they offer an interesting and
useful characteristic to the nano materials such as controlled sizes, morphologies, and different
physicochemical properties.245 Both soft and hard templates have been successfully employed for
the synthesis of different shaped AuNPs viz. nanorods, nanorings, nanotubes, as well as porous
structures. The soft templates are mainly large organic compounds (i.e. surfactants or polymers),
used for surface stabilization while the porous solid inorganic materials such as an anodic
aluminum oxide (AAO), mesoporous oxides, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be used as hard
templates.321 Although the hard templates having better control over the structure of

nanomaterials, on account of their difficulty in the removal process after synthesis may destroy
or alter the actual physical properties of templated nanoparticles. Besides, the surfactant (soft
templates) assisted wet chemical synthesis is more preferable due to its ease of surfactant
removal, large scale production, and remarkable ability to generate variable size and shape
nanoparticles through the micelle formation.321 Hence, surfactant induced rapid, a single-step
methodology is worth enviable for the synthesis of anisotropic metal nanoparticles.
In the present study, we have reported a facile, one-step synthesis of gold nanoparticle
using hydroquinone (HQ) as a reducing agent in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS).
The proposed synthetic protocol is new in the literature, cost-effective, rapid yet generates high
quality monodispersed nanoparticles with excellent stability. The morphology as well as the size
of gold nanoparticles can easily be tuned from bud to flower (bloom) to over-bloomed shape by
simple variation in the concentration of HQ. The characterizations of the synthesized
nanoparticles have been carried out using UV-Vis, SEM, HRTEM, XPS and Zeta Potential
analysis. The synthesized nanoparticles with variable grain parameters exhibit an outstanding
electrocatalytic activity towards hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in different pH medium (i.e.
acidic, neutral, and basic) with a low onset potential of -76 mV. Besides, it requires mere 190,
285, 325 mV (vs RHE) of overpotentials to achieve 10, 50, 100 mAcm-2 current density in 0.5 M
H2SO4 medium.DFT study shows that the presence of high-density grain boundary with the
larger dimension of each grain on the surface of nanocrystal can significantly enhance the
reaction kinetics for HER and hence improves the HER activity.
6.2 Synthesis of AuNPs using HQ:
In a typical synthesis, 0.058 g of SDS was added to 20 mL of Milli-Q water in a 50 mL
conical flask and stirred (500 rpm) for five minutes to make 0.01 M solution. After the complete

dissolution of SDS, 0.5 mL of 10-2 M HAuCl4.3H2O (Final concentration: 2.5×10-4 M) was
added into the solution. Subsequently, 75 μL of 0.1 M HQ (Final concentration: 3.75×10 -4 M)
was added dropwise to the above solution mixture under the same constant stirring. The color of
the solution changes immediately (within 5 s) from light yellow to cyan color and the resultant
solution was kept undisturbed for another 6 hours for complete growth of nanoparticles.The
synthesized nanoparticles were then washed repeatedly by centrifugation at a speed of 2000 rpm
for 45 minutes initially and then 30 minutes in order to ensure the removal of excess surfactant
and other unwanted products. The entire reaction was carried out at 25±1 °C. In order to study
the effect of concentration of reducing agent, a similar protocol was also adopted for
synthesizing AuNPs using the variable concentration of HQ at identical concentrations of metal
ion and SDS as mentioned earlier. The addition of the lower amount of HQ (50 μL of 0.1 M) into
the reaction mixture leads to change the color of solution from light yellow to pink color while at
the higher concentration of HQ (150 μL of 0.1 M), the solution turns into bluish color indicating
the formation of different sized and/or shaped nanoparticles. The synthesized nanoparticles were
washed using the same procedure as mentioned earlier. The prepared AuNPs using 50, 75, and
150 μL of HQ are designated as AuNP50, AuNP75 and AuNP150 respectively.
6.3 Computational Details:
All the spin-polarized calculations were performed within the framework of density
functional theory (DFT) using the plane-wave technique as implemented in Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package (VASP).115 The exchange-correlation energy was accounted within the
generalized gradient approximation method (GGA) parameterized by the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE).322 We used the projector augmented wave potential (PAW) to treat the ionelectron interactions. The DFT-D2 empirical correction method proposed by Grimme was

applied for describing the effect of van der Waals interactions.323 In all computations, the kinetic
energy cut off is set to be 500 eV in the plane-wave expansion. All the structures were fully
relaxed (lattice constant and atomic position) using the conjugate gradient method and the
convergence threshold was set to be 10-4 eV in energy and 0.01 eV/Å in force. For geometry
optimization, the Brillouin zone was sampled using a 5×5×1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh
while a higher 7×7×1 Monkhorst-Pack grid was used to calculate electronic density of states
(DOS). The relative free energy of adsorbed atomic hydrogen (H*) was calculated as134,300
∆𝐺𝐻 ∗ = ∆𝐸𝐻 ∗ + 0.24
where ∆EH* for the adsorption of H* on various surfaces were determined using the relation
1
∆𝐸𝐻 ∗ = 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 +𝐻 − 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝐸𝐻2
2
In order to model Au (111) and (110) surfaces, we considered a 2-layer periodic 3×3 slabs of cell
(8.11×8.11 Å2) and (7.91×7.93 Å2) with 18 atoms respectively, whereas Au (200) surface was
constructed with 3-layer periodic 3×3 slab of the cell (7.95×7.95 Å2) with 27 atoms. Grain
boundaries (GB) have been constructed with different surfaces whereGBa corresponds to the
grain boundary between (110) and (111) planes as well as GBb, GBc, GBd, GBe corresponding to
the grain boundaries among (110) and (200), (200) and (111), (110)(200) and (111) with smaller
grain diameter, (111), (110)(200) and (111) with larger grain diameter respectively. GBa, GBb,
GBc, GBd and GBe have been modelled with periodic supercell consisted with 16, 20, 20, 28, and
28 Au atoms respectively. To avoid the spurious interactions between the neighboring slabs, a
vacuum layer of 20 Å was used in the direction perpendicular to the surfaces (along the Zdirection) and the nearest distance between the two adsorbed hydrogen atoms in the adjacent
supercell is ~10 Å.

6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Optical and Structural analysis of AnGNPs
The synthesis of AnGNPs using HQ as the reducing agent in the presence of SDS as a
template is schematically shown in Figure 6.1A. In general, the surfactant form micelle through
the hydrophilic-hydrophobic interaction with the solvent molecule above a particular
concentration termed as critical micelle concentration (CMC). Since in the present study we have
employed a larger concentration of SDS (0.01 M) than it’s CMC (CMC of SDS is 0.0082 M), the
formation of micelles takes place obviously (shown in Figure 6.1A). The addition of metal salt
into the SDS solution may lead to the incorporation of metal ion ([AuCl4]-) into the SDS micellar
cavity. However, the incorporation of chloroaurate ion into SDS micelles is less favorable in this
context due to the hydrophobic nature of the inner core of micelles (where the long tail i.e.
hydrophobic part remains inside and hydrophilic part remains outside of the core). The presence
of metal ion (chloroaurate ion) at the periphery of the micelles is more complimentary on
account of its facile interaction with the hydrophilic part of the surfactant. It is worth mentioning
here that [AuCl4]- ion may be repelled at the periphery of the micelle due to the presence of
anionic group of the surfactant. Indeed, this possibility is nullified on account of the existence of
counter ion of SDS i.e. Na+ with the anionic part [CH3(CH2)11OSO3]-. It has been reported that,
the increase inconcentration of counter ion of surfactant (i.e. Na+) leads to alter the size of
micelle which provides the confirmation for the occurrence of Na+ surrounding the micelle of
SDS.324,325 The occurrence of Na+ at the periphery of micelles diminishes the repulsion between
hydrophilic head group and [AuCl4]- and hence the later can exist close to the SDS micelle. The
addition of HQ in the reaction mixture results in the reduction of Au3+ to Au0 and this Au0
incorporate into the micelle core as schematically represented in Figure 6.1A. In this case, two

possibilities may arise; either the Au atoms begin to associate with each other followed by
encapsulation into the micelle core or get incorporated into the micelle core followed by
preferable crystallization or assembling.

Figure 6.1: (A) Schematic representation for the synthesis and growth of AnGNPs inside the
SDS micelle’s core. Effects of HQ concentration (250-750 M) on (B) visual color appearance
(pink to blue) and (C) plasmon spectra (540-660 nm) of colloidal AnGNPs.
Change in the concentration of HQ leads to alter the color of the resultant colloidal
solution (Figure 6.1B) which predicts the formation of different nanoparticles with variable
physico-chemical properties. The initial assessment of the synthesized AnGNPs was carried out

by UV–Vis spectroscopy (Figure 6.1C) in the aqueous medium. The AnGNPs prepared using 50
μL of HQ (10-1 M) in presence of SDS exhibit a sharp surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band in
the wavelength range of 500-600 nm with λmaxat 540 nm. The color of the colloidal solution
(pink) and the nature of the absorption band (i.e. single plasmon band with λmax: 540 nm)
suggests the formation of monodispersed spherical shaped-gold nanoparticles (AuNPs).

Figure 6.2: The TEM images of bud or spherical (A, B), flower or bloom (D, E) and hexapod or
over bloom (G, I) shaped AuNPs synthesized using 50 μL, 75 μL and 150 μL of HQ respectively
at different magnification. The SAED patterns of AuNP50 (C) AuNP75 (F) and AuNP150 (I)
exhibit the polycrystalline nature of different shaped AnGNPs and the presence of different
crystal planes. The inset in (B), (E) and (H) represent magnified images of the individual
nanoparticles.

Increasing the amount of HQ from 50 to 75 μL results in the red shifting of SPR band
from ca. 540 nm to ca. 660 nm and also the color of the colloid changes from pink to cyan. The
appearance of the absorption band at higher wavelength region in association with broadening
nature suggests the formation of large-sized nanoparticles or anisotropic formation of AuNPs as
indicated earlier in the literature.326 Further rise in the amount of HQ from 75 to 100 or 150 μL
results in the alteration of color from cyan to bluish along with the blue shifting of the SPR band
from 660 nm to ca. 580 nm. The stability and surface charge of these AnGNPs are investigated
using zeta potential measurements wherein all of these nanoparticles show the zeta potential
value of ~ -35 mV indicating the good stability of our designed AuNPs. The negative charge of
the nanoparticles can be correlated to the presence of anionic surfactant SDS on their surface.

Figure 6.3: SEM image of flower or bloom shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP75.
The role of HQ on the morphology of AnGNPs has been studied wherein the geometry
varies with the concentration of reducing agent. At lower concentration of HQ (i.e. 50 μL of 0.1
10
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spherical shaped AuNPs as can be revealed from TEM images (Figure 6.2 A, B). The obtained
nanosphere can also be considered as bud shaped geometry in which the multiple facets are
clearly observable. The average diameter of these nanospheres varies from 55-65 nm. As the
concentration or the amount of HQ increases from 50 to 75 μL, the geometry of AuNPs changes
from bud to flower or bloom shape which can be observed from the corresponding TEM images
(Figure 6.2D, E). These gold nanoblooms are monodispersed in nature. In general, these flowerlike anisotropic nanostructures can further be considered as a distorted sphere consisting of sharp
tips or branches on their surface. The average diameter of these nanostructures is 90±5 nm.
These tips or branches of AuNP75 are originating from the core of the nanostructures as can be
observed from the HRTEM images. Each of the nanostructures consists of more than ten tips or
pods and hence this shape can also be termed as multipodal nanoparticle. The scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image also depicts highly monodisperse bloom or flower-like morphology as
shown in Figure6.3.

Figure 6.4: EDAX spectra of flower or bloom shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP75.

The energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis also confirms the presence of Au in the
flower-like nanostructures (Figure 6.4). Further rise in the concentration of HQ (100-150 μL of
0.1 M) results the formation of over-bloomed morphology. Each of this over-bloomed (popcorn
shaped) structure consists of five to six pods or tips (in 2D space) and these tips are blunted in
comparison with the flower shaped AuNPs (Figure 6.2G, H). The average dimension of these
popcorns is 60±5 nm. All these nanostructures synthesized here are poly-crystalline in nature and
are randomly oriented along with the face centered cubic (fcc) structural pattern as evidenced
from the selected area electron diffraction (SAED, Figure 6.2C, F and I) patterns. Increase in
concentration of HQ from 50 μL to 75 μL leads to alter the morphology as well as the size of
AuNPs from sphere to flower (bloom) shape which can be explained in the following manner: At
higher concentration of HQ, the reaction kinetics for the reduction of Au3+ to Au0 is faster which
also increases the population of Au0. The availability of higher amount of Au0 in the reaction
mixture enhances the growth rate and thereby assists the preferential deposition of Au0 on the
high energy facets leading to the formation of flower or bloom shaped GNPs. Further rise in
amount of HQ from 75 μL to 150 μL (of 10-1 M) result in the formation of over-bloom shaped
AuNPs. In this synthetic protocol, the role of HQ can be envisaged in multiple directions. At
higher concentration of HQ, the reduction rate as well as the population density of Au0 enhances.
Besides, HQ undergoes oxidation (as shown before; during the reduction of metal ions) by the
removal of hydrogen ion (H+) which alter the pH of the medium. Increase in concentration of
HQ results the enhancement in the liberation of H+ ions and thereby decreases the pH of the
medium. Change in pH result the variation in the shape and size of micelle/micelle core as
reported earlier.327 In this case also the higher concentration of HQ changes the shape and size of

micelles from its original structure due to the alteration in pH and facilitates the formation of
hexapod-like AuNPs.
In order to explore the oxidation state of metal as well as the binding phenomena with
different functional groups, we have studied the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for the

Figure 6.5: XPS spectra of variable shaped AnGNPs: (A) Wide range survey spectrum indicating
the presence of different elements into AuNP75. (B) Au4f high-resolution spectra. (C, D, E)
represent C1s spectra while (F, G, H) showO1s spectra and (I, J, K) depict the S2p spectra (~165
eV (S2p-1) for free R-SH, ~169 eV (S2p-2) and ~172 eV (S2p-3) for Na2SO4)for different
AuNPs.
synthesized AnGNPs. Essentially all the AnGNPs shows a similar feature in the wide
range survey spectrum (Figure 6.5Aand Figure 6.6) as well asin the Au binding energy spectra
(Figure 6.5B). The survey spectra show the presence of gold, sulfur, carbon and oxygen
element. The Au4f binding energy spectra are split into Au4f5/2 and Au4f7/2for all the
nanoparticles which appear at 84 eV and 87.5 eV respectively. These values are consistent with
the elemental gold (Au0), indicating the presence of pure AuNPs.328 However, the binding energy
spectra for different elements (e.g. C, O, and S) that are present into the AnGNPs are dissimilar.
The source of C, O, and S elements into the nanoparticle are from the surfactant SDS or the
reducing agent HQ. The high-resolution scan for C binding energy spectra shows two
deconvoluted peaks at 284.5 eV and 285.5 eV due to C-C and C-O bond respectively which are
similar for both AuNP50 and AuNP75; however, a shift is observed in C-O bond (286.7 eV) for
AuNP150.

Figure 6.6: Wide range survey spectrum indicating the presence of different elements into (a)
AuNP50 and (b) AuNP150.
Further, the resolution scan for O binding energy spectra depicts exclusively one
deconvoluted peak for both AuNP75 and AuNP150at ~532 eV which is attributed to C=O. While a
dissimilar trend is noticed for AuNP50 in which two deconvoluted peaks arise for C=O and O-CO at ~531.5 and 533 eV respectively. The presence of C=O is due to the formation of quinone
(as Au3+ reduces, thereby the oxidation of hydroquinone occurs). The resolution scan for S
binding energy spectra exhibits three deconvoluted peaks at ~165, ~168 and ~171 eV for AuNP75
as well as AuNP150 with slight alter in peak position. However, for AuNP50, only one peak
observed at ~168.5 eV. The peak appears at 165 eV is due to free R-SH while the peaks at
around 168-172 eV are due to the sulphates. This clearly indicates the presence of surfactants
into the nanosurface of the different AnGNPssynthesized here. From the variation in the binding
energy spectra of the various elements for different geometries, it can be predicted that the
change in the concentration of reducing agentleads to alter the micellar properties of the
surfactants as discussed above.

6.4.2 Electrocatalytic Performance of AnGNPs for Hydrogen Evolution Reaction:
In order to investigate the electrocatalytic activity of the synthesized AnGNPs towards
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), we have performed HERin different electrolyte medium
(e.g. H2SO4, PBS, KOH) with variable pH. The HER activity of the variable shaped AuNPs was
studied with the aid of linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) techniques at a scan rate of 10 mV/s
with the stirring rate of 500 rpm. Figure 6.7A depicts the LSV response of different shaped
AuNPs in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium (pH=0) wherein the flower-shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP75
modified GC electrode exhibit much lower onset potential value of -76 mV vs RHEcompared to
that of other morphologies i.e. AuNP50 (-124 mV vs RHE) and AuNP150 (-111 mV vs RHE). The
bare GC electrode does not show any significant response towards HER while the bare Au
electrode exhibits a large onset potential of ~-300 mV vs RHE. For comparing the catalytic
efficiency of synthesized AnGNPsin the present study with other AuNPs, we have also recorded
the LSV response of spherical shaped AuNPs (SpGNP) and it displays a higher onset potential
value of -179 mV vs RHE in 0.5M H2SO4medium. The overpotential (η) value has been
analyzed at a fixed current density of 10 mAcm-2 for the variable AnGNPs modified GC
electrodes (Figure 6.7A inset) in which the AuNP75 possesses the lower overpotential value
(η=194 mV) in comparison with the bud shaped (η=235 mV) and over-bloomed shaped (η=227
mV) AuNPs.

Figure 6.7 : Electrocatalytic performance of different AnGNPs modified electrode towards HER.
Linear Sweep Voltammetric (LSV) response of bare GC, bare Au, AuNP 50/GC, AuNP75/GC,
AuNP150/GC and SpGNP/GC at the scan rate of 10 mV/s in (A) 0.5 M H2SO4 (pH=0) medium
(D) 0.1 M PBS (pH=7) medium. Inset in (A) and (D) represent the magnified LSV curve for
estimating the overpotential at the current response value of 10 mAcm-2 in H2SO4 and PBS
medium respectively. Tafel Plot and the corresponding Tafel slope for the HER activity of
different AnGNPs modified GC electrode in (B) H2SO4and (E) PBS medium. Bar diagram for
comparing the Turn over frequency (TOF) value for HER as estimated from LSV response at the
different potential for variable AuNPs in (C) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (F) 0.1 M PBS medium.
In this context, it is noteworthy to mention that the spherical shaped AuNPs possess a
larger overpotential value of 302 mV. This signifies that the flower shaped AuNPs reveal their
highest electrocatalytic performance towards HER among other synthesized AuNPs. The Tafel
slope which is an important parameter for HER activity has also been evaluated from the Tafel

plot (overpotential (η) vs logj plot) for all the AnGNPs modified system as depicted in Figure
6.7B and AuNP75/GC shows the Tafel slope of 82 mVdec-1 which is smaller than AuNP50/GC
(91 mVdec-1) and AuNP150/GC (93 mVdec-1). This study qualitatively indicates that all of the
different AnGNPs surfaces exhibit similar HER mechanism withAuNP75/GC having faster HER
kinetics.329 However, the SpGNP shows the lowest Tafel slope value (78 mVdec-1) than our
synthesized AnGNPs. Though the overpotential value and Tafel slope can qualitatively specify
the catalytic efficiency of the AnGNPs towards HER, the turnover frequency (TOF) is the most
relevant parameter for any catalyst. For estimating the TOF, we have measured the concentration
of AnGNPs (as used for the electrocatalytic studies) by performing ICP-OES measurements at
two different wavelengths, 242.7 and 267.5 nm. Before the measurement, we have initially
calibrated the system using different concentration of Au3+ metal ions (viz. 1 ppm, 5 ppm, 15
ppm, 25 ppm, 50 ppm and 100 ppm) with the help of the number of counts per each
concentration. Once the calibration curve has been constructed, we have used the diluted solution
of AuNPs for the measurement. Here we have maintained the same dilution of AuNPs as
employed during the HER activity. The measured concentrations of AuNPs are obtained as
follows:
Sample
AuNP50
AuNP75
AuNP150

Measured Concentration (ppm)
@ 242.7 nm
29.321±0.097
9.5228±0.0237
27.257±0.082

Conversion of ppm to Molarity (M):
𝐶𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃50 = 29.32 𝑝𝑝𝑚 i.e., 29.32 mg/litre

Measured Concentration (ppm)
@ 267.5 nm
27.720±0.089
8.8993±0.0354
26.470±0.017

Each Au atom has the molecular weight of 197. Each of the nano particles is consisting of
multiple numbers of Au atoms. The number of Au atoms present in a particle can be calculated
as follows:
Volume of each AuNP50 nanoparticle = 143720 nm3 (Average Diameter 65±5nm)
4

Volume of each Au atom= 3 𝜋𝑟 3 ; where r is the radius of Au atom (r=166 pm or 0.166 nm)
= 0.0192 nm3
Therefore, the number of Au atom present in each AuNP50 = 143720/0.0192 =7.49×106
𝐶𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 50 = 29.32

𝑚𝑔
𝑔
= 29.32 × 10−3
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒

29.32×10 −3

=7.49×10 6 ×197 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
= 2.00 × 10−11 M
By considering at least 10-15 cone shaped tips (with based diameter: 10nm and length: 10nm) on
the spherical core of diameter: 73nm the calculated average volume of each AuNP 75 nanoparticle
= 211789.33 nm3
Therefore, the number of Au atom present in each AuNP75 = 211789/0.0192 =1.10×107
𝐶𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃75 = 9.52 𝑝𝑝𝑚 = 9.52

𝑚𝑔
𝑔
= 9.52 × 10−3
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒

9.52×10 −3

=1.10×10 7 ×197 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
= 4.01 × 10−12 M
In the similar way, we have also calculated the concentration of AuNP150 as 1.97×10-11M by
considering the core diameter as 35 nm with 6-7 cone shaped tips (with based diameter: 14nm
and length: 12nm) on the spherical core. Once we know the actual concentration of AnGNPs ,the
TOF has been calculated using the formula as284,330

𝑇𝑂𝐹 𝑠 −1 =

𝐽×𝐴
𝑛×𝐹×𝑁

where, J is the current density (Acm-2) at a given overpotential; A is the geometrical area
of the electrode (0.0706 cm2), n is the number of electron transfer (n=2), F is the Faraday
constant (F=96500 C mol-1) and N is the mole of active site present on the electrode. Assuming
all the sites of the nanoparticles are catalytically active, we have estimated the TOF value at a
different potential from the LSV response of variable shaped AuNPs in 0.5M H2SO4 medium
(Figure 6.7C). The flower shaped AuNPs exhibit highest TOF at different potentials in
comparison with other morphologies and the order of TOF follow the trend as TOFAuNP 75 (1.16
s-1) >>TOFAuNP 150 (0.18 s-1) >TOFAuNP 50 (0.14 s-1) at the overpotential of 0.5V vs RHE. This
emphasizes that the flower shaped AuNPs shows superior catalytic performance towards the
HER in comparison with other morphology of AnGNPs where the TOF is enhanced by eightfold
and six-fold than that of bud shaped (AuNP50) and over-bloomed shaped (AuNP150) AuNPs
respectively. Though the change in Tafel slope is not very much considerable between
AuNP75and SpGNP, the TOF is significantly altered between these two. Almost forty-fold
enhancements in the TOF value is observed for flower-shaped than that of normal spherical
shaped AuNPs

TOF AuNP 75
TOF AuNP Sph

= 40

and this clearly highlights that the gold nanoparticles

itself(without composites or alloy) can also be a potential candidate for HER activity with
satisfactory TOF and low overpotential. For inspecting the outstanding catalytic behavior of the
synthesized AnGNPs in different pH medium, we have further carried out the HER study in 0.1M
PBS (pH=7) buffer solution. In this case, a similar trend is observed in which the flower-shaped
AuNPs reveal the superior activity in terms of onset potential, overpotential (η), Tafel slope and
TOF as shown in Figure 6.7D, E and F. The AuNP75 exhibits a slight shift in both the onset

potential (-107 mV) and η10 value (262.1 mV) in PBS medium than H2SO4 medium. Indeed, for
all the nanoparticles, the similar behavior is noticed wherein the onset potential as well as η 10
value get shifted towards the higher potential region in PBS medium than that of H2SO4 medium
and this behavior is consistent with other reported HER studies in the literature.50 Like in H2SO4
medium, the overpotential value gets decrease around 100 mV for AuNP75 in PBS medium of
pH=7 in comparison with SpGNP(Figure 6.7D Inset). Further, the Tafel slope as deduced from
the Tafel plot (Figure 6.7E) is lowest for AuNP75/GC (118 mV/dec) followed by AuNP150/GC
(134 mV/dec) and AuNP50/GC (148 mV/dec) while SpGNP exhibited the higher Tafel slope
value (162 mV/dec) than other morphologies of Au surfaces in PBS solution of pH 7. The
significant change in TOF value is observed among variable shaped AuNPs in 0.1M PBS (pH=7)
wherein fifty-fold enhancement in the TOF is observed for AuNP75 than that of SpGNP.Table
6.1 shows the comparative analysis among different parameters related to HER activity of
variable shaped AuNPs.
Table 6.1: Comparison among different parameters related to HER activity of the
electrocatalytic performance of different AuNPs in various electrolyte solutions.
System

Onset potential
(mV) vs RHE

Overpotential (mV)
vs RHE @10 mAcm-2

Tafel Slope

TOF (s-1) @ η=

(mV/dec)

0.35 V

in 0.5 M

in 0.1 M

in 0.5 M

in 0.1 M

in 0.5

in 0.1

in 0.5

in 0.1

H2SO4

PBS

H2SO4

PBS

M

M PBS

M

M PBS

H2SO4

Bare GC
Bare Au

----

----

-288 mV -338 mV

H2SO4

-----

----

----

----

----

----

472.2

----

----

----

----

----

mV

AuNP50/

-124 mV -154 mV

235.7

296.2 mV

mV

GC
AuNP75/

-76 mV

-107 mV

194. mV

262.1mV

283.7 mV

mV

GC
AuNPSph/ -179 mV -201 mV
GC

227.5

302.6
mV

148

0.061s-1

82mV/

118

dec

mV/dec

91

134

0.48 s-1

0.15 s-1

0.074s-1

0.021
s-1

mV/dec mV/dec
360.5mV

78

162

mV/dec mV/dec

0.018
s-1

mV/dec mV/dec

GC
AuNP150/ -111 mV -141 mV

93

0.01 s-1

0.003
s-1

For comprehending the excellent catalytic activity of our synthesized AnGNPs towards
HER, the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was also studied in different electrolyte
medium. The utilization of EIS technique is fruitful for understanding the electrode kinetics
along with for evaluating several system parameters i.e. solution resistance, charge transfer
resistance, double layer capacitance, the heterogeneous rate constant and Warburg impedance.72

Figure 6.8: Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) study for HER: Nyquist plot
pertaining the comparison among different AnGNPs modified GC electrode in the frequency
region of 105 to 10-1 HZ with the AC amplitude of 5 mV at (A) 0.17 V vs RHE in 0.5 M H2SO4
medium and (B) 0.16 V vs RHE in 0.1M PBS medium. (C) Bar diagram shows the overpotential
(η10@ j=10 mAcm-2) required for AuNP75/GC electrode to reach the current density value of 10
mAcm-2 at different pH medium. (D) Cycling stability of AuNP75/GC electrode in 0.5 M H2SO4
medium during HER before and after 1000 cycles.
Figure 6.8A and B depict the typical Nyquist plot of variable shaped AuNPs/GC electrode for
HER study in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M PBS respectively wherein the customary semicircle is
observed for all the variable AuNPs modified GC electrode at the higher frequency region. The

diameter under the semicircle provides the charge transfer resistance (RCT) which is varying with
the morphology of AuNPs during HER. From this RCT value we can also predict the standard
1

heterogeneous rate constant (k0) as it is inversely proportional to the former (i.e. 𝑘0 ∝ 𝑅 ).72 The
𝐶𝑇

flower-shaped AuNPs reveals the lowest RCT value in both the electrolyte medium than that of
other shaped AuNPs indicating the facile electron transfer between AuNP75/GC and H+ ion
during HER.

Figure 6.9: Linear sweep Voltammetric response of variable AuNPs modified GC electrode in
0.1 M KOH solution. Scan rate 10 mV/s.
The spherical shaped AuNPs i.e. SpGNPshows highest RCT value signifying the poorer
electron transfer kinetics during the reduction of H+ on the nanoparticle surface. The HER
activity of the AnGNPs was also investigated in 0.1M KOH medium wherein the AuNP75
exhibits the superior catalytic activity among others (Figure 6.9). From these studies, we can
infer that the flower shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP75 is the best potential candidate for HER among all
other AnGNPs as investigated here. The HER activity of AuNP75/GC electrode in variable pH

medium was compared and depicted in Figure 6.8C wherein the overpotential value increases
with a rise in pH of the solution. This behavior is consistent with other reported HER studies
using AuNPs in different pH medium.50 Stability is an important factor that governs the
suitability of any preferable catalyst towards any reaction. In the present study, the stability of
the AuNP75coatedGCelectrode during HER was checked by electrochemical cycling in acidic
medium. The polarization curve of AuNP75/GC electrode shows a slight shift in potential along
with a negligibly small change in current density even after 1000 cycles as can be noticed from
Figure 6.8D signifying that the synthesized AnGNPsexhibit satisfactory stability along with
superior activity than normal spherical AuNPs and the catalytic activity (z) follow the trend as:
𝑧𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 𝑆𝑝  ≪ 𝑧𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 75 > 𝑧𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃150 > 𝑧𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃50 .
The difference in the catalytic activity of various-shaped AuNPs towards the HER can be
explained by considering various factors such as surface charge, effective surface area, crystal
facet energy and crystal defects. Since the present investigation is based on the reduction of
hydrogen ion using different shaped AuNPs, the magnitude of surface charge of the individual
nanomaterials may alter the catalytic efficiency. The zeta potential measurement (as discussed
previously) indicates that surface charges of differently shaped AuNPs are negative and the order
of zeta potential follows the trend as: ζAuNP50 (-31 mV) < ζAuNP75 (-39 mV) < ζAuNP150 (-41 mV).
This indicates that the availability of free electron for the reduction of H+ is maximum in case o
fover bloomed particle and minimum for bud shaped one. Hence, according to the variation in ζ
value, the higher HER efficiency should be observable for over bloomed AuNPs (AuNP150)
though in reality the flower-shaped AuNPs (AuNP75) shows the superior performance over other
structures. Therefore, simply by considering their change in surface charge, we cannot explain
completely the observed considerable difference in electrocatalytic activity among different

shaped nanoparticles. Besides their surface charge, the surface area of nanoparticle is also an
important parameter which can tune the catalytic behavior depending upon their size. The sizes
of the AnGNPsvaries as AuNP50 (d=65 nm) ≈ AuNP150 (d=60 nm) < AuNP75 (d=90 nm). We
have calculated their (AuNP75 and AuNP150) actual surface area and volume (provided in Table
6.2) by considering individual petals and their average numbers.
Along with surface area, different geometrical parameters of variable shaped AuNPs
were estimated by considering the bud shaped AuNPs as spherical while the cores of bloom and
over-bloomed shaped AuNPs to be spherical and the tips are cone-shaped. The surface area of
the core was calculated using the formula 4πr2, while the surface-to-volume ratio of the core was
defined as [4πr2/(4πr3/3)] = 3/r, where r is the radius of the spherical core. In general, the
effective surface area of a core that is exposed to the environment can be measured as 4πr2 Nπrc2, where rc is the average radius of the base of each cone and N is the total number of cones.
The term Nπrc2denotes the surface area of the central core which is captured by N number of
sharp tips. Similarly, by disregarding the base area of the cones, the effective surface area (A) of
the cone-shaped tips can be expressed as 𝐴 = 𝑁𝜋rc rc2 + h2c , where hc is the height of the
individual tips. Therefore, the total effective surface area can be calculated by summing the
effective core area and effective petal areas for an individual AuNPs. By following the
methodology stated above, we have also calculated the effective volume of various-shaped
AuNPs. Detailed structural parameters obtained from the TEM images by using the above
formulas are listed in Table 6.2.

Figure 6.10: The presence of different crystal plane into the synthesized variable shaped AuNPs
(A) AuNP50 (B) AuNP75 (C) AuNP150. The areas selected in (A), (B) and (C) show the FFT (Fast
Fourier transformation) images. (D) and (E) show the HRTEM images of AuNP 75 pertaining the
appearance of high-density grain boundary.
As can be seen from Table 6.2 that the availability of surface area per unit volume (mass)
for hydrogen adsorption as well as desorption is higher for the smaller sized AuNP 150 and
𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 150

thereby the rate of catalysis should follow the trend as: 𝑘0

𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 75

> 𝑘0

𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 50

> 𝑘0

which is

not the case in our study. Hence, both the surface charges and surface areas are not capable
enough to estimate their actual catalytic activity in this context. Incapability to explain the
catalytic activity by considering the surface charge and active surface area allow us to consider
the role of crystal facet energy for the electrocatalytic performance of our synthesized
nanomaterials. The crystal facet energy (γ) of different crystallographic plane in fcc crystal of

AuNPs follows the trend as: γ(111) < γ(100) < γ(110).90 The presence of high energy crystal facets
leads to greater reactivity and thereby better catalytic efficiency. The bud shaped AuNP i.e.
AuNP50 possesses energetically favorable i.e. lowest energy {111} plane along with only higher
energy {200} plane [Figure 6.10A]. In comparison, the flower shaped AuNPsi.e. AuNP75
contains multiple higher energy {200} and {220} planes in conjunction with the lower energy
{111} plane [Figure 6.10B] and these high energy crystal facets provide flower shaped AuNPs
more reactive than the bud shaped AuNPs. Besides, the over-bloom shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP150
contains the {111} plane along with {110} and [1/3{422}] plane [Figure 6.10C]. The presence
of higher energy crystal facet of {110} plane in conjunction with [1/3{422}] plane enriches the
reactivity of over-bloom shaped AuNPs. Though, the higher energy crystal facet in AuNP150
offers the better catalytic activity than the flower shaped AuNPs (AuNP75), we observed that the
former having the lower catalytic ability than the flower shaped AuNPs. Hence, the crystal facet
energy is again not the only parameter to govern the excellent catalytic activity of flower
shapedAuNPs. The ambiguity in the observed catalytic performance of AnGNPsrequires further
enquiry to explore the factors which are having a crucial role for the observed catalytic activity.
Since the aforementioned three factors (surface charge, surface area and active facet
energy) are not able to explain the observed catalytic efficiency alone we have explored the role
of crystal defect density in great details. A detailed investigation on the HRTEM images of our
synthesized AnGNPs reveals the appearance of several different types of crystal defects. The
HRTEM images of fully bloomed or flower shaped AuNPs exhibit different crystal defects viz.
stepped surfaces, islands, dislocations, grain boundary and twin boundary as depicted in Figure
6.10. Out of several defects, the high density of grain boundary has appeared very prominently in
AuNP75 as shown in Figure 6.10D and E. Grain boundary is defined as the boundary or the

interface between two grains or crystallites and is generated during the nucleation step which
finally turns into crystals or crystalline structures. In the case of polycrystalline materials, the
simultaneous growth of nuclei in multiple regions meets each other and thereby hindering the
growth of crystal in that orientation to generate grain boundary (GB) at that point. In
polycrystalline materials, multitudes of grains are separated by multiple GBs. GBs are also
termed as rotation boundary and depending upon the magnitude of rotation (θ), they are
classified into small (θ<10°) and large angle grain boundaries (θ>15°). In our present study, all
the synthesized AnGNPs are polycrystalline in nature as can be seen from SAED pattern (Figure
6.2C, F, I). Indeed, the large number of GBs is observed for the flower shaped AuNPs (Figure
6.10D) and the appearance of high density GBs possesses greater strain and thereby leading to
plastic deformation.331,332 The plastic deformation in single phase polycrystalline grain boundary
rich nanomaterials can be illustrated by the Hall-Petch relation331,333:
1

𝜎𝑦 = 𝜎0 + 𝑘𝑦 𝑑−2

………………………………(4)

where, ‘σy’ denotes yield stress for plastic deformation and ‘σ0’ is the material constant for
starting stress, ‘ky’ and ‘d’ represent strengthening coefficient and average size or diameter of
grain boundary respectively. The Hall-Petch relation predicts that for lower grain size (d <10
nm) the value of yield stress increases and the nanostructure become stable whereas for higher
grain size (d >10 nm), the motion of the dislocation prevented from one grain to adjacent grain
and the strain within the nanomaterial increases.334,335 For a comparative analysis of yield stress
(σy) among various shaped AuNPs used in this study, the average grain diameter has been
calculated using two different methods namely Jeffries and mean intercept length method.

Figure 6.11: Different HRTEM images of AuNP75 in which the rectangular area in (A, B and C)
is selected for determining the average grain sizes using the Jeffries method. The parallel line in
(D, E and F) is drawn on the TEM images of AuNP75 for determining the average grain sizes
using mean intercept length method.
In Jeffries method,336 we have selected a rectangular area on a particular nanostructure in
which a full grain is considered as 1.0 and partial grain as 0.5. The average number of grain
boundary per unit area (NA) is measured from the selected rectangular area (nm2) and NA is
related with the average grain diameter (d) by d=1/(NA)1/2. We have chosen rectangles of 4000
nm2 (100 nm×40 nm) area for Figure 6.11A and 6.11B whereas 1875 nm2 (75 nm×25 nm) for
Figure 6.11C in the HRTEM images of AuNP75 where the numbers of GBs are counted using
ImageJ software and by this method, 50 different frames (with identical area) of the same
nanostructure have also been selected. Thereby, the average diameter of grain boundary is
evaluated from the equation, 𝑑𝑖 =

1
50
𝑖=1 𝑁 1/2
𝐴

. From the Jeffries method, the calculated di value

is in the range of 17.5-18.2 nm for fully bloomed shaped AuNPs while for over-bloomed and bud
shaped the di values are 10.7-12.1 nm and <10 nm respectively.

Figure 6.12: Different TEM images of AuNP150 (A, B and C) and AuNP50 (D, E and F) in which
the rectangular area is selected for determining the average grain sizes using Jeffries method.
Further to verify the accuracy of the Jeffries method, we have also adopted the mean
intercept length method336 for measuring the average grain sizes. In polycrystalline materials, a
set of parallel lines are drawn on the nanosurface using ImageJ software and the number of
intersection per unit length (PL) on the GBs are counted. The average diameter of the grain
boundary (di) is defined as di=1/PL. In this method also, we have selected for 50 other frames of
the same nanostructure (Figure 6.11D, E and F and 6.12D, E, F) as followed in the previous
method. The calculated di value using this method for AuNP75 is in the range of 15.7-16.4 nm
which has close proximity to the di value (17.5-18.2 nm) calculated from the Jefferies method.
For other morphologiesofAnGNPs, the di value is in the range of 10.5-11.2 nm and 9.1 nm for
AuNP150 and AuNP50 respectively. In our present study, the most catalytically active AuNP 75

have an average grain size (di) around 18.2±1 nm which is higher than the average grain size of
AuNP50(di≈9 nm)and AuNP150 (di≈11 nm). In general, the grain boundary dependent plasticity
can be interpreted by the average grain size of the nanomaterial. For d>10nm the plasticity is
mainly due to the full dislocation activitywhereasfor d<10nm the plasticity mainly because of
partial dislocation and grain boundary induced deformation like grain sliding, grain rotation.337

Figure 6.13: Variations in defect density in various shaped AuNPs with 50 frames considered
for each ofthe three different surface zones with surface areas of 400 (20×20) nm 2 for each
AuNP. The scale bar in each of the figure represents 5 nm. Here frames labeled with As
represent AuNP75, Bs represent AuNP150,and Cs represent AuNP50.
The pile up of multipledislocations near the bigger grain in AuNP75 creates tensile strain within it
and becomes catalytically most reactive in this context. Moreover, recent studies reveal the
energetic nature of triple junction (TPGB, where three different grains meet in a nanomaterial 34)

and their role in catalysis. In general at the triple junction, fracture or crack occurs much easily
than the other parts of the nanomaterial. From the HRTEM picture of AuNP75, we can locate
multiple triple junctions over the nanosurface than that of AuNP50 and AuNP150. All these
cumulative effects make polycrystalline grain boundary rich AuNP75 becomes energetically
much more reactive than AuNP50 and AuNP150. During the electrocatalytic activity towards
HER, these grain boundaries act as active sites for preferential accumulation of hydrogen ions
onto the flower shaped AuNPs. Further, the presence of higher extent as well as larger diameter
of GBs on AuNP75 enhances the diffusion of adsorbates (here, H+) from bulk to the nanosurface
compared to the other two structures. This results in facile adsorption of hydrogen ion on the
polycrystalline nanoflower which results higher TOF for HER. In order to evaluate the crystal
defect density into the nanomaterials, a surface area of 400 (20×20) nm2 have been considered on
the TEM images of each AuNPs. For each surface zone of an individual structure, we have
considered 50frames. The details of the defect density are provided in Table 6.2, which includes
different defects viz. GBs, TB, and SFs. Various types of crystal defec tdensity were calculated
using the expression:
Crystal defects density (CDD) =

50 𝑛 𝑖
𝑖=1 𝐴
𝑖

Where, ni is the number of respective defects in selected area of Ai.
The procedure to calculate different crystal defect density from TEM images has been
elaborately in Figure 6.13 and the obtained defect density value from this method is enlisted in
Table 6.2. The presence of various type of crystal defects, mainly planer defect (GBs, TBs, and
SFs), in higher extent (as can be noticed from Table 6.2) enriches the host-guest interaction on
the surface of the negatively charged AnGNPsand thereby enhancing the catalytic efficiency of
fully bloomed shaped AuNPs in comparison with other synthesized AnGNPs.

Table 6.2: Structural parameters of different AnGNPs.
Parameters

AuNP50

AuNP75

AuNP150

-(31.7±0.5)

-(38.9±0.7)

-(41.1±0.9)

Surface Area (nm )

11304.0

22387.3

6124.81

Volume (nm3)

113040

211789.3

26037.4

Surface to volume ratio (nm-1)

0.1

0.11

0.23

Grain boundary Density (nm-2)

0.08

0.68

0.28

Grain boundary diameter (nm)

9.6±0.5

17.4±0.7

11±0.6

Twin boundary Density (nm-2)

0.01

0.05

0.03

Stacking Fault Density (nm-2)

0.15

0.57

0.21

Surface Charge
2

6.4.3 Computational Studies:
In order to gain better insight about the enhanced HER activity of the AnGNPs, we have
performed density functional theory study based on first-principle calculations using VASP
simulation package.115 As revealed from HRTEM study, the key differences between differently
shaped AuNPs namely bud shaped AuNP50, bloom shaped AuNP75 and over bloom shaped
AuNP150 are a) surface exposed crystallographic planes, b) length and density of the grain
boundaries present in different surfaces. The surfaces of AuNP50, AuNP75, AuNP150 are modelled
with (111), (200) and (110) surface planes and their corresponding grain boundaries according to
HRTEM analysis (Figure 6.14-6.16).
To evaluate the HER activity of a catalyst, the free energy diagram of H* adsorption on
catalyst surface can be considered asa key physical quantity.300,338 We have calculated change of
Gibbs free energy for hydrogen adsorption (ΔGH*) on different Au surfaces according to the
work of Norskov et al (Figure 6.17aand Figure 6.14-6.16).134,300

Figure 6.14: Optimized structure of (a) Au (111), (b) Au (200)and (c) Au (110) surfaces.
Structures of H* adsorbed Au surfaces (d) H*-Au (111), (e) H*-Au (200), (f) H*-Au (110).

Figure 6.15: Optimized structure of (a) GBa, (b) GBb and (c) GBc Augrain boundary surfaces
(dotted line shows grain boundary region). Structures of H* adsorbed Augrain boundary surfaces
(d) H*-GBa, (e) H*-GBb, (f) H*-GBc.

Figure 6.16: Optimized structure of (a) GBd, (c) GBeAugrain boundary surfaces (dotted region
shows smaller and larger grain diameter). Structures of H* adsorbed Au grain boundary surfaces
(b) H*-GBd, (d) H*-GBe.
The ΔGH* values for the pristine Au (110), (200), (111) surfaces are 0.45, 0.18, -0.50 eV
respectively. According to the Sabatier principle, most active catalytic site will have moderate
hydrogen adsorption energy with ΔGH*≈0.339 Therefore, Au (200) surface with moderate H*
adsorption energy (0.18 eV) is the best surface among (110), (200) and (111) surfaces. However,
mere presence of different surface planes cannot conclude about the difference in HER activities
of differently shaped AuNPs as both bud shaped AuNP50 and bloom shaped AuNP75 contains
(200) plane. A closer look into the HRTEM analysis clearly reveals that all the differently shaped
polycrystalline AuNPs surfaces are having grain boundaries with presence of two and /or three
planes. The effect of grain boundary (GB) on electrocatalysis is well explored in literature. 340,341
Therefore, effect of GB can play an important role in HER.

Figure 6.17:(a) Free energy diagram for H* adsorption on various Au surfaces for HER, (b)
DOS plots for GBe and H*-GBe Au surfaces (asterisk shows contribution from H-1s), (c) PDOSs
for Au-5d, Au-5p, Au-6s and H-1s of H*-GBe Au surface, (d) DOSs on Au atoms for different
grain boundary surfaces. The thick red bar indicates the position of d-band centre (Ed) on Au
surfaces.
To find out the role of GB, we have constructed various GBs with different surface
planes. Among all the GBs, the ones (GBd, GBe) consisting of three planes [(110), (200) and
(111)] show ΔGH* ≈ 0 (0.09 and -0.03 eV) in comparison with other GBs (GBa, GBb, GBc)
consisted with either of two planes among (110), (200) and (111). These findings nicely
corroborates with experimental results. As evident from HRTEM analysis, bloom shaped
AuNP75 surface, the best HER Au surface, contains GBd/e[GB with (110), (200) and (111)

planes]. To get better insight about the effect of the size of grain diameter, we have modelled GB
surfaces (consisting of (110), (200) and (111) planes) with smaller (GBd) and larger (GBe) grain
diameters. Interestingly, with the increase of grain diameter and hence grain density there is
asubstantial change of ΔGH* from 0.09 to -0.03 eV. This study indicates thatnanoparticle surface
with larger grain diameter and /or grain density will exhibit improved activity in HER, which is
in good agreement with the experiment.
Table 6.3: The position of DBCs for different AuNP grain boundary surfaces.
Au grain boundary Surfaces
GBb
GBa
GBd
GBe
GBc

Position of DBCs (in eV)
-2.88
-2.75
-2.52
-2.38
-2.25

The bonding interaction of H with the most active Au surface GBe is well understood
through the density of states (DOS) plot. It can be vividly visualized form the DOS plot of H*Au (Figure 6.17b) that there is a generation of H-1s state near -8.0 eV (asterisk indicates a
contribution from H-1s). Besides, the projected density of states (PDOSs) analysis confirms the
bonding between H-1s and Au s, p and d-orbitals. Though Au-6s orbital mainly contributes to
Au-H bond, there is also a significant contribution from Au-5p and Au-5d (Figure 6.17c).
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that larger diameter GBegrain boundary
surface consisting of (110), (200) and (111) planes is the best HER Au surface among the studied
ones. These findings can be further justified by well-known d-band model, correlating the d-band
center (DBC) with adsorption energy of intermediates (here H atom).342,343 The DBCs for
different Au surfaces are tabulated in Table 6.3. As shown in Figure 6.17d, with the change in
surface planes of grain boundaries (from GBa to GBe), the d-band centre shifts towards fermi

level resulting the decrease of ΔGH* which corresponds to stronger adsorption of hydrogen on
Au surface. However, the best Au surface (GBe) exhibits a value of -2.38 eV whereas GBc that of
-2.25 eV. The DBC position of GBc is more closer to Fermi level than that of GBe indicating
much stronger adsorption of H* on GBc surface which results in deterioration of HER activity.
This study also reveals that GBe surface has the optimum DBC position for moderate H*
adsorption and confirms the superiority in HER activity.
6.5 Conclusions:
A simple, cost-effective and rapid synthesis of highly monodispersed gold nanoparticleis
reported here using hydroquinone (HQ) as the reducing agent in the presence of sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS). The mere variation in concentration of HQ leads to alter the morphology as well
as size of gold nanoparticles from bud to flower (bloom) to over-bloomed shape. Our study first
time nullifies the role of size, shape and density of high energy facets on HER activity of
multigrain anisotropic nanomaterials and demonstrates how triple junction grain boundary can
remarkably enhance catalytic performance towards HER. The detailed HRTEM, analysis reveals
the presence of high-density grain boundary into the flower shaped AuNPs which proves to be a
suitable and efficient candidate towards hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in different pH
medium (i.e. acidic, neutral and basic). Theoretical investigation also confirms the presence of
high density grain boundary with larger size into the nanocrystal can significantly change the
free energy and position of d-band center leading to enhanced reaction kinetics towards HER.

CHAPTER-7

Au-Seeded Ag-Nanorod-Based Thiol Mediated Strained 2D
Network as Non-Enzymatic Universal Electrocatalytic Sensing
Platform: A Mechanistic Exploration
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Spherical gold nanoseed (~5-6 nm)-induced (but not seed-mediated) Hy-Au@AgNRs of
variable length have been synthesized by a novel methodology.



High-resolution characterization and DFT-based theoretical modeling quantify the presence
of an enhanced number of multiple coaxial twin boundaries for longer Hy-Au@AgNRs
which ultimately results in an increased mechanical strain.



Greater mechanical stain shifts the density of states (DOS) towards the Fermi level to assist
the tremendous catalytic activity of the longest NR (Hy-Au@AgNR840)



Further assembling of these inherently active Hy-Au@AgNR840s by thiol click chemistry
results in an uniform 2D platform which shows better adsorptivity and easy moldability on
electrode surface for increased self-life, uniform porous structure to trap large extent of redox
systems, enhanced stability in a broad pH and solvent range along with its enhanced catalytic
activity to increase the applicability, and long term stability under the ambient condition for
safe storing make this material a unique non-enzymatic scalable universal electrocatalytic
platform.



The ability of this material as a non-enzymatic universal catalytic platform has been verified
by applying it for highly specific and ultrasensitive detection of a series of human
metabolites.



This study first time mechanistically explores the combined role of anisometric seeding to
create intermetallic twin boundary along with their size to control their strain-induced
catalytic activity to offer us a universal 2D electrocatalytic sensing platform.

7.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, we have explored the application of Au-seeded Ag-nanorod-based thiol mediated
strained 2D network as a non-enzymatic universal electrocatalytic sensing platform. Application
of enzyme as a catalytic biosensor is long known in the literature344 but due to their possible
denaturation and digestion in abnormal conditions (higher temperature, variable pH, nonaqueous environment, etc), high costs in preparation and purification, the requirement of
expertise to handle enzyme-based assays, and lack of large scale production, the fabrication of
enzymatic catalytic sensing platform for daily use in industrial-scale is not become feasible till
now.30,31 In comparison to catalytic enzyme biosensors,32 non-enzymatic nanomaterials-based
catalytic sensors also have the same essential components of an effective catalyst, i.e., a chemical
receptor or more universal porous moiety to hold the analyte selectively or non-selectively and a
transducer with lower Faradic electron transfer resistance345 to generate a high-throughput
electrical signal for ultrasensitive sensing. As mentioned, to avoid drawbacks of enzymatic
catalysts, new generation non-enzymatic universal nanoscale catalytic sensing platforms with
enhanced catalytic activity governed by the inherent crystal defects and grain boundaries34 within
the nanomaterials, catalytic hotspots at the cross junctions,35 durability due to efficient surface
passivation,36 excellent stability over a pH and solvent range,20,38 and low cost of fabrication, is
in demand for high throughput physiological diagnosis. Over the past few decades, scientists are
harvesting their constant effort to create synthetic nanostructures or their assemblies to mimic
their enzymatic functions346–350 and promote their catalytic activities. A variety of Nanoscale
materials with enzyme mimicking characteristics have largely been categorized into three
classes: carbon-,351,352 metal-,348,353–356 and metal-oxide-30,357–359 based. Due to the limitations
originating from low capacitance and improper grafting on electrode surface for carbon-based

nanomaterials360 along with limited electronic conductivity361 and insoluble nature of nanoscale
metal oxides make them inferior compared to metallic nanostructures as the effective catalyst.
The importance of porous nanostructure along with a large accessible 3-dimensional surface area
to offer large catalytic activity has been demonstrated before.345,362 Hence, fabrication of
isotropically distributed super-nanoporous and evenly thick cross-linked metallic nanostructure
with better adsorptivity on the electrode surface (for increased self-life) and enhanced catalytic
activity in variable physicochemical conditions is in high demand both as a catalytic material as
well as the reliable electrochemical sensor. Exploiting the effect of multiple metals within single
nanostructure363,364 for the construction of a universal electrocatalytic platform, both for sensing
and theranostics, have been demonstrated before but the mechanistic exploration for their
astonishing catalytic activity or applicability without incorporating the screening-assisted
ligand365 has not been studied extensively. Though scientists have designed expensive materials
(e.g., Pt, Au, Ru, and mixed metal-based nanomaterials) with very high catalytic activities,366,367
equal efforts have not been put forward to explore the combination of different catalytic
enhancement factors within the traditional nanomaterials simply by adjoining them in a single
nanostructure. Assisted by the differential crystallization at the interface between metals (due to
the difference in crystal parameters)368 as well as defective crystal boundaries (to reduce surface
free energy, induced by internal tensile strain) at the surface,369 seed induced hybrid plasmonic
nanoparticle (HyPNP) stimulates various physicochemical changes compared to their
monometallic counterpart which includes (1) longitudinal and transverse modes of localized
surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) of HyPNP varies as a direct function of the metal composition
and shifting of SPR may occur simply by varying the metal-to-metal ratio,370,14 (2) HyPNP
shows exceptional catalytic reactivity towards various reactions, e.g., CO oxidation, 371

hydrogenation of phenylacetylene,372 hydrogen fuel production,373 etc. (3) broadening of the
XRD curve observed for HyPNPs due to the increment of their internal tensile strain as an
indirect effect of the raise in crystal defect density,374 etc.
The catalytic activity of monometallic plasmonic nanomaterials depends on various
factors like their size & shape,375,376 effective charge density on the edges or tips,98 differential
chemical states of metals within single nanostructure,377–380 presence of low coordination sites,381
and density as well as the area of crystal defects.382 Compared to monometallic plasmonic
nanostructures, bimetallic7,383–385 or multimetallic (both as seeded or unseeded) nanostructures372
may add up several additional factors which have a potential role to influence their catalytic
activity. Possible additional factors include differential crystal boundaries between metals due to
their difference in crystal parameters368, inclusion of highly energetic twin boundaries to
terminate the nanostructure growth,386 and the direct influence on the d-band shifting with
respect to the Fermi energy surface.387 Since all these factors are directly related to the activation
energy of a catalytic reaction, imposing these factors in an optimum content is probably the best
trick to make the desired catalyst from the low-cost materials for our high throughput future
endeavor.
In a general strategy to develop a good Nanoscale catalytic material, we need to modify
the electrode surface by this material having the above-desired characteristics which also
demands better adsorptivity on the metal electrode and to make the resultant electrocatalytic
sensing platform (metal electrode + multimetallic nanostructure) for universal applicability. To
fulfill above criteria, it should hold few essential characteristics which include: uniform structure
for proper surface moldability (non-bulging electrode surface), close to two dimensional (2D)
cross-linking structure with uniform pore size for quantitative trapping of redox system as well

as to reduce the distance between the electrode surface and analyst for an efficient redox
reaction, and extended stability in variable physicochemical conditions. Easy grafting of thiols
on glassy carbon electrode is known in the literature388 and the same idea of efficient thiol
grafting has been applied for our thiol-mediated cross-linked HyPNP-based electrocatalytic
sensing platform.
With these above achievable targets, in the present study, we have engineered Au-seedinduced hybrid silver nanorods (Hy-Au@AgNRs) of variable length from ~120 nm to ~840 nm
with a coaxial twin boundary (TB) on the surface by a newly developed synthetic methodology.
Depending upon the length of the Hy-Au@AgNRs, we have designated them as HyAu@AgNR120 (for 120 nm rod), Hy-Au@AgNR450 (for 450 nm rod) and Hy-Au@AgNR840 (for
840 nm rod). By considering these Hy-Au@AgNRs as potential nanoscale catalytic materials,
we have assembled them into a porous hybrid bimetallic network structure by thiol-based
chemical cross-linking methodology. Catalytic behavior, as well as the ability of HyAu@AgNRs and their assemblies (Hy-Au@AgNRx-Ass, x: length of the particular nanorod
used for the assembly), has been performed by using differential pulse voltammetry (DPV),
chronoamperometry, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) techniques. To
understand the factors and mechanism responsible for the high catalytic activity of the targeted
materials we have performed their atomic-scale resolution spectroscopy (X-Ray Diffraction, XRay Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis), high precision scattering
measurements (Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, Dynamic Light Scattering, and
Electrophoretic Light Scattering), and high-resolution imaging (High-Resolution Transmission
Electron Microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy, and Atomic Force Microscopy) studies.
Finally, the obtained result was verified through density functional theory (DFT) calculations by

modeling Hy-Au@AgNRs with the incorporation of necessary crystal information by
quantifying the generated mechanical strain within the individual nanostructures. Once we
quantify the high catalytic activity of Hy-Au@AgNRs, Hy-Au@AgNRx-Ass (Ass: Assembly)
has been used as a universal non-enzymatic electrocatalytic sensing platform for highly specific
and ultrasensitive detection of a series of human metabolites which include different important
vitamins, potent endogenous antioxidants, essential amino acids for the biosynthesis of proteins,
simple monosaccharides, and essential trace metal ions. Our study first time mechanistically
explores the combined role of anisometric seeding to create intermetallic twin boundary along
with their size to control their strain-induced catalytic activity to offer us a universal 2D
electrocatalytic sensing platform by a combined approach of experiment and theory.
7.2 Material synthesis:
7.2.1 Synthesis of Au Nanoseed:
Spherical shape Au-nanoseed (~ 5 - 6 nm in size) was prepared by sodium borohydride
reduction of Au(III)-ion in the presence of trisodium citrate (TSC) as capping agent. In a typical
synthesis, 500 µL of 10-2 M HAuCl4.3H2O was added to 20 mL of MiliQ water under constant
stirring. In the next step, 200 µL of 2.5×10-2 M trisodium citrate was added to it followed by a
dropwise addition of instantly prepared and ice-cold 60 µL of 10-1 M sodium borohydride to the
above mixture. The color of the solution changes from yellowish to brown. The solution was
then kept at 300C in dark in open mouth condition to release the excess hydrogen for the next
2hr. The solution turns gradually to wine red color which implies the formation of small
nanoseeds. Formation of nanoseed was further confirmed by recording their absorption spectra,
performing DLS measurements, and obtaining TEM images as shown in Figure 7.1.

7.2.2 Synthesis of Au-seed induced Ag nanorod:
Au-seed-induced Ag rod was prepared in a temperature-controlled synthetic procedure.
In the first step 0.01 g CTAC was dissolved in 45 mL of MiliQ water and heated at 55-60 0C
under constant stirring. Upon complete dissolution of CTAC, 2 mL of Au nanoseed prepared in
the previous step was then added to this homogeneous CTAC solution and stirred for an
additional one minute. Then 2 mL of 10-2 M AgNO3 is added drop by drop to the above solution
followed by the addition of 500 µL of 10-1 M ascorbic acid (AA) and left the mixture at the
constant stirring condition for additional 4hr. During the reaction, the temperature was
maintained strictly between 55-60 0C to avoid the destruction of the resultant rod-shaped
nanostructures.

Figure 7.1: (A) True diameter from TEM image, (B) plasmon band from absorption spectra, (C)
hydrodynamic size from DLS measurement, and (D) surface charge from the zeta-potential
measurement of Au nanoseed.

The temperature dependence of the Au-seed induced silver nanorod (Hy-Au@AgNRs)
formation is discussed in detail in the supporting information section. The length of HyAu@AgNRs was controlled by varying the amount of CTAC during synthesis. It has been
observed that by increasing the amount of CTAC from 0.01 g to 0.05 g during synthesis we
could reduce the length of the rod from 840 nm to 120 nm as shown in Figure 7.2. Since we are
not varying the concentration of metal precursors, we need not vary the amount of AA as the
reducing agent. The Hy-Au@AgNR formed by applying .01g CTAC is approximately 840 nm
long in length and is designated as Hy-Au@AgNR840. The other two rods are designated as HyAu@AgNR450 (by using 0.025 g of CTAC) and Hy-Au@AgNR120 (by using 0.05 g of CTAC).
Synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs were separated by two times fractional centrifugation at 6000 rpm
in Mili-Q® water. (Catalytic activity of gold seed will be discussed later to explain the efficiency
of AA as a reducing agent to convert Ag+ to Ag0 for effective AgNR formation. As we increase
the amount of gold seed, reducing power of AA increases so much that it almost acts as a strong
reducing agent and thereby resulting in rapid nucleation to initiate less anisotropy).
7.2.3 Synthesis of Au-Ag Network:
Finally, the Au-seed-induced hybrid silver nanorod-based cross-linked assembly (HyAu@AgNRs-Ass) was prepared by a dithiothreitol-based chemical cross-linking methodology.
The centrifuged and concentrated (final volume: 500 L) colloidal Hy-Au@AgNR840 solution is
redispersed into 50 mL of water and stirred at 200 rpm. After complete dispersion of HyAu@AgNR840, 100 µL of 10-2 M freshly prepared DTT was added to it and stirred for an
additional 2 minutes. The color of the solution changes from yellowish-green to brown indicating
the formation of nanorod-network as shown in Figure 7.3. The resultant solution was then
centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 2 h at 30 0C and washed with Mili-Q® water. The reason behind the

selection of Hy-Au@AgNR840 for the preparation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is that HyAu@AgNR840 shows the best electrocatalytic oxidation efficiency among other Hy-Au@AgNRs
as discussed earlier.
7.2.4 Collection and preparation of human serum samples:
To perform different electrochemical experiments we have collected blood samples from
healthy willing volunteers without any medical complications. The age group of donors is
recorded as 25-35 years and they were both male and female. The segregation in terms of age
and sex was done that will provide us with a vivid understanding of the blood metabolite level in
order to reduce the minimum deviation in our experimentation with respect to control. Human
serum was separated from the collected blood samples by centrifuging each sample for 20 min at
2500 rpm. Detail about the experimentation with the obtained serum is described in the
Discussion section.
7.2.5 Theoretical modeling:
With the help of TEM as well as SEM images (Figure 7.2), we have constructed several
Au-seeded Ag nanorods (Hy-Au@AgNRs) by varying the size of nanorods (Figure 7.14) form
40 Å − 80 Å with a fixed diameter of 8.2 Å. For the construction of nanorods, the < 111 > facet
was considered as the surface of the rod and length of the rod varies along the < 110 > crystal
facet as shown clearly in Figure 7.2C and 7.2F. The separation between the two < 111 > facets
was achieved by the formation of a twin boundary. In each nanorod, the seeding of Au was
carried out for mechanical strain calculation along the twin boundary. We have considered two
different types (spherical and rod-shaped) of Au seeding as they can have the same numbers of
Au and Ag atoms (Figure 7.14). Our calculated total energies indicate that the spherical shaped
Au seeding is favorable (by 1.43 eV) over the rod-shaped Au-seeding and therefore, all the Hy-

Au@AgNR calculations have been performed using the spherical Au seed as a nucleation center.
The calculated energy values support the experimental findings as the formation of a spherical
Au seed-induced Ag nanorod is shown in Figure 7.14. For the construction and manipulation of
the required modeled structures, the VESTA389 program was used. We have simulated the
following Ag nanorods; 40 Å (with 230 atoms), 60 Å (314 atoms), and 80 Å (422 atoms) with
and without gold seed as the nucleation center. As it was impossible to simulate nanorods of
length from 120 𝑛𝑚 to 840 nm by using the ab initio methods, we have tried to mimic the
electronic and structural properties by keeping the

𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚 𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ

ratio fixed based on our

experimental findings (Figure 7.2). After keeping the ratio of length to diameter fixed, the Au
seeding was carried out in the equivalent % mass variations (as shown in the experiments). All
the DFT calculations are performed within the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP).115,116,322 A gamma-centered k-point is used during the calculations. The force
convergence criterion was set to 0.01 eV/Å per atom for a better description of Heyman Forces
between the atoms. The energy convergence criterion was set to 10−6 eV for minimization of
total energies. The GGA-PBE potentials are used with the Methfessel smearing method for the
calculation of DFT energies and geometrical parameters. Electronic smearing of 0.2 eV was used
throughout the calculations, as Ag-Au systems describe the perfect metallic nature of nanorods.
7.3. Results and Discussion:
Synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs show rich optoelectronic properties with a tunable Plasmon
band in the infrared region. The plasmonic nature of our synthesized individual Hy-Au@AgNRs
is directly related to their length as seen from Figure 7.4. Hy-Au@AgNR840 has a single
longitudinal plasmonic band at 1147.5 nm, however for Hy-Au@AgNR120 and Hy-Au@AgNR450
the corresponding band appears at 818.0 and 957.6 nm respectively. After assembling the Hy-

Au@AgNR840 by DTT to prepare Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, we found that the absorption
maximum of the resultant cross-linked assembly moves to higher wavelength beyond 1300 nm
and due to the absorption of water we could not record their actual plasmon peak. Moreover,
assembling of Hy-Au@AgNR840 broadened the plasmon peak and this broadening may originate
both from the lower energy density at per-unit higher wavelength and wider size distribution of
the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. To understand the morphology, composition, and
crystallization of our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs before and after assembling, we have
performed their SEM, TEM, and HRTEM study. Combined analysis of Hy-Au@AgNR120, HyAu@AgNR840, and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is given in Figure 7.2. SEM images (Figure 7.2A,
7.2D, and 7.2G) clearly show that our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs are highly monodispersed in
nature. The porous nature of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is clearly visible from their SEM image in
which each Hy-Au@AgNR840 preserve their morphology while crosslinked each other through
DTT thiol linker. If we look carefully at their TEM images (Figure 7.2B, 7.2E, and 7.2H) then
for each Hy-Au@AgNR there is a small Au nanoseed of ~5-6 nm diameter situated
anisotropically within the nanorod. Anisotropic placement of Au nanoseed within HyAu@AgNRs indicates a nonconventional growth mechanism distinguishable from traditional
seeded growth. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) of Hy-Au@AgNR120 and Hy-Au@AgNR840
are shown in Figure 7.2C and 7.2F respectively. HRTEM images not only show the crystal
arrangement in each Hy-Au@AgNRs but also differential focusing plane between the surface
atoms and seed atoms indirectly proves that the seed is indeed situated within the core of the rod
but not on the periphery. Both for Hy-Au@AgNR120 and Hy-Au@AgNR840 we could clearly see
the presence of coaxial twin boundary (Figure 7.2C and 7.2F) and directed towards <110>
orientation of fcc crystal lattice. Comparison between Figure 7.2C and 7.2F evidently shows the

enriched presence of multiple coaxial twin boundaries in Hy-Au@AgNR840 which plays a crucial
role in determining their tensile strain-induced catalysis and will be discussed later in more
detail.

Figure 7.2: (A, B, C) and (D, E, F) are the SEM, TEM, and HRTEM images of HyAu@AgNR120 and Hy-Au@AgNR840 respectively. In (B) and (E), arrows and circles represent
the presence of twin boundary on the surface and nanoseed inside Hy-Au@AgNRs. (G) is the
SEM image of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass which shows their clear uniform porous nature by keeping
their individual rod-shaped morphology intact. (H) presents the HAADF image and EDX area
profile to confirm the existence of Au and Ag. Figure (I) shows the elemental mapping of Hy-

Au@AgNR840-Ass and the presence of Ag-L, Au-M, and Au-L lines which represent its
multimetallic composition.
It is also clearly visible from Figure 7.2C and 7.2F that the long axis (length) of all HyAu@AgNRs is directed towards 110 whereas the short axis (diameter) is directed along
111. EDX elemental mapping for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is shown in Figure 7.2I, where the
presence of Ag-L, Au-L, and Au-M lines proves their multimetallic composition. Besides
elemental mapping, we have also carried out the EDX area profile and HAADF imaging for HyAu@AgNR840-Ass as shown in Figure 7.2H. Thus the obtained TEM, SEM, HAADF, and EDX
images collectively confirm that our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is certainly a porous AuAg network. It is also clearly visible from Figure 7.2H that the morphology and symmetry of
each individual Hy-Au@AgNR840s are preserved in Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.

Figure 7.3: Different colors of nanorods: From left to right Hy-Au@AgNR840, HyAu@AgNR450, Hy-Au@AgNR120, Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
We have also performed Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Energy Filtered TEM
(EFTEM) measurements to achieve the 3D topographic view of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass as shown
in Figure 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. Figure 7.5 shows a time-dependent mesh-like porous
structure formation for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.

Figure 7.4: UV absorption spectra of different Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
AFM images are taken at a regular time interval of 0 s, 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s after the
addition of 1,4-dithiothreitol (DTT) to Hy-Au@AgNR840. By aiming to prepare a porous
network structure by DTT-based crosslinking, we have added different concentrations of DTT
into a fixed concentration of Hy-Au@AgNR840 solution and found that 20 M final
concentration of DTT gives the best quality Hy-Au@AgNRs-Ass structures. Above 20 M, we
observe a DTT-induces aggregation while below 20 M it shows the formation of a less porous
structure.

Figure 7.5: A, B, C are the time-dependent 2D images of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass formation. The
images are taken after DTT addition to Hy-Au@AgNR840 at 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s interval. The
3D images of A, B, C are D, E, F respectively.
In brief, after the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass in a reaction vial, aliquots are taken
at 0 s, 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s, while the reaction progresses and dried it immediately over the (3mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) modified mica plate under a controlled ultrapure
argon stream as explained in details in the experimental section. It was observed that at the
beginning there is an uncontrolled assembly of Hy-Au@AgNR840s. However, as time progresses
the Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is formed with an average pore size of around 221 nm (Figure 7.6a).

Figure 7.6a: (A) Unfiltered TEM image of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass which shows that the
symmetry and morphology of individual nanorods are not broken during the assembly formation,
(B) Elastic TEM image of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass which shows that the assembly of nanorods is
eventually formed through 2D stacking of Hy-Au@AgNR840 on XY-plane via thiol linkage
where Hy-Au@AgNR840s are randomly oriented and fused at their cross junction points,
respectively, (C) Distribution of pore diameters is a large area TEM image, and (D) Histogram of
the average pore diameter which is ~221 nm.
The average size distribution of different Hy-Au@AgNRs, measured by TEM and SEM,
is shown in Figure 7.6b. The average height profile in 3D images shows that the height of HyAu@AgNR840-Ass is ~12-13 nm which is close to the diameter of the individual Hy-

Au@AgNR840 (10-12 nm). This implies that the assembly is actually formed through 2D stacking
of Hy-Au@AgNR840 on XY-plane via thiol linkage where Hy-Au@AgNR840s are randomly
oriented and fused at their cross junction points. The affinity of MPTMS towards the HyAu@AgNR840 surface does not allow them to arrange through head-to-tail (J-type aggregate) or
one-over-other (H- type aggregate) type of arrangement. Since the orientation of nanorods is
both kinetically and chemically controlled, though at the beginning we observe an uncontrolled
assembling of Hy-Au@AgNR840, as time progresses a stable network structure is formed with
high porosity in nature. The EFTEM images of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass in Figure 7.6a show a
better view of the 2D assembly of Hy-Au@AgNR840.

Figure 7.6b: Histogram of the nanorods (A) Hy-Au@AgNR840, (B) Hy-Au@AgNR450, and (C)
Hy-Au@AgNR120.
To authenticate the above-stated growth mechanism, we have also performed their
detailed in situ DLS (Figure 7.7 to 7.9) and Raman measurements (Figure 7.10). Our in situ zeta
potential measurements show the overall positive surface charge for all the Au@AgNRs and the
corresponding Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass and follow the order: Hy-Au@AgNR840 (+37 mV)  HyAu@AgNR450 (+28.3 mV)  Hy-Au@AgNR120 (+21.5 mV)  Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass (+17 mV).
Whereas, the in situ Raman confirms that Ag-S bond formation (DTT as the source of sulfur) is
solely responsible for assembly formation from the constituent Hy-Au@AgNR840s. Details about
the in situ DLS and Raman are elaborated in the following section.
In situ DLS measurement for different Hy-Au@AgNRs and their time-dependent assembly
formation
The recorded DLS spectrum (Figure 7.7bC) shows closely spaced sharp peaks at 36 nm
for Hy-Au@AgNR120, 40 nm for Hy-Au@AgNR450, and 138 nm for Hy-Au@AgNR840,
representing their hydrodynamic diameter (dhyd). We have also observed three additional low
intense broad peaks for these nanostructures at 615, 947, and 5485 nm respectively. After
assembling Hy-Au@AgNR840s into Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, the dhyd increases from 138 nm to
213 nm as shown in Figure 7.7bC and this increment in dhyd is due to the formation of bigger
assembled mesh structured network of Hy-Au@AgNR840, though the DLS peak at 5485 nm
disappears. We have also measured the zeta potential of Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass as shown in Figure 7.7bB. Due to the presence of positively charged CTAC molecules as
the surfactant, all the Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass show positive zeta potential
().Measured  for the studied nanomaterials follow the order: Hy-Au@AgNR840 (+37 mV) 

Hy-Au@AgNR450 (+28.3 mV)  Hy-Au@AgNR120 (+21.5 mV)  Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass (+17
mV). The trend of  variation is contrary to our general conception of the observation of higher 
for nanostructure made with a higher amount of charged surfactant as discussed in the
experimental section. Again, the observed  does not follow the order of their relative size as we
measured lowest  of +17 mV for the biggest Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass nanostructure.
To evaluate this discrepancy in measured  and to understand the mechanism of porous
network (Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass) formation from the constituent Hy-Au@AgNR840s, an in situ
DLS study has been performed. For rigid noninteracting rods at infinite dilution, the depolarize
dynamic light scattering (DDLS)-based autocorrelation function G() which measures the decay
constant () depends heavily on both rotational and translational motion of the rod hence their
respective rotational (DR) and translational (DT) diffusion coefficients.390,391 Owing to the
differential contribution of rotational and translational motion, the dhyd obtained from DLS
measurement largely differ from TEM e.g., length and diameter of Hy-Au@AgNR840 available
from TEM is ~840 nm and ~15 nm, but from DLS we get two maximum in intensity distribution
curve for Hy-Au@AgNR840 at 138 nm for rotational motion and 5485 nm for combined
rotational and translational motion. Beyond spherical geometry, DR and DT depend heavily on
their aspect ratio (L/d) for anisotropic nanostructures with an aspect ratio greater than 5. Glidden
et al. have calculated the aspect ratios of different sized gold nanorods using depolarized
dynamic light scattering by differentiating two major components of the autocorrelation
function.392 The autocorrelation function is an exponential decaying function and it is related to
the correlator time delay τ as G(τ)= A{1+B exp(-2Гτ)}, where G(τ) is the autocorrelation
function, A is the baseline, and B is the intercept of G(τ). The term Г stands for relaxation rates
and has two major components for rotational (Гrot) and translational (Гtra) motion of purely

monodispersed Hy-Au@AgNR840 in solution. Change in size (dhyd) and correlation coefficient
G(τ), for any change in Гrot and Гtra, as a function of time during the addition of DTT in HyAu@AgNR840 for an in situ monitoring of growth rate for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is shown in
Figure 7.7aA-C and Figure 7.7aD-F respectively. The peaks at lower dhyd are due to their
translational motion while rotational motion contributes heavily to the peaks at higher dhyd. It is
observable from Figure 7.7aA-C that immediately after the addition of DTT (20 M), the dhyd of
Hy-Au@AgNR840 shifted from 138 nm to 939 nm within 30 s and shifts back to 202 nm after 60
s. In both cases, the peak at 5485 nm remains intact. However, after 120s we get a steady value
of dhyd at 193 nm and the maximum at 5485 nm has been disappeared. The disappearance of the
longer maximum at 5485 nm indicates that all the rods are assembled by DTT and restrict any
rotational motion. The dhyd obtained after 120 s of the addition of DTT is bigger than dhyd of HyAu@AgNR840 (138 nm) but very close to dhyd of the final form of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass (213
nm). Obtained average nanopore size within Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass from our TEM measurement
(221 nm), as shown in Figure 7.6a by averaging over 500 pores, is comparable with dhyd values
acquired from DLS experiment (213 nm). These nanopores behave like a hollow sphere in
solution and the outer shell of the pore scatters the excitation light (He-Ne laser operating at
633nm). In contrast to Hy-Au@AgNR840, these nanopores scatter light only due to the
translational diffusion and hence in absence of rotational diffusion we observe only one peak
(Figure 7.7bC) for dhyd at 213 nm. Along with the size distribution, we have also recorded the
change in autocorrelation function as a function of time after the addition of DTT (20 M). In a
G(τ) vs time (µs), the time at which the correlation starts to decay gives an indication of the mean
size of the sample. Therefore if the curve is steeper it denotes the sample is monodispersed
whereas a wider correlation confirms the presence of a polydispersed sample. From Figure

7.7aD it is clearly visible that at 30 s the correlation coefficient is much wider, which indicates a
polydispersed sample in the solution i.e. at the beginning of the assembly forming reaction the
Hy-Au@AgNR840s tend to aggregate by DTT and a network is forming. However at 60 s, the
correlation curve becomes much steeper and at 120s, the correlation coefficient attends a steady
value which is much steeper than the previous one. The correlation curve obtained at 120s is
much similar to the correlation curve of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, which signifies the completion
of network formation.

Figure 7.7a: A, B, C are Intensity (percent) vs size (nm) curve of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass
formation at 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s time interval in the reaction medium. D, E, F are the
Correlation coefficient vs time (µs) curves for the same time intervals.
A parallel observation was also been carried out besides the DLS measurements to
understand the conversion kinetics from Hy-Au@AgNR840 to Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass by
recording the zeta-potential () at a regular time interval of 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s. Figure 7.7bA
describes how the surface charge changes during the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. Final 

for all the synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass are shown in Figure 7.7bB.
By comparing Figure 7.7bB and Figure 7.7bA, it is clearly visible that the  changes from +37
mV to -15 mV within 30 s of the addition of DTT to Hy-Au@AgNR840s.

Figure 7.7b: (A) Change in zeta potential during the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass at
different time intervals, (B, C) Final  and dhyd of all the Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass respectively.

This jump in  from positive to negative is due to the presence of multiple electron-rich SH and –OH groups originating from DTT. After 60 s,  increases slightly from -15 mV to -11
mV and finally approaches +12 mV after 120 s which is very close to the  of Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass (+17 mV) in the equilibrium condition. The negatively charged -SH group binds the
positively charged Hy-Au@AgNR840 easily and thereby reduces the overall surface charge of
Hy-Au@AgNR840 from +37 mV to +17 mV for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
The discrepancy of measured  for different Hy-Au@AgNRs with the amount of CTAC used in
their synthesis can be explained both by considering their relative size and mobility.393 Due to
the bigger dimension of Hy-Au@AgNR840, they hold a larger number of positively charged
CTAC molecules and hence show higher positive zeta potential and vice versa for HyAu@AgNR120. Explanation of  variation with mobility is not simple and can be understood
from their electrophoretic mobility. In brief, during  measurement an electric field is applied in
the solution and the particles under the influence of this electric field scatter the incident light
(633 nm). Depending upon the mobility (e) of the nanoparticle, scattered light shifted from its
original frequency. This shift is called Phase (or Doppler) shift and measured by the difference
between the frequency of the scattered and incident light (sca-inc). The nanoparticle velocity
(V) is measured from the Doppler shift in µm/s by applying the equation µm= V/E, where E is
the applied electric field. For our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs, all the physical parameters like
pH, ionic strength, viscosity, etc. remain constant except their size varies. Bigger sized HyAu@AgNR840 scatters the incident light more than Hy-Au@AgNR450 and Hy-Au@AgNR120 due
to the enhanced contribution of translational and rotational motion under the electric field. This
phenomenon is known as electrophoretic light scattering (ELS). We have shown the frequency
plot, phase plot, and mobility plot of Hy-Au@AgNRs in Figure 7.8. It is clear from Figure 7.8

that the mobility (µe) for Hy-Au@AgNR840 is 2.795 µm.cm/Vs whereas for Hy-Au@AgNR450
and Hy-Au@AgNR120 are 2.11 and 1.96 µm.cm/Vs respectively. Henry’s equation394 concludes
that µe varies proportionally with . Thus Hy-Au@AgNR840, having the bigger in size, shows
maximum Doppler shift (Figure 7.8) and maximum electrophoretic mobility and hence
maximum . Therefore,  variation for Hy-Au@AgNRs is not simply due to the amount of
CTAC used during their synthesis but also depends upon the size and µe of the nanoparticle. A
frequency plot, phase plot, and mobility plot to understand the phenomenon of real-time kinetics
of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass formation from the constituent Hy-Au@AgNRs is shown in Figure
7.9. At 30 s, µe shifts from +2.795 µm.cm/Vs to -1.2 µm.cm/Vs due to the presence of multiple SH and -OH groups on the nanostructure, originating from DTT, which causes the motion
towards positively charged electrodes during electrophoresis. However, at 60 s, µ e increases to 0.8349 µm.cm/Vs and at 120 s, it’s further shifted to 0.787 µm.cm/Vs which is close to the µe
value of the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass (1.49 µm.cm/Vs).

Figure 7.8: A, B, C are the frequency plot whereas D, E, F presents the phase shift and G, H, I
are velocity distributions of Hy-Au@AgNR840, Hy-Au@AgNR450, and Hy-Au@AgNR120
respectively.
A similar trend of frequency shift and phase shift are also observable as a function of
time as clearly shown in Figure 7.9. Thus in-situ monitoring of DLS and ELS corroborates the
results of a time-dependent study of AFM that after 120 s of the addition of DTT to HyAu@AgNR840, the assembly forming reaction tends to complete.

Figure 7.9: A, B, C are frequency plot; D, E, F are phase plot; G, H, I are velocity distribution
curve at 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s of reaction time. The negative phase shift in D and E implies zeta
potential was negative at 30 s and 60 s but becomes positive at 120 s.
In situ SERS measurement for different Hy-Au@AgNRs and their time-dependent
assembly formation
Besides DLS and ELS, we have also performed in-situ Raman spectroscopy for
monitoring the degree of assembling of Hy-Au@AgNR840 by DTT in the reaction medium. The
basic difference between Raman scattering and dynamic light scattering is that Raman scattering
is inelastic in nature and the intensity of scattering light falls within 1 in 10 million of the

radiation source whereas DLS records Rayleigh scattering which is elastic in nature and has an
intensity about 10-1 to 10-3 of the incident photon. DLS provides us the information for any
change in morphological transition during reaction whereas from Raman measurements we can
figure out if there is any change in Polarizibility owing to the appearance of Ag-S bond during
Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass formation.

Figure 7.10: (A) SERS measurement of the time-dependent formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass
by adding Hy-Au@AgNR840s into the DTT solution. (B) SERS spectra of different HyAu@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
We have recorded the Raman spectra of pure Hy-Au@AgNR840 and pure DTT (10-3 M)
and we found that Hy-Au@AgNR840 is Raman inactive. However, pure DTT produces sharp
peaks395 for υstretching (C-H) at 2911 cm-1, υbending (S-H) at 983 cm-1, along with several other
peaks, as clearly observable from Figure 7.10. In situ Raman measurements were carried out in
two different ways, (1) we have added DTT (20 M) to the Hy-Au@AgNR840 solution and found
that the peaks at 741 cm-1 and 283 cm-1, responsible for Ag-S bond formation396 getting
intensified, (2) the reverse process, i.e. Hy-Au@AgNR840 was added to pure DTT, where we
observed that both the Raman peaks for υstretching (C-H) at 2911 cm-1, υbending (S-H) at 983 cm-1

originating from pure DTT reduces gradually and disappear finally whereas υ stretching (Ag-S) at
741 cm-1 increases gradually with time progression. Both the observations indicate the strong
chemical interaction between Ag from NPR840 and S from DTT. Both Raman and DLS
measurements provide well-agreed results for in-situ monitoring of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass
formation in the reaction medium.

Figure 7.11: (A) XPS survey spectrum of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, (B) signature of the presence
of trace amount of Au in Hy-Au@AgNR840, and (C) S2p lines in Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. The
source of C is from CTAC whereas S and O come from DTT. The intensity of the Au signal is

very poor as we mentioned previously and hard to find appreciable Au in the large distribution of
Ag in Hy-Au@AgNR840.
To find out the presence of Au as nanoseed in each Hy-Au@AgNRs we have performed
their XPS measurements. Despite their trace amount within a large distribution of Ag, we were
able to get a very low intensified XPS signature of Au in Hy-Au@AgNRs as shown in Figure
7.11B where Au4f7/2 peak appears at 84.0eV. In contrast to Au, the intensity of the Ag spectrum
is much higher in XPS for Hy-Au@AgNR840. The fitted curve for Ag in Hy-Au@AgNR840
shows that Ag present in two oxidation states, in metallic silver Ag(0) and oxidized silver Ag(I).

Figure 7.12: A and B are the XPS of Ag3d5/2 and Ag3d3/2 lines for Hy-Au@AgNR840 and HyAu@AgNR840-Ass. In figure C the XRD of Hy-Au@AgNR840 and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass are
shown whereas D shows the SAED pattern of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass to confirm the {111} is the
most intense plane.
The binding energy of Ag3d5/2 appears at 368.3 eV for Ag(0) and at 367.2 eV for Ag(I).
The presence of Ag(0) is in accordance with our expectation, originating from the reduction of
Ag(I) to Ag(0) by AA during Hy-Au@AgNR840 synthesis. The presence of Ag(I) is due to the in
situ formation of AgCl during Hy-Au@AgNR840, where Cl comes from the surfactant,
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC), used in synthesis. The percentage of Ag(0) and
Ag(I) is found to be 67.73 % and 32.27 % in Hy-Au@AgNR840. In case of Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass, the Ag3d5/2 appears at 368.3 eV and 367.39 eV for Ag(0) and Ag(I) respectively. The
percentage of Ag(0) and Ag(I) in Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is 61.11 % and 38.9 %. In general
higher binding energy is observed for higher oxidation state for transition metals, however, silver
is an exception where lower binding energy is observed for higher oxidation state. 179 Thus Ag(I)
appears at lower binding energy than Ag(0) as shown in Figure 7.12. The interaction between
the –SH and –OH group of DTT and Ag from Hy-Au@AgNR840 causes the origination of more
oxidized silver i.e. Ag(I) in Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass than Hy-Au@AgNR840. The XPS for Ag3d5/2
and Ag3d3/2 lines in Hy-Au@AgNR840 and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass are shown in Figure 7.12. We
have also provided the XPS survey spectrum of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass to confirm the presence
of C1s, S2p, etc., in Figure 7.11.

Figure 7.13: The fitted curve of (A) Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass and (B) Hy-Au@AgNR840 at 2θ ≈
38.250 for fcc {111} facet.
To understand the crystal arrangement, crystal defects, and crystal defect-induced internal
tensile strain in more detail for our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs or Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, we
have performed their XRD measurements (Figure 7.12C) along with their HRTEM. Our XRD
measurements show that all the Hy-Au@AgNRs have {111} facet with the most intensified
XRD signal than other facets like {200}, {311}, {220}, etc (Figure 7.12C and 7.12D). In a
perfect nanocrystal, the scattering from the atoms adds constructively which generates a delta
function like intensity distribution in the XRD pattern. However, in defect enriched crystals like
Hy-Au@AgNRs which contain a coaxial long twin boundary (TB) over their surface (Figure
7.2), the symmetry of the crystal lattice destroyed and results in rearrangement of the intensity
distribution. Therefore, irregularities in crystals cause the broadening of XRD curves due to the
defect induced strain generation. We have calculated the generated strain in different HyAu@AgNRs by applying Williamson-Hall isotropic strain model.397 From the fitted curve at 2θ ≈
38.250 ({111} facet appears at 38.250 and gives the most intense peak), as depicted in Figure
7.13, we observed that Hy-Au@AgNR840 is the most strained one among all the other Hy-

Au@AgNRs which further increases for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. The strain within the
nanostructure is calculated by Williamson-Hall isotropic model. We have mentioned previously
that the extent of broadening is proportional to the crystal defect density. The HRTEM and SEM
images confirm that Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is a crystal defect enriched nanostructure than the
Hy-Au@AgNR840. To get a comparative study we have calculated the strain from XRD
broadening of the curve.
The full width at half maximum (β) for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is 0.880 whereas for HyAu@AgNR840 is 0.790. Mathematically the generated strain (ε) is defined as:
ε = 𝛽/4𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃, where 𝜃 is in radian.
Since {111} facet appears for both Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass and Hy-Au@AgNR840 at 2θ = 38.250,
the value of θ = 0.33 in radian unit for the above equation.
By incorporating the respective value of β for different nanostructures and θ = 0.33, obtained
values of ε for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass and Hy-Au@AgNR840 are 1.11 × 10-2 and 0.95 × 10-2
respectively. Table 7.1 shows the estimated strain values (ε) for different Hy-Au@AgNRs and
the targeted Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, calculated from the measured 2θ value and fitted full width
half maximum or FWHM (β) from the recorded XRD spectra. The origin of maximum internal
strain for Hy-Au@AgNR840 can easily be understood by analyzing their TEM and HRTEM and
comparing it with other Hy-Au@AgNRs as shown in Figure 7.2. From TEM and HRTEM, it is
clearly visible that each Hy-Au@AgNRs has a central TB on their surface. Twinned nanorods
(Hy-Au@AgNRs) experience more internal tensile strain than untwined ones because atoms
situated on TB are coordinatively unsaturated. Having the largest and enriched TB on its surface,
Hy-Au@AgNR840 should hold the maximum number of unsaturated atoms and expected to show
greater XRD broadening than Hy-Au@AgNR450 and Hy-Au@AgNR120. However, when Hy-

Au@AgNR840-Ass is prepared by assembling multiple Hy-Au@AgNR840s, further broadening in
the XRD curve occurs (Figure 7.13). This broadening in XRD is due to the appearance of
multiple low-coordinated crystal defects on Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass due to its porous structure as
confirmed from TEM and HRTEM images (Figure 7.2). The order of internal tensile strain due
to crystal irregularities within the nanostructures is thus Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass > HyAu@AgNR840 > Hy-Au@AgNR450 > Hy-Au@AgNR120.
Table 7.1: Estimation of developed strain within different Hy-Au@AgNRs and the targeted HyAu@AgNR840-Ass from the measured FWHM (β) and θ values (in radian) in XRD spectra.
System

FWHM, β (in Degree)

FWHM, β (in Radian)

internal tensile strain
(ε)

Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass

0.88

0.0154

1.110-2

Hy-Au@AgNR840

0.79

0.0138

9.510-3

Hy-Au@AgNR450

0.71

0.0123

8.910-3

Hy-Au@AgNR120

0.65

0.0113

8.210-3

To understand the role of gold seed, length of Hy-Au@AgNRs, and TB on their surface
to control their internal tensile strain, we have calculated the strain values for all the modeled
systems. In the present work, the diameter can also play an essential role in determining their
mechanical strain. Therefore, we have calculated the mechanical properties of the HyAu@AgNRs by changing their lengths and diameters. More specifically, we have focused on
calculating the Au-seed induced mechanical strain for the modeled Hy-Au@AgNRs. For this, we
have constructed pure Ag-nanorods with lengths of 40 Å, 60 Å and 80 Å and diameters of ~8.3
Å. After the optimization, spherical Au seed has been incorporated inside each of the nanorods
for modeling the < 111 > surface along with the < 110 >, and twin boundary planes.

Table 7.2: Optimized parameters (length, diameter, and strain) for pure AgNRs and HyAu@AgNRs. Here D is the optimized diameter of pure AgNRs, 𝐷 # is the optimized diameter of
Hy-Au@AgNRs, D-D# is the difference in diameter between the optimized diameter of pure
AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNRs, and d*Ag-Ag is the average Ag-Ag bond length on the surface and
twin boundary for Hy-Au@AgNRs. d*Ag-Ag is the difference between the Ag-Ag bond length in
bulk Ag metal and different Hy-Au@AgNRs.
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We have then measured the geometrical parameters for all the structures as given in
Table 7.2. It is observable that with increasing the rod length, the average Ag-Ag bond length
reduces which results in a contraction in the optimized rod length. The same effect (i.e.
contraction) should also be observable for the optimized rod diameter, though the diameter of the
rod increases gradually. These two effects of shortening the optimized rod length and
lengthening of optimized rod diameter are contrary to each other. Therefore, the stability of rods
can be increased by increasing their diameter with a shorter Ag-Ag bond by the coaxial
formation of twin boundaries. We indeed observed increments in the optimized diameter of the
modeled NRs through Au seeding though we have incorporated only one Au seed for each

modeled NRs. However, this can’t influence a homogeneous increment of rod diameter
throughout the rod length (40-80 Å). This could be the reason for twin boundary formation as
observed experimentally. Hence the presence of TB along the <110> facet of the nanorod may
increase the stability of the rod.
For the calculation of strain (𝜀) in the Hy-Au@AgNRs, we have used the following
relation7
𝜀 = (𝑑∗ − 𝑑0 )/𝑑0 = 𝛿𝑑/𝑑0 …………(1)
Here, 𝑑∗ is the average Ag-Ag bond-length of the system under consideration and 𝑑0 is the AgAg bond-length (2.89 Å) in their pure face-centered cubic bulk structure. The above relation
signifies the effect on the mechanical strain when a system (bulk) goes through structural
reconstruction/evolution. We find that the calculated strain is maximum for the
longer size Hy-Au@AgNRs. Therefore, the resultant mechanical strain increases proportionally
with the NR length. These opposing effects of the shortening of Ag-Ag bond length (compared
to fcc bulk Ag) and lengthening of the diameter may play an important role in the formation of
TB on the Hy-Au@AgNRs surface.

Figure 7.14: (A) Modeled nanorod structure with <111> and <110> facets. (B) Possible Au
seeding (spherical and rod-shaped) and spherical Au seeded Hy-Au@AgNRs. (C) The density of
states (DOS) of pure Ag and Au-seeded AgNRs with 40 Å and 80 Å lengths.
To find out the effect of Au-seed incorporation on the electronic properties of HyAu@AgNRs, we have calculated their density of states (DOS). As shown in Figure 7.14, with
increasing the length of rods, the electron density shifts towards the Fermi level. Interestingly,
the shift is higher for Au seeded Ag NRs. So, this indicates that the Hy-Au@AgNR840 should
show more upshift of DOS towards the Fermi level than the Hy-Au@AgNR450 and HyAu@AgNR120. When Hy-Au@AgNR840 is assembled into Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, it creates
multiple low coordinated crystal sites like stepped surface, terrace, kinks, edges, etc., as shown in
Figure 7.15, which further increase the internal strain as seen from XRD broadening and

explained in SI section. Hence DOS of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass will be more upshifted towards
the Fermi level than the corresponding Hy-Au@AgNR840.
From the above discussion, we can say that Au-seed induced longer Hy-Au@AgNRs
may shift the d-band center more towards the Fermi level. Therefore, the question arises whether
it is possible to prepare Au-Ag NR more than 840 nm to maximize this effect?

Figure 7.15: Creation of multiple low coordinated crystal sites like stepped surface, terrace,
kinks, edges, etc., during the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass from the constituents HyAu@AgNR840s.

We have previously reported pure Ag nanorods with lengths of more than 10 m.398
Bimetallic Au-Ag nanorods of length ~1.2 µm have also been reported14 earlier. Details about
the synthesis and control of length, morphology, monodispersity, and efficiency of assembly
formation are included in the following section (Figure 7.16-7.22). Due to their very low yield
and poor stability which converts them into spherical particles with time, Hy-Au@AgNRs with
length beyond 840 nm have not been used for further study.
Synthesis and control of Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass:
We have mentioned previously that different length Au doped Ag rods were prepared by
varying the surfactant concentration at constant temperature (550-600C). However, we have also
monitored the effect of the variation of other parameters during synthesis like seed concentration,
silver nitrate concentration, AA concentration, DTT concentration, etc. and optimized the
condition for preparing the longest NR (Hy-Au@AgNR840) and its assembly (Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass). Details are discussed below:
Effect of temperature:

Figure 7.16a: Effect of temperature on Hy-Au@AgNR450 morphology, at (A) 60-70 0C, (B) 7080 0C, and (C) 80-90 0C. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and chemical
parameters remain unchanged.
During the synthesis of Hy-Au@AgNRs, the temperature was always kept constant
within the range of 55-60 0C. As we increase the temperature beyond this range, the aspect ratio
of the rod gradually reduces with temperature and finally transform into spherical- and ovalshaped particle as shown in Figure 7.16a. When the temperature exceeds 60 0C, it was found
that two Au seeds are piled up and Ag deposited onto it as shown in Figure 7.16b. Below 60 0C
there is no sign of aggregation of Au seeds and at room temperature (30 – 40 0C) AgNO3 cannot
be reduced by ascorbic acid.

Figure 7.16b: Association of Au seed followed by Ag deposition at a higher temperature.
Stacking up of Au seeds is verified by (A) TEM, (B) HAADF, (C) HRTEM, and (D) EDX.

Effect of Au seed:
If we use Ag seed during synthesis we did not get any rod-shaped particle, instead, a colloidal
solution of Ag is formed only. On the contrary, the addition of Au seed initiates the seeding
process of Hy-Au@AgNR efficiently. As the reduction potential of Au(III)/Au(0) is much higher
(+1.5V) is much higher than the reduction potential of Ag(I)/Ag(0) system, leaching of Au seed
in the latter case can easily be discarded. By observing the above cases we can suggest that Au
seed acts as a catalyst here to enhance the reducing power of AA to assist the reduction of Ag+ to

Ag0. The amount of Au seed was optimized to 2 mL in 50 mL of the reaction mixture. The
kinetics of nanoparticles formation by using Ag and Au seed by keeping the synthesis protocol
the same is shown in Figure 7.17a and the effect of the variation of Au seed amount is shown in
Figure 7.17b.

Figure 7.17a: Kinetics of Ag seed-based nanorod formation at (A) 30 min, (B) 60 min, and (C)
90 min and Au seed-based Hy-Au@AgNR120 formation at (A) 30 min, (B) 60 min, and (C) 90
min. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and chemical parameters remain
unchanged.
A greater amount of Au seed than the optimized volume results in the decrease of
nanorod length whereas, a lower amount of Au seed results in the decrease of nanorod yield.

Figure 7.17b: The effect of the variation Au seed amount [(A) 1 mL, (B) 4 mL, and (C) 2 mL]
on Hy-Au@AgNR120 synthesis. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and
chemical parameters remain unchanged.

Effect of silver nitrate concentration:
The addition of AgNO3 to the CTAC solution during synthesis forms insoluble AgCl
immediately which turns the solution turbid. However, in presence of Au seed, the amount of
AgCl formation is much less as the added Au seeds act as catalysts to assist the reduction of Ag+

ions by enhancing the reducing power of AA as discussed before. The concentration was
adjusted to 2 mL of 10-2 (M) AgNO3 into 45 mL of CTAC solution. Greater (> 2 mL) amount of
AgNO3 causes the formation of more Ag spheres whereas a lower amount of AgNO3 reduces the
nanorod length. The effect of the variation of the AgNO3 amount is shown in Figure 7.18.

Figure 7.18: Effect of AgNO3 concentration (in the reaction mixture) on the efficiency of HyAu@AgNR120 formation. (A) 1 mL of 10-2 (M) AgNO3 generates nanorods of length ~50 nm,
(B) 4 mL of 10-2 (M) AgNO3 generates nanospheres of diameter ~20-25 nm, and (C) 2 mL of 102

(M) AgNO3 generates Hy-Au@AgNR120s. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical

and chemical parameters remain unchanged.
Effect of CTAC concentration:

We have mentioned in the main manuscript that a greater amount of CTAC reduces the
length of Hy-Au@AgNRs. To prepare the longest Hy-Au@AgNR, the amount of CTAC was
optimized to 0.01g CTAC in 45 mL of water. By using less than 0.01 g CTAC in 45 mL water
we couldn’t generate any Hy-Au@AgNR. The formation of Hy-Au@AgNRs by using 0.01 gm
CTAC in 45 mL water has been detailed in the main manuscript. The effect of the variation of
CTAC concentration above 0.01 gm/45 mL is shown in Figure 7.19.

Figure 7.19: Effect of CTAC concentration with (A) 0.025 gm CTAC in 45 mL water for the
formation of Hy-Au@AgNR450, (B) 0.05 gm CTAC in 45 mL water for the formation of HyAu@AgNR120, and (C) 0.1 gm CTAC in 45 mL water for the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR50. In
all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and chemical parameters remain unchanged.
Effect of ascorbic acid concentration:

A literature survey provides that ascorbic acid (AA) acts as a mild reducing agent. 174,319
As mentioned earlier that at room temperature ascorbic acid cannot reduce Ag+ to Ag0, though,
its reduction power increases at elevated temperature (at 60 0C). Contrary to that, the presence of
Au seed enhances the reducing power of AA substantially and efficiently converts all Ag+ into
Ag0 at 60 0C. We have varied the AA concentration and optimized the amount as 500 µL of 10 -1
M of AA to generate well structured Hy-Au@AgNRs. The effect of the variation of AA
concentration is shown in Figure 7.20.

Figure 7.20: The effect of the variation of AA concentration on Hy-Au@AgNR120 formation
with (A) 250 L 10-1 M of AA, (B) 500 L 10-1 M of AA (optimized condition), and (C) 1 mL
10-1 M of AA. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and chemical parameters
remain unchanged.
Effect of DTT concentration:

During Hy-Au@AgNRs preparation, we have used 20 M DTT at room temperature.
Each DTT molecule has two -SH groups attached to it. Sulfur has a strong binding affinity to
noble metals like Au, Cu, and Ag.399 Binding energy calculations by using density functional
theory (BP86, B3LYP, and CAM-B3LYP) and ab initio methods399 (MP2 and CCSD(T))
indicate that for pure metal clusters, the tendency of a metal to interact with –SH group varies in
the order of Au  Cu  Ag. In binary alloy clusters, alloying Au with Cu and Ag decreases the
attraction of Au towards –SH, while alloying Ag and Cu by Au increases the attraction of Ag and
Cu towards –SH significantly.

Figure 7.21: The effect of the variation of DTT concentration on the efficiency of HyAu@AgNR-Ass formation with the final concentration of DTT in the Hy-Au@AgNR840 solution
as (A) < 20 M, (B) > 20 M, and (C) = 20 M.
Since in our case the synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs are a case of alloying Ag by Au, we
expect a strong affinity of –SH group from DTT towards the nanorod surface. Moreover, the
dissociation energy values in their study75 for isolated metal clusters specify the more favorable

formation of binary alloy clusters (AunAgm) over pure ones. Hence the inherent stability of HyAu@AgNRs due to gold doping and increased attraction of Ag towards –SH enhances the
stability of the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR-Ass by preserving the individual NR’s morphology.
Variation of DTT concentration to control the effective assembly formation shows that a DTT
concentration less than 20 M causes less efficient assembly formation and hence a
nanostructure with less and uneven porous nature. On the contrary, DTT with a concentration
greater than 20 M causes a more aggregated structure of Hy-Au@AgNR840 and precipitates out
from the solution. The effect of the variation of DTT concentration on the efficiency of HyAu@AgNR-Ass formation is shown in Figure 7.21. Hence to achieve catalytically most active
Hy-Au@AgNR-Ass formation, optimized conditions are (i) use of 0.01 g CTAC in 45 mL of
water with controlled heating at 55-60 0C, (ii) followed by addition of 2 mL Au seed, 2 mL of
10-2 (M) AgNO3, 500 µL of 10-1 (M) of AA, and finally (iii) 100 µL of 10-2 M freshly prepared
DTT into the total volume of centrifuges Hy-Au@AgNR840.

Figure 7.22: Formation of Hy-Au@AgNR with length ~1-1.2 µm by maintaining the molar ratio
between AgNO3 and AA at 1:20 during synthesis.
At our optimized condition, we conclude that the nanorods of higher length (HyAu@AgNR840) can be prepared by applying .01 g CTAC, and maintaining the molar ratio
between AgNO3 and AA at 2:5. However, an increase in AA volume (1 mL) to maintain the ratio
at 1:5, bigger nanorods of length about 1-1.2 µm can easily be prepared as shown in Figure 7.22.
By comparing Figure 7.22 with Figure 7.2E, it is clearly visible from Figure 7.22 that we could
generate longer nanorods but their yield and stability are very poor and with time they convert
into spherical particles. Due to their rapid structural deformation (from rod to a sphere) which
results in the disappearance of surface coaxial twin boundaries, their tested catalytic activity is
not promising. As a result of these limitations, we restrict our synthesis, characterization, and
catalytic activity measurements of Hy-Au@AgNRs with length till 840 nm as described before.
Beyond the developed strain within the nanostructure and resultant DOS with respect to the
Fermi level, there are so many other factors on which their catalytic activity depends
substantially. In our previous studies, we have shown that pure gold nanostructure with {110}
facet has a strong affinity for ascorbic acid.4 In contrast, gold-silver nano-alloy with {220}
orientation shows enormous oxidizing capability for uric acid.7 Thus, chemical composition
(pure Vs alloy) of the nanocatalyst determines the adsorption efficiency and facet selectivity of
the substrate and subsequent bond-breaking and bond-forming process during a reaction.
However, to construct a universal catalyst, one has to think every aspect of catalytic properties
i.e. (a) it should be stable in a broad pH range, (b) the catalytic activity should be in the equal
order in both the organic or aqueous solvent, and (c) it should show long term stability under
ambient condition. Our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass shows its stability in a broad pH

range. The catalytic activity was checked in both the acidic and basic solution for the
electrooxidation of L-tryptophan by Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass modified GC (Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass/GC) and it was found that Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC is equally capable to oxidize Ltryptophan in both acidic and basic pH medium. The Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC is also capable
to oxidize vitamin K3 in the organic solvent (acetonitrile). Synthesized Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass
remain stable (no visible, spectroscopic, and structural change) in the ambient condition (room
temperature, in presence of oxygen, and aqueous solution) over 6 months. Hence, our main focus
that developing a TB-enriched strain-dependent universal catalyst is efficiently achieved by our
engineered Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass material. To correlate the influence of TB-induced tensile
strain and electrocatalytic activity of Hy-Au@AgNRs and the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass/GC, we need to understand the d-band model of transition metals in more details. In a dband theory, it is assumed that when an adsorbate state (ϭ) reacts with the metal d orbitals, it
forms one bonding orbital (d-ϭ) and one antibonding orbital (d-ϭ)*. If the d band center of the
metal is lower in energy, more antibonding orbital will be occupied.400 Therefore, the degree of
interaction between adsorbate state and metal d state will be reduced. However, if a d-band
center is higher in energy, then an upshift of antibonding orbital (d-ϭ)* will happen which will
increase the interaction between adsorbate state and metal d state. In the case of pure Ag or pure
Au rod, the d-band center is lower in energy. In contrast, Au-nanoseed incorporated Ag rod i.e.
in Hy-Au@AgNR840 the d-band center is upshifted towards the Fermi level as shown in Figure
7.14. Due to this upshifting of d-band, more antibonding orbital will remain vacant, which results
in more bonding interactions between the metal and the reactant which may further improve the
catalytic activity. In the case of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, as explained earlier that the density of
crystal defects is much higher than the corresponding Hy-Au@AgNR840 which will not only

increase the tensile strain further but also will move the d-band center more towards the Fermi
level. Thus the trend of electrons occupying the (d-ϭ)* state may give the following order: HyAu@AgNR840-Ass < Hy-Au@AgNR840 < Hy-Au@AgNR450 < Hy-Au@AgNR120 and hence the
Hy-Au@AgNR/Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass may show maximum catalytic activity. Our measured
ICP-OES data quantifies the actual concentration of different elements as ~10mg/L of Ag,
~1.11mg/L of S, and an infinitesimal amount of Au present in the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass that has been used as the desired catalytic material.
The expected trend of strain-dependent electrocatalytic activity was verified by recording
the electrooxidation of L-tryptophan on different catalytic materials. The I-V response in DPV
for L-tryptophan oxidation is shown in Figure 7.23B which clearly shows that the peak
potentials for both Hy-Au@AgNR840 and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass are equivalent with a slight
increment in peak current for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. This authenticates our expectation that HyAu@AgNR840-Ass/GC acts as the best catalyst with the lowest peak potential (Table 7.3) and
highest peak current compared to other catalysts (viz. Hy-Au@AgNR840/GC, HyAu@AgNR450/GC, and Hy-Au@AgNR120/GC). We have also tried our DPV experiment for
other systems like the reduction of glucose (Figure 7.23A) and oxidation of vitamin K3 (Figure
7.23C) and observed similar enhanced catalytic activity for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC system.

Figure 7.23: A is the DPV response for the reduction glucose (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M HClO4, B is
DPV response for the oxidation of L-tryptophan (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M HClO4, C is the DPV
response for the oxidation of vitamin K3 (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M LiClO4 + acetonitrile.

Table 7.3: The I-V responses in DPV for different system Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC, HyAu@AgNR840/GC, Hy-Au@AgNR450/GC, Hy-Au@AgNR120/GC.
System

Glucose

Vitamin K3

L-tryptophan

Bare GC

-0.8 V, -4.6 µA

-0.61 V, 35.06 µA

0.96 V, 11.3 µA

Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC

-0.53 V, -76.53 µA

-0.638 V, 83.64 µA

0.93 V, 31.79 µA

Hy-Au@AgNR840/GC

-0.53.5 V, -24.03 µA

-0.631 V, 68.89 µA

0.93 V, 30.80 µA

Hy-Au@AgNR450/GC

-0.54 V, -15.67 µA

-0.61 V, 66.32 µA

0.95 V, 25.10 µA

Hy-Au@AgNR120/GC

-0.55 V, -9.38 µA

-0.61 V, 59.33 µA

0.96 V, 13.0 µA

The analogous trend is also observed in chronoamperometric and impedance measurements
(Figure 7.24A, B, C & Figure 7.25A, B, C respectively) for all the above three systems.

Figure 7.24: A is the chronoamperometric response for the reduction glucose (4×10-4 M) in 0.1
M HClO4, B is the chronoamperometric response for the oxidation of L-tryptophan (4×10-4 M) in
0.1 M HClO4, C is the chronoamperometric response for the oxidation of vitamin K3 (4×10-4 M)
in 0.1 M LiClO4 + acetonitrile.
The engineered Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass has used not only an efficient catalytic material
for the electrochemical redox-based sensing of L-tryptophan, Glucose, and Vitamin K3 but also
find equal application as a pathological kit for a variety of analytes enlisted below. The
importance of all those analytes in human physiology and the significance of their accurate
estimation from the pathological sample has been elaborated in the following section.

Figure 7.25: A is the impedance response for the reduction glucose (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M HClO4,
B is impedance response for the oxidation of L-tryptophan (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M HClO4, C is the
impedance response for oxidation of vitamin K3 (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M LiClO4 + acetonitrile.
Importance of different analytes considered in the current study:
In the current study, we have considered more than 20 different analytes which include
both water-soluble & insoluble organic human metabolites and a variety of metal ions (inorganic
metabolites). Water-soluble organic metabolites include Pantothenic acid (PA), Riboflavin (Rb),
uric acid (UA), Creatinine (Ct), Xanthine (Xa), Urea (U), Ascorbic acid (AA), Cysteamine
(Cyst), Folic acid (FA), Dopamine (DA), L-tryptophan (L-Trp), Glucose (Glc), Inositol (Inos),
and Thiamine (Thia). One of the most common water-insoluble organic metabolites is Vitamin
K3 (VK3). Though there is a long list of metal ions used as inorganic human metabolites, the
most common and important metabolites include Cr3+, Co2+, Fe3+, Cu2+, Pb2+, Hg2+, and Ni2+.
Hence, we have considered a total of twenty-two different analytes to justify the universal
catalytic ability of our engineered Au-seeded Ag-nanorod-based thiol mediated strained network.

Though the biological importance of most of these metabolites is well known to us but the
driving force behind selecting them in the present study is enlisted as below:
(1) Pantothenic acid (PA): Pantothenic acid is popularly known as vitamin B5 which is a watersoluble human metabolite. Pantothenic acid is an essential human nutrient. Animals require
Panthenoic acid for synthesizing coenzyme-A (CoA) which helps in the synthesis and oxidation
of fatty acids.401 It also helps to synthesize and metabolize proteins, carbohydrates, and fats.
(2) Riboflavin (Rb): Riboflavin (vitamin B2) helps to break down protein, carbohydrates, fats to
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) for energy supply to the body.401
(3) Uric acid (UA): UA (a purine metabolic product and can act as a free radical scavenger) is
one of the major antioxidants in human serum and may cause arthritis when remains present at
higher concentration in the blood due to the deposition of UA crystals in joints like ankle, feet,
knees, and wrists.402
(4) Creatinine (Ct): Creatinine is a waste product produced by muscles from the breakdown of a
compound called creatine. Creatinine is removed from the body by the kidneys, which filter out
almost all of it from the blood and release it into the urine. By measuring the amount
of creatinine in the blood and/or urine we can find out the efficiency of the kidney.403
(5) Xanthine (Xa): Xanthine is a purine base found in human body tissues and fluids. The
decomposition of adenosine triphosphate (ATM) can also produce Xa.404 Derivatives of
Xanthine act as stimulants for the treatment of asthma and influenza. In clinical diagnosis, Xa
usually acts as a sensitive indicator for some clinical disorders such as perinatal asphyxia and
adult respiratory distress syndrome.405,406

(6) Urea (U): Renal nitrogen metabolism primarily involves urea and ammonia metabolism, and
is essential to normal health. Urea produces and excreted through the renal system as a result of
the degradation of dietary and endogenous proteins.407
(7) Ascorbic acid (AA): AA, a water-soluble antioxidant produces type I interferons, which upregulates NK cell and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte activity to prevent early viral infection. Besides,
AA has the ability to inactivate both RNA and DNA viruses and can detoxify the viral products
which cause pain and infections.408
(8) Cysteamine (Cyst): Cysteamine is an essential metabolite in the human body. 409 Cystamine,
the oxidized form of cysteamine which inhibits erythrocyte sickling in sickle cell
anemia. Cystamine in the body is reduced into cysteamine and RS-cysteamine mixed disulfide
by the thiol-disulfide exchange. This is done by the consumption of intracellular glutathione.
(9) Folic acid (FA): Folic acid is the synthetic form of folate, a water-soluble B vitamin that
takes part in several critical functions in the human body.410 The active form of folate is
tetrahydrofolic acid. It serves in one carbon reductions reactions. These reactions are involved in
the synthesis of nucleotides and amino acids. Folic acid is required for erythropoiesis, thus folic
acid deficiency leads to megaloblastic anemia. Adequate dietary intake of folic acid is critical for
DNA repair and normal cell growth.
(10) Dopamine (DA): Dopamine acts both as a hormone and neurotransmitter, and plays several
important roles in the brain and body. Dopamine plays a major role in the motivational
component of reward-motivated behavior. Individual electrocatalytic sensing of dopamine has
been performed previously.411
(11) L-tryptophan (L-Trp): L-tryptophan metabolized product serotonin causes platelet
aggregation and considered as a prognostic biomarker for dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) such

as that high level of serotonin or low level of L-tryptophan is an indicator for Dengue-2 (DENV2) infection.412
(12) Glucose (Glc): Type 2 diabetes patients are at high risk of hyperglycemia due to excess
concentration of glucose and may cause damage to the nervous system, cell organs, vessels
whereas hypoglycemia results in loss of consciousness, seizures.413
(13) Inositol (Inos): Inositol is a carbocyclic sugar that is abundant in the brain and other
mammalian tissues, mediates cell signal transduction in response to a variety of hormones,
neurotransmitters, growth factors, and participates in osmoregulation.414 It is made naturally in
humans from glucose.
(14) Thiamine: Thiamine (vitamin B1) is considered an essential metabolite for glucose
metabolism and plays a key role in muscle, heart, and brain functions.401,415
(15) Vitamin K3 (VK3): When vitamin K3 present in higher concentrations in newborns, it
produces a bile product bilirubin which causes brain damage, mental retardation, loss of appetite,
and deafness.416
(16) Cr3+: Hexavalent Cr(VI) is considered as carcinogenic as it has the capability to penetrate
the cell membrane and reacting with proteins and nucleic acids but Cr(III) cannot cross the cell
membrane and hence less toxic417 than Cr(VI).
(17) Co2+: Co helps to absorb vitamin B12 in the body and also found it useful to treat anemia and
infectious diseases.401,418
(18) Fe3+: Fe has a role in DNA synthesis, electron transport, and oxygen transport.419
(19) Cu2+: Cu is essential for maintaining the strength of skin, blood vessel, epithelial and
connective tissues.420

(20) Pb2+: Excess Pb exposure bring several unwanted disorders in human metabolism like the
disruption of the biosynthesis of hemoglobin, rise in blood pressure, etc.421
(21) Hg2+: Mercury is a highly toxic metal present in the body mostly as methyl mercury
(MeHg+) with an average half-life (t1/2) varies widely between 30-150 days in the human body.
The body burden of MeHg+ originates mainly from see-fish consumption or dental amalgam.
Though the chief toxic target of Hg2+ is the brain, other noted toxicity includes the disordering of
peripheral nerve function, renal function, immune function, endocrine, and muscle function.422
(22) Ni2+: Ni present in RNA and DNA of our body, where it functions in association with a
nucleic acid to involve in protein structure formation.423
Almost 20 odd different pathological analytes have been detected and estimated by using our
engineered material (Au@AgNR840-Ass) as a universal catalyst which has been broadly
categorized as:
(1) Trace metal ions: Different trace metal ions like Co2+, Cr3+, Cu2+, Hg2+, Ni2+, Fe3+, and Pb2+
have been detected and estimated by electrochemical reduction in 0.1 (M) HClO4 as shown in
Figure 7.26 (A-G).
(3) Water-insoluble human metabolite: Due to its insoluble nature in polar medium, vitamin
K3 has been estimated by oxidizing it in a 0.1 (M) LiClO4 + acetonitrile medium as shown in
Figure 7.26H.
(3) Water-soluble human metabolites: Different metabolites like ascorbic acid (AA),
creatinine, Dopamine (DA), thiamine, riboflavin, Pantothenic acid (PA), urea, uric acid (UA),
inositol, Xanthine, Cysteamine (Cyst), glucose, L-tryptophan, and folic acid (FA) have been
detected and estimated by oxidizing them in 0.1 (M) NaOH is as shown in Figure 7.27a and
7.27b respectively.

Figure 7.26: Electrochemical reduction of metal ions in 0.1 M HClO4 (A) Co2+, (B) Cr3+, (C)
Cu2+ (D) Hg2+, (E) Ni2+, (F) Fe3+, (G) Pb2+, (H) is for vitamin K3 oxidation in 0.1 (M) LiClO4+
acetonitrile.

Figure 7.27a: Oxidation of metabolites in 0.1 M NaOH medium: (A) AA , (B) Creatinine (C)
Dopamine (DA), (D) thiamine, (E) riboflavin, (F) Pantothenic acid (PA) (G) urea (H) uric acid
(UA), (I) inositol.

Figure 7.27b: oxidation of metabolites in 0.1 M NaOH; (A) Xanthine, (B) Cysteamine (Cyst)
(C) glucose, (D) L-tryptophan, (E) folic acid (FA).
The utility of using the above electrolytes is that they are either acidic or basic in
chemical nature. Whenever human serum is added to those electrolytes, the plasma proteins are
precipitated out but the other blood ingredients like salts (NaCl, KCl, CaCl2, etc) and metabolites
(vitamins, amino acids, etc) will stay in the solution without any modification. During
measurements of the above metal ions or metabolites, we have prepared a stock solution first.
Then the stock solution was spiked into the human serum and the plasma proteins from serum
are precipitated out. The solution was then centrifuged to remove the coagulated proteins and the
supernatant solution with all the essential analytes being diluted for electrochemical
measurements e.g., for vitamin K3 we first prepared a stock solution of 10-2 (M) in acetonitrile
medium and spiked it directly to the human serum. The coagulated proteins are then precipitated
and the resultant solution was collected by centrifuging. The resultant supernatant is then diluted
up to the nanomolar level for electrochemical measurements. The utility of I-V measurements in

human serum is that the oxidation and reduction of metabolites or trace metal ions in presence of
other ingredients of blood like Na+, K+, Ca2+, etc., can be carried while sensing of a particular
analyte without being any interference. Most of the water-soluble human metabolites show linear
fitting of ion current during their catalytic oxidation in their physiological concentration level as
shown in Figure 7.28A-7.28I. Soluble metabolites that are not following the I-C (C is the
concentration) linear fitting rather showing an exponential rise in current have been fitted by
plotting the ion current against the logarithm of concentration to show their linear sensing
behavior.

Figure 7.28: I-C linear fitting for different water-soluble human metabolites as mentioned in the
figure during their catalytic oxidation at their physiological concentration level.
Not only the soluble human metabolites but also the trace metal ions and organic soluble
vitamin K3 show similar I-C linear fittings during their reduction in their physiological
concentration level. The I-C linear fitting for trace metal ions are shown in Figure 7.29 (A-F)
and for vitamin K3 in Figure 7.29G.

Figure 7.29: Linear Calibration plot of metal ions. Just like human metabolites (Figure 7) where
we did not find any linear relation with concentration we take logarithm as shown in (C) for Cu2+
and in (G) for vitamin K3.

Besides the sensing of individual metal ions or human metabolites, we have also carried
out interference tests and simultaneous detection of the above metabolites or trace metal ions in a
single shot. Figure 7.30A-D shows the I-V sensing at the variable concentration for metabolites
Riboflavin, Uric acid (UA), Pantothenic acid (PA), and Creatinine (Ct) respectively in a mixture
of all four. Except for the specific metabolite under the investigation, the other three metabolites
act as interfering analytes where their concentration has been kept constant at 1 M.
Table 7.4: Peak Potential of different metabolites and trace metal ions in I-V responses of DPV.
System

Peak

PA

Rb

UA

Creatin

Xanthi

ine

ne

Urea

AA

Cysteamine

-0.115

-0.145

-0.17

-0.24

-0.25

-0.128

-0.29

-0.45

FA

DA

L-

Glucose

Inosito

Thiamine

Vitamin

Cr3+

Potential
(V)
System

Trypto

l

K3

phan
Peak

-0.121

-0.19

-0.135

+0.62

-0.131

-0.115

-0.63

Co2+

Fe3+

Cu2+(<

Cu2+(>1

Pb2+

Hg2+

Ni2+

10-4 M)

04 M)

+0.17

+0.083

-0.28

+0.27

+0.043

Potential(
V)
System

Peak
Potential
(V)

-0.147

+0.059

+0.044

Figure 7.30: Interference test of Riboflavin, Rb (A); Uric acid, UA (B), Pantothenic acid, PA
(C), Creatinine, Ct (D), Ascorbic acid, AA (E), Cu2+ (F), and Fe3+ (G). Cu2+ high and Cu2+ low
indicate respective potentials at high and low concentrations of Cu2+. Colour coded vertical
dotted lines in each plot (A-G) show the expected peak potential for different metabolites.
In Figure 7.30 E we have shown the I-V sensing of Ascorbic acid (AA) in presence of
dopamine (DA), Xanthine, and cysteamine (Cyst) where the concentration of all the analytes
except AA is kept constant at 1 M while the concentration of AA varies between 0.14 – 0.6
mM. Similarly, Figure 7.30 F and 7.30 G show the I-V sensing for Cu2+ and Fe3+ respectively.
For Cu2+ we have used Fe3+, Co2+, and Pb2+ as interfering salts and for Fe3+ we have used Cu2+,
Co2+, and Pb2+ as interfering salts. In both cases, interfering salt concentration is 1 M. It is to be
noted that Cu2+ has two peak potentials in their I-V curves at higher and lower concentration

range. Fingerprinting at different peak potential for individual human metabolites enables the
electrocatalytic method to detect them specifically as well as sensitively from a mixture, as
appears in plasma samples. Details about the peak potentials for each analyte under the
investigation have been enlisted in Table 7.4.
7.4. Conclusion:
Highly strained Au-seed incorporated Ag nanorods (Hy-Au@AgNRs) of variable length
were synthesized by a novel methodology. The strain within the Hy-Au@AgNRs is verified both
theoretically through ab initio simulation and experimentally from XRD broadening. Among
various Hy-Au@AgNRs, Hy-Au@AgNR840 with the longest TB over its surface offers
noticeably more strain than Hy-Au@AgNR450 and Hy-Au@AgNR120. The engineered HyAu@AgNR840 was then assembled by DTT to produce Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass with multiple
defects enriched active catalytic sites. It was found that Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass acts as a superior
nanostructure for strain-dependent universal catalysis as verified from the electrochemical
oxidation/reduction of a series of organic and inorganic human metabolites by performing their
DPV, EIS, and chronoamperometry. Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass modified GC was used as a
pathological kit that offers a linear calibration plot for all the studied human metabolites in the
physiological concentration range. Moreover, the reported electrochemical pathological kit
shows long term stability under the ambient condition in wide solvent systems as well as broadscale pH range. Besides, Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC is also able to detect simultaneously more
than one analyte at a time from the I-V responses of DPV. Thus a low cost, rapid, and nanorodbased 2D network for a non-enzymatic user-friendly pathological kit is developed for
simultaneous detection and quantification of the multiple human analytes which will surely find
potential application in error-free electrochemical sensor technology.

CHAPTER-8
Fabrication of Highly Specific DNA Based Porous Au-Ag
Nanobioconjugate as Electrode Coat for Rapid Impedimetric
Direct Sensing of DENV-2 from Infected Whole Blood
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


An efficient nanobioconjugate has been developed as electrode coating material by
hybridizing our newly synthesized porous Au-Ag nano-network (Chapter-7) with a thiol
modified DNA aptamer for the early-stage specific detection and quantification of DENV-2.



The binding affinity between the bioconjugate and different serotypes of dengue was studied
here through low cost electrochemical impedimetric spectroscopy (EIS).



This study for the first time presents highly specific and sensitive detection of the most
prevalent DENV-2 by impedimetric technique.



The key achievement of this study lies in its ability of the direct detection of DENV-2
serotype without the aid of an enzyme or antibody in dengue infected blood up to ~10 -2
PFU/mL.

Dengue virus (DENV) belongs to the virus family of Flaviviridae and is responsible for a
seasonal febrile disease in humans with potentially fatal consequences. In addition to humans,
DENV can infect mosquitoes in which the infectious virus accumulates in the salivary gland
fluid and from where it is transmitted into humans during a blood meal. It is considered to be an
endemic disease, causing approximately 22,000 deaths every year in tropical and subtropical
regions of the world.424,425 Mathematical modeling based on existing known cases projects more
than 300 million people to be at risk of developing DENV infection.426 Globally there are four
serologically distinct groups or serotypes of Dengue (DENV) designated as DENV-1, DENV-2,
DENV-3, DENV-4, however, a recent report suggests the existence of a new serotype DENV5.427 As in other members of Flaviviridae, the DENV genome consists of a single-stranded plussense RNA encoding for a single polyprotein that is cleaved by proteases (encoded by either the
host or the viral genome) at precise sites to generate structural and non-structural viral proteins.
A comparison of the polyprotein sequence from different serotypes shows a 65-70% identity in

the amino acid sequence between DENV 1-4. Each serotype is further classified into genotypes
depending on differences in the viral genome sequence.
Upon entry into human skin through a mosquito bite, DENV is known to infect resident
Dendritic cells by attaching to surface receptor molecules of the protein DC-SIGN.428
Subsequent to attachment, the virus-receptor complex is internalized by endocytosis leading to
the formation of endosomes, which are then acidified through the activity of proton pumps on
their surface.429 Endosome acidification causes drastic structural changes in the viral surface
proteins, changing their conformation and leading them to induce a fusion between the
membrane of the virus particle and that of the endosome. Subsequently, the viral genomic RNA
is released into the host cell to initiate translation of viral protein followed by replication of
genomic RNA and the formation of new virus particles.
The plus-sense and single-stranded genomic RNA can directly serve as a template for
protein synthesis by host ribosomes. The presence of a type-I cap structure at the 5 end of the
RNA performs dual functions through efficient recruitment of ribosomes in addition to
protecting the genomic RNA from cleavage by host exonucleases. Translation of the genome
produces a single polyprotein that gets cleaved into three structural proteins (Envelope or E,
precursor Membrane or prM and Capsid or C) and seven non-structural proteins (NS1, NS2A,
NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, and NS5).430 The structural proteins form part of virion particles that
are produced from the infected cell, while the non-structural proteins catalyze replication and
assembly of virions in addition to subverting the innate-antiviral response of the host cell.
Synthesis of the viral proteins takes place in close association with the endoplasmic reticulum
membrane of the host cells and both the E and prM proteins are glycosylated431. Replication of
the viral genome also takes place in replication complexes (RCs) that are produced on the ER

membrane, in which the NS5 protein catalyzes the replication of the genomic RNA with the aid
of other non-structural proteins. Mature viral particles are assembled in close association with the
RCs and these are secreted out of the host cells through the host cell trans-Golgi network (TGN)
secretory pathway. The replicated and newly formed each viral RNA then enclosed by the C
proteins and forms the nucleocapsid. Newly formed nucleocapsids are then surrounded by E and
prM proteins within the envelope of ER to form a protective outer layer and construct the
immature form of the virus. The virus in the immature form then traveled by the Golgi apparatus
towards other parts of the body where they get matured and infect the other cells432 and the cycle
continues.
The virion particles of DENV are almost spherical in shape with the diameter varying
between approximately 50 (in the mature and infectious form) to 60 nm (in the immature and
non-infectious form).433 The core of each virus is a nucleocapsid consisting of a single copy of
the viral genome encapsulated with capsid proteins (C), which is surrounded by a glycoprotein
shell made up of a lipid bilayer containing 180 copies each of an Envelope (E) and Membrane
(M) proteins.434 The E protein has three distinct domains E-I, E-II, and E-III among which E-III
is responsible for binding to the receptor. After endocytosis and endosome acidification, E-I
undergoes a structural transition and the E-II helps in the fusion of viral membrane with that of
the endosome. In an extracellular virion particle, the 180 molecules of the E protein are arranged
as 90 homodimers with the axis of bilateral symmetry being parallel to the viral surface. Upon
endosome acidification, these molecules rearrange to form 60 trimeric spikes which pose the E-II
domain to mediate membrane fusion. While the E protein is produced in its final mature form
during viral protein synthesis, the M protein is produced in an immature precursor form called
prM. Immediately after assembly inside the host cell, all virus particles contain only prM on their

surface, which is cleaved by a host protease called Furin during the release of the virus through
the secretory trans-Golgi network (TGN). However, the efficiency of this enzymatic cleavage
might vary depending on the cell type thereby producing virus particles with a varying number
of prM and M protein on their surface. The virus particles that only have prM on their surfaces
are incapable of infection.435
Signal sequences within the polyprotein translocate nonstructural NS1 and structural prM
and E proteins into the ER lumen while the C, NS3, and NS5 proteins are localized in the
cytoplasm. NS2A/B and NS4A/B remain as a transmembrane protein. With the help of ER
signalases and NS3-NS2B & NS5 nonstructural protein pairs, viral RNA replication starts
through various RNA synthesis and assembling processes.430 The replication of four different
serotypes of DENV is similar but they differ only in the specific interaction between the
structural protein on virion and the receptors on the host cell. The key factor of binding to the
cell receptors by different DENV serotypes lies in the relative arrangement of different domains
of E protein monomer. As we discussed before, each E protein monomer has three different
domains DI, DII, and DIII.436 The hydrophobic virus fusion loop peptide located at the tip of DII
is shielded by DIII which is responsible for binding to the receptor. In the current manuscript, we
have designed the aptamer according to the previously reported work,437 by selecting DIII as a
specific binding site. The aptamer has a specific DNA sequence and derived from DNA aptamer
libraries and the selection is based on best ELASA affinity ranking for DIII of a specific serotype
of DENV.
Usually, during a seasonal epidemic, a predominant number of infections have been
observed to be caused by one particular serotype. However, after a certain number of seasons,
this serotype is replaced by another. Therefore, diagnostic methods have to incorporate features

to distinguish the serotype of the virus detected. There is still no clarity about the association of
any given serotype with greater pathology438–440. Among the four different dengue serotypes,
DENV-2 shows a strong correlation with greater disease severity. It is found that DENV-2 is
most likely to cause Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever (DHF) whereas for DENV-4 infected patients
DHF is less likely to occur.441 Clinical manifestation of dengue patients signifies that DHF
occurs about 92% for secondary infections of DENV-2, which is associated with ascites and
pleural effusions.441 Due to this greater pathogenic behavior of DENV-2, we have selected it as a
specific one for electrochemical aptamer-based detection. We have prepared a nanobioconjugate
by covalently adsorbing the DENV-2 specific thiol modified aptamer on a porous Au-Ag
network. The resultant nanobioconjugate was then used as an electrode coating material in
impedimetric measurement for different concentrations of DENV-2. Since at the initial stage it is
difficult to predict the resilience of virus particles to differentiate the experimental conditions, we
have used inactivated Dengue virions generated by Psoralen mediated photo-inactivation
method.442 Details of Psoralen-mediated Deeengue virions inactivation is described below.
Inactivation of DENV-2:
Preparation of Psoralen:
Psoralen was dissolved to prepare a concentration ~0.3mg/mL as a stock solution. It is
photoreactive so the solution was covered by aluminum foil and stored in dark condition. It was
vortexed before every use.
Viral Propagation:
Dengue viruses were propagated in C6/36 cell lines, and grown in a maintenance media
(L15, medium, 10% FBS,1% Penicillin-Streptomycin) at 37°C and 5% CO2. The culture was
collected 5 days post-infection and concentrated in a centricon at 10,000rpm for 5-10mins.443

Viral Inactivation:
Firstly, we took about 10-12mL of viral supernatant and AMT, 4-aminomethyltrioxsalen,
(10g/mL) was added to it. After gentle mixing, we distributed the supernatant by 2mL in each
well in a 6 well polystyrene plates of diameter approx. 3.5cm (Corning™ Costar™). Then we
prepared a set up for UV-A photoirradiation. we have used a UV torch (UVP UVLMS-38EL
series 3UV lamp Upland CA, USA, 8-Watt 230V-50Hz, 0.16 Amps) of wavelength 365nm(UVA) with an exposure time of about 20mins. After complete inactivation, 1 mL aliquot was taken
out and kept it at -80°C for future use.
Validation of Inactivation with Immunofluorescence Assay:
We have infected the Vero cells with inoculum using a standard protocol443,444 and
incubated for 48h. Aliquots of the virus from each inactivation test time points were placed in
cell culture flasks containing Vero cell monolayers grown at 95% confluency. Flasks were
incubated at 37°C at 5% CO2 for 10days and periodically observed for cytopathic effect (CPE).
Cultures were allowed to incubate for the maximum possible time to allow any viable virus to
have a chance to replicate to detectable levels. After 10days a portion of each culture supernatant
was placed into cell culture flasks and incubated under the same conditions for 10 days and
observed for the cytopathic effect. The resulting cell monolayers were scraped and applied to the
slides. Briefly, droplets of cell suspension were applied to slides and allowed to dry at room
temperature in the biosafety cabinet (BSC). The images were viewed under a fluorescence
microscope at 10X magnifications. The primary antibody used MAB8705 (1:400) and secondary
antibody Antimouse Alexa 488 (1:500).
Maintenance of Vero Cell Line:

Vero cells are derived from normal kidney cells; because the cells are not transformed,
they have not lost their contact inhibition. The Vero cells are maintained in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and incubated at
37 °C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere.445 When these cells reach confluency, they stop growing and
start to die; therefore, it is extremely important to monitor Vero cells and to subculture them as
they form confluent monolayers. Actively growing Vero cell cultures become double
approximately every 24 hours

446

. Depending on the number of cells seeded and the flask size,

the cells usually need to be passaged for 2-3 times per week. This protocol describes the
subculturing of Vero cells in 75cm2 tissue culture flasks.
The antigenic property of the DENV-2 doesn’t alter after this method of inactivation and
therefore the affinity of nanobioconjugate towards the inactivated virions should reflect that
against ones.443 The preference of early-stage detection of DENV-2 by electrochemical
Impedimetric methods over the present ongoing methods is due to its user-friendly, costeffective, and highly specific nature.
In the absence of either a universally accepted vaccine to give support to prophylactic
measures or a therapeutic drug to suppress viral multiplication in infected patients, early
detection of DENV is key for measures that will reduce the economic and social burden of this
disease. Diagnostic methods in the acute phase for blood-borne viruses like DENV involve either
a direct detection of infectious virus or any of biomolecule derived from the virus e.g. viral
nucleic acid, viral protein secreted from infected cells into the blood, etc. Detection of infectious
virus can be done through either plaque-forming unit assay or a fluorescent-foci forming assay,
both of which are laborious, time-consuming and require skilled personnel working in dedicated,
furnished facilities. Specific detection of viral genomic RNA can be performed by extraction of

the viral RNA from plasma samples, followed by reverse-transcription and Quantitative real-time
PCR (qPCR)447. Although this method is fast compared to the former, it still requires skilled
personnel and dedicated facilities that maintain high standards of cleanliness. Human cells
infected with DENV secrete the NS1 protein into the blood which can be detected within 1-2
days after onset of symptoms. In view of this diagnostic kits presently available in the market
that detect the NS1 antigen in addition to anti-DENV Immunoglobulin-M (IgM) produced by the
host adaptive immune cells. Although a sensitive test, these kits however cannot differentiate
between the different DENV serotypes and therefore need to be complemented by qPCR
methods for that purpose.
In addition to these established methods, various techniques have been demonstrated to
have the potential for the development of diagnostic kits. These include the use of DNAzymes448,
Ribozymes449, Fluorescent in-situ hybridization or FISH447, Reverse-transcription Loopmediated isothermal amplification or RT-LAMP450,451, Carbon nanotube-based affinity
biosensor452, and dot-blot assay for NS1 antigen453. AuNPs have been employed in detection
methods too448,454–456.
Compared to several approaches stated above, the impedimetric technique is not only
cost-effective but also sensitive enough for early detection of DENV-2 up to 10-2 PFU/mL with
high specificity. The cross-reactivity of DENV-2 was also checked in the presence of other
flaviviruses of the same genus like DENV-3, DENV-1, and other bacteria like E.coli,
Staphylococcus aureus, and H. influenza. Details about the materials and synthesis have been
included in the supporting information section. To utilize the strong affinity of thiol group for
efficient binding with noble metals like Au or Ag (constituents of nanomaterials used here), we
have procured the -S-H modified aptamer and stored it at -800C before we use it.17 The aptamer

has the specific sequence (MW=22680.0) for DIII domain of DENV-2 and modified at 5 and 3
position by –SH group denoted as:
5HS_ATACGGGAGCCAACACCATGGGGACCAACTGTCCGGAGAGAGTCCTGTCGAG
GGAGAGCAGGTGTGACGGAT_SH3

Figure 8.1: A and B are the bright field and fluorescence image of the control, respectively. C
and D are the bright field and fluorescence images of the inactivated virus, respectively.
The porosity in the Au-Ag network helps to constitute an efficient covalent binding
coverage by the thiol modified aptamer. The entire (100 nmol) lyophilized form of the procured
aptamer was then dissolved in 500µL of Milli-Q® water. Though different nanobioconjugates

were prepared by mixing in several volumetric ratios of Au-Ag network and thiolated aptamer
like 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 4:1, 2:1, etc, we found that the impedimetric response was best for the 1:4
nanobioconjugate. In brief, we have taken 10µL of the Au-Ag network and 40µL of the dilute
aptamer solution, as mentioned before, was added to it and mixed properly.

Figure 8.2: A and B is the SEM and TEM image of the Au-Ag network. C is the EFTEM image
of the network. D is the HAADF image and E is EDX of Au-Ag network. F is the 3D
topographic view of the network. G is the HRTEM image and H is the IFFT image of the porous
network which shows two different orientations {111} and {110}.
The resultant nanobioconjugate (i.e. 50 µL) then further diluted to 1 mL to achieve our
stock solution for the rest of the experiments. The resultant nanobioconjugate is stored at 40C and

remains stable for months. In our study, we use Vero cells, derived from normal kidney cells, for
studying the rate of viral infectivity. Details of the maintenance of the Vero cell line is described
in the previous section. As we discussed before, throughout our study we have used psoralenmediated inactivated virion particles to avoid any accidental infection. Psoralen is a
photoreactive compound that freely permeates the phospholipid membranes and intercalates
between nucleic acids by forming a cross-link.445 Following exposure to UV-A photoirradiation,
the intercalated psoralen covalently cross-links pyrimidine residue and leading to viral
inactivation through the inhibition of genome replication. Psoralen is chosen because the
interaction of psoralen with viral nucleic acids leaves immunogenic surface epitopes intact.457
Psoralen-based viral genome inactivation is shown in Figure 8.1.
Synthesis and structural analysis of the cross-linked porous Au-Ag network has been
described in the previous chapter in detail. To confirm the reproducibility of our previous report,
the same porous Au-Ag network has been synthesized once again and their structural analysis by
TEM is performed in an FEI, Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin microscope and SEM in a Zeiss Supra 40,
Field Emission instrument. The obtained morphology of our engineered Au-Ag cross-linked
network shows a well-agreed structure with our previous study as shown in Figures 8.2A and
8.2B. We have also performed their AFM imaging in a Bruker made BioScope Catalyst
instrument over a mica plate to record the 3D topographic image of nanobioconjugate and
activated/inactivated DENV-2 virus. The activated virus was measured as ~50-60nm and
inactivated ones are larger than that in diameter which matches well with the previously reported
measurements in the literature.430 All the electrochemical experiments were performed in 0.1M
phosphate buffer where a screen-printed electrode (reference screen-printed electrode is shown
in Figure 8.3.) is used as the working electrode to detect DENV-2. In each experiment, we have

drop cast 40µL of the nanobioconjugate over the electrode and dried it for 6h (since the
nanobioconjugate is in an aqueous medium, drying is quite fast in dry RT). The same modified
electrode was then used to perform several electrochemical measurements. During impedimetric
measurements of different DENV-2 concentrations, we have applied a fixed potential of 0.8V
within the frequency range of 105 to 10-1Hz and an amplitude value of 0.01. In each measurement
of different DENV-2 concentrations the overall volume was maintained at ~10mL in an
electrochemical cell (we can use a custom-made cell with lesser volume too). The modified
screen-printed electrode was then immersed in the diluted virion solutions. The stock
concentration of the inactivated DENV-2 was ~105 PFU/mL which was serially diluted by 0.1M
phosphate buffer to get different concentrations of virus solution for our electrochemical
experiments. We have cross-checked the response of the unmodified and modified electrode in
different DENV-2 concentrations and found that the unmodified electrode is non-responsive to
the DENV-2 concentrations but the modified one shows well resolute DENV-2 concentrationdependent variation of impedance.

Figure 8.3: A panel of screen-printed electrode use for impedimetric assay.
The Au-Ag network appears to be highly porous in nature both from our TEM and SEM
studies as shown in Figures 8.2A and 8.2B. The EDX spectrum, given in Figure 8.2E, confirms
the existence of Au in trace amount and Ag in a larger proportion. The 3D topographic view of
the network is shown in Figure 8.2F. The energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) image of the Au-Ag
porous network structure is given in Figure 8.2C and it shows an excellent view of the sidewise
assembly of the nanorod. The HRTEM and IFFT image of the network is given in Figure 8.2G
and 8.2H respectively, which confirms the existence of two prominent facets {111} and {110}.

Figure 8.4: A and B are the two-dimensional and three-dimensional AFM image of the
inactivated virus, whereas C is the TEM image of single inactivated DENV-2. D and E are the
two-dimensional and three-dimensional AFM images of the infectious DENV-2 virus and F is
the TEM image of single activated DENV-2. G and H represent the two-dimensional and threedimensional AFM images of the nanobioconjugate respectively.
As discussed in the earlier section that after the psoralen treatment, the smooth wall of the
DENV-2 virus converts into a spiky surface which is confirmed by our TEM study (Figure 8.4C
and 8.4F). The same morphological transition for DENV-2 from its inactivated to activated form
is also provided by recording AFM images in two dimensions in Figure 8.4A and 8.4D
respectively whereas the corresponding 3D images are given in Figure 8.4B and 8.4E. This

proves the ability of psoralen for the transition from activated to the inactivated form of DENV2. It is already reported in the literature457 that the psoralen treatment however does not change
the immunogenetic surface epitope of DENV-2.

Figure 8.5: A and B are the Nyquist plot for DENV-2 and DENV-3 where all the virus
concentrations are in PFU/mL unit. C is the calibration plot for DENV-2. D is the crossreactivity check by impedance response in a mixture of DENV-2+ DENV-3. E is the ∆RCT of
DENV-2 in the presence of other DENV serotypes and bacteria. For all the samples we used the
concentration at 101 PFU/mL.
Hence, our aim to target the DIII of glycoprotein-E of DENV-2 will not be obstructed by
the psoralen inactivation process. In this work, we are targeting the direct detection of the dengue
virus by designing a high specificity aptamer with respect to the DIII domain of DENV-2
glycoprotein-E and adsorbed it on to the nanobioconjugate. Reasons behind selecting the

engineered porous Au-Ag network as the electrode coating material for our highly sensitive
impedimetric detection are (i) excellent covalent surface binding coverage of thiolated aptamers
on Au-Ag network offers enhanced E-protein recognition on virion particles, (ii) the broad
environmental stability (broader solvent polarity range and wider pH range of the medium) of the
Au-Ag-DTT composite nanonetwork allows us to perform our sensing and detection in any
environment, and (iii) better adsorptivity of the coating material on the electrode surface (a basic
property of the Ag/Au-thiol composite materials) enhances the durability of the assay. We have
also recorded the AFM images of the nanobioconjugate as shown in Figure 8.4G and 8.4H
represents its 2D and 3D views respectively.
Impedance measurements are performed by recording the Nyquist plot for different
concentrations of DENV-II as shown in Figure 8.5A. In a Nyquist plot, the Y-axis and X-axis
represent the imaginary and real part of the impedance. Obtained curves from the Nyquist plot
are then fitted to the Randles cell through simulation (Figure 8.6). We found that the increase in
DENV-2 concentration leads to an enhancement in RCT as a result of a larger extent of binding of
the DENV-2 with the nanobioconjugate modified electrode surface.

Figure 8.6: Randles cell used for fitting Nyquist plot. Where Rs appears due to solution
resistance, CPE is the constant phase element and RCT is the charge transfer resistance for any
kind of process happening at the electrode surface.

Due to this more binding of DENV-2 on the electrode surface which makes an insulating
layer on the electrode coating, less current flows and subsequently Rct increase. To prove the
specificity of our engineered nanobioconjugate assay, the same impedance measurement is
carried out for inactivated DENV-3, as shown in Figure 8.5B, which is a closely related serotype
(based on DIII domain of glycoprotein-E ) of DENV-2. The change in impedance is negligible in
comparison to the blank phosphate buffer which clearly signifies that there is no specific binding
(antigen-aptamer interaction) between DENV-3 and the nanobioconjugate and agrees well with
our prediction.
Fitted parameters from Randles cell (Figure 8.6) like charge transfer resistance (RCT),
constant phase element (CPE), solution resistance (Rs), etc are discussed detailed in SI section
and listed in Table 8.1. During each measurement, we have recorded the blank response i.e.
response of the modified electrode in phosphate buffer. We introduced a new physical parameter,
∆RCT, for calibration curves of DENV-2, which is obtained by subtracting RCT of blank solution
from the RCT of a particular concentration of DENV-2 solution under investigation. Hereafter we
plot ∆RCT vs log[DENV-2]([DENV-2] is the concentration of DENV-2) to get a linear
calibration plot for different virion samples with a concentration between 103 to 10-2 PFU/mL as
plotted in Figure 8.5C. The cross-reactivity is checked through impedance measurement in a
mixed solution of two closely related serotypes i.e. DENV-2 and DENV-3.
Table 8.1: Parameters obtained from the Nyquist plot for DENV-2 as shown in Figure 3A by
fitting into the Randles cell.
Conc (PFU/mL)

Rs (Ω)

RCT(k Ω)

n

Y0

Blank

200

229

.88

2.1×10-6

10-2

200

488

.92

1×10-6

10-1

200

785

.94

9.5×10-7

100

200

985

.96

9×10-7

101

200

1290

.94

9×10-7

102

200

1600

.98

9×10-7

103

200

1730

.98

9×10-7

It is observable from the impedance plot (Figure 8.5D) that with increasing DENV-2
concentration the impedance is increasing linearly and closely following Figure 8.5C though the
impedance is independent to [DENV-3] while we kept [DENV-3] constant. This signifies that
even if a host is infected by DENV-2 and DENV-3, the nanobioconjugate will respond only to
DENV-2.
We have also provided a histogram in Figure 8.5E to record the ∆RCT in presence of
different types of bacteria which remain present in the human body, like E. coli, Staphylococcus
aureus, and H. influenza along with different dengue serotypes like DENV-3, DENV-1, etc. (at
the same concentration) to estimate the broader cross-reactivity of our reported assay. This
demonstrates the specificity of our nanobioconjugate towards DENV-2 only and we found that
DENV-2 shows exclusively high impedance towards the engineered nanobioconjugate. The
obtained positive result from cross-reactivity experiments allows us to go for real sample
analysis collected from infected patients. The infected DENV-2 blood serum was collected from
Beleghata ID & BG Hospital, Kolkata, INDIA.

Figure 8.7: Nyquist plot for real sample designated as Patient1, Patient 2, and Patient 3.
The blood samples with DENV-2 infection are initially assessed through qRT-PCR
which shows a good amount of viral load. We have estimated the impedance response for 3 such
DENV-2 samples collected from 3 different DENV-2 positive patients as shown in Figure 8.7.
Recorded high impedance values, RCT, and the corresponding virus concentration from the
calibration plot for three different DENV-2 positive samples are listed in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: parameters obtained from the Nyquist plot for DENV-II infected real blood samples
drawn from 3 different patients.
Sample

Rs (Ω)

RCT (kΩ)

n

Y0

Virus concentration from calibration plot
(PFU/mL)

250

300

.86

1×10-6

NA

Patient 1 250

725

.94

1×10-6

.879

Blank

Patient 2 250

940

.96

9×10-7

7.53

Patient 3 250

1140

.96

1×10-6

45.70

Obtained results clearly show our ability to develop a user-friendly, cost-effective, rapid,
sensitive, and highly specific biosensor for DENV-2 detection in all possible physicochemical
environments. Specific and noted advantage of our developed nanobiosensor include: (i) direct
detection method nullifies the necessity of NS1 antigen test as done in ELISA method, (ii) need
not to separate viral RNA as done in qRT-PCR, (iii) quashes the requirement of expansive
enzymes as done in the enzymatic assay, and (iv) sample requirement is only 40 µL for each test.
Hence, a thiol modified DNA aptamer-based porous Au-Ag nanobioconjugated network can
easily, efficiently, and sensitively detect the DENV-2 serotype from any real sample.
In conclusion, a highly stable (in the broad physicochemical environment), nonexpansive, aptamer-based Au-Ag nanobioconjugate with porous network structure has been
developed with good adsorptivity on electrode surface for highly specific and ultrasensitive (up
to 10-2 PFU/mL) detection of DENV-2 through a non-enzymatic assay. The developed
impedimetric assay is a simple electrochemical assay which does not seek any laborious
processes like RNA isolation, gel electrophoresis, fluorescence measurement, and optical density
measurement or requires any expansive accessories like tunable electron or light sources. This is
a direct detection technique (i.e. we need not any preprocessing of the blood/swab sample) where
we recognize the specific dengue serotype through aptamer-based E-protein binding which
results a recordable change in impedance. The developed nanobioconjugate allows us to detect
DENV-2 highly specifically from the infected blood sample up to concentration as low as ~10-2
PFU/mL. In our current investigation, we used a low-cost screen-printed electrode (Cost: Rs.

100/p) as the working electrode of our electrochemical assay which reduces the cost of the
detection to a bare minimum. Undoubtedly this is the first report of user-friendly impedimetric
sensing of lethal DENV-2 which has all the potentials to replace the ELISA-based technique for
real sample analysis.

CHAPTER-9A

Future Direction
Synthesis of AgcoreAushell nanostructures and the corresponding
NPmatrix as a bifunctional catalyst for the fabrication of high
throughput alcohol fuel cells.

OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Despite being unfavorable redox reactions, we were successfully able to produce desired
AgcoreAushell nanostructures by controlling the Au3+/Au0 kinetics and using CTAB as a
surfactant.



The final NPmatrix is synthesized from AgcoreAushell nanostructures by a galvanic replacement
reaction.



As a bifunctional catalyst, the developed NPmatrix will help us to produce high current density
from alcohol fuel cells.



NPmatrix finds itself as a substitute to the Pt/C as an efficient catalyst for the future generation
of clean fuel with long term durability.



We need a substantial amount of additional study to draw the final conclusion.

9A.1 Introduction:
Due to their unique properties, porous bimetallic gold-silver (Au-Ag) nanoparticles have
received weighty attention in present days for determining the responsible factors behind the
atomic origin of their promising catalytic activity towards various redox reactions e.g. oxidation
of mono-, di-, and tri-ols458–460 (e.g., methanol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol) for fuel cell
applications, oxidation of water461 for oxygen evolution reaction (OER), reduction of water for
hydrogen evolution reaction50 (HER), oxidation of CO to CO2462, reduction of nitrogen to
ammonia and CO2 to methanol463,464, etc. In this context, a critical question arises: which one is
the decision-making factor behind the enhanced catalytic efficacy for porous Au-Ag nano-alloy
compared to other conventional materials? Several arguments have been brought up in search of
the above query which includes (i) critical surface composition (Au/Ag) of the nano-alloy,465 (ii)
structural rearrangement of the nanoporous gold during the catalytic reaction,466 (iii) presence of
a large extent of crystal defects (stepped surface, terrace, kink, dislocation, grain boundary, twin
boundary, etc on the exposed nano-alloy surface4, enhanced active surface area, suitable surface
charge and curvature-induced charge density315, efficiency in narrowing of d-band centre, large
extent of tensile strain generated for lattice mismatch due to the introduction of bigger Ag atom
in the nano-crystal made by smaller size Au atoms,7 etc. To investigate the prime factors
responsible for determining their catalytic efficacy, we have engineered several Au-Ag alloy
nanocrystals. The synthesized Au-Ag alloy nanocrystals were then used as electro-catalysts for
the oxidation of n-ols (methanol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol) and reduction of oxygen (ORR)
for fuel cell applications. In both cases, i.e., oxidation of alcohol (withdrawing electrons from the
reactant) and reduction of oxygen (ORR) (donating electrons to the reactant), the bimetallic Au-

Ag matrix (NPmatrix) is found to be catalytically most active. The enhanced catalytic activity of
NPmatrix can be explained by measuring the extent of voids or defects (both act as active catalytic
sites) formation through the Kirkendall effect (differential diffusion rate of Ag0 and Au0) during
the galvanic replacement of Ag0 by Au3+ over the nano-alloy surface. The surface chemical
micro-environment of a nano-alloy can be described as MR + NR + ligands → Mp@ligands +NP
where MR is the starting material, NR is the assisted reactant (In this case MR is Au3+ or Ag+ and
NR is ascorbic acid and the ligand is CTAB moiety). In general, the ligands give stabilization to
the nanoparticles by binding (coordinate bonds) to the ‘unsaturated metal-dangling bonds’467.
The catalytic activity of a nano-alloy is thus proportional to the density of these ‘dangling bonds’
on the nano-surface. In nanoparticles there are mainly two types of bonds, one is saturated
internal bonds and the other is the unsaturated or dangling bonds situated over the edges or
terraces. The CTAB ligands in NPmatrix constitutes coordinate bonds to the unsaturated atoms
(R4N+……….Br- is a bound ion pair and considered to be 2e- donor) and thereby give some
stability to deny aggregation in the dispersion medium. However, some of the dangling bonds
still remain ‘naked’ and creates multiple crystal defects which are considered to be chemically
active sites for oxidation (that means withdrawing electron clouds from the reactants). In our
present study, we have performed n-ols oxidation reactions e.g., the oxidation of methanol,
ethylene glycol, and glycerol which are considered as clean and silent liquid fuels with high
energy conversion efficiency. Pt is considered to be the most efficient catalyst for oxidizing
such organic molecules however the affinity of CO adsorption over the Pt surface during electrooxidation of alcohols retard the reaction kinetics.468 Our synthesized NPmatrix with high defect
enriched catalytically active sites is found to be highly chemically reactive for the oxidation of
methanol both in acidic and basic medium. To apply our NPmatrix as electrocatalytic material in a

broader aspect, we have utilized it in electro-oxidation of a di-ol (ethylene glycol) and a tri-ol
(glycerol) along with mono-ol (methanol) to show that the above-mentioned material is
catalytically active for the oxidation of long-chain and higher molecular weight alcohols too.
Besides alcohol oxidation, oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is a crucial cathodic process in
alcohol fuel cells. The sluggish electron transfer kinetics in ORR needs efficient electro-catalysts
to accelerate the process. Pt-based nano-alloys have been widely used as a catalyst to assist the
four-electron reduction of oxygen to water. However, due to their high-cost, less tolerance, and
low durability, Pt-based nano-alloy are substituted nowadays by transition metal nitrides,
chalcogenides, oxides,469 etc. We have engineered the Au-Ag matrix (NPmatrix) with low-cost and
having the ability of long term catalytic performance, whose stability has been checked through
several cycling during ORR.

9A.2 Material Synthesis:

9A.2.1 Synthesis of Au Nanoseed:
In a typical synthesis, 500µL of 10-2M HAuCl4.3H2O was added in 20 mL of MiliQ (18
MΩ cm) water under constant stirring (150 rpm) followed by the addition of 200 µL of 2.5×10-2
M of TSC. The solution was kept under stirring at room temperature for an additional 30 s. To
this solution, 60µL of 10-1M NaBH4 (ice cold) was added dropwise. The solution turns brownish
immediately which we kept in dark for an additional 2 hr in an open mouth condition to facilitate
the release of evolved hydrogen until the color turns to wine red.
9A.2.2 Synthesis of Au-Ag Nano-alloy:
Au-Ag nano-alloy with different morphology was synthesized by varying the CTAC
concentration and temperature. In a typical synthetic procedure, 45mL of MiliQ water was taken

in a 100 mL 3-neck round-bottomed flask fitted with condenser under a continuous flow of tap
water where the flask is kept in a water bath at 850C. To this solution, 0.01g CTAC was added
and kept for further 5 minutes under constant stirring (400 rpm) to make it dissolved completely.
Once the CTAC becomes soluble, 2mL of as-prepared Au nanoseed was added to it followed by
the addition of 2 mL of 10-2 M AgNO3 and 500 L of 10-1 M of AA. The solution was kept at 85
0

C and 400 rpm for an additional 4 h. The whole solution turns into a yellowish-green color,

which we cooled to room temperature before centrifuged it at 6000 rpm for 1 h at 300C. After
centrifugation, the precipitated oval-shaped Au-Ag nano-alloy (~50 nm in length) was collected
from the centrifuge tube and the final volume was adjusted to 500 µL by adding an appropriate
amount of MiliQ water. The concentrated Au-Ag nano-alloy was then stored at 40-80C 4 0C
which remains stable for months as we checked it’s stability by verifying its plasmonic nature
(UV-vis-NIR), TEM, HRTEM, and XPS spectra. The morphology of different Au-Ag nano-alloy
was controlled by varying the surfactant concentration and the temperature during synthesis. We
have checked the catalytic activity of each Au-Ag nano-alloy towards electrochemical oxidation
of methanol and found that the oval-shaped Au-Ag nano-alloy synthesized at 85 0C (by applying
.01g CTAC), as stated above, is the most effective one. Further, we have modified its
morphology to the AgcoreAushell structure for increasing its catalytic efficiency towards the
electrochemical oxidation of methanol. The modification is discussed below.
9A.2.3 Synthesis of AgcoreAushell structure by Template Method:
The oval-shaped Au-Ag nanoalloy (~50 nm in length) prepared in the previous step was
dispersed in 15 mL of MiliQ water and the resultant solution is then used as a template for the
next step. In this step, 0.05 g of CTAB was dissolved in 45 mL of MiliQ water at 30 0C. The
diluted CTAB solution was then kept under constant stirring at 200 rpm. To this solution, 2mL of

10-2 M HAuCl4,3H2O was added followed by the addition of 300 µL of 10-2 M of AgNO3. The
above mixture was kept under the same constant stirring for an additional 45 s. The solution
turns reddish-yellow. To this solution, 320 µL of AA was added drop-by-drop and once the
reddish-yellow color turns to colorless. We have added different volumes of the template
solution (100 µL, 1 mL, and 3mL) to this colorless solution. The whole solution was stirred for
another 1 minute before we kept it for overnight (12 h) in dark (closed mouth condition) at 30 0C.
After 12 h, the solution was centrifuged at 2000 rpm at 30 0C for 2 h. Precipitated core-shell
structures were then collected and stored at room temperature. Our catalytic study shows that the
core-shell structure engineered by using 3 mL of the template solution (AgcoreAushell) is
catalytically the most active one among all and used further to synthesize the void enriched AuAg (NPmatrix) matrix.
9A.2.4 Synthesis of void Enriched Au-Ag Matrix (NPmatrix) by Galvanic Replacement
Method:
The centrifuged AgcoreAushell structures obtained in the previous step was redispersed into
50 mL of water and stirred for 5 minutes at 200 rpm by keeping the temperature constant at 30
0

C. To this solution, 2 mL of 10-2 M HAuCl4.3H2O was added at a time and stirred for an

additional 10 minutes and after which the reaction mixture was kept undisturbed for 12 h in dark.
The as-synthesized Au-Ag NPmatrix was then concentrated by centrifuging the solution at 2000
rpm at 30 0C. The final precipitate is then diluted to 500 µL by MiliQ water and used for all the
catalytic experiments.
9A.3 Results & Discussion:
As the reduction potential of Ag+/Ag0 (0.79 V) is much lower than that of Au3+/Au0 (1.51
V),7 the formation of AgcoreAushell structure is quite difficult as the galvanic reaction may leach

out the Ag-core by transforming insoluble Ag0 into Ag+. Despite that, we were successfully able
to produce the desired AgcoreAushell structure, by controlling the Au3+/Au0 kinetics and using
CTAB as a surfactant. The synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructures as a function of the template
(oval-shaped particles as synthesized in the 2nd step of the synthesis) volume (100 µL to 2 mL)
are depicted below in Figure 9A.1.

Figure 9A.1: The synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructures as a function of the template volume.
(A) 100 L, (B) , (C) , and (D) 2 mL.

Figure 9A.2: Fabrication of NPmatrix from AgcoreAushell, and their elemental mapping.
As we increase the volume of the template while keeping the surfactant concentration
constant (0.05gm in 45mL of water), the size of the engineered AgcoreAushell reduced gradually
while the Addition of Au3+ which induces the galvanic replacement from AgcoreAushell
nanostructures to generate the desired highly void enriched Au-Ag Matrix (NPmatrix) is shown in
Figure 9A.2. Generated NPmatrix is found to be extremely effective for alcohol oxidation and
ORR.

Figure 9A.3: Comparison of electrocatalytic activity of NPmatrix structure with AgcoreAushell and
bare GC for the oxidation of methanol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol and reduction of oxygen.
The concentration of methanol is fixed at 2M whereas for both ethylene glycol and glycerol is
fixed at 3M.
We have tested the catalytic activity of the desired NPmatrix as mentioned earlier through
cyclic voltammetry and linear sweep voltammetry for the oxidation of methanol, ethylene glycol,
and glycerol and reduction of oxygen and compared their catalytic activity with bare GC and
AgcoreAushell as shown in Figure 9A.3.

9A.3 Conclusion:
From the preliminary electrocatalysis results, we want to explore the alcohol fuel cell in
more detail both from the experimental and theoretical points of view. As a bifunctional catalyst,
the developed NPmatrix will help us to produce high current density from alcohol fuel cells. Thus a
substitute of Pt/C can be developed for the future generation of clean fuel with long term
durability.

CHAPTER-9B

Future Direction
Fabrication of AgcoreAushell nanostructure-based
nanobioconjugate as an anti-dengue assay.

OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion



Fabrication of PVP-coated AgcoreAushell nanostructures



Fabrication of DENV-2 tagged PVP-coated AgcoreAushell nanostructure as the desired
nanobioconjugate for sensitive detection of DENV-2 and therapeutic study.



Currently, we are performing an antiviral assay of DENV-2 in the Vero cell line and
planning to apply in an animal model in due course by using this nanobioconjugate.



We need an extensive further study for more information and to reach into a conclusion
about their applicability as a successful anti-dengue assay.

Besides applying our newly synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructures in alcohol fuel cells, we are
planning to use the same core-shell nanomaterials (as described in Chapter-9A) to design a
selective and sensitive antiviral assay within zero toxic levels for highly pandemic Dengue virus.
The antiviral activity of Ag nanoparticle is well known in the literature, e.g. Ag
nanoparticle/Chitosan composite is found to be highly active against H1N1 influenza A virus
infection,470 commercially available PVP capped Ag nanoparticle is found to be effective for
anti-HIV activity by binding to gp120 which prevents CD4 dependent virion binding, fusion, and
infectivity,471 electrochemically synthesized Ag nanoparticle is found to be effective against
poliovirus,472 etc. Despite their high antiviral activity, Ag nanoparticles have limitations in nanovaccine industry due to their remarkable cyto- and geno-toxicity and difficulty in cellular
uptake.473 Besides, nanoparticle size is a dominant factor for successful exo- and ento-cytosis
processes in a cellular mechanism, e.g. a 50 nm diameter of nanoparticle is optimized for cellular
uptake in nonphagocytic cells.474 In this regard, we have synthesized a bimetallic Au-Ag
nanoalloy with a diameter of < 50 nm and found to be zero toxic at viral doses. The use of Au
coating over the Agcore (in an AgcoreAushell nanostructure) reduces the toxicity of the synthesized
nanoalloy by preventing the release of Ag+ into the cellular media. AgcoreAushell nanostructures
are further modified by treating them with 0.1% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) to make them more
favorable for medical purposes. The toxicity was checked in HCT-116, RAW, HeLa, and HePG2
cell lines by MTT assay. The concentration of Ag in our synthesized PVP-capped AgcoreAushell
nanostructure was measured by ICP-OES technique. Variation of cell viability as a function of
AgcoreAushell nanoparticle and hence Ag concentration is shown in Figure 9B.1 for HCT-116 cell
line.
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Figure 9B.1: Variation of cell viability as a function of available Ag concentration from the
synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructure.
Further, the synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructure was treated with DENV-2 specific thiol
modified aptamer (as mentioned in Chapter in 8) for highly sensitive DENV-2 detection as well
as therapeutic application. A stepwise schematic presentation from the synthesis of AgcoreAushell
nanostructure to bioconjugate preparation is depicted in Scheme 9B.1.

Scheme 9B.1: A stepwise schematic presentation from the synthesis of AgcoreAushell
nanostructure to bioconjugate preparation. The inserted AFM image shows how the aptamer is
wrapped around the nanoparticle.

With this specific bioconjugate, we are now performing an antiviral assay of DENV-2 in the
Vero cell line and planning to apply in an animal model in due course.

Thesis Abstract

The present thesis is an in-depth study of crystal growth and design of plasmonic Au, Ag, and
Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles along with the observation and role of crystal irregularities like grain
boundary, twin boundary, stacking faults, dislocation, etc, within the nanocrystal. The low
coordinated crystal defects have been thoroughly studied through high-resolution Transmission
Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) to find out the active centers of catalysis. The defect enriched
nanostructures were then used for electrocatalytic sensing for different human metabolites and
trace metal ions through the implication of Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) and
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). In Chapter 1 we have discussed the origin of
different crystal defects in various nanoparticles and their application in technology, pathology,
theranostics, whereas Chapter 2 comprises the detailed instrumentation techniques. In Chapter
3, we have highlighted the synthesis of different sized and shaped bud to blossom gold
nanoflowers and their application in the sensing of Vitamin C. Experimental studies have been
supported by theoretical ab initio simulation. In Chapter 4, we have provided the synthetic
protocol of bimetallic Au-Ag nano prisms with the various extent of porosity at the center of
gravity, and their tensile strain-dependent catalytic activity for uric acid oxidation. Chapter 5
highlights the As3+ sensing through colorimetric and spectrometric approaches by studying the
morphological transition of Ag nano prisms upon interaction with As3+. Chapter 6 provides
grain boundary dependent hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) study through electrochemical
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of different Au nanostructures. In Chapter 7, we describe the
synthesis of porous 2D bimetallic Au-Ag nanoalloy and their application for electrocatalytic
sensing of a series of human metabolites and trace metal ions. Chapter 8 implements the idea of
DNA-aptamer-based direct sensing of the DENV-2 virus in real samples through EIS
approaches. In Chapter 9, we have given our future directions to use Au-Ag nano-alloy for
alcohol fuel cell and antiviral assay.
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CHAPTER-1

Introduction
Nanoparticles are a collection of atoms or molecules (by considering a gold atom of
radius 0.15 nm, at least 300, 3105, and 3108 Au atoms are there in a spherical gold
nanoparticle of radius 1, 10, and 100 nm respectively1) within a regime of 1-100 nm if they are
dispersed in gaseous, liquid or solid media. Nanoparticles having intermediate sizes between
bulk and single atom shows different behavior in optical, electronic, magnetic, and catalytic
properties from their counterparts.1 This discrepancy in physiochemical properties is due to the
(i) high surface to volume ratio (S/V),2 (ii) ordered arrangement of electric and magnetic dipoles
or multipoles,3 (iii) appearance of low coordinated crystal defects like grain boundary, twin
boundary, stacking fault, dislocation,4 etc, to rearrange the bandgap, (iv) quantum size effect,5
and (iv) electrodynamic interactions.6 Out of several nanomaterials, noble metal nanoparticles
have got catchy attention in the recent times and find enormous applications in various fields
which include photo- and elctro-catalysis, pathological sensing, and theranostics4,7 This
increased attention towards plasmonic noble metal nanoparticles and noble metal nano-alloy like
gold-silver (Au-Ag) is due to their greater resistance to corrosion and oxidation in air, enhanced
catalytic activity, larger stability, and our ability to make them tailored porous and layered
structure.8 The plasmonic nanomaterials and nanoalloys can be prepared by various
methodologies like electrochemical methods,9 hydrothermal methods,10 sonochemical methods,11
etc. Out of the various methodologies, hydrothermal synthetic methodology has got the key
attention in past decades due to its ease friendly approach e.g. (i) during a surfactant controlled
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synthesis by CTAB, CTAC, and SDS, the size and shape of the nanomaterials can be altered
simply by varying the surfactant concentration12 whereas in a seed mediated synthesis the size
and shape13 can be changed by varying the amount of seed, (ii) The standard reduction potential
of Au3+ and Ag+ are +1.5 V and +0.8 V, so they can easily be reduced to Au0 or Ag0 by using
common mild reducing agents like AA, hydroquinone, hydrogen peroxide,7 etc, (iii) The
plasmonic gold (Au), silver (Ag) or gold-silver (Au-Ag) nanomaterials prepared by chemical
synthesis can easily be separated by fractional centrifugation,14 (iv) Due to the close lattice
parameters of Au and Ag, the Au-Ag nano-alloy of different morphology can be prepared by coprecipitation method without applying any external mechanical force like pressure, temperature,
magnetic field, etc7 and (v) The nanomaterials or nanoalloys with programmable defect
enrichment can be prepared by wet chemical synthesis by monitoring their growth mechanism
through direct imaging techniques like in-situ TEM.15 Without elaborating on all aspects, the
present discussion will be highlighting mainly the origin of outstanding catalytic properties of
homogeneous (Au or Ag) or heterogeneous (Au-Ag) nanoparticles. Based on their enhanced
catalytic property, I will discuss their multidirectional applications as (a) biosensor for
metabolites, virus, bacteria, etc, (b) electrocatalyst for fuel cell application in oxidation of
methanol , ethanol, reduction of CO2, O2, etc, and (c) as an antiviral or antibacterial agent to
prevent the infectious diseases caused by virus and bacteria in mammalian kingdom. In search of
their outstanding catalytic activity, we have studied their crystal growth and resultant crystal
patterns by high-resolution microscopy (TEM, SEM, and AFM) and atomic-scale spectroscopy
(XRD, XPS, and ICP-OES) to correlate different crystal irregularities in nanocrystals with their
catalytic activity for several redox reactions and are discussed in details in the following
sections. Based on the dimensionality, crystal defects can be categorized into four different
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groups and these are: (i) Zero-dimensional point defects (e.g. vacancy, doping, interstitial,
substitutional, etc), (ii) One dimensional line defects (e.g. edge dislocation, screw dislocation,
etc), (iii) two-dimensional planer defects (e.g. grain boundary, tilt boundary, twin boundary,
microcracks, etc), and (iv) three-dimensional volume defects (e.g. void, pore, crack, inclusion,
precipitation, etc). Throughout this thesis, these different crystals defects and their contributions
will be elaborated.
1.1 Zero-dimensional point defects: Point defects are a type of defects where an atom is
missing or extra plane (crystal) constituting atoms or impurity atoms are added to the normal
crystal array. There are three major types of point defects: Vacancies, Interstitials, and
Impurities16. They may be built-in with the original crystal growth or activated by heat. They
may also be the result of radiation, electric current, etc.
1.1.a Vacancies: A Vacancy is the absence of an atom from a site normally occupied in the
lattice.

Figure 1.1a: Point defect originating from vacancies. Here the red and blue color circles show
the normal lattice points and the empty space shows the position of the vacancy point defect.

1.1.b Interstitials: An Interstitial defect occurs when an atom takes the interstitial position (nonlattice site) of the lattice structure. There needs to be enough room to keep an atom in a non-
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lattice site to create this type of defect. Hence, this type of defect occurs in open covalent
structures or metallic structures with large atoms.
An interstitial may be a foreign atom or an off-lattice regular atom as shown below:

Figure 1.1b(i): Interstitial point defect created by foreign atom(s). Here the red and blue color
(contain one off-lattice regular atom as an interstitial point) circles show the normal lattice points
whereas the green circle indicates the foreign atom.

An interstitial defect may form by moving an atom from a lattice point to an off-lattice
site and thereby creating a vacancy at the lattice point.

Figure 1.1b(ii): Interstitial point defect created by moving an atom from a lattice point to an offlattice site. Here the red and blue color circles show the normal lattice points.
4

1.1.c Impurities: An Impurity is the substitution of a regular lattice atom with an atom that does
not normally occupy that site. The atom may come from within the crystal (e.g. a Chlorine atom
on a Sodium site in a NaCl crystal) or from the addition of impurities. This is also known as the
Substitutional Defect. A foreign atom, or a regular atom out of place, is also defined as an
impurity.

Figure 1.1c: (Left) Impurity atom comes from within the crystal (in a NaCl crystal, the impurity
Cl atom is shown by the red dotted circle), and (Right) Impurity comes from an additional atom
(shown by the yellow circle with a different radius) out of the crystal.
1.1d Schottky defect and Frenkel defect: Another two prominent defects are Schottky defect
and Frenkel defect. The Schottky defect is a type of Point Defect that occurs in ionic crystals.
The Schottky defect occurs when oppositely charged atoms (cation and anion) leave their
corresponding lattice sites and create a pair of Vacancy Defects. Frenkel defect also occurs in
ionic solids. It occurs when an ion jumps from a normal lattice point to an interstitial site, leaving
behind a vacancy (vacancy + interstitial)17. Usually, this type of defect is observed in ionic
solids, where the size of the anion is substantially larger than the size of the cation. Some of the
examples of Frenkel defect are AgBr, ZnS, AgCl, and AgI.
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The concentration of point defects in a crystal is typically between 0.1% and 1% of the atomic
sites, however, extremely pure materials can now be grown. The concentrations and movement
of point defects in a solid are very important in controlling their color and deformation.

1.2 One dimensional line defects: One-dimensional defects are also called as dislocations. They
are abrupt changes in the regular ordering of atoms along a line, known as dislocation line, in a
solid. They occur in high densities and strongly influence the mechanical properties of materials.
There are two basic types of dislocation and they are:

Figure 1.2a: Schematic representation of the edge dislocation

1.2.a Edge dislocation: An Edge dislocation in a Metal may be regarded as the insertion (or
removal) of an extra half-plane of atoms in the crystal structure18.
The regions surrounding the dislocation line are made of essentially perfect crystal as shown in
the above figure. The only severe disruption to the crystal structure occurs along the dislocation
line (perpendicular to the crystal plane, here the page). Note that, perpendicular to the crystal
plane, the line may step up or down. These steps are known as jogs.19
1.2.b Screw dislocation: Screw dislocation in the lattice structure of a crystal is a type of line
dislocations in which the atoms are arranged in a helical pattern that is normal to the direction
of the stress20. Any type of dislocations either screw or edge is assigned by the burger vector
→
( ). In short, the burger vector is a measure of the lattice distortion due to dislocation line.
𝑏
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Figure 1.2b: Schematic representation of edge dislocation and screw dislocation
To quantify the burger vector one has to draw a circuit by connecting the lattice sites in a
crystal e.g. A circuit is made around a dislocation line by clockwise direction such that each site
of the lattice is connected to be fully coordinated, as shown in figure 1.2c, then it is transferred to
a perfect lattice(figure 1.2c) where dislocation line is absent. The circuit will fail to close with its
starting point in dislocation free lattice and the connecting line between endpoint & starting point
of the circuit is called burger vector. The type of dislocations is assigned by burger vector i.e. in
edge dislocation the burger vector lies in perpendicular to the dislocation line whereas in screw
dislocation the burger vector lies parallel to the dislocation line. In fcc (Au, Ag, Au-Ag, Pt, Pd,
etc) or bcc (Fe, Mo, W etc) crystal the burger vector is denoted by b = a/2<hkl> whereas in a
cubic crystal it is denoted by b = a<hkl>.
Besides, mentioning the direction of the dislocation line, the burger vector also signifies the
direction of deformation or the slip plane in a lattice. In any type of crystal, there exist mainly
two types of deformation named as, elastic deformation (in which a lattice get can back to its
previous stage after feeling stress) and plastic deformation (where a lattice gets permanently
distorted that is either tensed or compressed and can‘t get back to its previous stage). The plastic
deformation in a lattice occurs through the slip plane, where the dislocation line can move very
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easily e.g. in an fcc type of crystal 12 slip system exists whereas in bcc crystal 48 slip system can
occur. Thereby, the elasticity and plasticity of a dislocation enriched crystal lattice are
determined by the burger vectors which can be monitored through HRTEM, field ion
microscopy, atom probe techniques, and chemical etching.

Figure: 1.2c: (Left) A dislocation enriched lattice where the starting point A and the endpoint E
meets at a point to completes the circuit, (Right) A perfect lattice where A and E do not meet
and the vector AE is defined as the burger vector.

1.3 Two-dimensional planer defects: A Planar Defect is a discontinuity of the perfect crystal
structure across a plane. Planer defect can be of several different types which include (i) grain
boundary, (ii) twin boundary, and (iii) stacking fault.
1.3a Grain Boundary:
A grain boundary (GB) is the interface between the two differently oriented crystals in a
polycrystalline material.21,22 Depending upon the angle between the interfaces of two different
crystals they are designated either low (<50) or high angle GB (>50). The smaller angle GB is
8

accounted for lower in energy than higher angle GB. Besides, angle-dependent difference GB
can also be divided by the axis of rotation as a tilt boundary (where rotation axis is parallel to the
boundary plane) and twist boundary (where the rotation axis is perpendicular to the boundary
plane). Irrespective of the type, a GB on the lattice surface contains multiple reduced coordinated
active sites and it retards the motion of a dislocation line, which accumulates near the GB.
Thereby, a GB enriched crystal is considered to be highly strained than GB free crystal.

Figure1.3a: Schematic Presentation of GB over a crystal lattice.
1.3b Twin Boundary:
When two separate crystals share their plane in a symmetrical way i.e. one half of the
plane becomes the mirror image of the other, they called a twin boundary (TB).23,24 There are
mainly two types of twinning crystal named as transformation twins and deformation twins.
Transformation twins sometimes designated as annealing twins and appear in fcc crystal during
the cooling process. In short, when a metal is heated and leave for cooling suddenly, it can‘t get
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back to its previous stage and twins are form over the crystal to get a stable structure.
Deformation twin is another type of twin that appears due to shear stress on it and most prevalent
in bcc and hcp type of crystal. A schematic presentation of the twin boundary that appears in an
fcc lattice is shown below in Figure 1.3b. In an fcc lattice, the atomic rearrangement can be
presented as ABCABCABC....twin boundary appears when one plane is shared symmetrically
which can be represented as ABCABCBACBA. The plane C is the TB. Due to the non-planner
nature, the atoms situated on the TB are unsaturated in coordination number and considered to be
highly active than nontwinned atomic aites.

Figure 1.3b: Schematic presentation of a twin boundary over an fcc lattice.
1.3c Stacking Fault:
Stacking fault (SF) is a 2D effect that appears in fcc or hcp mainly.25 SF can be of two
types designated as intrinsic SF when a regular row of atoms is absent in a lattice or extrinsic SF
when an extra row of atoms appear in a lattice e.g. in an fcc lattice, as we stated previously, the
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stacking sequence is presented by ABCABCABC.... if one of the stacking is absent as shown in
figure 1.3c, it will be an intrinsic stacking or if an extra stacking is present it will be termed as
extrinsic stacking.

Figure 1.3c: Schematic Presentation of intrinsic and extrinsic SF in fcc lattice.

1.4 3D Defects:
3D defects are sometimes termed as volume defects26 and cause overall changing in
volume by creating voids (a small region within the crystal where a set of atoms are missing e.g.
during the reaction of Ag nanoparticle with Au3+, galvanic replacement occur and the Kirkendall
voids15 are formed), inclusion27 (a 3D defect when other phases trapped within the base material
e.g. carbides in steels), cracks28 (that appears due to the bond breaking or bond-forming within
the crystal) etc.
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A schematic presentation of the void defect is shown below in Figure 1.4.

Figure1.4: An fcc lattice with the regular arrangement and void enriched arrangement.
1.5 Application of noble metal nanocatalyst in Pathological Industry
1.5a. Sensing of Metabolites
In the modern age of the clinical industry, we need rapid and accurate biochemical
techniques to detect human metabolites like vitamin C, uric acid, vitamin K, Vitamin B, amino
acids, glucose, etc. Most of the present methods to detect metabolites are based on the enzymatic
assay. Application of enzyme as a catalytic biosensor is long known in the literature29 but due to
their possible denaturation and digestion in abnormal conditions (higher temperature, variable
pH, non-aqueous environment, etc), high costs in preparation and purification, the requirement of
expertise to handle enzyme-based assays, and lack of large scale production, the fabrication of
enzymatic catalytic platform for daily use in industrial-scale is not become feasible till now.30,31
In comparison to catalytic enzyme biosensors32, electrochemical methods like DPV, EIS,
Chronoamperometry can produce accurate results within the physiological concentration level
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with an appropriate non-enzymatic electrode material. In this regard, noble metal nanoalloy is
accounted for its well known catalytic property to oxidize or reduce metabolites by producing
their characteristic I-V curve in physiological concentration limit. Hence for nonenzymatic, costeffective, and time-saving techniques, electrochemical methods find promising applications in
the pathological industry by using Au-Ag nanoalloy as an active electrode material. An
additional benefit of electrochemical methods is its ability to detect more than one metabolite at
a time. In a study by Su et al. the simultaneous detection of AA, DA, UA, and NO 2- was done
through DPV by modifying the working electrode with graphene nanoribbons.33 In one of our
studies, we have used our synthesized bud to blossom shaped gold nanoflowers with multifaceted orientations like {111}, {110}, etc as the electrode material for the oxidation of AA. We
could not only easily achieve the detection limit of AA up to the nanomolar (nM) range but also
were able to detect DA, UA, and glucose simultaneously.4 In our next study, we planned to
explore the role of zone-specific crystallization and porosity directed crystal strain to control the
catalytic oxidation of Uric Acid (UA) on Au-Ag nanoalloy material. In our last study in the
direction of human metabolites sensing, we target to develop a universal nanoscale catalytic
platform with enhanced catalytic activity governed by the inherent crystal defects and grain
boundaries34 within the nanomaterials, catalytic hotspots at the cross junctions,35 durability due
to efficient surface passivation,36 excellent stability over a pH and solvent range,37,38 and low
cost of fabrication. The catalytic activity of the designed material has been tested for a series of
water-soluble metabolites, like AA, UA, DA, Pantothenic acid (PA), urea, uric acid (UA), etc in
0.1 (M) NaOH and water-insoluble metabolites, like vitamin E, vitamin K3, serotonin, etc. in 0.1
(M) LiClO4 + acetonitrile medium. The utility of using the above electrolytes is that they are
either acidic or basic in chemical nature. Whenever human serum is added to those electrolytes,
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the plasma proteins are precipitated out but the other blood ingredients like salts (NaCl, KCl,
CaCl2, etc) and metabolites (vitamins, amino acids, etc) will stay in the solution without any
modification. Besides the protein precipitation, the other benefit of using a wide range of PH is to
record maximum current during the electrochemical study at an appropriate pH.

Figure 1.5a(i): (A) DPV response for AuNP@MoS2 modified GCE for AA (1mM to 70mM),
DA (0.01µM to 7µM), UA (.01mM to 12mM). (B-D) Corresponding linear calibration plots for
AA, DA, UA with Peak current vs concentration in DPV response.39
In a study by Farida et al.40, it was found that the peak potential is shifted towards a more
negative side with increasing pH for electrochemical oxidation of AA along with enhancement
of peak current which signifies faster oxidation in a basic medium for AA than in acidic medium.
Thereby Au-Ag nanocatalyst having the capacity to work in a wide range of pH and different
solvents can be considered as an appropriate biosensor for human metabolites. Out of the several
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electrochemical methods stated earlier like CV, DPV, EIS, Chronoamperometry, etc, the DPV
method is used the most for simultaneous detection of more than one metabolite at a time
because of producing sharp and characteristic peak potential and peak current for individual
metabolites.

Figure 1.5a(ii): DPV responses of individual analytes in physiological concentration limit in
presence of other analytes. (a) AA (5-250µM), (b) DA (0.3-15µM), (c) UA (0.5-100µM), (d)
GUA (7-1000µM), (e) ADE (0.1-40µM). In figure (f) linear calibration plot of each analyte has
been shown.41
In a study by Sun et al.39 has performed simultaneous detection of AA, UA, and DA by
using AuNP@MoS2 as the electrode material in DPV response with a significant peak potential
separation between AA and DA as 151 mV, AA and UA as 288 mV, and UA and DA as 137
mV. They were able to perform the simultaneous detection of the above metabolites in
physiological concentration limit and have got a linear calibration plot which was subsequently
used for real sample analysis. In another study, Gao et al. have detected AA, DA, UA, guanine
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(GUA), and adenine (ADE) simultaneously by electrochemical deposition of Au nanoparticle on
horizontally graphene-modified tantalum wire.41. Thus Au and Ag nanoparticle or Au-Ag alloy
nanoparticle modified electrodes can potentially be used as biosensors for human metabolite
detection with high accuracy and cost-effectively.

1.5b. Sensing of Trace Metal Ions:
Besides molecular metabolites sensing, the detection of trace metal ion metabolites via
electrochemical approaches can also be performed. Xu et al. has synthesized Au nanoparticle by
a laser ablation method and deposited onto a glassy carbon (GC) electrode to make a AuNP/GC
composite. The AuNP/GC is then used to detect Cd2+, Pb2+, Cu2+, and Hg2+ simultaneously by
using differential pulse anodic stripping voltammetric (DPASV) technique. 42
With the open-end ongoing pollution from industrial wastages, heavy metal contamination is
growing up in daily foods (including vegetables, grains, fish, and meat) and drinking water at an
alarming rate. Excess of metal ion concentration, compared to a normal physiological condition,
in the human body may cause danger e.g. excess Cu2+ concentration in blood may damage the
liver, high level of Pb2+ may cause neurological damage. etc. Thereby a rapid detection of these
heavy metal ions is necessary from a pathological point of view. The ongoing noted methods of
accurate metal ion detections include AAS, AFS, ICP-OES, ICP-MS, etc. But all the methods are
time-consuming and complex due to their lengthy instrumentation analysis procedure and also
expansive to find difficulty in common use.
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Figure 1.5b(i): (A) DPASV response for AuNP/GC electrode for simultaneous detection of
Cd2+, Pb2+, Cu2+, Hg2+ at a time over a concentration range of 0.1-1.4µM, (B) Linear calibration
plot for Cd2+, Pb2+, Cu2+, Hg2+ from figure 1.5bi (A)42, (C) A comparison of anodic stripping
voltammetry of 0.5 µM Hg2+ and 0.5 µM Cu2+ and a mixture of both.43
In contrast, electrochemical techniques are less expensive and easy-to-handle but have
advanced adequately to a level by which we can use them for rapid quantitative measurements
too. In a recent report, Ting et al. have shown that graphene quantum dot (GQD) functionalized
Au nanoparticle was used for low-level detection of Hg2+ (0.02 nM) and Cu2+ (0.05 nM).43 They
were also able to perform simultaneous detection of Hg2+ and Cu2+ by anodic stripping
voltammetry as shown in Figure 1.5(i)C.
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Therefore, noble metal nanocatalyst and nanocomposites are equally capable in both
sensing and quantification of trace metal ion metabolites by producing characteristic peak
potential and peak current in DPV response respectively. In our study, we have synthesized a
highly porous Au-Ag network (Described in Chapter-7 in detail) and used it as an electrode
material for reducing heavy metal ion metabolites like Hg2+ → Hg0, Cu2+ → Cu0, etc and were
able to record sharp peaks for individual metal ions. We were also able to perform simultaneous
electrochemical detection of multiple heavy metal ion metabolites by using our synthesized
porous Au-Ag network as electrode material.

Figure 1.5b(ii): Statistical distribution of AuNP used for the detection of different viruses in
which HBV is the most reported one for using AuNP as a sensing probe.44

1.5c. Sensing of Virus:
AuNPs have widely been used before for the ultrasensitive detection of viruses. In a
study by Draz et al.44 have shown that AuNP-hybrid system composed of AuNP and a receptor
(like DNA/RNA aptamer or antibody) has been widely used for the detection of different groups
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of viruses like Bunyaviridae, Rift Valley Fever Virus, Coronaviridae, Filoviridae, Flaviviridae,
etc.
Out of the several methodologies to detect viruses like zika, dengue, chikungunya,
influenza, etc in the infected human serum, the most trusted one is the RT-qPCR for the
specification of the serotype of a virus along with its quantification. But due to their costineffectiveness, time-consuming nature, and complicated performance procedure, we do need to
develop an ease-handling and low-cost approach to carry out sensing for viruses, bacteria, etc.
Electrochemical techniques are much more accepted in this regard. In most of the reported
electrochemical approaches, the EIS technique has been used for the detection of viral RNA both
quantitatively and qualitatively. In a study by Dutta Chowdhury et al.45, as shown in

Figure

1.5c, the Hepatitis E virus has been detected by using gold nanoparticle embedded polyaniline
nanowires and graphene quantum dot via EIS technique. The polyaniline chain was conjugated
with the HEV-specific antibody and it was found that the sensor was very effective for each
serotype of HEV and the result gives close agreement with the recorded RT-qPCR. It was shown
that with the application of an external pulse between 0-1.2 V during viral loading, the sensitivity
(in terms of impedance) was increasing accordingly. The Nyquist plot was then fitted to the
equivalent Randles cell to obtain the charge transfer resistance (Rct). The reason behind
increasing the impedance with increasing viral load is that specific binding to the electrode
surface with increasing virus concentration which results in less current passed across the
electrode surface.
In recent times, DNA/RNA aptamers have been used instead of antibody and the applied
aptamers can easily be modified by thiol group for specific binding to the Au-Ag nanoalloy due
to the strong chemical affinity of the thiol group (-S-H) toward noble metals like Au, Ag, and
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Cu. In our study also we have used a thiol modified aptamer for making a bioconjugate with the
synthesized porous Au-Ag nanoalloy. The bioconjugate was then used as an electrode material
for specific binding and the resultant detection of DENV-2 in presence of other related serotypes
of DENV by impedimetric assay.

Figure 1.5c: EIS response from the sensor with different concentrations of viral load by using an
external pulse of (a) 0 V, (b) + 0.8 V, and (c) + 1.2 V. In (d) an equivalent Randles cell has been
shown to obtain the Rct value. (e) A typical histogram is provided for sensitivity with a variable
external pulse. It is clear at + 1.2V external pulse, maximum response with selectivity has been
achieved.45
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The greater stability of AuNP or Au-Ag nanoalloy under an applied potential in
electrochemical measurements allows us to detect the viruses accurately. Since a DNA- or RNAaptamer cannot stabilize themselves on the electrode surface, here we have used the thiol-linked
nanoalloy as a support material. Au-Ag nanoalloy being very easy to synthesize with high
porosity and can bind the thiol modified aptamer by preparing a bioconjugate or nanohybrid
system which is stable over the electrode surface.
1.6. Application in Fuel Cell Technology:
1.6a Alcohol Fuel Cell:
Direct-methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are considered to be one of the most promising
sustainable and cleaner energy alternatives compared to traditional fuels like petrol and diesel.
Since in a direct methanol fuel cell we perform the oxidation of methanol, we pay more attention
towards the anodic reaction to improve its faradic efficiency by applying suitable catalytic
material on the anode surface. Out of the several electrocatalysts reported so far, Pt or Pt-based
materials are considered to be the best. The presence of CO as a dissociative product of methanol
plays a big role to reduce the catalytic efficiency (poisoning of catalyst) of Pt by blocking its
active sites for the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) .In this regard Au-Ag electrocatalyst can
be considered as an alternative for the electrooxidation of MeOH. In the past, Au is not
considered to be suitable for any catalytic applications due to its high overpotential and low
redox kinetics. Au is the only metal that has endothermic O2 absorption energy and hence
illustrating its inert behavior in an oxygen atmosphere
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. On the contrary, tailored Au, Ag, or

Au-Ag nanoparticles defect enriched active sites, acts as efficient as the Pt/C catalyst in alcohol
oxidation. Xiong et al.20 in their study have observed that Au3Ag nano-frame with multiple edges
and screw dislocation defects act as active sites for efficient MeOH oxidation in 0.5M KOH
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solution with greater faradic efficiency than the commercial Pt/C. Catalytic ability of Au 3Ag
nano-frame by comparing with standard Pt/C and other nanoalloy has been detailed in Figure
1.6a. The onset potential for the Au3Ag nano-frame appears at 0.3 V wherein for Pt/C the onset
is 0.4 V. The peak current density is also lower for Pt/C than the corresponding Au3Ag nanoframes. The CO stripping experiment indicates less CO poisoning for the Au3Ag nao-frame than
Pt/C. Besides MeOH, electrooxidation of other alcohols like EtOH (C2H5OH), ethylene glycol
(C2H6O2), and glycerol (C3H8O3) has also been studied by using our synthesized Au-Ag
nanoalloy and a detailed discussion has been included as a separate chapter in this thesis.

Figure 1.6a: (a) Comparision of CV for the electrooxidation of 2 M methanol in 0.5 M KOH at a
scan rate of 20 mV/S with other related catalysts, (b) histogram for (a) with specific activity and
mass activity, (c) CV of Au3Ag nano-frame at different scan rate, (d) comparative
chronoamperometric I-t curve for 20 h for different electrocatalysts, (e) CV curve for Au3Ag
nano-frame under CO supply with turn on and turn off mechanism, (f) CV curve for Pt/C for
under CO supply with turn on and turn off mechanism. 20
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1.6b ORR activity:
In an alcohol fuel cell, the overall reaction is represented as: ROH + O2 → CO2 + H2O,
where ROH is the alcohol under study. This means that the efficiency of alcohol oxidation
depends heavily on the effective simultaneous reduction of O2. In any kind of fuel cell, the
reduction of O2 is a key step to get an overall high faradic efficiency. In this regard, it is essential
to develop a suitable catalyst that can support the faster reaction kinetics for both alcohol
oxidation and O2 reduction. Pt is always regarded as the best catalyst in this respect. But due to
its high cost and scarcity in abundance, a substitute to Pt catalyst is absolutely necessary in the
present scenario to find their profitable industrial applications. Literature is rich to find the
potential application of noble metal electrocatalysts in oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). In a
study by Shim et al.,47 high faradic efficiencies were observed for AuNPs during ORR by
electrochemical performances. In another study by Wang et al.48 has shown that smaller gold
nanoclusters supported on carbon (C) demonstrate high reactivity in comparison to that of
commercial Pt/C. The smallest nanocluster Au25 shows the highest catalytic property with an
onset potential of 0.92V to the reference hydrogen electrode (RHE) and a higher number of
electron transfers within the potential range of + 0.5 to + 0.8 V as shown in Figure 1.6b.48 Also,
the number of electron transfer within the potential range + 0.5 to + 0.8 V was higher for Au25
and porous C composite (3.6-3.92) compared to other Au nanocluster (Au38 and Au144) and
porous carbon composites.
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Figure 1.6b. (A) CV curves of AuPC-1, AuPC-2, AuPC-3 nanocomposites, and commercial
Pt/C catalysts recorded in nitrogen-saturated and oxygen-saturated 0.1 M KOH. Here AuPC
means Au nanocluster and porous C composite. (B) The ORR polarization curves of porous
carbon, AuPC-1, AuPC-2, AuPC-3 nanocomposites, and commercial Pt/C catalysts in O2saturated 0.1 M KOH with a rotation speed of 2500 rpm. (C) Variation of H2O2 yield and
electron transfer number at various potentials.48

1.6c Reduction of CO2:
During the combustion of fuel whether it is petrol, diesel, or alcohol, the resultant emitter
is CO2 which is one of the major greenhouse gases. To reduce this greenhouse burden from our
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environment, conversion of CO2 to fuel like methanol for close-end CO2 recycling is very
important and opens up a hot research topic in the present days. Recently it has been observed
that Au-Cu bimetallic catalyst is very effective for CO2 conversion to formate49 though
individually Au and Cu monometallic nanoparticles are not so attractive for the mentioned job. A
schematic representation of the Au-Cu bimetallic system and its catalytic pathways is shown in
Figure 1.6c. It was observed that Cu mesh when used as electrocatalyst converts CO2 to CH4,
CO, and C2H4 with a faradic efficiency < 70% at -0.96 V. Similarly, Au nanocatalyst tends to
convert CO2 to CO. Thus a high selectivity is always in demand for catalytic conversion of CO2
to methanol. In a study by Tao et al. has shown that when Au nanoparticles are embedded in
CuO, the resultant Au-Cu bimetallic system is highly efficient for CO2 to formate conversion
than CuO.

Figure 1.6c: A schematic presentation of
the

Au-Cu

system

where

selectivity

achieved for the conversion of CO2 to
formate and the reaction of CO2 to CO has
been hidden.49
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In the Au-Cu bimetallic system, Au acts as a promoter. Quasi in-situ XPS was performed to
observe the oxidation state of Au and Cu and it was observed that Cu+ exists in the Au-Cu
system along with the existence of Au0 and Cu0. Even after long term catalytic performances, the
oxidation states of metals retained. The existence of Cu+ is accounted for the selectivity for CO2
to formate conversion which can be easily reduced to methanol.
1.6d HER and OER:
Photochemical or electrochemical water splitting to produce H2 is a high-demanding
research field to overcome the shortage of fuel. Hydrogen is regarded as a green fuel with high
energy density and pollution-free (cost-effectiveness and environmentally friendly) which can be
alternative and competitive to that of coal or oil. Thereby low-cost production and safe storage of
H2 are precious steps in the H2 economy. Pt/C is regarded as the most efficient catalyst in this
aspect. However, as discussed before, we need an alternative one for reducing the production
price. In this regard tailored shaped Au nanoparticle with multiple active sites can be considered
as an alternative. In a study by Tran et al.50 have shown that Au nanoparticle with an average
diameter of 13 nm acts as a good electrocatalyst for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) with an
overpotential around 200 mV and turnover frequency around 0.3 s-1. In our study, we have
designed sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) capped anisotropic gold nanoparticles (AnGNPs) which
exhibit outstanding catalytic activity (in terms of both overpotential and turnover frequency)
towards hydrogen HER in different pH medium compared to that of normal spherical shaped
gold nanoparticles (e.g. TSC-capped 25 nm SpGNPs) in similar physical conditions (Ref. ACS
App. Ener. Mater., Communicated, chapter 6 in this thesis). Besides, the designed
nanomaterials require a mere 190 mV (vs RHE) of overpotential to achieve 10 mA cm-2 current
density in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium.
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Besides HER, plasmonic nanomaterials can also be used in oxygen evolution reaction (OER). In
a study by Zhao et al. has shown that gold nanocluster Au25, when embedded into CoSe2, the
resultant Au25/CoSe2 composite exhibits high OER activity in alkaline medium with an
overpotential of 0.43 V at 10 mA/cm2 current density as shown in Figure 1.6d.51

Figure 1.6d: (a) OER polarization curve for different systems in which Au25/CoSe2 shows the
higher current, (b) a histogram for comparison of current density and overpotential for different
systems.51
1.7. Theranostics Application of Plasmonic Noble Metal Nanoalloy:
Theranostics is a new field into which targeted therapy is carried out based on the
specific diagnostic test rather than the traditional medicinal approach52. In modern days, DNA
aptamer-based targeted therapy caught attention for reducing infections, pain, and wounds
caused by viral or bacterial infections53. There are enormous reports in the literature in which Au
and Ag nanoparticles are used as antibacterial or antiviral agents in mammals. However, there is
always a question that arises regarding their cyto- or geno-toxicity towards mammalian cells. In
this regard, the synthesis of biocompatible tailored shaped plasmonic nano-alloy gets significant
attention in the present days. Biocompatible Au, Ag, and Au-Ag nanoalloy can be prepared by
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using several capping agents like chitosan, oligonucleotides, amino acids, etc.54 However, the
stability of those biocompatible nanomaterials is always under question. In physiological pH (in
the blood) level, in presence of high-level salt concentration, nanomaterials get aggregated. To
avoid these drawbacks and to improve their retention in physiological conditions for long term
circulation in body fluid, surfactant capped Au, Ag, or Au-Ag nanoalloy can be used as a
strategy. The use of surfactants should be at a minimal level, only to stabilize the nanoparticle
and to get a monodisperse solution, without disturbing their inherent theranostics properties. The
CTAB or CTAC (known to cytotoxic surfactants) capped plasmonic naloalloys can be made
biocompatible by coating with PVA. In our study, during targeted treatment against Dengue
serotype-2 (DENV-2), we have used PVA capped tailored Au-Ag nanoalloy with diameter <
40nm. The toxicity was checked in HCT-116, RAW, and HEPG2 cell lines by MTT assay and it
was observed that it was non-toxic in the concentration level which was used to inactivate the
DENV-2.
Thus biocompatible Au, Ag or Au-Ag nanoalloy can be used as good substitutes for traditional
antibacterial agents. In a study, by Jena et al.55 have shown that Au-Ag nanoaggregates are
effective for bacterial inhibitions compared to their non-aggregated monometallic or bimetallic
counterparts, as shown in Figure 1.7. The result concludes that with multiple defects enrich
surface sites, Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles are highly strained and efficient to prohibit bacterial
growth at a low dose level where it is zero-toxic to mammalians.
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Figure 1.7: Antibacterial activity of Au-Ag NP. Viability determination of A. E. coli, B. S.
typhimurium, C. L. monocytogens, D. B. subtilis in presence of different concentrations of AuAg NP for 2, 4 & 6 hours. Approximately 2-3 x 107/ mL number of bacteria were used at 0 hour
time for E. coli and S. typhimurium, 1-2 x 107/ mL for L. monocytogens, and 3 x 106/ mL for B.
subtilis. The NP treated cultures were serially diluted after indicated time points and plated in LB
agar to count the viable colonies. Results are shown with mean and SD. E. Live-dead staining.
E coli cells expressing MreBSW-mVenus were incubated with Au-Ag NP, A22, and CCCP for 4
hours, stained with PI for 10 mins, washed and observed under the microscope to distinguish
dead and live cells. Images shown for MreB are deconvolved.55
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CHAPTER-2

Methodology and Experimental Set-Up
2.1 Chemical Materials
Almost all the essential chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without any
further purification. Milli-Q water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm was used for all the
preparation steps.
Reagent Name
Ethylene glycol

Specification
EG, Anhydrous 99.8%

Gold(III) chloride trihydrate
Silver Nitrate

HAuCl4.3H2O; ≥ 99.9%, trace metals
basis
Bioextra≥ 99%, titration

Sodium borohydride

NaBH4, 10-40mesh, 98%

L-ascorbic acid

C8H8O6,ACS reagent, 99%

Hexadecyltrimethylammonium
bromide, CTAB
Hexadecyltrimethylammonium
Chloride, CTAC
Sodium citrate tribasic
dihydrate

C19H42BrN, assay,≥ 99%, AT

C6H5Na3O7.2H2O; Bioultra, for
molecular biology, ≥ 99.5% (NT)

Company
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich

Spectrasol (EtOH)
Water

Spectroscopic grade
Ultrapure, Milli-Q, resistivity 18.2
MΩ.cmat 25 °C

Spectrochem
Merck
Millipore

Polyvinyl alcohol,(PVA)

Powder,MW-30,000-70,000

Sigma
Aldrich

Acetonitrile
Sodium chloride

Spectroscopic grade
NaCl, AR, ≥ 99.9%

Spectrochem
Sigma
Aldrich

C19H42BrN,≥ 98%,NT
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Phenol

BioUltra, for molecular biology, ≥
99.5% (GC)

Sigma
Aldrich

Chloroform

EMPARTA ACS 99.4%

Merck

Phenol – chloroform – isoamyl BioUltra, for molecular biology,
alcohol mixture
25:24:1

Sigma
Aldrich

Isopropanol

BioReagent, for molecular biology, ≥
99.5%

Sigma
Aldrich

Sodium acetate

Anhydrous, for molecular biology, ≥
99%

Sigma
Aldrich

Hydrochloric acid

HCl, ACS reagent, 37%

Trizma® base

T1503 Primary Standard and Buffer,
≥ 99.9%

Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich

NH4OH

ACS reagent 28-30% NH3 Basis

FeCl2

Reagent grade, 98%

FeCl3

Reagent grade, 97%

Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich
Sigma
Aldrich

2.2 Biochemical Materials
The Dengue-2 specific aptamer was ordered from Ascension life science, India. The aptamer
has a specific sequence (MW=22680.0) for DIII of DENV-2 and modified at 5/ and 3/ position by
–SH group denoted as:
5/HS_ATACGGGAGCCAACACCATGGGGACCAACTGTCCGGAGAGAGTCCTGTCGAG
GGAGAGCAGGTGTGACGGAT_SH3/
2.3 Biological materials
Different Dengue serotypes ((including Dengue-1, Dengue-2, Dengue-3, Dengue-4) infected
serum was collected from Beleghata ID & BG Hospital with proper cautions and maintain ethical
issues. The HCT-116 and Vero cell lines obtained from the National Centre of Cell Sciences
(NCCS), Pune, India.
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2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Ultraviolet-Visible-NearInfrared (UV-Vis-NIR) Absorption Spectroscopy
The UV-vis-NIR experiments are based on the principles of Beer-Lambert law: when a
beam of monochromatic light falls on a solution and absorbed by the substances present within
the solution, the rate at which the intensity of the beam decreases, is proportional to the
concentration of the substance56. Not like molecules, we need to know the exact extinction
coefficient which varies with size and shape, to measure the exact concentration of nanoparticles
in the solution by absorption spectroscopy. In most cases, we adopt a combination of TEM/SEM
and Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS)/Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy
(ICPMS) to measure the concentration of a monodispersed geometric shaped nanoparticle. As a
result, the absorption spectrum is always considered as an indirect technique to make an idea
about the variation of concentration of a specific type of nanoparticle solution. In general, for
plasmonic nanomaterials we measure their surface plasmon resonance (SPR) which is defined by
the quantized oscillation of the surface charge produced by an external electromagnetic field and
is characterized by a specific frequency associated with its absorbance.57 Due to the different
frequency of SPR, a similar size Au and Ag nanoparticles have different colors (red and yellow)
in solution. The characteristics of Plasmon band depends on the following factors: (1) Effect of
Size: Considering the surface free electrons in a one-dimensional potential box, red shifting of
the Plasmon band is proportional to their size which means a nanoparticle with the same shape
but with a bigger dimension shows a red-shifted Plasmon band and vice versa57. (2) Effect of
shape: Depending on the shape of the nanoparticle and hence the availability of different modes
of free electron oscillations we may observe more than one Plasmon bands.58 In general, for
isotopic (uniformity in all orientations) nanoparticles we observe a single Plasmon band whereas
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for anisotropic (property of being directionally dependent) nanoparticles we observe more than
one Plasmon band and the number of observed bands increases with increasing the anisotropy.59
For example, a spherical or isotropically surface-tip projected star-shaped nanoparticle shows a
single Plasmon band60 whereas a rod-shaped nanoparticle shows two Plasmon bands due to the
presence of longitudinal and transverse surface electron oscillation modes. (3) Effect of
refractive index: The refractive index (n) near the nanoparticle surface also influences the optical
properties of the Au/Ag nanomaterials.61 As the refractive index near the nanoparticle surface
increases, the extinction spectra of nanoparticles shift to longer wavelengths. Thus if we move
from water (n=1.33) to air (n=1) media, Plasmon band of the nanoparticle will shift towards the
shorter wavelength (blue-shifting) whereas if we move to oil (n=1.5) surface Plasmon will shift
towards the higher wavelength (red-shifting) ; (4) Effect of particle association: Followed by the
same principle of Molecular Orbital Theory (MOT), nanoparticle association induces the
delocalization and hence sharing of conduction electron cloud among nearby nanoparticles to
increase the path length of surface free electrons (in a one-dimensional potential box) which
causes a lowering in Plasmon excitation energy and hence red shifting of Surface Plasmon
Resonance band detectable primarily by UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectroscopy,62 and (5) Effect
of mole fraction in an alloy: Due to the modified electronic level structure, the absorption
property of a plasmonic nanoally differs significantly from its monometallic counterpart. In a
bimetallic Au-Ag nanoalloy, an increased mole fraction of Ag causes a blue-shifting whereas an
increased mole fraction of Au causes a red-shifting of their Plasmon spectra.63
All the UV-Vis-NIR spectral measurements are performed in JASCO V770 and JASCO V650
spectrophotometers, as shown in Figure 2.1. In general, before each measurement, we have
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diluted the centrifuged solution to keep the overall absorbance below 1.0 following Beers law.
For all absorbance measurements, we have used a quartz cuvette of 10 mm path length.

Figure 2.1: (A) JASCO V-770 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer with spectral range 190-3200
nm, (B) JASCO V-650 UV-Vis spectrometer fitted with Peltier for temperature-dependent study
with spectral range 190-900 nm.
2.4.2 Dynamic Light Scattering and Zeta Potential Measurement
The principle of dynamic light scattering (DLS) is based on the Brownian motion of
particles in a liquid medium. Nanoparticles in a solution move randomly and collide with the
fast-moving solvent molecules and thereby transfer their energy. This causes the prohibition of
motion for smaller nanoparticles heavily than larger particles. If the other parameters
(temperature, pressure, ionic strength, etc,) kept constant, one can determine the hydrodynamic
size of the nanoparticle using Stokes-Einstein relation64, D= kBT/6πεRH, where D is the
translational diffusion coefficient, kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature, ε is the
viscosity, and RH is the hydrodynamic radius. A single-frequency laser (632.8 nm: He-Ne laser)
is used as the light source in DLS measurements in our Malvern Zetasizer ZS90 instrument. The
scattered light is detected at a certain angle (in our case 900) and the signal is used to determine
the diffusion coefficient using correlation function as programmed in the instrument. In our DLS
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measurements, only the translational motion of the nanoparticles is considered during the
execution of their Brownian motion and hence the obtained hydrodynamic diameter gets the
contribution from the translational motion only. During all DLS measurements, we need to
follow an important parameter called polydispersity index (PDI) which signifies the
monodispersity of the nanomaterials. A value of <10% of PDI indicates a monodispersed
sample. The optical set up for a DLS instrument is shown below (Figure 2.2) for the Malvern
series where the detector is placed at different angles to identify the scattered light. An attenuator
is used in the instrument for controlling the light intensity to the detector e.g. if the particles are
very small then the intensity of scattered light will be less, hence the attenuator will allow more
light to pass through whereas if the particles are large enough then the intensity of scattered light
will be more and the attenuator will allow less light to pass through. In DLS measurements the
concentration of the sample should be optimized during each measurement so that the scattering
signal should not be oversaturated or too little to detect.
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Figure 2.2: Optical configurations of the Malvern Zatasizer Nano series for dynamic light
scattering measurements where
is an attenuator,

is the laser source,

is the sample cell,

is the detector,

is the digital processing board called a correlator, and

processing computer. Here

represents the detector position at 1730 and

is the data
at 900 with

respect to the exciting light source. In all cases, the excitation wavelength is 632.8 nm.

The technique used in our Malvern Zetasizer ZS90 instrument (Figure 2.3) to measure
the zeta potential is Electrophoretic Light Scattering (ELS) where a specific potential is applied
between two electrodes (in our case Au electrode) and the ionic mobility is measured from the
Doppler shift i.e. shift in the scattered and incident light. Depending upon the mobility (e) of the
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nanoparticle, scattered light shifted from its original frequency. This shift is called Phase (or
Doppler) shift65 and measured by the difference between the frequency of the scattered (sca) and
incident (inc) light (sca-inc). The nanoparticle velocity (V) is measured from the Doppler
shift in µm/s by applying the equation µm= V/E, where E is the applied electric field. If
nanoparticles are made up of any negative surfactants like SDS, trisodium citrate (TSC), etc, the
particles possess an overall negative charge and hence move towards the positive electrode and
show a negative zeta potential. The reverse case happens if we use any positive surfactants like
CTAB, CTAC, etc where particles show positive ionic mobility and attracted towards the
negative electrode to show a positive zeta potential.

Figure

2.3:

Malvern

Zetasizer

ZS90

instrument

2.4.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy:
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface-sensitive quantitative spectroscopic
technique based on the principle of the photoelectric effect that can provide information about
the elemental composition of the material. Besides, XPS provides information regarding the
oxidation states, overall electronic structure, and density of the electronic states of the material.66
The oxidation states of constituent elements of the material can be determined from the shifting
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and splitting of the XPS peak for a particular element. In general, except hydrogen and helium,
other elements can be detected from XPS survey spectra by scanning at a particular position
where the element shows its ionization energy. From XPS spectra one can also predict the
bonding nature of the element, e.g. if elements like N and S are detected in the survey spectra,
then by analyzing their peak shifting one can identify whether there is any bonding between N
and S and also the nature of the bond. All the XPS measurements are carried out in a vacuum
(~106 Pa) or an ultra-high vacuum (<107 Pa). In a laboratory-based XPS instrument, we use
either a 10-30 mm beam diameter non-monochromatic Al Kα or Mg Kα anode radiation or a
focused 20-500 µm beam diameter monochromatic Al Kα radiation. Most of our XPS
measurements have been carried out on the Omicron Multriprobe spectrometer (Omicron
Nanotechnology GmbH, Germany) fitted with an EA125 hemispherical analyzer as shown in
Figure 2.4. Monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source operated at 150W was used for all of our XPS
measurements. During our XPS measurements, we drop cast samples on a tilted (450 angle) Si
wafers to prepare a monolayer of the sample on the wafer surface and dried it overnight in
vacuum to remove any excess water present in samples.
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Figure 2.4: (A) Experimental set up for XPS measurement, (B) Layout of an XPS instrument.
2.4.4 X-ray Diffraction Spectroscopy:
X-rays are electromagnetic radiation of shorter wavelength produced by the electronic
transition of inner orbital electrons of atoms. X-ray diffraction on nanostructures follows the
Braggs law, (nλ = 2dsinζ) where λ is the wavelength of X-ray, ζ is the angle of incident of X-ray
on the nano surfaces and d is the interplanar distance.67 From the XRD measurement, we can
predict the number of facets present in a nanostructure like {111}, {110}, etc, along with their
directions (towards the major axis, minor axis, etc) and relative densities of appearance. XRD
gives us the information of a nanostructure on a macroscopic scale and hence the result might
vary from TEM measurements which provide similar information on a microscopic scale. In this
thesis, we have effectively used the obtained XRD results not only to know the crystal
information but also to calculate the generated strain along a crystal plane within the nanocrystal
by analyzing the broadening of XRD peaks for individual facets. An ideal crystal will show an
appropriate sharp peak for a particular orientation like {111}and if any irregularities or defects in
crystal arise the XRD curve will be broadened due to the internal strain generated within it. By
fitting the curve and using the Williamson-Hall isotropic model we have calculated the strain
generated within the nanocrystal and we observed that nanocrystals with more defect enriched
sites show more broadening. The strain is defined as ε = β/4tanζhkl, where ε is the strain generated
in the nanocrystal, β is the full-width at half maximum of the XRD curve (individual peak) at
angle ζ (2ζ is the central peak position of the fitted XRD curve) in radian. Here, h, k, l denotes
the miller indices. In general, to calculate the strain we select the most intense peak, i.e. if any
XRD curve of nanocrystals shows multiple facets like {111}, {110}, {200}, etc, and {111} is the
most intense one among them, we select the {111} plane as the reference for strain calculation.
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All our XRD measurements have been performed in a Rigaku Smartlab X-ray Diffractometer as
shown in Figure 2.5. We have used a drop cast method for sample preparation. In short, we drop
cast the sample on a tilted (450 angle) glass slide to prepare a monolayer over it and dried
overnight under the vacuum. The strong adhesion property of our synthesized nanomaterials with
glass slide doesn‘t require any binder to use.

Figure 2.5: (A) Rigaku Smartlab X-ray Diffractometer, (B) Layout of an XRD instrument.

2.4.5 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry:
Inductively coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) is a technique
where the plasma form of substances is used for the measurement of the qualitative and
quantitative presence of elements. An energy source is used to atomize the test samples and highresolution optics to analyze the optical emission spectra from different samples are used along
with a detector to measure the intensity of the emitted light.68 All our ICP-OES measurements
have been carried out in a Thermo Scientific iCAP6000 spectrometer (Freemont CA, USA), as
shown in Figure 2.6, with NIST standards of 50 ppb, 0.5 ppm, 1 ppm, 15 ppm, 25 ppm, 50 ppm,
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and 100 ppm. The wavelengths selected for Au are 242.7 nm, 267.5 nm, 283.5 nm and for Ag are
224.6 nm, 328.0 nm, 338.2 nm, and for S are 182.0 nm, 182.6 nm. Before each measurement the
centrifuged samples are diluted (50µL to 5mL) inMilli-Q® ultrapure water and sonicated for 10
minutes.

Figure 2.6: (A) Thermo Scientific iCAP6000 ICP-OES spectrometer (Freemont CA, USA), (B)
Layout of an ICP-OES instrument.

2.4.6 Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy:
Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) experiments were performed using a
homemade Raman setup. We used a continuous-wavelength diode-pumped solid-state laser from
Laserglow Technologies, Canada, operating at 671 (LRS0671-PFM-00300-03) or 532 nm
(LRS0532-PFM-00300-03) as excitation light sources (at a fixed excitation energy of 3 mW,
using neutral density filters throughout the experiment). For efficient focusing and filtering, we
used In Photonicsmade 670 nm and 532 nm fiber optics Raman probe with a spectral range of
200−3900 cm-1 (Stokes) for sample excitation and data collection. The Raman probe consists of
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two single fibers (105 μm excitation fiber and 200 μm collection fiber) with filtering and steering
micro-optics (numerical aperture 0.22). The excitation fiber was connected to a THORLABS
made fiber port to align the laser, whereas the collection fiber was connected to a spectrometer.
A miniaturized QE65000 scientific-grade spectrometer from Ocean Optics was used as the
Raman detector with a spectral response range of 220−3600 cm−1. The Raman spectrometer was
equipped with a TE-cooled 2048 pixel charge-coupled device and was interfaced to a computer
through a USB port. In the end, the Raman spectrum was collected using the Ocean Optics data
acquisition Spectra Suite spectroscopy software. Details of the SERS set up and the layout of the
instrument is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: (A) Details of the SERS set up, (B) Layout of the instrument.
2.4.7 Atomic Force Microscopy:
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) or Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM) is a type of
Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) with a very high resolution in the order of a fraction of
nanometer which is 1000 times better than the optical diffraction limit. The principle of atomic
force microscopy is based on the scanning of a specimen surface by a cantilever with a sharp tip,
the probe, to construct the topography of that surface.69 The cantilever is typically made of
silicon or silicon nitride with a tip radius of curvature () on the order of nanometers. When the
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tip is brought into the proximity of a sample surface, forces (mechanical force, chemical force,
electrostatic force, thermal force, magnetic force, van der Waals force, capillary force, etc)
between the tip and the sample lead to a deflection of the cantilever according to Hooke‘s law.
The basic difference of AFM with other microscopies like SEM and TEM is that AFM directly
measures the height of a surface by scanning it with a mechanical probe. Depending on the
nature and extent of bending of the cantilever and thereby changing the amount of reflected laser
light from the tip to the photodiode we can image the sample surface that corresponds to a
constant probe-sample interaction. This mode of scanning thus allows us to achieve more
accurate resolution and information on surface topography. Besides, for SEM and TEM
techniques we need to create a vacuum environment for measurements, however, AFM need not,
it can be done openly or in other words, AFM is an ambient imaging technique and the sample
preparation is very easy and can be performed with very low concentrations too. The major
components of an AFM instrument are (1) Microscope Stage: which combined a moving AFM
tip, sample holder, and a force sensor; (2) Control Electronics: which have an optical microscope
and a vibration controller; (3) Computer & Detector: Used for analysis of the force signal and
detecting it to construct the 3D topographic view. During the measurement in AFM, a
piezoelectric transducer moves the tip over the surface and either the force transducer senses the
force between the tip and the surface or the deflection of the laser light as it scans the surface
depending on the surface topology. A schematic presentation of AFM measurement and the
obtained force curve is shown in Figure 2.8. In general, for stiffness measurements, we record
data during tip approaches and for adhesion experiments, we record data during tip retract.
Depending on the nature of tip motion, AFM operation is mainly divided into three different
modes as contact mode (or static mode), tapping mode (or intermittent contact mode, AC mode,
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amplitude modulation mode), and non-contact mode (or frequency modulation mode). Most of
our imaging of solid nanostructures is performed in tapping mode wherein to take any image in
the liquid medium we have selected contact mode. All the AFM imaging was performed on mica
plates by modifying their surfaces with 500 µM of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS)
solution which makes a monolayer of MPTMS (around ~2 nm in height from the blank mica
plate). Diluted nanomaterial was then drop cast on the modified mica plate and kept undisturbed
for 20 minutes for complete binding of nanomaterials sample with the mica surface through
MPTMS. After complete binding, we wash the sample coated mica plate repetitively by Mili-Q®
water to remove any excess unbounded nanostructures and finally dried it in a controlled
ultrapure argon stream. All the AFM experiments were performed on a Bruker BioScope
Catalyst AFM instrument using Nanoscope software as shown in Figure 2.8C.
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Figure 2.8: (A) schematic presentation of AFM measurement with essential components of the
instrument, (B) Representative force curve as a function of distance, and (C) Bruker made
BioScope Catalyst AFM instrument.
2.4.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy:
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is based on the principle of imaging of surface by
scanning over it with a focused beam of electrons. Interactions of the electrons with surface
atoms produce various signals that give preliminary information about the surface topography. In
general, the nanostructures we have developed are observed under a high vacuum, whereas in
environmental SEM, a low vacuum is used to study the biological sample.70 Different reflected
electrons by elastic scattering of the sample are emitted from different parts of the interaction
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volume as a result of the interaction between the electron beam and the sample. Different signals
include the Auger Electrons (AE) comes from the top layer of the sample which gives the
information about the surface atomic composition, Secondary Electrons (SE) comes from the
next layer of interaction volume which gives the information about the topographical information
of the sample, and Backscattered Electrons (BSE) comes from a further dip of the sample layer
which gives the information of atomic numbers. Followed by, photons of characteristic X-rays
(EDX) and Cathodoluminescence (CL) from next dipper layers give information regarding
thickness atomic composition and electronic state information respectively. Contrary to the
reflected electrons, the transmitted electrons give the morphological information as we record
from TEM measurements. Details about the zone-specific interaction of the focused electron
beam and the thin sample are shown in Figure 2.9A. The resolution of SEM images obtained by
secondary electrons is much higher than that of backscattered electrons. From SEM, we do not
get any information about the atomic distribution of elements present in the sample. Throughout
this thesis, we have used a Zeiss Supra 40 field emission electron microscope (Figure 2.9B) to
record the SEM images of our synthesized nanomaterials. Before each measurement, we have
thoroughly washed our sample to remove any excess surfactant over it because the interaction of
the electrons beam with unused surfactant within the sample produces local heating that melts
the sample under study which may also cause the damage to the detector. The surfactant-free
samples then drop cast over a silicon wafer and dried overnight to remove any adsorbed water in
the sample. During drop-casting, we have maintained a single layer of the nanostructures by
injecting the sample on a tilted silicon wafer. The picture of the Zeiss Supra instrument is given
below.
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Figure 2.9: (A) Zone-specific interaction of focused electron beam and the thin sample, (B)
Zeiss Supra 40 field emission electron microscope.
2.4.9 Transmission Electron Microscopy:
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a technique where a beam of electrons is
transmitted through a thin specimen with thickness < 100nm. In general, we use a carbon-coated
Cu grid for preparing samples and in some special cases (especially for negatively charged
particles) we use a formvar-coated Cu grid to avoid any grid induced aggregation. TEM
generally provides more in-depth information including a column of atoms can be imaged from
which we can determine the orientation of different crystal plane like {111}, {110}, {100}, etc.
The technique called high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) to get atomic information of the imaged
nanostructures. Besides the orientation of different crystal planes, we can determine crystal
irregularities within the nanostructures from their respective HRTEM measurements.71 In
general, the TEM instrument is coupled with other facilities that enable us to record the scanning
TEM imaging (STEM) of samples, perform their energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX),
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and obtain their diffraction spectra. The diffraction spectra help to analyze the crystal parameters
like the presence of different facets, interplanar distances, etc. From EDX spectra we obtain an
elemental mapping of the nanostructures from which atomic distribution of the nanostructures
can be observed. In TEM, an electron gun (tungsten filament or lanthanum hexaboride) is used
as the electron source. The electron gun is connected to a high voltage source ( in our instrument
the voltage source is 300 kV) and, given sufficient current, the gun begins to emit electrons
either by thermionic or field electron emission into the vacuum. Often the combination of the
cathode and a set of electrostatic lenses for effective electron beam shaping is called the
―electron gun‖. Upon the application of required voltage (here 300 kV), a beam of electrons
ejected from the electron gun and transmitted through the sample, and finally, the obtained image
is focused onto an imaging device, such a phosphor screen made by fine ZnS, a photographic
film, or a dopped YAG screen attached to a Charge-coupled device (CCD). We use digital
micrograph software for analysis of the TEM data. During sample preparation, a dip and dry
method was followed in which we dipped a carbon-coated Cu grid in the surfactant-free
concentrated colloidal solution; the hydrophobic carbon coating allowed us to make a monolayer
of the sample to stick on the copper mesh which we dried in vacuum for overnight. The
instrument used for the analysis is FEI Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin microscope operating at 300 kV
as shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: (A) FEI Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
operating at 300 kV, (B) Electron gun assembly, (C) Single-axis tilt sample holder for insertion
into a TEM goniometer, (D) Imaging and diffraction assembly.
2.4.10 Electrochemical Measurements:
All the electrochemical measurements have been performed in a CH6092E
electrochemical work station (CH Instruments, USA) where we have used a Pt wire or graphite
rod as a counter electrode and a Glassy Carbon (GC) electrode of 3 mm diameter as the working
electrode. Saturated calomel electrode or Ag/AgCl was used as a reference. In most of the
electrochemical measurements, we have used Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) for finding any redox
peak in the system; Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) for finding the most intense peak
from I-V curve; Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) for measuring the overpotential during HER;
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) for measuring the resistance, the heterogeneous
rate constant, exchange current density; etc. Besides, we have also used chronoamperometry to
observe the long term catalytic stability of our developed nanomaterials. Prior to use, the Glassy
carbon (GC) electrode was initially cleaned by polishing with alumina powder of different
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grades (0.3 and 0.05 m) followed by washing and sonication in Milli-Q water for five minutes.
We performed traditional drop-casting methods for modifying the bare GC electrode, in which
approximately 10 to 20 µL of concentrated nanomaterials (colloidal nanomaterials obtained after
centrifugation) was dropped on the bare GC and dried for overnight. The strong adhesion
property of our developed Au, Ag, Au-Ag alloy nanomaterials with GC electrodes allows us not
to use any binder like nafion. Moreover, we did not use any other substances like Carbon powder
or conducting polymers, e.g. polypyrrole, polyaniline, etc, to prepare a composite with our
developed nanomaterials for enhancing current responses, due to the reason that the
nanomaterials itself can produce sharp peaks in their I-V curves from DPV measurements. Thus
it is encouraging to use our synthesized nanomaterials as an electrode material for sensing of
biomolecules from their characteristic I-V curves obtained from DPV measurements or catalysis
in alcohol/H2 fuel cells by checking their long term catalytic performances acquired from the
corresponding Chronoamperometry measurements. The details of the electrochemical techniques
are discussed below with an instrumental description.

2.4.10.1 Linear sweep voltammetry:
The electrochemical behavior of any redox system can be described by a threedimensional i-t-E surface. To describe a stationary electrode with multisystem species, the i-t-E
curve is complex to illustrate because in a multisystem species one could not identify each
system systematically. Thus we can split the three-dimensional i-t-E curve into i-E and i-t curves
for recognizing a particular redox system. In linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), the potential is
swept with times and i-E curve is recorded directly from the instrument. In general, the potential
is varied linearly with time and with sweep rates ranging from 10 mV/s to 1000 V/s in our
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conventional electrodes like GC, Au, and Pt electrodes. Thus, the recording of ‗current (i)‘ with
‗Potential (E)‘ is equivalent to the record of ‗I‘ with ‗time (t)‘.

Figure 2.11: (a) A i-t-E surface in 3D for a Nernstian system, (b) linear potential sweep across
the surface.72
In an LSV experiment, the current responses are increased with increasing scan rate and
different behaviors have been observed for reversible, quasi-reversible, and irreversible systems.
2.4.10.2 Cyclic Voltammetry:
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a technique where current is measured under a potential
range. CV is performed by cycling the potential of a working electrode. In general, the reversal
of LSV is performed by switching the potential at a certain time by the opposite scan. The
potential at any time is given by
(0 < t < λ) E = Ei - vt
(t > λ) E = Ei - 2vλ+ vt. Here ‗v‘ is the scan rate.
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For a reversible Nernstian system, the two important parameters in i-E curve of cyclic
voltammetry are ipc (cathodic peak current) and ipa (anodic peak current) and the separation in
peak potential, i.e. ∆Ep = Epa - Epc. For a reversible system, ipa/ ipc = 1, regardless of scan rate and
diffusion coefficients. ∆Ep is a function of switching potential Eλ, but should be very close to
2.3RT/nF. If the cathodic sweep is stopped and the current is allowed to set zero then anodic
sweep will be identical to cathodic sweep. CV for a reversible system at different E λ values as a
function of time is shown below in Figure 2.12A. A similar curve can also be plotted as a
function of potential as shown below in Figure 2.12B.

Figure 2.12: (A) CV for a reversible system at different Eλ values as a function of time, (B) CV
for a reversible system at different Eλ values as a function of potential (Eλ).72
The measurement of peak currents in CV is imprecise, as uncertainty arises during the correction
of charging current. In the case of reversal processes uncertainty is more because the folded
faradic response cannot be defined properly for the forward process as seen in 1, 2, and 3 in
Figure 2.12B. Thus CV is not an ideal method for quantitative analysis, however, for qualitative
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estimation, it can be used. The nature of a CV curve changes with moving from reversible to an
irreversible or a quasi-reversible system where ipa/ ipc ≠ 1 and ∆Ep ≠ 2.3RT/F.
2.4.10.3 Differential Pulse Voltammetry:
In electrochemistry, Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) is considered to be the most
sensitive technique. The sensitivity can be achieved by applying a series of small amplitude
regular voltage pulses, superimposed on the potential linear sweep or stairsteps as shown in
Figure 2.13, and the current is measured immediately before each potential change. In DPV the
measured current difference as a result of potential change is plotted as a function of potential. In
the case of normal pulse voltammetry, the current from a series of ever large pulses is compared
with the current at a constant ‗baseline‘ voltage. Important characteristics of DPV are: (i) The
base potential applied in DPV during drop fall is not constant rather it increases with time; (2)
the pulse height lies between 10 to 100 mV and maintains a constant level with the base potential
of the corresponding pulse; (3) two current samples are taken into consideration for the DPV
measurement, one before the drop fall time, η, and another after the drop fall time, η, (4) the
experimental DPV curve is a result of plotting the current difference δi = i(η)-i(η) versus the base
potential.
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Figure 2.13: (A) Representative DPV curve, (B) Working principle of DPV.72
Throughout the thesis, we have used DPV as a sensitive electrochemical detection tool
for the selective determination of various analytes from their corresponding I-V curves. DPV is
capable to produce specific peak potential with higher current densities than the corresponding
CV measurements. As a result of this, DPV is considered to be a more appropriate
electrochemical technique for the quantitative estimation of analytes than the CV.
2.4.10.4 Square Wave Voltammetry:
Square wave voltammetry (SWV) is a special technique that has been developed by
combining the best aspects of several pulse voltammetric methods, including the background
suppression and sensitivity of differential pulse voltammetry, the diagnostic value of normal
pulse voltammetry, and the ability to interrogate products directly in much the manner of reverse
pulse voltammetry. SWV also offers a wider time range compared to other pulse polarographic
techniques.72 SWV is normally carried out at a stationary electrode. The basic difference
between SWV and DPV is that SWV has no polarographic mode. The waveform used in SWV
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can be viewed as a special case of that used for DPV (as shown in Figure 2.13B) where the
preelectrolysis and pulse periods are of equal duration, and the pulse is in opposite from the scan
direction as shown in Figure 2.14. The square waveform is characterized by various parameters
as clearly shown in Figure 2.14 and these are (i) Pulse height, ∆Ep: measured with respect to the
corresponding tread of the staircase (shown as a thin horizontal line), (ii) Pulse width, t p: time
gap between the forward sample and reverse sample, (iii) Square wave frequency, f: pulse width
and frequency in a square waveform is related by 𝑓 = 1 2 𝑡𝑝 , (iv) Staircase shift, ∆Es: the
potential gap between two staircases at the beginning of each cycle, and it relates with the (v)
Scan rate, v as: 𝑣 =

∆𝐸𝑠

2𝑡𝑝 = 𝑓∆𝐸𝑠 .

In SWV, current samples are taken twice per, at the end of each pulse. The difference current, ∆I,
is formulated as ∆i= if – ir, where if is the forward current sample arises from the first pulse in the
direction of staircase and ir is the reverse current sample is taken at the end of the second pulse.
Thus the result of a single square wave run is the combination of three voltammograms showing
forward, reverse, and difference currents vs. the potential on the corresponding staircase tread.
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Figure 2.14: Waveform and measurement scheme along with different important parameters for
SWV.72
2.4.10.5 Chronoamperometry:
Chronoamperometry is a Current (i) vs time (t) plot for a faradic process where the
potential of the working electrode is stepped and the resulting current is monitored as a function
of time. In contrast to other stepped processes in electrochemistry, chronoamperometry generates
a large current in any redox reaction and decays exponentially. Limited information can be
achieved from the chronoamperometric i-t curve which includes (i) it gives the idea about the
long term ability of a catalyst and it‘s stability in the electrocatalytic environment, and (ii) the
specific potential at which a redox reaction occurs.
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2.4.10.6 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy:
The term impedance refers to frequency-dependent resistance to current flow in a circuit.
Impedance Zw is defined as Zw = Ew/ Iw.
Though it is very complex to study frequency-dependent resistance, EIS is very helpful to carry
out various electrochemical analyses as (i) EIS is an information-rich technique compared to any
simple DC techniques. For example, by fitting the EIS (Nyquist plot) into Randless cell, one can
gather information for various parameters like the heterogeneous rate constant, porosity,
exchange current density, etc, (ii) EIS can identify diffusion-limited reactions, and (iii) EIS also
gives information about the capacitive behavior of the system. The total impedance is consists of
two parts, one is the imaginary part and the other is the real part. The data extracted from EIS is
fitted into the software with an equivalent circuit from which the parameters mentioned above
can be determined. The most important parameter derived from EIS is the charge transfer
resistance, Rct. In Chapter 8, we have efficiently detected dengue serotype-2 (DENV-2) virus via
impedimetric techniques where we have plotted Rct as a function of known concentration of
DENV-2 for calibration and unknown concentration of infected samples have been measured
from the measured Rct values. EIS is equally applicable in the sensing of other biological
samples like cancer cells, bacteria, metabolites, etc.
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CHAPTER-3

Crystal Defect Induced Facet Dependent Electrocatalytic
Activity of 3D Gold Nanoflower towards the Selective
Nanomolar (nM) Detection of Ascorbic Acid
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Role of crystal defects on the electrocatalytic activity of nanocrystals



Role of surface energy (γ) of different facets in controlling the electrocatalytic activity of
nanomaterials



Bud shaped gold nanoflower (AuNF) shows the remarkable electrocatalytic efficiency
towards the oxidation of ascorbic acid (AA) in the nanomolar (nM) concentration range.



The ability of nano-bud in multi-component sensing [𝑖𝑝𝐴𝑢𝑁𝐹 (𝐵𝑢𝑑)/𝑖𝑝𝐺𝐶 ≅ 100] in a single
potential sweep



The role of different crystal facets and inter- & intra-molecular hydrogen bonding within AA
molecules to control the resultant fingerprinted peak potentials at variable concentrations has
been explored by ab initio and DFT calculation respectively
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3.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, we have discussed the synthesis of bud to blossom gold nanoflower and
their catalytic applications towards the electrochemical oxidation of Vitamin C. The specific
peak potential for Vitamin C (Ascorbic acid, AA) helps us to find its signature in a pathological
sample and thereby we can develop a potential biosensor for the pathological detection of AA.
We have thoroughly analyzed the crystal structures of individual gold nanoflower to find out the
presence of different active crystal sites within them and explored their role in controlling the
unusually enhanced electrocatalytic oxidation of AA which is originally known to be a sluggish
reaction. Instigation of unique catalytic activity of anisotropic gold nanoparticles (AuNP)
encouraged modern science to shade lights on the concept of location and nature of active-site
dependent catalysis.73–77 The unusual high catalytic activity of nanometer-sized gold particles
(AuNPs) is primarily understood due to the generation of highly dense low coordination site
atoms on edges, terraces, steps, ledges, kinks, etc.78–81 Any crystal plane which remain at an
angle   0 with a closely packed crystal plane, holds more number of broken bonds compared
to the close-packed plane. In any general orientation of that additional crystal plane in a
stereographic orientation with the close-packed crystal plane, generates ledges and kinks of
certain density in an appropriate terrace orientation. These low coordinated site atoms then react
more strongly because of their modified localized electronic structure.82,83 Most of the noble
metal nanoparticles crystallizes according to the fcc pattern84,85 (However iron nanoparticles
crystallize in bcc pattern,86 gold and silver nanoparticles crystallizes as a superlattice in
hexagonal close-packed structures87 or simple cubic super crystals containing PbTe nanocubes88)
and the coordination number (C.N) of different facets in a unit cell of fcc are 7 for {110}, 8 for
{100} and 9 for {111} planes whereas the C.N of an atom in fcc unit cell is 12. Thus the highest
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number of bond breaking, i.e., 12-7 = 5, takes place during the creation of {110} facets.89
According to the broken bond model, the number of bond breaking is proportional to surface
energy.89 Hence the surface energy (γ) of different facets in an fcc crystal will follow the order as
γ(111)< γ(100)< γ(110),90 reflecting that the {110} facet as the most reactive one among the
lowest order crystal facets. Besides the broken bond model, microscopically the surface energy
also directly depends on the atomic density of facets and geometry of the terraces, ledges, and
kinks formed during anisotropic facet formation. The high reactivity of {110} facets can also be
explained in terms of planar density (the number of atoms in a plane). Greater the number of
atoms in a plane, greater will be the planar density and hence it will be described as the most
closely packed facet. The planar density of different crystalline facets of an unit cell of fcc are
0.177/R2 for {110}, 0.25/ R2 for {100} and 0.29/ R2 for {111} where R is the radius of a gold
atom.91 In other words, relative planar density of {110}, {100} and {111} crystalline planes
follow the ratio of 1: 1.4: 1.6. Thus {111} plane is the most densely packed plane92,93 making it
least reactive than the other two crystal planes, i.e., {100} and {110}. Besides broken bond
generation and planner density modulation, a detailed microscopic study of gold nanostructure
demonstrates that the catalytic activity increased effectively with the increment of surface energy
as a result of increasing the density of dislocation planes.94,95,96 Generation of more number of
dislocation planes increases the catalytic activity due to the crystal lattice irregularity.97 The other
dominant factors that control the catalytic activity are combined effective surface charge, 98 zeta
potential,99 charge density at the curvature,98 and effective surface area.100
In the present study, we have investigated the electrocatalytic behavior of different size
and shaped [three dimensional (3D) bud to blossom12, confirmed by electron tomography study]
gold nanoflowers (AuNFs) having a similar composition with variable curvature of the tips with
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different degree of crystal defects and crystalline orientations towards the electrochemical
oxidation of ‗Vitamin C‘ by considering the aforementioned possible catalytic factors. The
anisotropic AuNFs with the increasing number of concave petals oriented towards energetically
unfavorable crystal plane possesses efficient catalytic activity due to the increased number of
crystal defects such as steps, kinks, and dislocation sites.78,82 The high over-potential and poor
reproducibility (fouling effects) of bare electrodes usually limit the usage of them101 as efficient
electrode materials. Driven by the needs, the cutting edge modification of bare electrodes is done
in this study by drop-casting of AuNFs (on bare glassy carbon electrode) via covalent binding or
electrostatic interaction102 to study the catalytic function on the oxidation of biologically active
molecules like Vitamin C, uric acid, glucose, dopamine, etc. Dynamics of crystal facet dependent
reaction for different size and shaped AuNP modified electrode has recently been reported where
{100} and {110} facets of AuNPs show higher catalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR).103–105 However, the modification of AuNPs with Cu and Ag layers leads to {111} facet
the most reactive one for ORR.106 Our experimental work reports here the study of the
electrochemical activity of different tailored shaped bud to blossom AuNFs with single {110} to
twin plane orientation of their tips (one-half of the tips oriented along the {111} and the other
half along {100}). The residual Ag used during the synthesis plays the key factor by suppressing
the dynamics of {111} facet and preserving the high density of crystal defects on {110} facet for
greater chemical reactivity.75 The experimental result of facet and crystal defect dependent
catalytic activity is further supported by using a projected augmented wave (PAW)107 method.
We have also used Density Functional Theory based computational calculation to understand the
molecular basis of the dynamics of peak potential as a function of AA concentration. Scheme3.1 shows the schematic presentation of facile electrostatic interaction between bare glassy
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carbon (GC) electrode and different AuNFs followed by crystal irregularity dependent AA
oxidation.
The key driving force behind this electrochemical study of AA is due to its crucial role as
a powerful antioxidant as well as an efficient scavenger for free radicals.108 The ratio of Ascorbic
Acid (AA) to dehydroascorbic acid (DHAA) acts as a biomarker of oxidative stress.
Various methods have been proposed for the quantitative estimation of AA like
fluorimetric methods,109 titration methods,109 electrochemical detections,110,111 etc. However,
most of these techniques suffer from interference due to the common basic molecular backbone
of closely related pathological components like dopamine (DA), uric acid (UA), etc.112–114 which
hinders their highly specific sensing applicability. Out of several other electrochemical methods,
Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) are
the two most powerful and error-free techniques used in the literature to measure the
concentration of specific electro-active species in a fingerprinting voltammetric way and to get
the insight on the kinetics of multiple electrochemical processes respectively. Thus the
combination of DPV and EIS as active electrochemical techniques and facet originated crystal
defect modulated nanomaterials as dynamic electrode coating offers the designing of most
suitable transducer both to understand a surface-enhanced redox reaction as well as to use as a
signal amplifier for ultrasensitive error-free fingerprinting detection in a multi-component
physiological environment.
3.2 Synthesis of AuNPs:
The synthesis of different flourishing stages of AuNFs was carried out by using a nanotemplated seeded growth technique (three-step synthesis protocol) as reported earlier by Bardhan
et al.12 In brief, trisodium citrate capped ~5nm gold nanoparticles (GNPs) were synthesized in
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the first step by NaBH4 reduction method which we used as the seed to prepare CTAB based
gold nanopopcorn (GNPop) in the second step. In the third and final step, we used GNPop as
nanotemplates to prepare different flourishing stages of AuNF simply by employing different
concentrations of CTAB as the surfactant. The different nano-templated growth solution was
then kept overnight for completing the growth process. The generation of AuNFs was confirmed
by recording their UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra or examining their SEM and TEM images.
3.3 Theoretical ab initio simulation:
Theoretical modeling to calculate the reaction free energy (G) and the corresponding
activation energy (E) have been carried out by using a projected augmented wave (PAW)107
method, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).115–117 The
exchange-correlation functional Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) described within the
generalized gradient approximation118 implemented with the projector augmented wave function
(PAW). The bulk Au{100}, Au{110}, Au{111}, and Au{211} surfaces are modeled with (4×4),
(4×4), (5×5) and (2×5) supercell respectively to minimize the lateral interactions between the
repeating images with four layers of gold atoms. A vacuum of more than 12Å is used along the
z-direction to avoid periodic interactions. The Monkhorst–Pack generates a set of (5×5×1) Kpoints which is used to optimize the supercell of Au{100} and Au{211} facets, while (4×3×1) is
used for the Au{110} facet. The Brillouin zone is sampled with a gamma point (5×5×1) for the
Au{111} facet. All four layers are fully relaxed for the bulk surfaces, while two atomic layers
from the bottom of the slab are fixed. Other layers are relaxed while performing the
thermodynamic study. Plane-wave with a kinetic energy cut-off of 470 eV is used to expand the
electronic wave functions. The convergence criteria for total energy and forces are set at 10 -4 eV
and 0.02 eVÅ-1 respectively while optimizing the geometry. The van der Waals interactions have
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been included using the Grimme‟s D3-type of semiempirical method while optimizing the
structures for the thermodynamic calculations.119 Zero-point energy (ZPE) and entropy
corrections have included for the reaction free energy calculations. Zero-point energy (ZPE) is
calculated using the following equation:
ZPE =

𝑖

½ hυi

(1)

Where „h‟ is the Planck constant and „υi‟ is the frequency of the ith vibrational mode.
3.4 Density Functional Theory:
Finer details of the interactions of vitamin C with different Au-clusters have been probed
by density functional theory. The structure of L-ascorbic acid was obtained from PubChem
(CID: 54670067). The structure of its dimer and the gold complexes with the monomer and
dimer were modeled in GausView 5.0. Two to four gold atom clusters were used in these
models. Both the two possible orientations for the interaction of gold clusters with the monomer
were explored. All the possible binding modes were geometry optimized with density functional
theory at B3LYP level120–122 using 6-31G (d) basis set for all H, C, and O atoms, whereas,
Stuttgart/Dresden basis set, SDD/6-31G(d), for all the Au atoms.123,124 A scalar relativistic
effective core potential was applied to all the Au atoms.125 Frequency calculations were
performed on the optimized structures using the same level of theory. Gaussian 09W Rev. C126
was used for geometry optimization and frequency calculations. Molecular orbitals were
generated in GaussView 5.
3.5 Results & Discussion:
This research work presents a comprehensive study on the role of different form of
crystal defects along with other factors (crystal facet free energy, the curvature at sharp tips, total
surface area, surface charge, etc.) on an anisotropic gold nanoflower to control the
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electrocatalytic affinity of Vitamin C in a multi-component physiological/pathological sample.
Obtained results will lead us to create a new field of research namely “potentiometric
fingerprinting” for error-free Pathological sensing in the nanomolar (nM) concentration range
which not only has academic importance to understand the mechanism of electro-catalysis on
defective crystal lattice but also supports potential market value for the fabrication of prototype
electrochemical sensors for rapid clinical assessment. The synthesized gold nanoparticles, as
shown in Figure3.1, were characterized by using SEM, TEM, and zeta potential measurements.

Figure 3.1: TEM image of AuNFs synthesized by using (A)2.8×10-4 M CTAB, bud shape (B)
HAADF of (A), (C) Fully blossomed AuNF at 2.8×10-2 M CTAB concentration and (D) over
blossomed at 8.4×10-2 M CTAB.
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From our previously reported HRTEM measurements on AuNFs12 it is clear that the lowest
concentration of CTAB (2.8×10-4 M) generates bud structure with the crystal facets oriented in
the {110} plane. According to the literature survey, the surface free energy follows the order
γ(111) < γ(100) < γ(110).90 Hence the bud structured AuNFs are energetically most unstable to
provide maximum expected catalytic activity simply by receiving electrons ( electrocatalytic
oxidation) from the active molecular system (AA) to gain back the C.N. of an atom in fcc unit
cell. As the CTAB concentration was increased to 2.8×10-2 M, crystal facet changes its direction
towards energetically more stable planes to result in the formation of a half blossomed
nanostructure where half of each petal directed along {111} direction and another half towards
the {100} orientation. So, a mixed orientation of tipped petals has been obtained due to the
synergistic effect of viscosity of the medium and crystal facet free energy as discussed in our
previous report in details. The crystallographic direction of tips remain same in case of AuNFs
synthesized at higher CTAB concentration (5.6×10-2 M) whereas they transform into blunted
tipped structures along with energetically unfavorable {100} crystalline packing at the CTAB
concentration of 8.4×10-2 M. The TEM images of bud to blossom AuNFs as synthesized using
variable concentration of CTAB exhibit highly homogeneity in shape and size as clearly visible
from Figure 3.1. Obtained petal statistics from our TEM analysis along with the zeta potentials
recorded for different nanoflower structures has been listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Physical and electrostatic parameters of synthesized different flourishing stages of
AuNFs.
AuNFs at CTAB
concentrations (M)

AuNF Core
dia. (nm)

Individual
average petal
length (nm)
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Average
Number of petals

Zeta
Potential (+
mV)

2.8×10-4

110

0

0

11.9

2.8×10-3

140

15

15

18.1

2.8×10-2

155

85

54

27.3

5.6×10-2

140

105

68

31.9

8.4×10-2

135

70

45

34.8

By considering the above petal statistics, geometrical parameters of different AuNFs with
different morphology were estimated by considering the core of different AuNFs as spherical
and the tips as cone-shaped (Scheme 3.1). The surface area of the core is calculated by the
formula 4πr2 and the surface to volume ratio (of the core) is defined as

4 𝑟 2
4
3

𝑟 3

3

= 𝑟 where r is the

radius of the spherical core. On the other hand, the effective surface area of the core which is
exposed to the environment is defined by 4𝜋𝑟 2 − 𝑁𝜋𝑟𝑐2 where rc is the average radius of the base
of each cone and N is the total number of cones. The mathematical term 𝑁𝜋𝑟𝑐2 measures the
extent of the surface area of the central core which is captured by N number of sharp tips.
Similarly, the effective surface area (A) of the cone-shaped tips by disregarding the base area of
cones can be expressed as 𝐴 = 𝑁𝑟1

𝑟𝑐2 + 𝑐2 where hc is the height of individual tips. The

total effective surface area thus can be calculated by summing up the effective core area and
effective petal areas for an individual AuNF. From the TEM images and by considering the
above formulas, the detailed structural parameters are listed in Table 3.2.
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Scheme 3.1: Schematic representation of the modification of the GC electrode (GCE) surface
with positively charged AuNFs through electrostatic interaction followed by crystal defects
dependent oxidation of ascorbic acid.

Table 3.2: Different structural parameters along with their total effective surface area calculated
for our synthesized differently flourishing stages of AuNFs.
AuNF at

Core

Effective

S/V

Cone-

Effective

Total

Tip

Charge

CTAB

radius

surface

ratio of

shaped

surface

effective

Diameter

Density@

Conc. (M)

(nm)

area of

core

tip base

area of

surface

(nm)

tip (cm-1)

core

(nm-1)

radius

tips (nm2)

area (nm2)

(mm2)

(nm)
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2.8×10-4

55.0

38013.27

0.055

0

0

38013.3

No

-----

observed
tip
2.8×10-3
2.8×10-2
5.6×10-2
8.4×10-2

70.0
77.5
70.0
67.5

61151.08

0.043

3

2162.57

63313.7

20

2.0×106

26449.07

0.038

17

249993.17

276442.2

12

3.3×106

0.043

27

11486.38

611404.2

14

2.9 ×106

0.044

15

151810.42

177257.3

27

1.4×106

~0
25446.91

From the viewpoint of free energy, the catalytic activity of AuNFs should reduce with increase
in the concentration of CTAB as at higher CTAB concentration the produced nanostructures are
made up with petals having lower surface free energy by transforming from solely {110} to
either a mixture of {111} and {100} or exclusively {100}. On the contrary, the extent of
anisotropy (more number of petals) as well as the magnitude of surface charge (positive)
increases with CTAB concentration should in turn enhance the catalytic oxidative power.
Similarly, the effective surface area per AuNF increases monotonously and hence we can expect
a gradual increment of catalytic power due to their ability to hold an increasing number of
molecules on their surface. On the other hand, if we consider the charge (+Ve) density at the tip
is the leading factor to control their catalytic oxidative power as we have shown in our previous
result98 then the reported AuNFs should show a fluctuating catalytic activity according to Table
3.3. To verify these expectations and assessments of the catalytic activity of different flourishing
stages of AuNFs towards AA, we have measured their peak potential [EP (V)] and peak current
[ip (A)] by using differential pulse voltammetry technique. Figure 3.2A depicts the differential
pulse voltammogram of bare GC electrode in 0.4 mM AA wherein the anodic peak appears at
0.72 V due to the oxidation of AA. The modification of the GC electrode with different
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geometries of AuNFs leads to a significant decrease in peak potential as well as enhancement in
peak current for the electrooxidation of AA. This indicates that AuNFs exhibits electrocatalytic
behavior for the oxidation of AA. However, the shift in peak potential and the magnitude of peak
current alter with the different geometries of AuNFs for the electrooxidation of AA as can be
inferred from Figure 3.2A. Among various AuNFs, the bud structure which was synthesized by
using 2.8×10-4 M CTAB exhibits the highest catalytic activity in terms of ∆Ep(V) and

𝑖𝑝𝐴𝑢𝑁𝐹

𝑖𝑝𝐺𝐶

where ∆Ep is the shift in peak potential for the electrooxidation of AA at AuNFs/GC compared to
the bare GC electrode and 𝑖𝑝𝐴𝑢𝑁𝐹 & 𝑖𝑝𝐺𝐶 represent the corresponding peak current for the
oxidation of AA at AuNFs/GC and bare GC electrode respectively. A comparison analysis has
provided in Table 3.3 for the electrocatalytic activity of various-shaped AuNFs/GC electrodes
towards the oxidation of AA.
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Figure 3.2: DPV for the oxidation of AA (4×10-4 M) on AuNF modified GC electrode
synthesized using CTAB concentration as (A) 2.8×10-3 to 8.4×10-2 M, (B) 2.8×10-4 M, (C) and
(D) show the comparison of modified GC and bare GC electrode in terms of peak potential and
peak current respectively for the oxidation of AA, (E) Nyquist plot for different AuNFs modified
electrode and the corresponding equivalent circuit for the Nyquist plot, (F) measured rate
constant for the electro-catalytic oxidation of AA to DHAA on the surface of different AuNFs.
Interpretation of the DPV results confirms that the bud structure with crystal facet
orientation towards {110} is the most efficient one for the electrochemical catalytic conversion
of AA to DHAA. The lowest peak potential (0.24 V) associated with the highest peak current
(50.5 µA) of the bud structure modified GC electrode is well supported by our previous
argument of the dependence of electrocatalytic activity on facet energetic. Characteristic DPV
for the oxidation of AA on bud shaped AuNF modified GC electrode is shown in Figure 3.2B,
separately. Though the argument on facet energetic to explain the highest catalytic activity of
bud structured AuNF shows the expected result, charge density at the tip does not support it due
to the absence of any tip on the bud structure. Moreover, the trend of catalytic activity for
different flowering stages of AuNFs does not follow a linear relation with the CTAB
concentration as it is expected both from facet energetic and charge density consideration. In the
same line of argument, other factors which include the extent of anisotropy (more number of
petals), total surface charge, and effective surface charge, all increases monotonously with
CTAB concentration and suppose to show a gradual increment of catalytic activity towards AA
oxidation. Obtained catalytic activity (in terms of a shift in peak potential and relative peak
current) shows a zig-zag pattern and cannot be explained by those above factors. These
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observations forced us to consider other unexplored factors as major players to control their
observed electrocatalytic activity.

Table 3.3: Experimental observations and system parameters deduced from DPV and EIS
measurement towards the oxidation of AA on different flourishing AuNF coated GC electrode
AuNFs at CTAB
concentrations (M)

Peak

Peak

potentials, EP

current

(V)

(A)

Relative
peak current
𝑖𝑝𝐴𝑢𝑁𝐹

RCT

i0

k0

(kΩ)

(10-8

(10-6

A)

cm s-1)

𝑖𝑝𝐺𝐶

Bare GC

0.72

0.5

NA

2978.5

0.43

0.79

2.8×10-4

0.24

50.5

101.0

51.4

25.08

46.03

2.8×10-3

0.37

6.39

12.78

215.0

5.97

10.95

2.8×10-2

0.26

13.44

26.88

177.4

7.25

13.30

5.6×10-2

0.38

3.82

7.64

364.2

3.52

6.45

8.4×10-2

0.25

26.58

53.16

117.1

10.9

19.97

Out of several other factors, the extent of crystal defect127 could be a major aspect to control
the observed catalytic activity. The HRTEM study clearly shows the presence of several different
types of defects originating from crystal plane dislocations, stepped surface, kinks, islands, or
from differently packed crystal boundaries. A pictorial representation of different types of crystal
defects originates from bud structured and fully blossomed AuNFs are shown in Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4. In an fcc crystal, the normal stacking sequence of the planes generally represented as
ABCABCABC…… pattern. Characteristic twin boundary (TB) generates when one plane acts as
a mirror of the other two. In Figure 3.3D a twin defect appears via the unusual sequence
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ABCBA patterning where the C presents a mirror plane to that of AB planes. The atoms situated
on the twin boundary, C plane, have reduced coordination numbers and catalytically more active
than the other closely packed planes. By comparing all five different flourishing stages of AuNF
synthesized at different concentrations of CTAB, it has been observed that a greater defect
density has been observed for the bud shaped structure compared to the other flourishing stages
of AuNF.
A crystal plane at an angle  to a close-packed plane can generate terraces (inclined
surface with respect to the low indexed [low energy] atomically flat surface), ledges (structural
defect which accommodate the terrace inclination) and kinks (defect in the ledge) to result in
additional broken bonds in these inclined planes compared to the reference close-packed planes.
Any general orientation within the stereographic triangle (Euler Triangle) can be constructed
with ledges and kinks of a certain density in an appropriate terrace orientation.128 These ledges
and kinks are the sites where atoms of growing crystal or foreign atoms/molecules can
preferentially attach compared to the flat terraces. By considering the angle between terraces and
ledges as  and between ledges ( ledges are constructed as a combination of several kinks) and
kinks as , mathematically we can define the surface energy offered by ledges and kinks are
𝛾 𝜃 = 𝛾𝑇 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝛾𝐿 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝜃 and 𝛾 ∅ = 𝛾𝐿 𝐶𝑜𝑠 + 𝛾𝐾 𝑆𝑖𝑛 respectively where „T‟ stands for
terrace, „L‟ for ledges and „K‟ for kinks.128 Besides steps, kinks, and edges; dislocation
planes94,96 (which is also a source of the active catalytic site) has also been observed in the
growing tips of different AuNFs. In general, dislocation defects are formed when atoms in a
regular crystal are out of position to form a distorted region. For a polycrystalline material, this
disorientation of crystallites is known as boundary (grain or twin) defects. In general, these small
misfits (angular: boundary defect and linear: same lattice defect) between crystals or crystal
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planes can be accommodated by structural dislocations. Broadly this structural dislocation can be
subdivided into three categories as tilt (rotation axis lies on the boundary plane), misfit
(stretching of one particular plane), and twist (rotation axis lies perpendicular to the boundary
plane) dislocation. Misfit and twist can also be defined as edge dislocation and screw dislocation
as has been clearly shown in Figure 3.3E & 3.3F respectively on a bud structured AuNF. For a
better understanding of crystal defects, we have also provided the HRTEM images for bud
shaped AuNF in Figure 3.5, which shows the direction of the growing tip towards energetically
unfavorable {110} facet.
A Crystal defect originated from the formation of islands is also a dominant feature to
control their overall catalytic activity. In general, an island grows or shrinks to maintain
equilibrium vacancy concentration via atom migration from the crystal to the surface.129 A recent
work by Ganesh et al.130 has studied the intriguing catalytic activity of surface-active islands on
nanostructures for efficient direct formic acid oxidation. The modulation of different crystal
defects during their shapes evaluation to control the catalytic power80,81 of a nanoparticle is the
main theme of this study to achieve the most suitable nanostructure with desired crystal
orientation for the highest catalytic activity. A detail of this shape-dependent defect study is
summarized in Table 3.4 which includes different types of defects originated from structural
dislocation, steps, kinks, islands, and differently packed crystal boundaries.
Table 3.4: Density (nm-2) of Different Crystal Defects (dislocation, steps, kinks, islands, and
differently packed crystal boundaries) for Various Shaped AuNFs Synthesized at Tunable
Concentration (M) of CTAB.
Different Types of
Crystal Defects

Density (nm-2) of Different Crystal Defects for Different Shaped AuNFs
Synthesized at Different Concentration (M) of CTAB
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2.8×10-4

2.8×10-3

2.8×10-2

5.6×10-2

8.4×10-2

Edge dislocation

0.35

0.05

0.17

0.01

0.22

Screw dislocation

0.57

0.11

0.14

0.07

0.35

Stepped surface

0.18

0.06

0.08

0.02

0.13

kink

0.58

0.23

0.31

0.17

0.43

island

0.43

0.07

0.19

0.03

0.37

Twin boundary (TB)

1.11

0.05

0.85

0.01

0.93

Grain boundary (GB)

1.77

0.13

0.89

0.11

0.95

.
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Figure 3.3: Randomly selected three different surface regions (A, B and C) of a bud structured
AuNF to find out the existence of different crystal defects, (D) zoomed region on frame C to
understand the crystal plane arrangement in twine boundary, detailed vectorial representation of
(E) edge dislocation and (F) screw dislocation.
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Figure 3.4: (A) AuNF synthesized at 2.8×10-3 M CTAB with reduced crystal defect density,
(B) With increasing CTAB concentration at 2.8×10-3 M CTAB, the AuNF produced show
enhanced crystal defect density, (C) Fully blossomed AuNF produced at 5.6×10-2 M CTAB
Shows only twin boundary defect, (D) Overgrown AuNF synthesized at 8.4×10-2 M CTAB
exhibit blunted tips towards energetically unfavorable {110} facet.

HRTEM based density of different crystal defects (nm-2) for different shaped AuNFs has
been detailed in Figure 3.6. Our HRTEM study clearly shows that irrespective of the type of
defects, the defect density is maximum for bud structure which reduces in a zigzag pattern as
different flourishing stages of AuNF evolves at an increased concentration of CTAB.
Incremental contribution of dislocation planes along with steps, kinks, islands, and differently
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packed crystal boundaries supports the presence of a maximum number of catalytic active sites
on leading highly energetic {110} facets of bud shaped structure to offer highest AA oxidizing
power.

Figure 3.5: HRTEM image of the bud shaped AuNF. Different parts of the bud structure is
focused where (A) indicates the direction of the growing tips towards {110}, and (B), (C), (D)
indicates the presence of multiple crystal defects like stepped surface, GB, TB, Dislocation, etc.
Here CTAB concentration regulates the shape of the AuNFs and described in detail in our
previous publication.12 The oxidizing ability of AuNF at CTAB concentrations between 2.8×103

M and 8.4×10-2M shows a zig-zag pattern. This observation can easily be described in terms of
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the variation of defect density with different flourishing stages where for each shaped AuNFs we
have considered three different surface zones with different surface areas (25, 100, and 225 nm2).
For each surface zone of an individual structure, we have considered 100 frames and hence
Table 3.4 is bearing the statistics of 5×3×100 = 1500 frames. A detail of defect study is
summarized in Table 3.4 which includes different types of defects originated from structural
dislocation, steps, kinks, islands, and differently packed crystal boundaries. Various type of
crystal

defects

density

was

Crystal defects density (CDD) =

calculated
𝑖=100 𝑛 𝑖
;
𝑖=1
𝐴𝑖

by

employing

the

expression

as:

where, ni denotes the number of respective defects

in the selected area Ai. Considering similar statistical analysis we have also presented the charge
density at the apex in Table 3.2 which gets maximum for the highest curvature tips.98
Charge density is mathematically calculated as 2κ, where κ is the radius of curvature (κ =1/R)
and R is the tip radius. Though the charge density at the tip is a formidable factor to achieve
higher catalytic activity as we have reported previously.98 The obtained result in this report does
not explain their growing role over crystal defect density. Hence out of several factors which
include (i) generation of crystal defects due to the presence of low coordination atoms on steps,
kinks, islands, and edges, (ii) increment of internal surface area due to the dislocation, (iii)
orientation of crystal facets on the projected tips of AuNFs, and (iv) charge density at the tip; the
statistics of defect density leads the rally.
Though we used the DPV technique for fingerprinting the characteristic redox peak-current
and peak-potentials of the electrocatalytic oxidation of AA; we have adopted here alternate EIS
technique also to acquire the kinetics information as well as to measure the ability of a circuit to
flow electrical current. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is one of the most
powerful and reliable techniques for getting various electrochemical parameters such as double-
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layer capacitance (Cdl), charge transfer resistance (RCT),131 solution resistance (Rs), the standard
heterogeneous rate constant (k0),132 etc. The typical Nyquist plot obtained from the EIS
experiment indicates the variation of real and imaginary parts (of impedance) over a higher to
lower frequency range (e.g. 105 to 10-2 Hz) at a fixed potential.72 The distorted semicircles are
observed from the Nyquist plot (Figure 3.2E) for various shaped AuNFs modified GC electrode
towards the electrooxidation of AA wherein diameter of the semicircle in the X-axis gives an
estimation of RCT value between the modified electrode and analyte (AA). However, a variation
in the RCT value is noticed for different morphology of AuNFs in which the fully flourished
AuNF-modified GC electrodes exhibit the highest RCT value while the bud shaped AuNF shows
lowest RCT values. RCT values for other AuNFs lie in between the limits and their magnitude
2.8×10
follows the trend as 𝑅𝐶𝑇

−4

8.4×10
< 𝑅𝐶𝑇

−2

2.8×10
< 𝑅𝐶𝑇

−2

2.8×10
< 𝑅𝐶𝑇

−3

−2

5.6×10
< 𝑅𝐶𝑇
. From this RCT

value, we have estimated the exchange current densities (i0) as well as the standard
heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant (k0) by adopting the following equations72:
𝑅𝑇

(1−𝛼) 𝛼
𝐶𝑅𝑒𝑑 𝑘0

𝑅𝐶𝑇 = 𝑛𝐹 𝑖 and 𝑖0 = 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑂𝑋
0

(1−𝛼)

by assuming 𝐶𝑂𝑋

(2)

𝛼
= 𝐶𝑅𝑒𝑑
= 𝐶, 𝑖0 = 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑘0

where „n‟ denotes the number of electrons (here, n = 2), „A‟ denotes the active surface area,
COx and CRed denote the bulk concentrations of ascorbic acid (AA) and dehydroascorbic acid
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Figure 3.6: Variation of defect density with different flourishing stages (Top panel for bud
structure with 2.8×10-4 M CTAB, Central panel for half blossomed AuNF with 2.8×10-2 M
CTAB and bottom panel for the overgrown AuNF with 8.4×10-2 M CTAB) where for each
shaped AuNFs we have considered 100 frames each for three different surface zones with
different surface areas (25, 100 and 225 nm2).

(DHAA), respectively and α being the symmetry factor. For the quantitative evaluation of
various system parameters, a modified Randles equivalent circuit (by blending the parameter
constant phase element; CPE)133 is constructed (Figure 3.2E inset) to fit the experimental
Nyquist plot and the fitting parameters are tabulated in Table 3.3. As can be seen from Table
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3.3, the bud shaped AuNFs (prepared using 2.8x10-4 M CTAB) shows the highest exchange
current, as well as the utmost standard heterogeneous rate constant in comparison to other AuNF,
modified electrodes. The heterogeneous rate constant follows the trend as: 𝑘02.8×10
𝑘08.4×10

−2

> 𝑘02.8×10

−2

> 𝑘02.8×10

−3

−4

>

−2

> 𝑘05.6×10 . Indeed, this behavior is consistent with the DPV

response of AuNFs/GC towards the electro-oxidation of AA. Thus, it can be concluded that the
morphology which having higher crystal defects (steps, kinks, edges, dislocation) exhibits
superior catalytic activity than that of others.
To get the idea about the feasibility of AA oxidation reaction on different crystal facets we
have used here Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) where the reaction free energy
(∆𝐺) have been calculated by using the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model as
proposed by Nørskov and co-workers.131,134
For example, the reaction free energy for a general reaction is calculated at zero voltage as
follow:
Reaction:
Reaction free energy:

AH* → A* + H + + e−
∆G = G(A*) +

1
2

G(𝐻2(𝑔) ) – G(AH*)

(4)

We have calculated the reaction free energy change for the reaction presented in Scheme 3.1.
The optimized structures of AA on different crystalline gold facets have shown in Figure 3.7.
Our calculated reaction free energy (Table 3.5) suggests that the oxidation of ascorbic acid
shows different reactivity with different crystal facets of the gold surface. The Au{110} surface
is more reactive with minimum activation energy (1.04 eV) and lowest reaction free energy (0.64
eV) compared to the {111} and {100} surfaces. On the other hand, the reaction is more favorable
with the free energy change of 0.59 eV in the presence of stepped surface {211} which inclined
towards {111} and {100} surfaces. Simulated results match exactly what we observed for
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experimental electrocatalytic activity on different flourishing stages of AuNFs. Both
experimental observation and simulated prediction show the highest catalytic activity for bud
shaped AuNF with active crystal faces oriented towards {110} direction.

Figure 3.7: Top and Side views of the optimized AA on different crystalline lowest order
[{111}, {100} and {110}] and stepped [{221}] Au facets. Optimized molecules are shown in the
ball-and-stick model where red balls indicate oxygen atoms, gray balls as carbon atoms and
white balls as hydrogen atoms.
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Table 3.5: Calculated reaction free energy for the oxidation of AA on different crystal facets of
gold
Surface

∆𝑬(eV)

∆𝑮(eV)

100
110
111
211

1.14
1.04
1.51
0.97

0.70
0.64
1.05
0.59

The highest oxidizing power of the bud structured AuNF encouraged us to utilize this
nanomaterial for AA sensing by utilizing electrochemical measurement techniques. The
appearance of variable peak potentials at different concentrations and interpretation of the
obtained result through the structural contribution of AA is quite interesting in terms of the intraand inter-molecular hydrogen bonding135 among themselves. At lower AA concentrations
(Figure 3.8A) the peak potential appears at 0.345 V and the DPV curve at variable concentration
is broad in nature. The current vs. concentration curve shows an exponential and linear growth
type in the lower (4×10-5 to 4×10-8 M) and higher (10-3 to 10-4 M) range of AA concentrations
respectively as shown in Figure 3.8C and 3.8D. Single peak potential for AA oxidation can
easily be explained by considering an intramolecular hydrogen bond to facilitate the oxidation of
AA to DHAA. At intermediate concentration range (10-4 to 10-5 M), a dual humped curve has
been observed indicating a two-electron oxidation of AA. As the concentration of AA increases
and reaches above mM concentration, the distance between AA molecules reduces to allow both
intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonding to show an additional peak at 0.24 V
origination from AA-dimers along with the original peak potential at 0.345 V due to the AA
oxidation through intramolecular hydrogen bonding trajectory. The two-electron oxidation of
AA is clearly shown in Figure 3.8B where one peak potential arises at 0.24 V and another one
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at0.345 V. At a very high concentration of AA (10-3 M), the peak potential shifts further to
lower potential at 0.20 V indicates much faster oxidation. Thus, quantitative and qualitative
fingerprinting of AA can easily be done from the prescribed electrochemical measurements.

Figure 3.8: (A) DPV of AA at lower concentration level (4×10-5 to 4×10-8 M), (B) DPV of AA at
higher concentration level (10-3 to 10-4 M), (C) The exponential growth of peak current at a lower
concentration of AA, and (D) The linear variation of peak current at higher concentration of AA.
To understand the mechanism of AA oxidation in the molecular level, we have studied
their redox reaction on a few atom gold clusters by using Density Functional Theory. 120–122
Using this quantum mechanical analysis we have obtained the optimized geometries of the
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monomer, dimer, and the gold complexes of L-ascorbic acid (AA) as shown in Figure 3.9a and
3.9b. Whereas the electron densities in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the gold cluster complex with monomer and
dimer of AA are shown in panel A and B of Figure 3.9a and 3.9b respectively. The vibrational
frequencies of the first O-H bond stretching in monomer as well as in the intermolecular
hydrogen-bonded dimer were monitored in presence of increasing number of gold atoms and the
changes are plotted in Figure 3.9c whereas the changes in the O-H bond lengths are shown in
Figure 3.9d. O-H bond weakening was observed in monomer (bonded to Au through either H or
O atom of AA) as well as in the dimer of ascorbic acid in presence of Au. In monomer, O-H
stretching frequency was decreased by around 300 cm-1, thus, facilitating the deprotonation
process. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding also weakens this OH bond136,137 and the decrease in
the stretching frequency was about 400 cm-1. Au cluster was found to further decrease the
stretching frequency by 300 cm-1. Therefore at higher concentration AA, the presence of gold
cluster reduces the OH stretching frequency up to 700 cm-1 effectively. Alternatively, at higher
concentrations where ascorbic acid molecules remain hydrogen-bonded, oxidation occurs more
easily in the presence of gold as we have observed experimentally. Experimentally we have
observed that the peak potential for AA oxidation shifted from 0.345 V at very low concentration
(4×10-5 to 4×10-8 M) to 0.24 V at an intermediate concentration (10-4 to 10-5 M) and finally
shifted to 0.205 V at very high concentration (10-3 M) of AA. This directly provides the true
mechanistic explanation behind the electrocatalytic oxidation of AA.
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Figure 3.9: Optimized geometries and the electronic distributions of ascorbic acid monomer (a)
and dimer (b) in the presence of gold. (A) Optimized geometries of ascorbic acid (monomer or
dimer) and its gold complexes. (B) HOMO/SOMO of the respective complexes. (C) LUMO of
the respective complexes. (c) Changes in the stretching frequency and (d) the bond length of the
first OH group in L-ascorbic acid (AA) in presence of increasing number of Au atoms (two to
four).
Based on the high catalytic activity of the bud structured AuNF and from the complete
understanding about their mechanism of action along with molecular and crystal level driving
forces for its enhanced activity, we encouraged to use this bud shaped AuNF structure for ultralow sensing of AA in presence of other closely related biological components138,139 like DA, UA,
and Glucose. The DPV response (Figure 3.10A) of bud shaped AuNF modified GC electrode at
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the equimolar mixture of biological components show clear individual peaks for the respective
components with unchanged peak position (0.245 V for AA, 0.41 V for DA, 0.535 V for UA and
0.63 V for glucose) for each element. As the peak potential for individual components is well
separated from each other, in a single potential sweep we can identify all the available
components in a multicomponent pathological sample. From the DPV response, we have
constructed the calibration plot (Figure 3.10B) for all four components during the simultaneous
detection of these species. This detection methodology holds true for those components which do
not interact with each other to produce another component in the mixture of analytes.
The main criteria of a successful sensor is to show a linear variation of the identifiable
and measurable quantity (here peak current) with concentration. It is clear from Figure 3.10 that
the peak current for individual components in a test sample shows a linear variation in a
physiologically viable concentration range. Moreover, all the components can easily be
identified in a single potential sweep from a multicomponent pathological sample. Hence, the
bud structured AuNF has the unique potential to use it as an efficient electrocatalytic sensor for
pathological sensing.
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Figure 3.10: (A) DPV at a variable concentration of an equimolar mixture of AA, DA, UA, and
Glucose. (B) A linear fit of peak current for individual components at a variable physiological
concentration range.
3.6 Conclusion:
The DPV response and EIS data for the oxidation of AA clarify that there is a strong
correlation between the electro-catalytic activity and the extent of crystal defect density (nm-2) of
different AuNFs. The defect density on nanocrystals has been calculated from the recorded
HRTEM measurements by considering all possible defects originated during their growth.
Among various controlling factors, the crystal defect density plays a crucial role in determining
the superior catalytic ability. The bud shaped AuNF shows superior catalytic activity in
comparison with other AuNFs due to the presence of the highest crystal irregularity on its
surface. Moreover, bud shaped AuNF shows the effective fingerprinting ability of AA in the
presence of other closely related compounds in a multi-component pathological sample. Besides,
the role of different crystal facets [{111}, {100}, {110}, and [{221}] on the catalytic
performance of AuNFs has been explored by calculating the reaction free energy (∆𝐺) using
computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model on VASP platform which is consistent with our
proposed mechanism. Variation of peak potential for AA oxidation at different concentration
range has been demonstrated using DFT by considering their intramolecular (monomer) and
intermolecular (dimer) interaction in the presence of different sized Au clusters. The
fingerprinted peak potential and linear fit of peak current for individual components (AA, UA,
DA, and glucose) at variable physiological concentration prove the ability of the bud shaped
AuNF as an efficient electrocatalytic sensor for multicomponent pathological sensing.
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CHAPTER-4

Zone-Specific Crystallization and a Porosity-Directed Scaling
Marker for the Catalytic Efficacy of Au-Ag Alloy Nanoparticles
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Modified seed-mediated growth followed by the sacrificial galvanic replacement method has
been adopted to synthesize Bimetallic Au-Ag hollow nano prisms (HNPr) with variable
effective surface area, dynamic atomic composition (Au: Ag), and distinct stepped surface
between the central porous region and crystalline periphery.



The role of numerous low coordinated crystal defects along with extended d-orbital spacing
in the central cavity region of HNPrs to control their adsorption efficiency for different redox
reactions has been explored in detail.



The presence of high-density grain boundary with preferable Au0: Ag0 ratio in HNPr250 helps
to form an extensive porous ligamentous central cavity and accelerate the kinetics of the Uric
Acid (UA) oxidation for their nM detection.



Experimental observations have been supported by DFT calculation to approximate the
effective Au-Au displacement in explaining their catalytic activity.
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4.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, we have synthesized different bimetallic Au-Ag hollow nanoprisms and
checked their catalytic activity through electrochemical oxidation of uric acid. Irregularities or
defects of nano-crystalline materials differentiate them in novel properties from their bulk
counterparts.140 Alloying of noble metal induces a plethora of unknown and unexplored
properties of nanomaterials which include superconductivity141, superparamagnetism142, highly
stressed nanoscale materials to generate reactive oxygen,143 etc. Besides these properties, the
alloying of noble metal nanoparticles is believed to be one of the most crucial factors to generate
defects like grain boundary, dislocations, etc. which drastically alters the catalytic property along
with various Physico-chemical properties viz., mechanical strength (which include tensile strain,
compressive strain, etc.) and toughness of the material.144 It has been reported that nanocrystalline materials having grain boundary (GB) rich surface is effective for CO reduction145
with high turnover frequency. Additionally, another controlling factor that enhances the catalytic
property is the presence of multiple twin boundary (MTB) defects which are exposed to high
energy facets.146 The active site of a heterogeneous catalyst can be considered as a direct
collection of atoms which can be introduced into the lattice by a high density of stacking faults
and twin boundaries.147 The multiple twinned gold nanoparticles supported on TiO2 surface
exhibit superior catalytic performance for CO oxidation than twin-free gold nanocrystals.148
Similarly, polycrystalline gold nanoparticles (most probably with an enormous number of grain
boundaries but not analyzed extensively) show the enhanced catalytic activity of UA
oxidation149. In addition, the planner defects e.g., stacking fault, dislocations, etc. originate
during the crystal growth of gold nanostructures that are found to be effective for electrocatalytic
oxidation of methanol150. Out of a large pool of available mixed metal nanomaterials, Au-Ag
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alloy nanomaterials draw special attention due to their similarity in lattice parameters (Au: 4.08
Å and Ag: 4.09 Å) to create most stable periodically folded atomic nanocrystals.151 Different
strategies are reported and have been adopted to generate mixed metal nanomaterials either by
adopting leaching methodology152 or selectively depositing on active sites.153 Out of several
different types of mixed metal nanostructures, designing specially engineered pseudo porous
bimetallic nanomaterials is our target to generate novel materials that are expected to show the
extraordinary catalytic property (along with several other exciting physical and chemical
properties) contrary to their monometallic counterparts.154 Schematic representation of twoelectron oxidation of UA on Au-Ag alloy nanoprisms with the central porous cavity is shown in
Scheme 4.1.

Scheme 4.1: Two electron electrochemical oxidation of uric acid on {220} facet of HNPr.

Origination of porosity during the growth of bimetallic Au-Ag nano-crystals constitutes
various crystal imperfections155 which are suitable for their enhanced catalytic activity. The low
coordinated perimeter appears near the central cavity (or central porous moiety) of hollow nano
prisms (HNPr) has been considered as the prime factor for generating active catalytic sites. 156,157
It is believed that during the synthesis of nano-alloy (Au-Ag) Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles the
residual Ag does not leach out (oxidation of Ag0 seed by Au3+) completely rather it segregate
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defect sites (steps, kinks, etc.) and void spaces near the two metal interfaces (i.e., the central
porous region of HNPr) due to the differential diffusion rates between two inter-diffusing atomic
species (here inward flux of Au0 from surrounding and outward flux of Ag0from the core) which
creates a net vacancy flux through Kirkendall Effect.15 The appearance of Kirkendall voids in
Au-Ag alloy nanoparticle is linearly dependent on tensile strain or stress. Tensile stress again
tends to exaggerate the grain boundaries and creates more vacancies whereas compressive stress
cements the grain boundaries by reducing the extent of void formation.Therefore it is necessary
to find the chemical marker of void formation in Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles.158 The presence of
different oxidation states of Au (Au0, Au+ (aurous) and Au3+ (auric)) andAg (Ag+ and Ag0) and
their extent in the interfacial central porous region of HNPr plays a key role in alloy nanoparticle
formation.159 The percentage of metallic (Ag0and Au0) and oxidized (Ag+, Au+, and Au3+) form
of silver and gold in the individual nanoporousHNPr can be monitored through XPS and EDX
spectrum and the ratio Au0/Ag0can be considered as a chemical marker for the atomic origin of
high catalytic activity of different HNPrs. The building of atomic segregation in the bimetallic
heterophase junction (Au-Ag) through Kirkendall Effect may generate dislocation and d-band
shifting which in turn enhances the activity towards various electrochemical redox reactions. 160
In our previous study, we have estimated the concentration of ascorbic acid (AA) by performing
their electrochemical oxidation reaction on gold nanoflower (AuNF) surface and efficiently we
could quantify different biologically active components like UA, dopamine (DA), AA and
Glucose from a single pathological sample.4 Out of several components, UA shows the most
prominent ion current peak in DPV response which encouraged us to consider it as the reference
analyte to study the role of porosity induced tensile strain on a nanomaterial with minimal
variation of crystal facets to influence their catalytic activity. Moreover, uric acid is a
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biologically important compound that plays a crucial role in metabolism. The purine metabolic
product uric acid (UA), when present at higher concentrations (hyperuricemia) in the blood may
cause several ailments like cardiovascular disease, gout (a form of arthritis), kidney disease,
heart disease,161–163, etc. Though not very common it is also possible to have too little UA in our
body which points out the initiation of liver and kidney disease. In general, we define this
symptom as Fanconi syndrome,164 a disorder of the kidney tubules that prevent the absorption of
uric acid and rapid removal by urine to reduce the UA level in the blood to create hypouricemia.
Hence the quantification (high or low level) of UA is crucial from the pathological screening
point of view too. The normal uric acid level for a healthy female is 142-356 M (2.4-6.0
mg/dL) and for a healthy male is 202-416 M (3.4-7.0 mg/dL).165,166 Various analytical
approaches like chemiluminescence,167 spectrofluorometric,167 enzymatic processes,168, etc. have
been reported for the quantitative detection of UA to micromolar (M) level. However,
electrochemical techniques are more preferable in this context on account of their ease of
handling, cost-effectiveness, and higher accuracy level to avoid any false positive signaling.
Electrochemical techniques like differential pulse voltammetry (DPV), Chronoamperometry
(CA), square wave voltammetry (SWV) are powerful tools among others to carry out sensing of
UA at physiological concentration level by modifying the bare electrode with polymers169
(ethylene glycol, methacrylate, dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate, etc.) and biomaterials170,171
(norepinephrine, propionylcholine,etc). In the present study, we have examined the detailed
structural analysis of seven different bimetallic Au-Ag HNPrs and their catalytic activity towards
the electrochemical oxidation of UA (Scheme 4.1) to figure out their structure-catalytic activity
relationship. The modification of the bare glassy carbon (GC) electrode by adsorbing different
bimetallic Au-Ag HNPrs on their surface leads to efficient adsorption of UA and enhances the
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electron transfer kinetics. Further, HNPr modified GC electrodes encouraged us for
fingerprinting of UA upto nano-molar (nM) level within a limited time interval. The prominent
role of the chemical marker (Au0/Ag0) in the mixed metal HNPrs for the increment of tensile
strain was explained through DFT calculations as implemented in Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP).

4.2 Material Synthesis:
The synthesis of different HNPrs was carried out in the two-step seeding method. In the
first step, 500 L of 10-2 M ice-cooled freshly prepared AgNO3 was added at a constant rate of 1
mL/min into 19 mL of Milli-Q (18 M cm) water kept under constant rate (150 rpm) of stirring.
After that, we have added 500 L of 10-2 M ice-cooled freshly prepared trisodiumcitrate (TSC) at
the same rate of 1 mL/min to the diluted AgNO3 solution. Immediately after the completion of
TSC addition, we have added 60 L of 10-1 M freshly prepared ice-cooled NaBH4 at a time and
left the mixture undisturbed for 30 s before we turn off the stirring. The solution turns
immediately into a bright and transparent bumblebee yellow color. The solution was then kept
undisturbed in the dark for 2 h under open mouth condition to release out evolved H2 gas from
the reaction mixture.
In the second step, 0.5 g of CTAB was dissolved in 45 mL of water by 10 min sonication
at 30 0C. To this CTAB solution, maintained at 30 0C, 2 mL of 10−2 M AgNO3 was added at a
constant rate of 1 mL/min under steady stirring condition. Next, 300 μL of 10-2 M ice-cooled
HAuCl4 was added to the above mixture at a constant rate of 1 mL/min. The color of the solution
turns transparent yellow-brown. This was followed by a dropwise addition (1 mL/min) of 320 μL
of 10-1 M ice-cooled ascorbic acid (AA) that changes the color of the solution from yellow-
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brown to colorless due to Au(III) reduction. The stepwise addition of Au(III) and AA of the
same respective volume are repeated for one more time with an additional rate of 2 mL/min.
Quick or delayed addition of Au(III) than that of 2 mL/min in the second step may cause the loss
of crystalline nature of our synthesized HNPrs and results in in distorted structures with irregular
shapes and sizes as shown in Figure 4.1. The porous ligaments in the central cavity region for
different HNPrs were achieved through carefully maintaining the addition rate of gold solution
(2 mL/min) and the time gap (~3 to 4 s) between Au(III) and AA into the reaction mixture.

Figure 4.1: (A), (B) and (C) SEM images of HNPr250 with HAuCl4.3H2O addition rate (second
step of seeded growth) of 1 mL/min, 2 mL/min and 3 mL/min respectively. (D) Absorption
spectra of different HNPrs.
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Subsequently, a different amount (varying the amount between 50 μL and 3 mL) of presynthesized seed solution was added into the reaction mixture. Variation in the amount of seed
solution led to the formation of various HNPrs with different edge lengths and porous cavity
diameters. Synthesized HNPrs by using 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 L of Ag seed
are designated as HNPr50, HNPr100, HNPr250, HNPr500, HNPr1K, HNPr2K, and HNPr3K,
respectively. The plasmonic nature of individual HNPrs was confirmed from their UV-Vis-NIR
spectra as shown in Figure 4.1. Throughout the synthesis, we have maintained the reaction
temperature at 30 °C. We have observed that in absence of seed by using the same protocol does
not produce any nanoprisms (rather produces arbitrary shaped colloidal particles with no regular
size) which directly proves the necessity of the seed to form the nano prisms structure or in other
words, indeed this is a seed-mediated synthesis.
4.3 Materials Purification:
After synthesizing; the cavity diameter, shape, and size variable HNPrs; we kept them
overnight to complete their growth and stabilization. Size of HNPr50 and HNPr100 are so big that
they become settled down by leaving unreacted ligands and precursors in the top solution which
we have decanted to separate the nanoparticles. Separated nanoparticles (~1 mL) then diluted by
5mL Milli-Q water and centrifuge at 1000 rpm for 1.5 h whereas for other HNPrs which didn‟t
settle down with time have been centrifuged for two times at different rates. Firstly, they are
centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 1.5 h and then at 3000 rpm for 30 minutes. Finally, we have
collected the centrifuged nanoparticles each with a total volume of 500 L.
4.4 Theoretical Modeling of HNPr:
It is very difficult to construct a theoretical model for different HNPrs with variable Au:Ag
composition because the introduction of Ag atom in the Au cluster will generate an infinite
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number of possible structures. Here, initially, we have constructed some structure based on TEM
images and XPS data (Table 4.1). We have constructed flat surfaces of HNPrs parallel to {111}
plane and faces having {220} planes according to the previously reported work.172 We have
simulated a series of different HNPrs (each one made by a total of 363 atoms) with different
Au:Ag composition. We have varied the Au0:Ag0 compositions among different HNPrs as:
HNPrA (3.03:1), HNPrB (2.45:1), HNPrC (2.02:1), HNPrpureAg (0:) and HNPrpureAu (:0). These
compositions cover the entire HNPr series as reported in Table 4.1. The primary motive behind
the consideration of the above-mentioned compositions is to observe the effect of Ag
impurity/doping on the pure Au clusters. For the geometrical optimization, we have used
Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional as
implemented in VASP for each Au:Ag composition. A gamma centered k-point was applied for
the calculation and a force convergence criterion of -0.05 eV/Å per atom was set to obtain the
accurate bond-length between Au and Ag atoms. The PBE potential with the Methfessel-Paxton
smearing method has been used to calculate the total energies.

4.5 Results and Discussion:
TEM analysis in Figure 4.2 noticeably clarifies the formation of nano prism along with
the appearance of hollowness at the center of the mass coordinate for each HNPr. It has been
observed that the enrichment of Ag seed from 50 µL to 3 mL during synthesis leads to the linear
increment of both the edge length between 150-25 nm and central porous cavity diameter
between 1.5 - 11.5 nm. The TEM image of each HNPr (HNPr50 to HNPr3K) in Figure 4.2 and the
corresponding histogram in Figure 4.3 proves that the synthesized HNPrs are highly
monodispersed in nature. The HNPr50 and HNPr100 appear almost as two-dimensional triangles
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(thickness 10 nm) with sharp edges (edge lengths are 150 and 102 nm respectively) and a tiny
cavity at the center. Compared to HNPr50 and HNPr100, edges of the HNPr250 (edge length: 105
nm) are much more truncated in nature (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: TEM image of individual HNPr synthesized by using a different amount of Ag seed.
Here A-F represents the synthesized HNPrs by using 50 L, 100 L, 250L, 1 mL, 2 mL and 3
mL of Ag seed and abbreviated as HNPr50, HNPr100, HNPr250, HNPr1K, HNPr2K,and HNPr3K
respectively. Due to the structural similarity with HNPr250, we have not included the TEM image
of HNPr500 in this figure.
Further distortion from the prism structure was observed for HNPr500, HNPr1K, HNPr2K (edge
lengths are 102, 62 and 43 nm respectively) and a hollow sphere (diameter: 25 nm) appearance
with a large cavity diameter around 11.5 nm for HNPr3K. The role of Au(III) and the amount of
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seed in controlling the size and crystallinity of the central cavity can be explained by considering
the reduction potentials of the component redox systems (Au3+/Au0, Ag+/Ag0, AA2+/AA) present
in the reaction mixture.

Figure 4.3: Histogram of size distribution for each HNPr. 100 TEM frames have been
considered for each HNPr to calculate their average edge length.
Reported reduction potentials for Au3+/Au0, Ag+/Ag0, AA2+/AA are 1.5, 0.81, and -0.066 V (at
pH:7) respectively.173,152 As explained before in our previous report174 that the presence of
Au(III) enhances the differential reduction potential of AA from 0.8 V (between Ag+/Ag0 and
AA2+/AA) to 1.5 V (between Au3+/Au0 and AA2+/AA) which forces AA to acts as an efficient
reducing agent and results in all the available AA being used in the reduction of Au(III) and
Ag(I) to form seed-mediated alloy structure. When we add a little amount of seed then the
volume to surface ratio i.e., 𝜋𝑅 2  / 2𝜋𝑅 2 of the nucleation zone to accommodate all the
Au0 and Ag0 into prismatic geometry should be very small compared to the total surface of the
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HNPr and vice versa for a large amount of seed. Here we considered „R‟ as the radius of the
central cavity and „h‟ is the approximate thickness (may vary due to stepped geometry) of the
prism. Hence we should expect a gradual increment of cavity area with the amount of added seed
and matches well with our observed result. Moreover, when the nucleation zone is made by one
or fewer nanoseeds the active crystal facets of seed can contribute more accurately in the
crystallization to generate sharp edged HNPrs compared to a large collection of nanoseed as the
nucleation centre. During seeded crystallization if there is any residual Au(III) leftover in the
system then only it will try to contribute in the galvanic replacement reaction from the seed
surface to result the amorphous nature of the central cavity. Depending on the relative ratios of
Au3+, Ag+ and Ag0 the extent of the resultant porous nature varies for different HNPrs. It is clear
from our study that the crystalline central core (as nucleation centre) for individual HNPr
gradually changes to amorphous porous cavity and the extent of porosity has been measured by
recording their time dependent TEM image. TEM based growth kinetics and the associated
porosity development in the central core for HNPr250 is shown in Figure 4.4. Analysis of the
HRTEM images through digital micrograph software along with XRD measurements and SAED
pattern confirms the presence of high energy facets 1/3{422} and {220} on each HNPr surface
(Figure 4.4, 4.5, and4.6). The thermal vibration of reduced coordination sites (steps, kinks, etc.)
strengthens the average vibrational amplitude of vicinal surfaces (1/3{422} and {220}). As a
result, excess vibrational entropy of vicinal surfaces is much higher than that of low index {111}
surface.175,176 Thus, low coordinated atomic sites are considered to be chemically more active
than that of close-packed Au-Ag surfaces (1st order fcc surfaces) and these defects stimulate the
emergence of internal lattice strain.146,177
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Figure 4.4: TEM images of time-dependent (A: 10 min, B: 1 h and C: 6 h) porosity generation at
the center of gravity of HNPr250. Porosity has started to develop after 1 hr and reaches a
maximum after 6 hr. (A1), (B1) and (C1) are time variable HAADF-STEM images with their
respective EDX line profiles; (A2), (B2), (C2) are IFFT images of HNPr250 after 10 min, 1h and
6 h of synthesis; (A3), (B3) and (C3) are the zoomed version of the selected area on respective
porous cavities; and (A4), (B4) and (C4) is the surface plot of (A2), (B2) and (C2) respectively
to clarify the degree of porosity change with time whereas the contour plot is given as inset to
identify the boundary between porous and crystalline surface of HNPr as marked by the yellowcolored arrow. Though at the beginning (10 min) of the HNPr growth there is only one active
crystal plane i.e., 1/3{422} which has two different orientations with an internal angle of 630,
after 1 hr a new {220} plane appears in the central cavity and the 1/3{422} plane disappears
completely after 6 hr.
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The lattice strain (compressive or tensile) in the nanocrystal leads to fluctuating different
mechanical properties by modifying their energy band structures.178 Although the 1/3{422} plane
is forbidden, the appearance of this plane in the bimetallic Au-Ag plate-like structure has been
reported earlier and this creates stacking faults laying parallel to the {111} facets.172 In our
synthesized HNPrs, we found that each HNPr contains the 1/3{422} plane both on the crystalline
surface area as well as the central cavity area except for HNPr250 where the 1/3{422} plane is
missing in the central porous region. We have crosschecked the presence of 1/3{422}and {220}
planes along with {111} plane in different HNPrs by performing their XRD measurements and
verified it from JCPDS data as mentioned in Figure 4.6. Unfortunately, the S/N ratio for the
recorder XRD plot is quite low and that could be due to high SAXS (small-angle X-ray
scattering) background from the CTAB molecules and also the glass substrates at the low angle
regime. To keep the nanostructures intact we could not wash the nanoparticles beyond two times
as further washing could destroy the particles and results in very weak diffraction peaks. Here
the important point is the peak position corresponding to 1/3{422} and this is also a supportive
data to the strong evidence observed from HRTEM and SAED patterns. Collecting data over a
quite long time may improve the SNR a little but this will not significantly improve the data
quality. Moreover, as we know the errors in counts in scattering experiments follow the Poisson
distribution and that results in little improvement in noise even if we collect data for a long time
unless the peak is quite strong or data has been taken in much stronger x-ray source like x-ray
synchrotron sources. The origin of the 1/3{422} peak is the stacking fault lying parallel to the
{111} surface and hence supposed to be very weak compared to the {111} peak as observed in
Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: (A2) is the SAED pattern of HNPr250 as marked by the white-colored square box in
(A1) whereas corresponding FFT is given as inset to show the existence of 1/3{422} and {220}
and {422} facets. All the diffraction spots in (A2) either along 1/3{422} or {220} facets are
completely splitted and some are unsplitted along {422} as marked by the green color arrow.
(A3) is the surface plot of (A2) which shows a better representation of splitted diffraction spots.
(B2) and (C2) represents the SAED pattern from HNPr100 and HNPr3K whereas (B1) and (C1) is
the corresponding TEM images of HNPr100 and HNPr3K respectively. Here diffraction spots are
not completely splitted as we marked them unsplitted along {220} and {422} facets and
indicates that these structures contain less number of twin boundaries compared to HNPr250
along {220} and {422} planes. (D1) represents drift corrected STEM image for line profile; (D2)
and (D3) is the EDX elemental mapping of Ag-L and Au-M respectively to clarify the
distribution of Ag and Au over HNPr250 surface; and (D4) confirms the Ag-L and Au-M line
along the EDX line profile.
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Though the spectra are bit noisy, still there is a clear sign of the peak for the 1/3{422} in the
XRD pattern as the other two stronger peaks are clearly visible for all the three different HNPrs
in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: XRD pattern of HNPr50, HNPr250, and HNPr2K.

So strong evidence in HRTEM and SAED pattern along with XRD (supportive) we think the
existence of 1/3{422} is quite clear. Besides the signature of different planes from XRD data, we
have calculated the generated strain along different planes from their respective line shapes (obtained
2) as shown in Figure 4.7 specifically for {111} facet. Recorded XRD pattern in Figure 4.6
confirms the presence of {111} at 2ζ ≈ 38.250, 1/3{422} at 2ζ ≈ 34.000, and {220} at 2ζ ≈ 65.000
facets in HNPr250, HNPr50 and HNPr2K. The broadening of the XRD curve in HNPr250 at {111}
crystal facet (2ζ ≈ 38.250) compared to that of HNPr50 and HNPr3K is owing to the lattice strain,
which arises due to the (i) prevention of motion of dislocation from central porous region to the
crystalline periphery by grain boundary (ii) appearance of Kirkendall voids during replacement of
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Ag0 by Au3+ and (iii) various crystal irregularities. The strain (ε) within HNPr can be calculated
through the Williamson–Hall isotropic strain model and represented by:
ε =βε / 4tanζhkl ……………………………………..(1)
where {hkl}={111} in this case and βε is full-width half maxima4 for the diffraction peak. We have
calculated the strain from XRD data by applying the above equation and it follows the same order as
observed for catalytic activity: HNPr250 ≈ HNPr500> HNPr1K> HNPr2K> HNPr3K> HNPr100> HNPr50.
In the case of HNPr250, the strain (dimensionless, as it is a ratio of two length unit) calculation is
given here. We have fitted the curve at 2ζ ≈ 38.250 for HNPr250 which is shown below:
where βε = 0.80 (at 2ζ ≈ 38.250)
By converting βε in radian we can write βε = 0.0139 radian
Hence, the calculated strain for HNPr250 by equation (1) can be expressed as:
ε = 0.0139/(4×tan0.33) = .01= 1×10-2. For this equation, we have converted the ζ into radian too.

Figure 4.7: Fitted curve of XRD at {111} facet to calculate the strain.
A similar curve fitting was carried out for other facets in the XRD curve like 1/3{422} and
{220}. We then calculate the strain of each HNPr by taking the average of three fitted curves.
The EDX line profile of various HNPrs authenticates the bimetallic nature by confirming the
existence of Ag-K, Ag-L, Au-L, and Au-M (Figure 4.8a–4.8c) lines. Besides that, we have
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performed EDX elemental mapping (Figure 4.5) to show the presence of less amount of gold in the
central porous region (a sudden dip of line profile in the central porous region) compared to the
crystalline periphery in HNPr250.

Figure 4.8a: EDX spectra and HAADFSTEM image of HNPr100 for the confirmation of bimetallic
(AuAg) nature.
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Figure 4.8b: EDX spectra and HAADFSTEM image of HNPr500 for the confirmation of
bimetallic (AuAg) nature.
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Figure 4.8c: EDX spectra and HAADFSTEM image of HNPr3K for the confirmation of
bimetallic (AuAg) nature.

Elemental composition in different HNPrs was also verified through ICP-OES and XPS
analysis. ICP-OES measures Au and Ag concentration in ppm (mg/L) level which is well-agreed with
our predictions (Table 4.1). As the amount of Ag seed increases from 50 L to 3 mL for synthesizing
HNPr50 to HNPr3K, the ICP-OES results show a gradual increment in Ag concentration while Au
concentration remains almost the same. Since the ICP-OES measurements give the idea of total Ag
(Ag0+Ag+) concentration only, we have performed their XPS measurements to get precise knowledge
about the ratio of oxidized silver (Ag+) and metallic silver (Ag0) in individual nanostructures. The
fitted XPS curves of different HNPrsare given in Figure 4.9 which clearly shows the presence of
Au0, Ag+, and Ag0 in HNPr50, HNPr250, HNP2k with maximum splitting both for Ag3d5/2 andAg3d3/2
peaks in HNPr250. The absence of any splitting for Au4f7/2 and Au4f5/2 peaks indicates that the
constituent gold atoms remain only in the metallic form (i.e., Au0). Besides that, we have also noticed
the presence of Br-(3d), Cl-(2p), N(1s) and C(1s) peaks in the XPS survey spectrum (Figure 4.10).
The source of Br-, N, and C is CTAB (during synthesis we use CTAB as a surfactant) whereas Cl comes from HAuCl4.
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Figure 4.9: XPS study of HNPr100, HNPr250, and HNPr2K nanostructures are shown in the top,
middle and bottom panel respectively where the left and right figure in each panel corresponds to
the XPS for Ag and Au separately. The Ag3d5/2 and Ag3d3/2 splitted in each HNPr and confirms
the presence of ionic (Ag+) and metallic (Ag0) form, however Au present only in the metallic
form i.e., Au0. The fitted blue curve in XPS for silver indicates the extent of Ag+ whereas the red
curve indicates the % of Ag0. In the case of gold XPS, both the blue and red curves indicate the
relative abundance of different spin-orbit states (Au 4f7/2 and Au 4f5/2) of Au0 only.
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Quantitative analysis of XPS (Figure 4.9) results for Ag3d5/2 and Ag3d3/2 peaks indicate that
Ag+ concentration is highest (80% Ag+ and 20% Ag0) for HNPr2K which gradually falls to 61%
and 48% for HNPr250 and HNPr100 respectively (Table 4.1). The observed core-level binding
energies for most transition metals shift towards higher binding energies whereas silver is one
such exception that shows lower binding energy in the oxidized state.179 Though the Ag+ in the
central core region of HNPr is counterbalanced by Br- from CTAB and stabilizes the low
coordinated atomic sites, the relative abundance of Ag0 over Ag+ plays a crucial role to govern
their differential porosity. According to Pauling‟s table, electronegativity for Au0 is higher than
that of Ag0.

Figure 4.10: XPS survey spectrum of Cl-(2p), C(1s), and N(1s) in HNPr100 which confirms their
presence in the sample.

By considering their minimal difference in lattice parameters, an intermediate ratio
between Au0 and Ag0 (Au0/Ag0) can be defined as an „indicator‟ to quantify their relative alloy
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nature. The value of the „indicator‟ ranges between  and 0. A higher and lower value of the
„indicator‟ implies that HNPr contains more Au and Ag character respectively.Therefore the
value of 2.42 for Au0/Ag0 in HNPr250 (Table 4.1) which appears as an intermediate value
between 2.75 for HNPr50and 1.83 for HNPr3K can be considered as the suitable „indicator‟ for
alloy formation by transferring part of electron cloud from silver to the adjacent gold atom. 180 A
shift towards the lower energy binding site for Au 4f5/2 in HNPr250 (Au 4f5/2 peak appears at
87.65 eV for HNPr250 whereas in case of pure gold it is 87.70 eV, however, due to the large
distribution of Au0 over Ag0 on the crystalline HNPr surface, we are unable to get any signature
of peak shifting in Au 4f7/2) proves the above fact of electron cloud transfer. Besides, the shifting
of Ag 3d5/2peak for Ag0 in HNPr250 (367.85 eV) can be considered as a signature of alloy
formation as Ag 3d5/2 appears at 368.3 eV for pure metallic silver (Ag0). We have depicted
earlier that silver is one such exception where lower binding energy is observed at higher
oxidation state and hence we can get a crystal clear picture from the above fact that some
electron cloud has been transferred from Ag0 to Au0 by forming a heterogeneous metallic
network of the type Agδ+-Auδ-. The Agδ+-Auδ- network creates zigzag porous ligaments in the
central cavity of HNPr250. In the case of HNPr100 and HNPr2K the Ag3d5/2 peak appears at 367.98
eV and 368.0 eV, which indicates less electron cloud transfer from metallic silver to metallic
gold and thereby less probable for alloy formation.
It is evident from Figure 4.11 that the porous ligaments are appearing gradually from HNPr50
and become prominent in HNPr100 which finally reaches a maximum for HNPr250. The
interconnected ligaments in the central cavity of HNPr250 developed in a zig-zag pattern which
creates nanosized hollow space in between them. To understand the change in porous nature of
the central cavity region of our synthesized HNPrs, we have performed the surface plot, HRTEM
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and FFT (Figure 4.11) of the central porous region for four different cases (HNPr50, HNPr250,
HNPr2K, and HNPr3K) which shows the transition in crystallinity in their corresponding HRTEM.

Figure 4.11: (A) is the TEM image of the central porous cavity of HNPr250 where nanoporous
ligaments have been observed. (B) is the surface plot to show the stepped surface along the
cavity region whereas (C) is the corresponding HRTEM image to show the presence of {220}
plane only (absence of 1/3{422} plane) in the central porous zone of HNPr250 and (D) is the
corresponding surface plot to highlight the existence of multiple islands in porous cavity region.
(E) and (F) is the HRTEM images of the central cavity area of HNPr50 and HNPr2K respectively
where we have shown how the porosity starts to develop in HNPr50 and the coexistence of
1/3{422} and {220} planes in HNPr2K. In (G) we have shown the FFT of HNPr3K whereas (H) is
the corresponding surface plot. Comparison of (D) and (H) show how the multiple low
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coordinated islands are disappearing and crystalline structure appearing in the central cavity zone
of HNPr3K.
It is also clear from Figure 4.11 that the atomic density in the porous cavity region is
minimum for HNPr250 which gives its plastic nature. The porous ligaments have a significant
number of low coordinated atomic sites (kink, terrace, stepped surface, atomic islands,etc.).
Interestingly, the porous nature is found to be reduced gradually from HNPr250 to HNPr2K and
completely disappears for HNPr3K.

Figure 4.12: Thickness, as well as elemental mapping of HNPr250 where (A) shows the TEM
image of a single HNPr250, (B) & (C), are the elemental mapping for Au and Ag respectively and
the dark region in the central cavity region of Au mapping proves the presence of Ag in large
extent compared to Au, (D) high annular dark field image of the single HNPr250 with a scanning
line through the central cavity in the green line, and (E) the corresponding thickness profile for
opposite edge-to-edge 100 nm scanning.
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Figure 4.11 clearly shows a pure crystalline nature of the central cavity region for
HNPr3K. The extent of porosity in different HNPrs can be explained through Kirkendall voids
formation during galvanic replacement of Ag0 (nano seed) by Au3+. It is clear from Figure 4.4
with time progression, a collection of voids has started to appear at the central cavity zone of
HNPr250. These voids accelerate the outward diffusion rate of Ag+ and grow spontaneously until
a cage-like structure achieved181. As mentioned before, along with their porous nature, the
thickness of the central cavity is different from their crystalline periphery to generate a stepped
geometry. To show the stepped geometry at the central cavity we have performed the thickness
profile for different HNPrs and specifically for HNPr250 is shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.13: Representative twin boundaries on the HNPr250 surface, spotted in three different
zones outside the central cavity zone. The twin angle (concerning the twin boundary) varies in
the range of 55570.
Our synthetic method is novel enough so that we can reach an optimized value of Au0/Ag0 to
achieve maximum porosity at the center. During our synthesis, we have used a variable amount
of Ag seed ranging from 50 µL to 3000 µL by keeping all other parameters constant and thereby
we get different Au0/Ag0 for individual HNPr with different a rate of mass diffusion between Au
and Ag for controlled voids formation. In HNPr250, we can get a standard value of Au0/Ag0 to
generate maximum voids which constitute porous ligaments and increases the lattice
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mistmatch.182 Besides, the lattice mismatch creates multiple reduced coordinated crystal
irregularities on the crystalline HNPr surface (away from the central cavity regions). The splitted
diffraction spots indicate the presence of multiple twin boundaries on different HNPr surfaces
(Figure 4.5). Representative twin boundaries on the HNPr250 surface are shown in Figure 4.13.
Due to the nonplanar nature, the atoms situated on the twin boundary (TB) have less
coordination number than the perfect crystal lattices and can be accounted for an active site for
catalysis. According to the Fridel‟s theory183 of four different twin types, the fcc crystal bears the
signature with ∑>1 and ᾠ=0 where ∑ is the inverse of the fraction of lattice sites common to the
two components of the twin and ᾠ (twin obliquity) is defined as disorientation of one crystal
concerning the other. In the absence of axial chromatic aberration (Cc) or axial spherical
aberration (Cs)-corrected HRTEM, the best characterization technique for identifying the
presence of twin planes is the appearance of splitted diffraction spots. In the direct TEM images,
the twin boundaries appear from translational interfaces because of the background intensity
difference on the two sides of TB.184 When the twin interface coincides with the mirror plane it is
called coherent boundary. The mirror plane can be determined from the diffraction patterns and
creates unsplit spots wherein the other reflections are splitted depending upon the distance from
the common row. The HRTEM images and corresponding diffraction patterns in Figure 4.5,
indicate that the diffraction spots are splitted for HNPr250 however for HNPr100 and HNPr3K the
diffraction, as well as XRD curve (Figure 4.6), does not show the desired splitting of diffraction
spots to prove that HNPr250 contains much more MTB compared to HNPr100 and HNPr3K.
Besides TB, the low coordinated GB on HNPr250 (Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15) surface plays a
crucial role to create tensile stress within the alloy nanoparticle by retarding the motion of
dislocation from central porous region to the crystalline periphery. HNPr250 contains multiple
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dislocations and is considered as one of the most active sites for heterogeneous catalyst. Recently
it has been shown that twisted bismuth nanocrystals185 containing lattice misfit and larger
dislocation density is found to be much more active for CO2 reduction than the corresponding
dislocation deficit crystals.
Table 4.1: Compositional Analysis and current responses of different HNPr and HNPr
modified GC electrode-based on EDX, XPS, ICP-OES, DPV, SWV measurements
System

HNPr50
EDX

HNPr100

HNPr2

HNPr5

HNPr1

HNPr2

HNPr3

50

00

K

K

K

Bare
GC

2.86

2.73

2.35

2.25

1.98

1.88

1.77

NA

2.75

2.72

2.42

2.31

2.11

1.57

1.67

NA

Atomic
composition
Au0/Ag0

XPS

Ag+/Ag0

XPS

0.43

0.92

1.56

1.66

1.85

4

4.33

NA

Elemental
composition

XPS

1.6

1.4

0.95

0.88

0.63

0.26

0.20

NA

Au0/(Ag++Ag0)

ICP-OES

1.49

1.29

1.01

0.93

0.58

0.33

0.25

NA

55

61

74

71

69

69

68

NA

0.00035

0.0006

0.0028
7

0.0021

0.0018

0.0013

0.001

NA

DPV

.48

0.51

3.44

1.21

0.92

0.64

0.53

0.41

SWV

0.42

0.46

3.8

1.55

0.95

0.77

0.49

0.41

DPV

0.69

0.61

0.51

0.55

0.59

0.60

0.60

0.72

SWV

0.64

0.64

0.53

0.55

0.59

0.62

0.62

0.71

DPV

1.17

1.24

8.39

2.95

2.24

1.56

1.29

NA

SWV

1.02

1.12

9.26

3.78

2.31

1.87

1.19

NA

 (+mV)
-2

SGBD(nm )
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ipHNPr/ipGC
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Figure 4.14: (A) IFFT of HNPr250 to show the position of grain boundaries around the central
cavity region of HNPr250. (B) shows a specific GB over the HNPr250 surface whereas (C) is the
HRTEM of the marked square zone in (A). In (C) we have shown how a grain appears between
two crystalline facets 1/3{422} and {220} whereas the corresponding surface plot in (D)
indicates the position of grain boundary as marked by the white-colored arrow. (E) is a
dislocation enriched area over the HNPr250 surface. The HRTEM of the marked square zone in
(E) is shown in (F) where we have shown the position of dislocation( marked by reversed T)
across the junction of 1/3{422} and {220} planes. (G) is the HRTEM of HNPr250 immediately
outside the central cavity region in which we have detected multiple islands as marked by the
white circles. (H) is the corresponding surface plot of (G) which signifies the islands are starting
to create before entering into the porous regions. By comparing Figure (D) and (H), one can
detect how the extent and pattern of crystallinity changing when we come across from the
HNPr250 crystalline surface to the central porous cavity.
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Figure 4.15. TEM images of the distribution of different grains over individual HNPr surface.
To accumulate a comprehensive study on surface GB density (SGBD) for the region
surrounding the porous periphery, we have measured the SGBD for individual HNPrs (Figure
4.16(a)). For the statistical calculation of SGBD, we have selected different HNPr structures
(Table 4.1) with at least 100 frames for each category as described details in Figure4.16(a).
Characteristic SGBD (Ci) was measured by counting the number of GB (ni) per unit area (nm-2)
in which the total area (Ai) is the surface area of the HNPr surface (calculated from the
dimension off the HNPr as depicted in Figure 4.16(b)). SGBD of i‟th HNPr is formulated as
𝐶𝑖 =

𝑖=100
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖

𝐴𝑖 .
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Figure 4.16(a): Presentation of different HNPr250 frames for the calculation of Surface Grain
Boundary Density (SGBD).
We have considered each HNPr as an equilateral triangle and central core as a sphere.
Since there is no GB on the central cavity as we have discussed previously, the effective surface
area is calculated by subtracting to the central spherical cavity area from the total HNPr area.
Ai =

√3
4

𝑎2 − 𝜋𝑟 2

Where 𝑎 is the side length of HNPr and 𝑟 is the radius of the central cavity.
As an example,
For HNPr250 (Figure 4.16b)
𝑎 ≈ 105 𝑛𝑚 and 𝑟 ≈ 4.25 𝑛𝑚
So Ai = {

√3
(105)2
4

− 𝜋 ∗ (4.25)2 } nm2

= 9491.18 nm2
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Figure 4.16(b): Edge length and cavity radius determination in HNPr250 by using digital
micrograph software.
So if we carry out the approximate calculation of SGBD according to Figure 4.16a by
counting the number of GBs/ frame and carry out the calculation up to 100th frame,
It appears as:
𝐶𝑖 =
3

+

3

9491.18 9491.18
3
9491.18

3

1

2

1

+ 9491.18 + 9491.18 + 9491.18 + 9491.18 + ⋯ … … … … … +

(𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑜 100𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚)

= 0.00287 nm-2

Calculated Ci for individual HNPr perceptibly recognizes that the HNPr250 has the
maximum surface GB density with an estimated value of 0.00287 nm-2 as listed in Table 4.1.
The calculated Ci values (Table 4.1) have the following decreasing trend:
𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟250 > 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟500 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟 1𝐾 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟 2𝐾 > 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟 3𝐾 > 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟100 > 𝐶𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟50
which is well-agreed with our observed catalytic power.
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To investigate the catalytic activity of these HNPrs, the electrochemical oxidation of UA has
been studied on the HNPr modified GC electrode (HNPr/GC). The DPV for the electro-oxidation
of UA at bare GC electrode shows a poor voltammetric response in which the anodic peak
potential appears at 0.72 V along with a lower peak current value of 0.41 µA (zoomed in the
insets) as shown in Figure 4.17A. DPV and SWV response of the HNPr/GC electrode in 4×105

M UA is depicted in Figures 4.17A and 4.17B respectively where the peak potential (for the

oxidation of UA) gets shifted towards the more negative region in comparison with bare GC
electrode along with the enhancement in peak current. The decrease in peak potential and
increase in peak current for various HNPr/GC demonstrates that different bimetallic HNPrs can
act as efficient electrocatalysts for the oxidation
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Figure 4.17: (A) and (B) represent DPV and SWV of 4×10-5 M UA at different HNPr/GC
electrode. Inset in (A) represents the DPV of bare GC. (C) Nyquist plot for the electrooxidation
of UA at an applied potential of 0.4V within a frequency range of 105 to 10-2 Hz (To avoid
overcrowding we have not included impedance spectra of HNPr500 and HNPr1K in figure (C)),
(D) Comparison of RCT and k0 value of different HNPr/GC towards the oxidation of UA.of UA.
However, the extent of catalytic activity differs from each other is worth to mention. The
HNPr250/GC composite exhibits superior catalytic activity in which the peak potential (0.51 V)
gets shifted by ~210 mV towards the more negative region and the peak current also get boosted
by ~8.39 times

𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟250

𝑖𝑃

𝑖𝑃𝐺𝐶

= 8.39

compared to that of the bare GC in DPV response.
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Characteristic parameters obtained from DPV measurements for various HNPr/GC are tabulated
in Table 4.1. The enhancement in peak current and decrease in peak potential in comparison
with bare GC follows the trend as HNPr50/GC < HNPr100/GC < HNPr250/GC > HNPr500/GC >
HNPr1K/GC > HNPr2K/GC > HNPr3K/GC. The observed values of peak current and peak
potential follow a similar trend with the variation of SGBD (nm-2) as we calculated and
mentioned earlier. Along with DPV, we have also performed Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopic (EIS) measurements (Table 4.2) which provide various system parameters
regarding kinetics and mechanistic information such as charge transfer resistance (RCT), ohmic
resistance or solution resistance (RS), capacitance, the time constant, etc. EIS is mainly
consisting of Bode and Nyquist plot. The typical Nyquist diagram provides the variation in real
(Z) and imaginary (Z) part of the impedance at a fixed potential from the higher frequency to
lower frequency region. Figure 4.17C shows the Nyquist plot for the electro-oxidation of UA at
different HNPr/GC electrodes in 0.1M HClO4 solution in which a semi-circle is observed at the
higher frequency region. The diameter of the semi-circle gives the measurement of the
RCT(charge transfer resistance) while the intercept in the X-axis provides the RS(solution
resistance) value. The lowest RCT value is obtained for HNPr250/GC electrode while HNPr50/GC
shows the largest RCT
Table 4.2: Different kinetic parameters for cavity shuffled HNPrs obtained from the EIS
measurements. Here RCT indicates the charge transfer resistance, W as the Warburg Impedance,
CPEas constant phase element, i0 as the exchange current, and k0 as the heterogeneous rate
constant.
System

RCT (kΩ)

W (Ω s-1/2 )

CPE (Ω-1s)

n
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io(A)

ko (cm s-1)

GC

705.6

6.2×10-4

0.72

6.4×10-6

1.8×10-8

3.3×10-6

HNPr50

491.8

4.2×10-4

0.84

1.42×10-6

2.6×10-8

4.7×10-6

HNPr100

432.0

1.2×10-4

0.75

1.61×10-5

2.97×10-8

5.4×10-6

HNPr250

71.0

4.0×10-3

0.79

4.27×10-5

18.0×10-8

33.0×10-6

HNPr500

79.5

4.7×10-3

0.65

3.35×10-5

16.1×10-8

29.6×10-6

HNPr1K

115.8

1.2×10-4

0.71

2.87×10-5

11.0×10-8

20.3×10-6

HNPr2K

259.2

1.8×10-4

0.78

1.18×10-5

4.95×10-8

9.0×10-6

HNPr3K

280.0

9.8×10-5

0.66

1.51×10-5

4.58×10-8

8.4×10-6

value as shown in Figure 4.17D. These results are consistent with the DPV response of
different HNPr/GC electrodes. The exchange current (i0) and standard heterogeneous rate
constant (k0) has been calculated from the following equations:
𝑅𝐶𝑇 =

𝑅𝑇
… … … … … (1)
𝑛𝐹𝑖0

𝑖0 = 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑘0 … … … … . . (2)
Due to the facile electron transfer between HNPr250/GC and UA, the kinetics of the electrooxidation process is quite faster and results in the lowering of RCT value. The Nyquist plot has
been fitted with the modified Randles circuit by incorporating the constant phase element (CPE)
and Warburg (W) impedance and the corresponding equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 4.18.
Elucidation of DPV, EIS, and SWV result clarify that the extent of the catalytic power of
different HNPrssupportsour previous arguments.
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Figure 4.18: Equivalent circuit for the Nyquist plot.Parameters of the Circuit: (i) Rs = Solution
resistance, (ii) RCT = Charge transfer resistance, (iii) W = Warburg impedance, a kind of
resistance to mass transfer, and (iv) CPE = Constant Phase Element which raises due to the
double-layer capacitor.
It is difficult to explain the enhanced catalytic power of HNPr250/GC compared to the other
HNPr/GC by the facet dependent kinetics since the crystalline orientation towards 1/3{422} and
{220} facets are identical for all HNPrs.Besides, all the structures are flat 2D prisms and the
surface area gradually reduces from HNPr50 to HNPr3K. Hence, if the catalytic activity directly
depends on the available nanosurface area then it should simply show a decreasing trend starting
from HNPr50 and ends up with HNPr3K. In reality, the deviation from this monotonous trend of
catalytic activity proves that the available surface area is not the prime factor to determine the
catalytic activity of different HNPrs. Moreover, since we have used an equal amount of CTAB
during synthesis, we may expect a steady reduction in +Ve zeta potential () as we generate
nanostructures with a smaller dimension, i.e., 𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟
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≫ 𝐻𝑁𝑃𝑟 . Experimentally our measured
3𝐾

zeta potentials show a different trend which shows a minimum zeta potential of 55 mV for
HNPr50and maximize for HNPr250 at 74mV and then slightly reduce to 68 mV for the other
nanostructures till HNPr3K. Measured zeta potential for different HNPrsis enlisted inTable 1. The
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trend of the variation of zeta potential follows the same trend with the porosity of different
HNPrs.

Figure 4.19: SERS spectra of different HNPr with CV (crystal violet) as the Raman reporter in
which HNPr250 shows maximum Raman intensity. The result is very much well agreed with our
previous arguments. The Raman dye binds to the HNPr surface according to the extent of
porosity in the central cavity region.
This infers that as the value of Au0/Ag0reaches near 2.42, the porous ligaments in HNPr250
allows holding the number of +Vely charged CTAB molecule to increase the overall +Ve zeta
potential. Hence the measured values of zeta potential indirectly project the ligamentous nature
of their central cavity region to enhance their relative catalytic power concerning the bare GC
from 1.17 to 8.39 (from DPV response) when we compare between HNPr50 and HNPr250 (Table
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4.1). In this context, the formation and the extent of various crystal defects like MTB, GB on the
crystalline surface of HNPr and compositional characteristics of their porous ligaments can be
considered as the most important factor to control their catalytic efficiency.186,187 The addition of
UA to the active electrochemical (electrode + electrolyte) system leads to the adsorption of UA
on the HNPr surface. The extent of analyte adsorption on different nanosurface and the role of
porosity induced crystal defects on controlling the efficiency of surface adsorption was crossverified by recording their SERS spectra in presence of crystal violet (CV) as Raman tagging
molecule. In a typical experiment we have taken 180 L of 10-4 M CV and mixed it to 20 L of
concentrated different HNPrs and the result has been depicted in Figure 4.19. The assignment of
different Raman modes origination from CV on nanosurface has been reported before in the
literature.188 It is clear from Figure 4.19that the extent of interaction between HNPr and CV is
gradually increasing from HNPr50 to HNPr250 and then decreases gradually to HNPr3K. Our highresolution imaging also shows the same trend of variation both for crystal defect as well as
porosity in the central cavity region. The presence of crystal defects and plastic nature in the
central cavity region increases the number of unsaturated atoms to enforce the binding with the
analyte (here UA) to fulfill their desired coordination for stabilization. On the other hand, the
presence of porous ligaments enhances the total surface area for effective adsorption of UA in
comparison to nonporous crystalline bimetallic HNPrs. The ability of HNPr surface to interact
with UA depends heavily on the possibility of coupling between adsorbate (UA) states and the
metal d-states. Interaction energy189 for an weak coupling may be written as:
𝐸𝑑−𝑦𝑏 = −𝐶 𝑓𝑎 , 𝑓𝑑

2
𝑉𝑎𝑑

𝜀 𝑎 −𝜖 𝑑

2
+ 𝛼𝑉𝑎𝑑
……………(3)

Where fa and fd is the degree of filling of the adsorbate state and the metal d-state with energy
εaand εdrespectively. The term Vad represents the coupling matrix element between the adsorbate
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states and metal d-states. The first term in the above equation denotes the hybridization energy
(between adsorbate states and metal d-states) arises due to attraction when the antibonding states
are not filled completely. The second term represents repulsion due to the orthogonalization
between the adsorbate states and metal d-states. The introduction of the concept of lanthanide
contraction190 can be used to explain the lattice mismatch of bimetallic Au-Ag HNPrs. Recently,
the theoretical calculation by considering the relativistic contraction phenomenon and correlation
effect predicts that the Au atom should be smaller than that of the Ag atom.191,192 According to
Vegrad‟s law,193 lattice constant changes when a different sized atom has been introduced into
the lattice. This change in lattice constant subsequently influences the lattice strain.194 The
introduction of bigger Ag atoms by replacing Au atoms across the heterophase i.e. near the
central cavity position in the bimetallic HNPr generates a significant amount of low coordinated
crystal irregularities.195 This reduced coordinated atomic sites leads to a local upshift in d-band
(closer to the Fermi level) which can be illustrated by Equation (3). Diminished overlap of the
wave function causes narrowing down the d-band with simultaneous increment in the d-band
population. As a consequence, the bimetallic Au-Ag alloy nanoparticle (HNPr250) is expected to
generate greater d-band spacing than their monometallic counterpart in presence of UA resulting
in the higher adsorption on the alloy surface. This upshifting of d-band center in HNPr250 causes
enhancement in reactivity between HNPr250 surface and UA (Equation 3) as fewer of the
antibonding states are occupied now.189
To corroborate experimental results obtained from our DPV, EIS, and SWVmeasurementswith
microscopic analysis of different HNPrs, we have performed ab initio calculations to estimate
the induced strain generated due to lattice mismatch in bimetallic HNPr with variable Au:Ag
composition. We have modeled five systems, HNPrpureAu, HNPrpureAg, HNPrA, HNPrB, and
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HNPrCas discussed previously. As strain plays a key role in determining the catalytic property of
the prism, we have considered a similar structural geometry for all the modeled HNPrs. First, we
have calculated the molecular area along the basal plane for both the pure HNPrs as shown in
Figure 4.20. The calculated molecular area of the optimized HNPrs for pure Au and Ag are
1007.51 and 1057.30 Å2 . As both the structures contain a similar number of atoms along the
basal plane, we found out that under similar structural restrictions, the Au atoms occupy less
surface area compare to Ag atoms. So, with the increase in the concentration of dopant (Ag), we
suppose to observe the increase in the lattice strain along with the basal or any exposed surface.
Based on the above arguments on pure HNPrs of gold and silver, a theoretical model for lattice
strain should follow the order as:
HNPrpureAu < HNPr50 < HNPr100 < HNPr250 < HNPr500< HNPr1K < HNPr2K < HNPr3K <
HNPrpureAg
The above model is only valid for similar structural configurations as more Ag character
signifies the lattice strain from HNPr50 to HNPr3K. But, with the increase in Ag concentration,
the formation of an alloy based HNPr favored over core/shell type geometry which reduces the
strain and this is visible from our recorded TEM images. With the increase in Ag concentration
from HNPr50 to HNPr250 the prism structures retain their shape, however beyond HNPr250 due to
the enhancement of internal lattice strain the prism shape gradually distorted and finally a hollow
disc appears in case of HNPr3K. Due to the lack of structural symmetry, we have modeled only
five HNPrs (all are having prismatic shape) for the calculations of strain. Conceptually the
strains are defined as the ratio of interatomic displacements divided by reference bond lengths. In
general, the strain-induced (𝜖) in a nanoparticle is defined by the following mathematical
relation:
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𝜖 = (∗ − 𝑑0 )/𝑑0 = 𝛿𝑑/𝑑0 ……………. (4)
Where 𝑑0 is the bond length of pure bulk material, and 𝑑 ∗ is the average bond length of a
particular surface/interface. From the above equation, it is clear that the strain-induced on a
surface is strongly affected by surface unsaturation (𝛿𝑑). However, this lattice strain induced
within the system is also a function of other parameters such as pressure (P) and temperature (T).
Thus the total lattice strain induced (𝜖 𝑇 ) can be represented as:
𝜖 𝑇 ∝ 𝜖(𝑑 𝑃, 𝑇 ) … . . (5)
But, this relation is valid only for a homogeneous system. Due to the presence of mixed
covalent radii in heterogeneous systems, the change in the mole-fraction of either component can
induce the strain in the lattice for a fixed composition. Hence, we have tried to correlate the
lattice strain with dopant concentration with the help of Equation (6)
𝜖 𝑇𝑗 = 𝜖 𝑑 𝑥𝑗 , 𝑃, 𝑇 ……..(6)
Here 𝑥𝑗 represents the strain-induced over some specific sites (j) due to the variation of dopant
concentration. First, we have calculated the effect of compositional variation on lattice strain
induced at the basal plane and prismatic face in Au:Ag HNPrs. The calculated average bondlengths between gold atoms follow the order of HNPrC (2.808 Å) > HNPrB (2.800 Å) >HNPrA
(2.800 Å) > HNPrAu (2.773 Å).However, the difference in the bond length is negligible for either
any of the compositions and hence we cannot calculate the strain induced by the bond-length
parameters. Alternatively, the edge length of HNPrs (along the basal plane) also follows a similar
order as we observed for Au-Au bond parameters. The calculated values for edge lengths are
2.773 nm (pure), 2.800 nm (HNPrA), 2.805 nm (HNPrB), and 2.808 nm (HNPrC). Hence, to
calculate the strain induced by the Ag doping, we have used the following equation:
𝜖 = (𝑙𝐴𝑢 1−𝑥 𝐴𝑔𝑥 − 𝑙𝐴𝑢 )/𝑙𝐴𝑢 ………………………... (7)
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where 𝑙𝐴𝑢 is the edge length of pure Au HNPr and 𝑙𝐴𝑢 1−𝑥 𝐴𝑔𝑥 is the edge length of various
HNPrs compositions along their basal planes. The calculated percentage strain along the (111)
plane obtained from our calculation is 0.974% for HNPrA , 1.154 % for HNPrB and 1.190 % for
HNPrC . This gradual increment of strain along (111) plane indicates that the reactivity on {111}
facet increases gradually with Ag doping. This results in the transformation from prismatic shape
to hollow nanosphere to achieve the

Figure

4.20: Optimized structure for different HNPrs: (a) HNPrpureAu, (b) HNPrpureAg, (c)

HNPrA, (d) HNPrB, and (e) HNPrC. The leftmost figure of the top panel shows the model HNPr
with different planes (basal and vicinal) along with different structural parameters.
desired stability by reducing their vibrational entropy173,174 in the form of developed strain. On
the other hand, the more reactive (220) plane which comprises the faces of HNPrs acts as the
active facet for effective UA oxidation. If we look carefully the Table 4.3 then the calculated
percentage strain along the {220} facet varies in the following order:
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1.143% for HNPrA  1.718 % for HNPrB  1.451 % for HNPrC .
This indicates that unlike {111} facet (top and bottom flat surface of HNPr) the developed
strain on reactive {220}facet doesn‟t increase monotonously with Ag-doping, rather maximizer
for HNPrB (modeled) with Au0:Ag0 a fixed composition of 2.45:1 which is close to the
experimentally measured composition of HNPr250 as mentioned in Table 4.1. This maximization
of strain on energetically active facet makes HNPr250 as the most active HNPr structure for UA
oxidation. Hence our calculation is
Table 4.3: Different crystal parameters along with induced strain along (111) basal plane and
(220) vicinal plane by optimizing the HNPr structure and calculating % strain by considering
equation 4 and equation 7.

Cluster
Model

HNPrpureAu
HNPrA
HNPrB
HNPrC
HNPrpureAg

Composition Molecular
(Au0:Ag0)
Area
(103Ǻ2)
Along
the
Basal Plane
1.007
:0
3.03:1
1.026
2.45:1
1.028
2.02:1
1.040
1.057
0:

Edge
Length of
Basal
Plane
(111) nm

Average Strain
Vector
of
Vicinal Plane
(220) (Along
with Y, Ǻ)

Strain
Induced
Along (111)
Basal Plane
(in %)

Strain
Induced
Along (220)
Vicinal
Plane (in %)

2.772
2.799
2.804
2.805
2.827

12.333
12.474
12.545
12.512
NA

NA
0.974
1.154
1.190
NA

NA
1.143
1.718
1.451
NA

well-agreed with our predictions that Ag doping in pure Au HNPr increase strain within it and
with a suitable value of the indicator, Au0/Ag0 (2.45:1), an alloy is formed (in case of HNPr250)
to gain the optimum stability in the prismatic structure with maximum strain within it. The
present study is not only to explore the role of different physicochemical and intrinsic crystal
parameters for enhancing the rate of sluggish oxidation of UA but also to find out whether we
can use these nanostructures as efficient catalytic materials for ultra-low sensing of UA in a
physiological sample. The efficacy of the HNPr250/GC modified electrode encouraged us for
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finger printing of UA from normal physiological to deficiency level concentration range. We
have applied different electrochemical techniques like SWV, DPV, chronoamperometry for
concentration-dependent study (Figure 4.21) and found that DPV is the most powerful and
reproducible electrochemical methodology for current response in nanomolar (10-9 M) range. We
are able to get a linear relationship in the concentration range of40 µM to 2.5mM from their
DPV response as depicted in Figure 4.21. We have also performed an interference study for
different ions like Cl-, Br-, I-, Ca2+, CO2−
3 as well as other interfering agents like ascorbic acid
(AA), dopamine (DA), glucose, etc. to show any change during DPV measurements and found
that UA redox peak potential does not shift and peak current almost remain constant except for I2−
and CO2−
3 .This discrepancy in peak potential and peak current for I and CO3 maybe due to the

following reasons:(i)Ag+present in the HNPr250may react with I-to form AgI196 as a side product
and enhances the peak current slightly at low PH≈1 (0.1M HClO4), and (ii) addition of carbonate
will change the pH of the electrolyte (more alkaline)to improve the oxidation process.197
The formulated assay (HNPrs) is highly stable in nature due to its mixed metal nature and
efficient encapsulation by long-chain CTAB molecule, yet energetically active for catalytic
activity. Moreover, the devised assay and experimental procedure do not require any surface
tagging for selective recognition of analytes which not only reduces the cost of pathology but
also offers a rapid detection technique.
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Figure 4.21: (A),(B), and (C) are chronoamperometry, SWV, and DPV responses respectively at
variable concentrations of UA on the HNPr250/GC electrode.(D) represents the linear fitting of
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DPV response with standard deviation. (E) Denotes the peak current shifting for electrooxidation
process of 400 M UAin presence of different interfering agents (the concentration of different
interfering agents are taken in millimolar range).
4.6 Conclusion
The porosity developed in the central cavity region of HNPr250 generates tensile strain
due to the atomic replacement (Ag by Au) in our synthesized size (both the hole as well as the
edge length) and shape (sharp Vs. truncated 2D prisms or prisms Vs. circular disks) variable
HNPrs. The mechanistic investigation for their catalytic activity has been explored in minute
details both by experimental methodology and theoretical modeling. We have demonstrated that
the HNPr250 acts as the most efficient catalytic material compared to other HNPrs with the same
chemical composition (except the porous ligament core region) for the oxidation of Uric Acid.
The superlative catalytic efficiency of HNPr250 has been explored in depth by a morphological
and atomic-scale architectural study using HRTEM analysis. Differential pulse voltammetry,
square wave voltammetry, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy provide their qualitative
and kinetic information. Due to the inducement of multiple twin boundary, grain boundary, and
tensile strain in large excess, the d-band shifting in the HNPr250 cause greater adsorption of UA
on its surface to support the reduction of deprotonation energy (eV) during electrochemical
oxidation through vicinal {220} facets of hollow nano prisms. This study allowed us not only to
investigate the actual reason behind the unprecedented catalytic activity of HNPr250 out of other
HNPrs but also help us to design a sustainable nanoscopic assay for accurate measurement of
UA concentration (in the nanomolar range) for the evaluation of hyperuricemia or hypouricemia
which might find potential application in designing low-cost kit in the pathological industry.
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CHAPTER-5

Wide Range Morphological Transition of Silver Nanoprism by
Selective Interaction with As(III): Tuning-Detuning of Surface
Plasmon Offers to Decode the Mechanism
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Na+ ion-induced cation- interaction between face-to-face energetically stable {111} surfacebound pyrrolidone groups arranges PVP-based silver nanoprisms (AgNPrs) in an axial
stacking geometry.



Congested interplanar space between AgNPrs allows As(III) selectively to react differentially
with silver atoms from facial {111} and peripheral {110} facets to results smaller stacking
and finally to nanoseeds.



Above a critical concentration of As(III), PVP leached-out from nanoparticles to form
nanoseed- engulfed emulsions and inducing a controlled aggregation.



This entire morphological transition has been decoded by recording their SPR and SERS
tuning and confirmed by the transmission electron microscopy study.



Strong affinity and selectivity of As(III) toward the Ag atom (verified by DFT calculation)
offers us a low-cost AgNPr-based colorimetric assay with potential application in
environmental protection.
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5.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, we have engineered axially stacked silver nanoprisms (AgNPrs) from the
constituent PVP capped Ag nanoprism monomers and studied their differential interaction with
As3+ and As5+ microscopically via TEM, spectroscopically via UV-visible and SERS
spectroscopy, and theoretically via DFT calculations. Arsenic (As) is one of the most profuse
toxic elements on Earth's crust.198,199 Major arsenic species found in environmental samples are
either inorganic salts [arsenite: As(III) and arsenate: As(V)] or stable organic compounds [e.g.,
dithioarsenate (DTA), dimethylarsinic acid (DMA), and monomethylarsinic acid (MMA)].200–202
Sources of As contamination is many-folds which include sulfide ores;203 natural phenomena like
weathering, biological activity, volcanic eruption; together with anthropogenic inputs and
spreads through rain and dry fallout.201–204 According to the 2009 European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA), Parma, Italy205 and World Health Organization (WHO), inorganic arsenic is
acutely toxic compared to organic arsenic compounds206 and causes skin lesions, peripheral
neuropathy, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and cancer of the lung, liver, urinary bladder in
addition to the skin. As a result of this, the detection, quantification, and removal of inorganic
arsenic from the drinking water gained a lot more momentum compared to organic arsenic. The
EFSA and WHO fixed the maximum tolerable concentration of arsenic as 15 µg/kg of
bodyweight and 10 ppb in drinking water(old limit of arsenic contamination: 50 ppb207). Global
hot spots with high arsenic risk include South of Asia (Bangladesh, Mongolia, and Malaysia),
South of South America (Chili and Argentina), and Western North America. A large population
of South and Southeast Asia are seriously exposed to potentially dangerous levels of
carcinogenic arsenic via their drinking water every day.208 By knowing its high toxicity, arsenicfree drinking water is in high demand for the modern healthier lifestyle.
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Sufficient reports are also available which explore the positive side of concentration-dependent
arsenic contaminations209,210 and doping.211 Hence, the quantification of arsenic is very important
both for blissful effect as well as to tackle translational health hazards and indirectly helping us
to grow the subject of heavy metal chemistry.212 Literature is rich with reports for the detection
of arsenic either by laboratory-based analytical procedures207,213–224 or by using noble metal
nanomaterials225–231 but the mechanistic revelation of selective detection of arsenic201,232 not only
seldom but also superficial in nature. Based on their wealth of optical properties (absorption,
emission, and scattering) the noble-metal nanoparticles find high throughput applications in
different

advanced

fields4,233–236

which

include

sensing,

diagnostics,

therapeutics,

optoelectronics, catalysis, alternate energy, etc. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)237–240 bands of
noble-metal nanoparticles are typically located in the vis-NIR region and are strongly dependent
on nanoparticle size, shape, composition, crystallinity, interparticle spacing, and local dielectric
environment.238,241–245 Out of several noble-metal NPs, silver nanoprism (AgNPr) is one of the
most promising candidates for multicolor diagnostic labeling purposes because of their easy
tunability of the broad-band in-plane dipole SPR simply by adjusting the aspect ratios (ARs) =
𝐿
𝑇

where L = side length of the prism and T = thickness of the prism and by inducing their 2D &

3D assemblies.246 Yu et al.247 and others248 found that silver nanoplates are sensitive to several
inorganic anions and results SPR band tuning between 650 and 450 nm by adjusting the added
anions concentration. Though Yu et al.247 explained this as the effect of surface electron
injection, Xu et al.249 cites the color change of AgNPr as the sculpting effect of chloride ion
which transforms the triangular shape into circular disk-like shape by surface etching. Recently,
two groups, Xu et al.249 and Tsai et al.,240 independently found the threshold concentrations for
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Cl-, Br- and I- as ~3×10-4, ~1× 10-6 and ~1.5×10-6 M respectively compared to ~4×10-4 M of SCNto initiate the same sculpting process. Like surface Plasmon behaviors, noble metal
nanomaterials also show interesting inelastic scattering properties and can be verified easily and
cost effectively by recording their surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectra. Like SPR,
SERS also show size and shape dependent (of the nanoparticle) enhancement of Raman spectra
for the Raman active molecule when they are adsorbed onto a nanosurface due to the change in
active surface area (by increasing their individual size or by generating controlled aggregation)
to be available for molecular adsorption or a variation in the extent of field enhancement
(localized enhanced field: Es) at the nanosurface. Although the literature is rich where SERS has
been used to measure the size250 of the active nano surface or to find out the surface curvature to
estimate their relative capability of field enhancement by lightning rod effect,251 a direct SERS
method to trace their morphological change during their interaction with specific chemical at
different concentration is seldom and attracts our attention to use it for ultrasensitive and highly
specific detection. Due to their sharp features (compared to SPR) and strong intensity, SERS can
also be used as an efficient sensing tool to understand the morphological transition of
nanomaterials during their selective interaction with an analyte but obviously not a direct
spectroscopic method and depends heavily on the ability of the dye to adsorb on the specific
nanosurface. Out of several nanomaterials-based technologies229,

12,252–254

the colorimetric

technique202 for selective and sensitive detection is of most useful for its large scale application
associated with its low costimplementation. Most of the nanomaterials-induced colorimetric
techniques are based on the formation of controlled aggregation by exploiting their surface
bound ligand chemistry in presence of heavy metal ions which tune their SPR to show different
colors. They bear a common plasmon feature of shifting to higher wavelength associated with
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reduction in intensity and broadening. Moreover, in this strategy we don't induce any
morphological change of the individual nanomaterials rather simply changes their interparticle
relative distance to induce plasmon coupling. Getting inspired from these facts we have tried
here to induce morphological change simply by adding increasing concentration of As (III or V)
in AgNPr solution which results the tuning of plasmon band as a combined effect of breaking
down the AgNPr overlay stacking byarsenic ion intercalation, leaching of disintegrated AgNPrs,
removal of PVP surfactant from AgNPr surface to form size variable emulsions and thereby
inducing emulsion incorporated controlled aggregations or even complete dissolution of AgNPr
to form unpredicted composites to lose plasmonic characteristics. Here the characteristics of the
polymeric surfactant (functional group, molecular weight, etc) are crucial to induce both overlay
stacking as well as emulsion incorporated aggregation. This concentration dependent
morphological transition is only sensitive for arsenite[As(III)], leaving apart all other common
alkali, alkaline and toxic transition metal ions including arsenate [As(V)] and has been confirmed
by TEM. A plausible explanation of the color coded sensing of As(III) has been presented by
analyzing their tunable surface plasmon and surface enhanced Raman spectra. This low cost,
easy-to-perform and error-free As(III) detection technique will provide us a versatile tool to find
enormous application in the field measurements.202
5.2 Synthesis of silver nanoprism:
The initial triangular silver nanoprisms were synthesized by following the Mirkin‘s method246
with slight modification. Briefly, 25 mL of Milli-Q water was taken in a 50 mL beaker and then
250 µL of 10-2 M AgNO3 was added drop by drop in it. To this diluted AgNO3 solution we then
added 1.5 mL of 30 mM TSC, 1.5 mL of 0.24 mM PVP (MW ~10,000) and 60 µL of 30 wt %
H2O2 successively. Between each addition,30 stime lag was given for the proper mixing of
reagents. To this final mixture, 250 µL of 10-1 M NaBH4 was rapidly injected and the solution
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turns into yellow color initially which becomes colorless after some time. The solution was
stirred for an additional 30 min; the color was darkened to a deep yellow which indicates the
formation of small Ag nanoparticles. Over the next several seconds, the color of the solution
changes from yellow to blue in a stepwise pattern. Synthesized nanoprism was then kept in room
temperature for 24 h before we make TEM sample by a known technique described in previous
reports54,
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for clean monolayer sample preparation on carbon film 300 mesh copper grid

(CF300-CU).

5.3. Results and Discussion:
The exploitation of SPR for selective detection of an analyte is long known in the literature202
where we utilize their surface-bound ligand chemistry for specificity255,256 and gigantic crosssection (absorption and scattering) of the metal core for sensitivity.257,258 In this scheme we use
the surface-bound ligand as a fishing net and the metal core as a yardstick to identify and
quantify an analyte respectively without observing any morphological change of the individual
nanoparticles.
In another approach of colorimetric detection where the metal core of the nanoparticle acts
both as fishing net as well as a yardstick and in presence of analyte (ionic or molecular) the
unstable (and hence reactive) exposed surface atoms directly react with the analyte to create a
permanent morphological change of the nanomaterial. Since the change of color in this approach
is due to the analyte induced morphological change of nanoparticles, it does not encourage
forming aggregate, or in other words the formed morphological intermediates are very stable to
explore their reaction mechanism. In our present study, we have adopted the second approach of
selective color-coded sensing of As(III) by using AgNPr as the nanomaterial and compared the
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colorimetric result in the same experimental condition for all other common alkali, alkaline and
toxic transition metal ions including arsenate As(V). The absorption spectra of the synthesized
AgNPrs are shown in Figure 5.1A where the plasmon band in the range 650-750 nm
corresponds to in-plane dipole mode and the plasmon band near 330nm is due to the out-of-plane
quadrupole mode of the nanoprism240.

Figure 5.1: (A) Stacking length-dependent plasmon tuning. TEM images to show the effect of
Na+ ion concentration induced cation- interaction on average stacking length variation between
198 and 0 nm, where (B) at 𝑀 (molar ratio between NaBH4 and AgNO3) =16, 𝐿=198 nm and
𝑁=26 the obtained 𝑑(400 𝜇𝐿) = 6.4 Å with (400 𝐿) = −10.5 𝑚𝑉; (C) at M=10, L=136 nm
and N=18 the obtained 𝑑(250 𝜇𝐿) = 5.9 Å with (250 𝐿) = −14. 6𝑚𝑉; (D) at 𝑀=7, 𝐿=93 nm
and 𝑁=12 the obtained 𝑑(175 𝜇𝐿) = 8.2 Å with (175 𝐿) = −17.2 𝑚𝑉 and (E) at 𝑀=4 they
don't form stacking structures rather distributed as individual prisms with (100 𝐿) =
−25.4 𝑚𝑉.
The broad peak in the range 440-460 nm is attributed to two closely spaced SPR bands, inplane quadrupole and out-of- plane dipole modes of AgNPrs. Details of the HRTEM study of
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these nanoprisms are presented in Figure 5.2and in our previous report241 which shows both
frontal and sideway bright-field TEM images. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
indicates that the as-prepared nanoprisms are single crystals with a {111} lattice plane as the
basal plane (inter planner spacing = 2.36 Å). The flat surface of the silver nanoprisms is parallel
to the {111} plane as also been suggested in the literature259,260. The SAED pattern also shows
another set of faint spots with hexagonal symmetry which has been indexed as 1/3{422}
reflections with a lattice spacing of 2.50 Å, indicating the presence of a single twinning boundary
within the {111} planes. For single crystal fcc metals, these spots are forbidden, but they can
appear when there are two twin planes parallel to one another.241,259 The appearance of the
forbidden 1/3{422} reflection is often observed in silver or gold nanostructures in the form of
thin plates or films bound by atomically flat top and bottom faces. In previous literature, reports,
it‟s already been reported that for thin AgNPrs the atomically flat top and bottom faces have
[111] facets and the edges have [110] facets.
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Figure 5.2: Frontal and sideway bright-field and HRTEM of our synthesized nanoprisms with
{111} lattice plane as the basal plane and 1/3{422} reflections indicate the presence of a single
twinning boundary within the {111} planes.
The measured thickness of these nanoprisms has been reported as ~7 nm.241 Both the
relative thickness map and the corresponding line profile indicates their two-dimensional
growth.241 The AgNPr synthesized by using 250 L of 0.1 M NaBH4 has been taken throughout
this study which shows bright blue color with absorption maxima at 704 nm. The corresponding
TEM images in Figure 5.3A and 5.3B show a highly overlay stacking structure that transforms
into an isotropically distributed arrangement by the application of ultrasonic wave at 40% power
of 53 kHz frequency at 27 0C for 10 s. This implies that the binding force between {111} faces
of AgNPrs in the overlay stacking arrangement is quite a week and easily breakable by applying
week ultrasonic force.
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Figure 5.3: (A-H) Morphological change of AgNPr by destacking, followed by leaching of
nanoprisms and emulsion induced controlled aggregation of silver seeds at increasing
concentration of As(III). (A1) indicates the as-synthesized AgNPrs after the application of
ultrasonic wave at 40 % power of 53 kHz frequency at 27 0C for 10 s. Here different TEM
images correspond to the effect of concentration-dependent As(III) exposure on AgNPr structure
where A, B, C, D, and E correspond to the As(III) concentration of 0, 1-2, 2-4, 5-7, and 8-40

M, respectively. Similarly, the frames F, G, and H correspond to the effect of As(III) at
concentrations of 40-80 M, 350-750 M, and  1 mM respectively. A range of concentrations
means that the morphology does not change throughout this range. Effect of As(III) at various
intermediate concentrations has not been shown to avoid the complicacy of the presentation.
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Though the literature is affluent246,261–264 with reports of AgNPr overlay stacking, the
actual reasons are still unknown. In an earlier report of AgNPr synthesis by using Bis(psulfonatophenyl)phenylphosphinedihydrate dipotassium salt (BSPP) as a surfactant also shows
axial overlay stacking and has been explained by Mirkin263,264 and others as a result of -
stacking offered by the benzene rings in triphenyl phosphine group of BSPP. The same
explanation (- stacking) of axial overlay stacking also holds for PVP-mediated AgNPr
synthesis due to the presence of short-chain -electron moiety in the N-C=O region originating
from each pyrrolidone group of surface-adsorbed PVP. Pyrrolidone molecules from Parallelly
oriented {111} facets of AgNPrs then can results - stacking but in that case, the distance
between two flat prisms should not be more than 3.2 Å (the limit of - interaction is the sum of
𝐶
𝑁
the van der Waals (VDW) radius between atoms involved where 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊
= 1.7 Å, 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊
=
𝑂
1.55 Å 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊
= 1.52 Å).265 On the other hand if we consider cation- interaction266 between
𝐴𝑔

𝑁𝑎
available cations (Ag+ and Na+; 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊 = 1.72 Å 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑉𝐷𝑊
= 2.57 Å) and surface adsorbed N-

C=O -electron moieties then the distance between AgNPrs should fall in the range 6.6-8.3 Å
and the obtained TEM results indicate that cation- as the most probable interaction pathway
between AgNPrs to form an axially stacked sandwich geometry similar to ferrocene,Fe(C5H5)2,
structure. Geometrically the cation- stacking in case of PVP is much weaker than the
corresponding ferrocene type of molecules267 due to less degree of orbital overlapand can easily
breakable by the application of week ultrasonic wave as discussed before. Scheme 5.1 explains
the actual cataion- interaction among axially stacked AgNPrs where the ball-and-stick
molecular geometry shows the orientation of surface bound PVP molecules and intercalated Na+
ions. Atomic model of this cation- interaction among surface adsorbed PVP molecules through
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intercalated Na+ ions which enforce them to arrange in an axial stacking configuration is shown
in Scheme 5.2 for betterunderstanding the orientation ofelectrostatic interaction.

Scheme 5.1.Schematic representation of cation- interaction among surface adsorbed PVP
molecules through intercalated Na+ ions which enforce them to arrange in an axial stacking
configuration. Here all the interacting atoms and molecules are shown in the ball-and-stick
model and -electron cloud in violet color.
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Scheme5.2: Schematic representation of cation- interaction among surface adsorbed PVP
molecules through intercalated Na+ ions which enforce them to arrange in an axial stacking
configuration. Here all the interacting atoms and molecules are shown in the atomic model for
better understanding the electrostatic interaction and -electron cloud in violet color for better
visualization.

It is worth mentioning that our zeta potential study (Table 5.1) confirms that these
AgNPrs are negatively charged and their zeta potential reduces gradually as we increase the
amount of NaBH4 during the synthesis. This –Ve charge induces repulsion among AgNPrs to
destabilize their axial stacking and hence the relative contribution between cation- interaction
and the extent of electrostatic repulsion governs the distance between two AgNPs and may vary
between idealistic 4 Å to a maximum of 10 Å. According to the literature, the free energies
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associated with the crystallographic planes of an fcc metal increases in the order260: 𝛾 111 <
𝛾 100 < 𝛾 110 and explains the axial stacking through {111} facets.
Table 5.1: Variation of zeta potential () and stacking length (L) as we vary the molar ratio (M)
between NaBH4 and AgNO3.
𝑀 𝑁𝑎𝐵𝐻4 : 𝐴𝑔𝑁𝑂3

4

7

9

16

 in mV

-25.4

-17.2

-14.6

-10.5

L in nm

0

93

136

198

Since the reduction potential for Na+, Ag+ and NaBH4 are -2.71, 0.8 and -1.24 V respectively,
NaBH4 can easily reduce Ag+ but not Na+. Besides that, the concentration of NaBH4 added
during synthesis is more than enough for complete reduction of Ag+which rules out the
possibility of any free silver ion after AgNPr synthesis. As a result of this, an increased amount
of NaBH4 raises the concentration of Na+ ions not only to enhance the possibility of the cation-
interaction and thereby stacking length but also to reduce the effective negative charge of AgNPr
assemblies. Obtained AgNPrs show a gradual approach towards neutral zeta potential with an
increase in stacking length, L, as we increase the concentration of Na+ originates from NaBH4.
We can define the molar ratio (M) of NaBH4 to AgNO3as:
𝑀 = 𝑉𝑁𝑎𝐵 𝐻4 × 𝑆𝑁𝑎𝐵 𝐻4 : 𝑉𝐴𝑔𝑁 𝑂3 × 𝑆𝐴𝑔𝑁 𝑂3
Here ‗V‘ and ‗S‘ represent the volume and molar strength respectively. By varying the molar
ratio (M) between 16 and 4 we have achieved different stacking lengths with an unchanged edge
length of 50±20 nm for individual nanoparticles. By knowing the stacking number (N, the
average number of AgNPr present in each stack) and thickness of individual AgNPrs (T) we can
easily calculate the spacing (di, i=amount of NaBH4) between AgNPrs in different stakes as
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𝑑𝑖 = 𝐿 − 𝑁 × 𝑇 /(𝑁 − 1). The effect of increasing concentration of NaBH4 on stacking
length has been clearly presented in Figure 5.1B-E where the average stacking length changes
between 198 nm to 0 nm. Though the concentration of Na+ is crucial in making of stacking
patterns of AgNPrs, detection, and quantification of sodium ions as stacking intercalators is not
easy by recording their Energy Dispersed X-Ray (EDX) spectra.268,269

Figure 5.4: EDX spectra obtained from two different areas (Area-1 and Area-2) of AgNPr
stacking to analyze the relative abundance of different elements.
Detection and quantification of an element through EDX depends mainly on two factors, (i)
efficiency of detection for ejected electrons with energy less than 3 keV and (ii) whether the
abundance of the element is less than 1000 ppm or not. Since the abundance of Na+-ion in our
synthesis is in the range of 15-60 ppm, the efficiency of the detection of Na solely depends on
the ejected electron energy. As most of the EDX detectors have virtually constant efficiency
(~100%) in the range 3-10 keV, the probability and relative height observed for the families of
X-ray lines depends heavily on the energy of the ejected electron from the sample. As a result of
this, elements with the atomic number up to 17 (Cl: Chlorine) having K-edge below 3 keV is
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difficult to detect. According to this logistic,

11

Na with K-edge at 1.08 keV will be difficult to

detect from the EDX spectrum and the absence of Na-line is been depicted in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.5: (A) Concentration-dependent color-coded sensing of As(III) between the
concentration range of 10-6 M to 10-3 M, (B) Tuning of surface plasmon resonance as a result of
morphological change of AgNPr at different concentration of As(III) between 10-6 M to 10-3 M
where (B1) shows the variation of plasmon band at the different lower concentration of As(III) in
the range of 0.0-10.0 µM [0.0 µM (blank): Black trace (max=704 nm), 1.0-2.0 µM: Blue trace,
2.0-4.0 µM: Orange trace, 5.0-7.0 µM: Red-Violet trace, 8.0-10.0 µM: Blue Violet trace] and
(B2) at different higher concentration of As(III). The Plasmon band and hence the color of the
nanomaterials change in a distinct manner where a specific color remains unchanged in a broader
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range of growing concentrations as 10.0-80.0 µM: Yellow, 90.0-100.0 µM: Orange, 110.0-200.0
µM: Dark Red, 250.0-500.0 µM: Purple, 750.0 µM-2 mM: Different shades of blue, 3 mM-10
mM: Faded Blue and above 10mM the color becomes faint blue to gray or almost colorless.
As reported in the early literature223,270 that As(III) can form a sparingly soluble stable complex
with atomic or ionic silver as Ag3AsO3 complex, the chemical affinity between As(III) and
atomic silver (Ag0) on AgNPr surface can easily overcome the electrostatic repulsion between
AsO2- and the negatively charged NPrs to induce the surface leaching. Upon the addition of
increasing concentration of arsenite (AsO2-) the original blue color gradually changes to purple at
1-2 µM (75-150 ppb), burgundy at 2-4 µM, pastel orange at 6-7 µM, golden yellow at 8-9 µM,
yellow at 10-40µM, light yellow at 40-80µM and repeated these colors as pastel orange at 90100 µM, brown at 110-150 µM, burgundy at 150-200 µM, blue-violet at 200-350 µM, lavender
at 350-500 µM, deep blue at 500-750 µM and finally light blue at 750 µM-2 mM of As(III)
(original color of the AgNPr). Corresponding color coding and UV-Vis spectra of each
morphologically modified AgNPr is shown in Figure 5.5A and 5.5B respectively. To understand
the plasmonic change at lower (in the sub-µM concentration) and higher (above 10 µM
concentration) concentration of As(III) we have plotted their UV-Vis spectra in two different
figures as Figure 5.5B1 and 5.5B2 respectively. Both Figure 5.3 (5.3A-5.3E) and Figure 5.5B1
shows the ability of our assay to detect As(III) in the µM level concentration.
With the consequent step-wise morphological change of the nanoprisms which shows a distinct
color from the previous morphology248 due to the interaction of As(III) with the metallic core of
the nanoprism, we have clearly represented this phenomena by recording the TEM image for
each intermediate and has been portrayed details in Figure 5.3A-H.
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Electronic configuration of As is [Ar] 3d104s24p3 and the corresponding As(III) is [Ar] 3d104s2
and As(V) is [Ar] 3d10. Due to the full filled electronic shell structure, As(V) is more stable and
inert compared to As(III) having two valance electron to support its reactivity. Moreover due to
the bulkier size of arsenate (𝐴𝑠𝑂3−) compared to the arsenite (𝐴𝑠𝑂2−), accessibility of inter planer
space (6-8 Å) in AgNPr stacking by As(V) is less probable than As(III). Along with these two
factors, by considering the formation of stable silver arsenite (Ag3AsO3) and silver arsenate
(Ag3AsO4) compounds we have drawn them in Gauss View 5 and performed their geometry
optimization by using HF/3-21g* level of theory. Energies for all the components of the
following reaction was obtained to calculate the free energy of the reaction: Ag3AsO3 + ½O2→
Ag3AsO4. The absolute energies are shown in Table 5.2. Optimized structures of Ag3AsO3and
Ag3AsO4 are shown in Figure 5.6 and the information of different atoms of Ag3AsO3 followed
by Ag3AsO4 are given in Table 5.3. The free energy of the reaction was found to be -118.5
kcal/mol suggesting Ag3AsO4 to be the more stable species.
Table 5.2: Energies obtained at HF/3-21g* level of theory
Compounds
Energy (Hartree/particle)
Ag3AsO4

-18043.05142490

Ag3AsO3

-17968.59515180

½O2

-74.26744989

Figure 5.6: Optimized structures of Ag3AsO3 and Ag3AsO4. Ag is shown in blue, As in purple
and O in red.
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Table 5.3: Optimized parameters of Ag3AsO3 and Ag3AsO4
E(RHF) =

-17968.5951518

A.U. after

9 cycles

Standard orientation:Ag3AsO3
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center
Atomic
Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number
Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
33
0
0.000019
0.000065
1.530613
2
8
0
-1.403607
-0.635236
0.645606
3
8
0
1.251808
-0.897880
0.645174
4
8
0
0.151592
1.533088
0.645129
5
47
0
-1.800588
1.291239
-0.468101
6
47
0
2.018600
0.913665
-0.468039
7
47
0
-0.217990
-2.204944
-0.468063
--------------------------------------------------------------------E(RHF) =

-18043.0514249

A.U. after

9 cycles

Standard orientation:Ag3AsO4
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center
Atomic
Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number
Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
33
0
0.000047
-0.000030
1.016691
2
8
0
-1.491375
0.451258
0.255757
3
8
0
0.354953
-1.517206
0.255592
4
8
0
1.136481
1.066017
0.255688
5
8
0
0.000135
-0.000151
2.651569
6
47
0
-0.569259
2.432903
-0.431888
7
47
0
2.391636
-0.723481
-0.431944
8
47
0
-1.822443
-1.709387
-0.431906
---------------------------------------------------------------------

This relative chemical activity and steric hindrance caused by As(III) and As(V) will be
discussed in the next section as a factor to explain the selectivity and sensitivity of As(III) for
color-coded sensing. Due to the NaBH4 reduction procedure to synthesize AgNPrs which results
from a nanoparticle solution with pH 8.4 and the formation of stable and sparingly soluble silver
arsenite (Ag3AsO3) and silver arsenate (Ag3AsO4) compounds at higher pH, organized assembly
of AgNPrs can react instantly with arsenic ions in the intrinsic basic medium. Moreover, due to
high pH of the AgNPr solution, it also diminishes the possibility of silver leaching through
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oxygen reduction reaction (ORR: O2(g) + 4H+(l) + 4Ag(s)  2H2O + 4Ag+).271 As we increase
the concentration of As(III), due to the difference in stability between flat surface-bound [111]
facets and edge bound [110] facets (free energies increases in the order260: 𝛾 111 < 𝛾 100 <
𝛾 110 ) the number of pyrrolidone bound silver atoms from edges will be released more
compared to flat surfaces. This will result the formation of smaller stackings due to the increase
of surface charge originating from pyrrolidone molecules as we observed as an effect of As(III)
addition between 1.0-6.0 µM. A gradual reduction in the dimension of AgNPr as a result of
increasing the addition of As(III) (by comparing the dimension between B and E of Figure 5.2)
confirms the removal of pyrrolidone bound silver atoms from [110] facets. The appearance of
different surface Plasmon at different lower concentrations (between 1.0-6.0 µM) of As(III) has
been depicted in Figure 5.5B1 which matches well with the obtained surface plasmons (Figure
5.1A) from different stacking lengths synthesized by using different amount of NaBH4. Hence at
a lower concentration of As(III), the appearance of a different color is due to the transformation
of longer AgNPr stacking into smaller piles. At the range of 6.0-7.0 µM of As(III), the stacking
of AgNPrs disintegrated completely along with partial leaching of the tips as well as the surface
of AgNPrs to produce isotropically distributed silver nanodiscs (average diameter between 15-25
nm) with surface plasmon band appears near 450 nm (green colored spectra in Figure 5.5B1) and
the corresponding TEM is shown in Figure 5.1E.
If we increase the As(III) concentration further in the range of 8.0-80 µM, silver nanodiscs are
leached further to generate smaller nanoparticle (silver seeds) with size range 5-7 nm which
gives different shades of yellow (max=410-430 nm) as we mentioned before and has been
represented in Figure 5.3E. Similar structural changes have also been observed as an effect of
KSCN addition to light blue colored AgNPr solution reported by Tsai et al.240 Further increment
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of As(III) concentration (between 90 µM-2 mM), the spontaneous reaction between silver seeds
with arsenic removes PVP from nanosurface to initiate the formation of PVP-based controlled
emulsions with an average diameter between 50-200 nm which starts incorporating silver seeds
and induces controlled aggregation (smaller to larger) with a plasmon shifting between pastel
orange to light blue (90-100 µM: max= 460-470 nm, 110-200 µM: max= 550-560 nm, 250-500
µM: max= 600-610 nm and 750 µM- 2mM: max=680-720 nm) and the corresponding TEM
images are shown in Figure 5.3F and5.3G. If we increase the concentration of As(III) beyond 2
mM, a reaction between arsenic and silver is so vicious that it ultimately converts all
nanomaterials into silver arsenate (Ag3AsO3) and forms unpredicted composites to lose
plasmonic characteristics of silver nanoparticles which loses its blue color as shown in Figure
5.3H to shift the plasmon band much beyond 704 nm and ultimately disappears. Though the
generated Ag3AsO3 is yellow, black colored aggregated silver material can easily mask the
yellow color precipitation originating from Ag3AsO3.
To find out the selectivity of As(III) for the morphological change of AgNPr which results
from color-coded sensing of arsenic contamination, we have repeated the same set of
experiments (absorbance, TEM and colorimetry) with several other metal salts which includes
common alkali, alkaline and toxic transition metal ions including arsenate As(V) and the
colorimetric result has been depicted in Figure 5.7A. To observe a sharp contrast in colorimetry
and to avoid any unwanted interference (from morphological change248) from halogens we have
used 30 µM concentration for all non-halide metal salts. Except for some minor contrast change,
colorimetry can selectively and sensitively detect As(III).
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Figure 5.7: Colorimetric change of AgNPr solution upon addition of (A) 30 M (left to right)
Na+, K+,Ca2+, Mg2+,Sr2+, Cd2+, As3+, Fe3+,Hg2+, Fe2+, Pb2+,Zn2+and As5+ metal ions ; (B) NaOH
in the concentration range 10 µM-1 mM; (C) Different concentration of arsenic prone water
sample into the AgNPr colorimetric assay (D) 0.1 µM NaAsO2- dissolved in Milli-Q, tap water
and drain water.
To confirm that the color change is not due to the pH change of the solution after the addition
of the As(III) salt, we have checked the pH of the blank AgNPr solution and the same solution
after the addition of the As(III) salt. We observed that the pH of all the solution was increasing
slightly than that of the blank upon the gradual addition of As(III). We have performed a control
experiment by adding an equal concentration of NaOH instead of the As(III) salt by considering
1 M NaAsO2 to generate 1 M NaOH after complete dissolution. The pH in both cases is listed in
Table 5.4. No color change (Figure 5.7B) was observed for pH change due to the addition of
NaOH which proves that the role of pH for color tuning is negligible.
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Table 5.4: Variation of pH due to gradual the addition of NaAsO2 and NaOH to 1 mL AgNPr
solution
Volume of NaAsO2 or NaOH
added in 1 mL AgNPr colloidal
solution (µL)

pH on addition of NaAsO2
(Stock Concentration: 10-2
M)

pH on the addition of
NaOH(Stock Concentration
10-2M)

1

8.39

8.40

5

8.42

8.47

10

8.46

8.54

20

8.48

8.60

40

8.56

8.70

50

8.60

8.82

100

8.80

9.01

Blank

8.34

-

The morphological change of AgNPr upon addition of different concentrations of As(III)
which results in the appearance of different colors is also been traced by recording their SERS
spectra in presence of crystal violet (CV) as Raman tagging molecule. We have taken 5 µL of 104

M CV and then added to 195 µL of the morphology modified color-tuned AgNPr solutions

which we have obtained by adding the same amount of differentially diluted NaAsO2 into same
stock solution of AgNPr to avoid any dilution factor. Obtained SERS spectra from different
morphology modified AgNPr are depicted in Figure 5.8 in a relative intensity scale which
includes the SERS signal as a result of As(III) addition in the range of 0-5 mM. It is clear from
Figure 5.8 that there is a gradual increment of the SERS signal intensity as we increase the
As(III) concentration from 0 M to 8 µM. It is also clear from the TEM results (Figure 5.3) that
the gradual increment of As(III) up to 8 µM results the initial destacking of AgNPrs and finally
disintegrate each nanoprisms into smaller silver nanoparticles to increase the effective surface
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area and results in a gradual increment of SERS signal for the formation of the higher number of
hotspots. As we increase the concentration of As(III), the color of the resulted nanoparticle
solution changes from golden yellow at 8-9 µM to yellow at 10-40 µM and light yellow at 40-80
µM As(III) due to the formation of smaller sized silver nanoparticles (seeds) and we observed a
slight increment of SERS signal. Further addition of As(III) beyond 80 µM, SERS signal
gradually reduces till 2 mM concentration and beyond 2 mM concentration of As(III) the
resultant materials don‟t show any detectable Raman signal. Details about the mechanism of
SERS and the mathematical formulation of the Raman enhancement factor, G, has been
described in detail elsewhere.272 G can be derived by the following equation:
𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑅𝑆
𝐺=

𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑆

𝑁𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓
𝑁𝑣𝑜𝑙

where 𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑅𝑆 is the surface-enhanced Raman intensity, 𝑁𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 is the number of molecules bound
to the nanometallic substrate in the excitation volume, 𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑆 is the normal Raman intensity and
𝑁𝑣𝑜𝑙 is the number of molecules in the excitation volume. In our estimation of enhancement
factor, we have considered the excitation zone as a cube with a dimension of 100 m or a
volume of 10-6cc. By considering the final concentration of CV in SERS experiment and normal
Raman experiment as 2.510-6 M and 1 M respectively, the number of molecules adsorbed on the
nanosurface and in bulk in the excitation volume has been estimated as 15108 and 61014
molecules respectively. By comparing the Raman peak intensity at 1380 cm-1 the obtained
enhancement factor (G) in the absence and in presence of 8M (close to maximum SERS signal)
of As(III) was calculated as 3106 and 8106 respectively. Depending on the increasing
concentration of added As(III), the extent of released PVP also increases and allows the system
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to form different diameter polymeric emulsions to incorporate smaller silver nanoparticles
formed in the concentration range of 10-80 µM of As(III). Due to the bigger and thicker PVP
layer, the accessibility of crystal violet to the core silver nanoparticles decreases gradually as we
are forming different morphologically modified AgNPrs at higher concentrations of As(III). This
gradual increment of the inaccessibility of CV to nanosurface incorporated inside emulsion
results in a gradual reduction in SERS signal as observed in the concentration range between 80
µM-2 mM. Since the emulsion incorporated nanoparticles lose their plasmonic properties beyond
2 mM As(III) concentration, the observed SERS signal at 3 mM disappears as depicted in Figure
5.8. Assignments of different Surface Enhanced Raman line originating from CV have been
reported and described elsewhere.273

Figure 5.8. (Left) SERS based assay to monitor the morphological modification of AgNPr on the
addition of different concentration NaAsO2 in the concentration range 0-8 M and the
corresponding colorimetric response has been shown by the adjacent anti clockwise arrow;(
Right) SERS response in the concentration range 80 M - 3 mM and the corresponding
colorimetric response by the adjacent anticlockwise arrow.
To find the applicability of our proposed AgNPr colorimeric-assay we have performed our
investigation on real samples. For high specificity sensing and quantification of As(III) from real
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samples, we have collected water from an arsenic prone zone of West Bengal (Duttapukur, North
24 Paraganas), India which has been used years as drinking water by the local people. We have
taken 1 mL of our synthesized blue color AgNPr stock solution in each of six different centrifuge
tubes(assay tubes) and then added different volumes of arsenic-contaminated water sample
(filtrated by 0.2 m syringe filter) in the range of 0-1 mL. Assaytubes containing arseniccontaminated water samples less than 50 L do not show any color change while other assay
tubes having contaminated water volume more than 50 L show usual color change as we have
observed in our ideal highly specific colorimetric assay sensing of As(III). Colorimetric
transition observed in AgNPr assay upon addition of the different amounts of arsenic prone water
sample is shown in Figure 5.7C. The detection and quantification of As(III) from the real
sample is not very straight forward and may associate with other problems. One such prominent
problems come from the considerable presence of additional halides (Cl-, Br- and I-)in the
environmental water samples. The morphological effect of halides on AgNPr has been reported
earlier248 and discussed in the previous section. So the observed color change may originate both
from halide ions and As(III). To confirm the origin of color change, we have titrated the water
sample against 10-2 M AgNO3 solution using KCrO4 as the indicator. From the endpoint, we have
calculated the amount of precipitatable salt as ~2.1 mM. From the literature248 it is known that
the color change of AgNPr is observable only when the concentration of halide ion present in the
water sample is  20 mM. Since the precipitatable salt concentration is only 2.1 mM in our
studied sample which is 10-times less than the threshold halide concentration for color change,
rules out the presence of any substantial amount of halide which can independently cause color
change. Hence, the observed color change is solely originating from As(III) present in the water
sample and the threshold concentration for As(III) detection in the micromolar range (1-2 M)
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shows its hypersensitivity. Along with arsenic-contaminated real water sample, we have applied
our assay on different sourced water samples collected from Milli-Q filtration system (Synergy,
UV), Tap water and drain water from Kolkata region. After initial filtration by 0.2 m syringe
filter we have infused them separately with NaAsO2 to reach the desired 100 M concentration
of As(III). Once we add 100 L of Milli-Q water as control and As(III) infused water as test
samples separately in a set of two 900 L blue color AgNPr solution, all of them show desired
golden yellow color for the infused samples and no color change for the blank which proves zero
interference from other components of water. Since WHO reports that the average halide (mainly
Cl-) concentration in water is only 4 M (much lower than the interference level) in drinking
water, our AgNPr-based assay can successfully be used for As(III) sensing in drinking water
without much interference from halide ions.

5.4 Conclusion:
AgNPr-based assay has been designed and the experimental procedure has been
elaborated to achieve the wide range morphologically modified surface Plasmon tuning-detuning
for accurately color-coded detection and sensing of As(III) over other alkali, alkaline, and
transition metals. Wide range morphological modification of AgNPr is measured and confirmed
by TEM measurement and a plausible explanation has been provided to understand the
mechanism of selective interaction of As(III) with axially stacked AgNPrs based on their zeta
potential, plasmon tuning-detuning and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy along with DFT
calculation. Plasmon tuning-detuning positively not only confirms the presence of As(III) but
also can detect the As(III) concentration up to a limit of 75 ppb which is close to the old EPA
limit for As(III) content in drinking water. This is probably the first report where we have
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explored the critical role of PVP for wide range morphological modification followed by
emulsion induced aggregation to effectively tune the surface plasmon for color-coded sensing of
heavy metals. Ours cross-check with As(III) containing real sample from arsenic prone area of
West Bengal, India and As(III) infused real water sample from different sources proves the
potential applicability of this assay as a colorimetric sensor for field application towards
environmental protection drive.
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CHAPTER-6

Unveiling the Excellent Electrocatalytic Activity of GrainBoundary Enriched Anisotropic Pure Gold Nanostructures
towards Hydrogen Evolution Reaction: A Combined Approach
of Experiment and Theory
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


The role of grain-boundary and grain size of our newly synthesized flower-like gold
nanostructures for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) has been investigated
quantitatively.



All the synthesized anisotropic gold nanoparticles (AnGNPs) and especially the AuNP75
exhibit outstanding catalytic activity (in terms of both overpotential and turnover frequency)
towards HER compared to spherical shaped gold nanoparticles (SpGNPs).



The effective contribution of grain-boundaries towards the free energy of hydrogen
adsorption (ΔGH*) and the position of the d-band center has been explored by DFTcalculation which matches well with our experimental findings.
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6.1 Introduction
In the recent few years, considerable attention has been paid to developing the strategies
to generate renewable energy as it is an alternative and naturally replenished source to that of the
limited resource of fossil fuel.274,275 With the increasing demand for fuel as well as for
environmental benefits, renewable energy is more preferable to other traditional energy
sources.276 Among different renewable energy, Hydrogen is regarded as a green fuel with high
energy density and pollution-free fuel (cost-effectiveness and environmentally friendly) which
can be an alternate and competitive to that of coal or oil.277–280 Electrolysis of water is the most
feasible approach281,282 to get the molecular hydrogen effectively and enormously as the source is
unlimited and replenished inhuman timescale. The electrochemical water splitting involves two
half-cell reactions wherein the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) occurs at the anode and the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) takes place to that of the cathode.283 However, both of these
reactions are extremely sluggish in nature which requires a larger overpotential. 284,285 Though a
large group of scientists throughout the Globe has put their extreme effort to design an array of
suitable electrocatalysts, enough effort has not been put forward to explore different
characteristics within the traditional materials by tweaking their nanoscale crystallization pattern
or bringing folds within single- or multi-twinned nanoparticle for boosting the reaction kinetics.
This will not only reduce the effort to design a new class of materials and cost to perform their
complete characterization, but also to control environmental pollution. It has been found that the
Platinum based materials especially carbon supported Platinum (Pt/C) are the most viable and
efficient electrocatalysts for the HER till date;286–288 but their high cost and low abundance
restrict themselves for commercialization and large scale production of H2.289,290 Several
attempts have been taken to accelerate the reaction kinetics by employing various transition
metal-based catalysts (e.g. Ru-, Mo-, Ir-based materials),291–293 metal alloys,294 chalcogenides,295
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metal-organic frameworks,296 etc. In this aspect, the noble metals like gold is rarely been
explored due to the poor adsorption or binding efficiency of H-atom on the gold surface which
requires higher free energy to step up the reaction.297 HER generally consists of two step process
in which the first step is the adsorption of hydrogen atoms on the surface of the catalyst (this step
is called Volmer step) and the second step leads to the generation of hydrogen molecule followed
by desorption from the catalyst‘s surface (this step is known as Tafel or Heyrovskey step). 298
Sabatier‘sprinciple suggests that the adsorption energy should neither be very high nor very low
for a preferable catalyst since the higher adsorption energy leads to an endothermic process
resulting weaker adsorption while the lower adsorption energy possesses exothermic process
which results in the slow desorption.299 It has been predicted from the Volcano plot that the
Gibbs free energy (ΔG) for an effective electrocatalyst towards HER process should be close to
zero (i.e. ΔG ≈ 0). In the Volcano plot, the Pt metal possesses the highest activity in terms of
both current density (j0) as well as favorable ΔG value. However, in case of Au metal, the poor
interaction of H-1s orbital with the d-band of metal makes the gold nanoparticles as a poor
candidate for HER.298 Most of the literature reports covered the influence of other metals (e.g.
alloys of Au)300 or semiconductor or organic molecules301 with gold nanoparticles for the HER
activity. Therefore, it is really a challenging task to build a feasible electrocatalyst for HER using
pure gold nanoparticles.
Further, it is worth to mention that among various noble metals, gold nanoparticle has
attracted greater attention over the last few decades due to their distinct physicochemical
properties e.g. easier size and shape tenability to achieve both larger surface to volume ratio
(S/V) and differential electric field lensing at the surface or vertex, enhanced surface Plasmon
resonance (SPR) and hence the extinction coefficient in the VIS-to-NIR region. Higher reduction
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potential of Au3+/Au system (E0 = 1.50 V vs SHE) allows to use weak reducing agent resulting
slow crystallization and hence programmable crystal twinning, easy manipulation of facet
energetic as well as ease of surface modification (for selectivity and sensitivity) in comparison
with that of bulk gold.302 The fine blending of distinctive optical and electrical properties of gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) rendered themselves as a potential candidate in extensive fields of
research such as catalysis,303 biomedicine,304 biosensors,305 and surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy.306 Indeed, the performance of the AuNPs in the aforementioned applications, more
specifically the catalytic performance strongly rely on their morphology, surface charge, crystal
irregularity as well as crystal facet energy.307–309 In the recent few years, the anisotropic gold
nanomaterials (i.e. flowers, multipod, star-shaped, branched) have extensively been focused
since they reveal unique SPR, SERS as well as efficient catalytic power than the corresponding
spherical particles.59,310 The remarkable catalytic efficiency of the AnGNPs is associated with the
appearance of high the density low coordination site atoms on edges, terraces, steps, ledges, and
kinks which may alter the surface energy.311 Further, the presence of planner defects such as
grain boundary, twin boundary, stacking fault into the nanocrystal can significantly alter the
reactivity of nanomaterials.312 In recent reports, it has been shown that the electrocatalytic
activity of AuNPs is significantly boosted for the reduction of CO2 due to the occurrence of the
high density of grain boundaries.21,79 In addition, the grain boundary induced catalytic activities
with remarkable efficiency are also observed for copper nanoparticles towards the
electroreduction of CO.313 Further, the presence of multiple twin boundaries (MTB) onto the
nanoparticle surface enhances the catalytic ability for the oxidation of methanol via facile
chemisorption of analytes.314 In addition, from our previous study315 we know that the
anisotropic nanomaterials which result in sharp tips with enhanced ability to focus the surface
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electric field and hence modulate the charge density has a distinct influence on their catalytic
activity. Hence, the anisotropic nanomaterials are more preferable for both catalytic
performances as well as to explore the new aspects related to catalysis than the isotropic
counterparts. However, the anisotropic growths of nanoparticles are strongly dependent on the
adopted synthetic procedure. Therefore, the synthetic methodologies are also crucial for the
inducement of important physico-chemical properties into noble metal nanoparticles.
The standard protocols have already been well documented in the literature for the
generation

of

AnGNPs

including

template-based

reaction,316

multi-step

seeding

methodology,317,318 utilization of specific capping agents,319 fine tuning of physical parameters
(i.e. temperature, pH, viscosity) during synthesis. The seeding growth approach is the most
familiar method for the anisotropic growth of AuNPs since the degree of anisotropy (i.e. aspect
ratio, tunable geometry) can be altered simply by varying the amount of seed solution,
introducing specific impurities (e.g., AgNO3, NaCl)320 as well as by altering the concentration of
capping agent. However, the main drawback of this technique is its time-consuming nature as
well as the growth of nanoparticles which depends mostly on the nature of nanoseed. On the
other hand, template-based synthesis is more fascinating since they offer an interesting and
useful characteristic to the nano materials such as controlled sizes, morphologies, and different
physicochemical properties.245 Both soft and hard templates have been successfully employed for
the synthesis of different shaped AuNPs viz. nanorods, nanorings, nanotubes, as well as porous
structures. The soft templates are mainly large organic compounds (i.e. surfactants or polymers),
used for surface stabilization while the porous solid inorganic materials such as an anodic
aluminum oxide (AAO), mesoporous oxides, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be used as hard
templates.321 Although the hard templates having better control over the structure of
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nanomaterials, on account of their difficulty in the removal process after synthesis may destroy
or alter the actual physical properties of templated nanoparticles. Besides, the surfactant (soft
templates) assisted wet chemical synthesis is more preferable due to its ease of surfactant
removal, large scale production, and remarkable ability to generate variable size and shape
nanoparticles through the micelle formation.321 Hence, surfactant induced rapid, a single-step
methodology is worth enviable for the synthesis of anisotropic metal nanoparticles.
In the present study, we have reported a facile, one-step synthesis of gold nanoparticle
using hydroquinone (HQ) as a reducing agent in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS).
The proposed synthetic protocol is new in the literature, cost-effective, rapid yet generates high
quality monodispersed nanoparticles with excellent stability. The morphology as well as the size
of gold nanoparticles can easily be tuned from bud to flower (bloom) to over-bloomed shape by
simple variation in the concentration of HQ. The characterizations of the synthesized
nanoparticles have been carried out using UV-Vis, SEM, HRTEM, XPS and Zeta Potential
analysis. The synthesized nanoparticles with variable grain parameters exhibit an outstanding
electrocatalytic activity towards hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in different pH medium (i.e.
acidic, neutral, and basic) with a low onset potential of -76 mV. Besides, it requires mere 190,
285, 325 mV (vs RHE) of overpotentials to achieve 10, 50, 100 mAcm-2 current density in 0.5 M
H2SO4 medium.DFT study shows that the presence of high-density grain boundary with the
larger dimension of each grain on the surface of nanocrystal can significantly enhance the
reaction kinetics for HER and hence improves the HER activity.
6.2 Synthesis of AuNPs using HQ:
In a typical synthesis, 0.058 g of SDS was added to 20 mL of Milli-Q water in a 50 mL
conical flask and stirred (500 rpm) for five minutes to make 0.01 M solution. After the complete
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dissolution of SDS, 0.5 mL of 10-2 M HAuCl4.3H2O (Final concentration: 2.5×10-4 M) was
added into the solution. Subsequently, 75 μL of 0.1 M HQ (Final concentration: 3.75×10 -4 M)
was added dropwise to the above solution mixture under the same constant stirring. The color of
the solution changes immediately (within 5 s) from light yellow to cyan color and the resultant
solution was kept undisturbed for another 6 hours for complete growth of nanoparticles.The
synthesized nanoparticles were then washed repeatedly by centrifugation at a speed of 2000 rpm
for 45 minutes initially and then 30 minutes in order to ensure the removal of excess surfactant
and other unwanted products. The entire reaction was carried out at 25±1 °C. In order to study
the effect of concentration of reducing agent, a similar protocol was also adopted for
synthesizing AuNPs using the variable concentration of HQ at identical concentrations of metal
ion and SDS as mentioned earlier. The addition of the lower amount of HQ (50 μL of 0.1 M) into
the reaction mixture leads to change the color of solution from light yellow to pink color while at
the higher concentration of HQ (150 μL of 0.1 M), the solution turns into bluish color indicating
the formation of different sized and/or shaped nanoparticles. The synthesized nanoparticles were
washed using the same procedure as mentioned earlier. The prepared AuNPs using 50, 75, and
150 μL of HQ are designated as AuNP50, AuNP75 and AuNP150 respectively.
6.3 Computational Details:
All the spin-polarized calculations were performed within the framework of density
functional theory (DFT) using the plane-wave technique as implemented in Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package (VASP).115 The exchange-correlation energy was accounted within the
generalized gradient approximation method (GGA) parameterized by the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE).322 We used the projector augmented wave potential (PAW) to treat the ionelectron interactions. The DFT-D2 empirical correction method proposed by Grimme was
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applied for describing the effect of van der Waals interactions.323 In all computations, the kinetic
energy cut off is set to be 500 eV in the plane-wave expansion. All the structures were fully
relaxed (lattice constant and atomic position) using the conjugate gradient method and the
convergence threshold was set to be 10-4 eV in energy and 0.01 eV/Å in force. For geometry
optimization, the Brillouin zone was sampled using a 5×5×1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh
while a higher 7×7×1 Monkhorst-Pack grid was used to calculate electronic density of states
(DOS). The relative free energy of adsorbed atomic hydrogen (H*) was calculated as134,300
∆𝐺𝐻 ∗ = ∆𝐸𝐻 ∗ + 0.24
where ∆EH* for the adsorption of H* on various surfaces were determined using the relation
1
∆𝐸𝐻 ∗ = 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 +𝐻 − 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝐸𝐻2
2
In order to model Au (111) and (110) surfaces, we considered a 2-layer periodic 3×3 slabs of cell
(8.11×8.11 Å2) and (7.91×7.93 Å2) with 18 atoms respectively, whereas Au (200) surface was
constructed with 3-layer periodic 3×3 slab of the cell (7.95×7.95 Å2) with 27 atoms. Grain
boundaries (GB) have been constructed with different surfaces whereGBa corresponds to the
grain boundary between (110) and (111) planes as well as GBb, GBc, GBd, GBe corresponding to
the grain boundaries among (110) and (200), (200) and (111), (110)(200) and (111) with smaller
grain diameter, (111), (110)(200) and (111) with larger grain diameter respectively. GBa, GBb,
GBc, GBd and GBe have been modelled with periodic supercell consisted with 16, 20, 20, 28, and
28 Au atoms respectively. To avoid the spurious interactions between the neighboring slabs, a
vacuum layer of 20 Å was used in the direction perpendicular to the surfaces (along the Zdirection) and the nearest distance between the two adsorbed hydrogen atoms in the adjacent
supercell is ~10 Å.
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6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Optical and Structural analysis of AnGNPs
The synthesis of AnGNPs using HQ as the reducing agent in the presence of SDS as a
template is schematically shown in Figure 6.1A. In general, the surfactant form micelle through
the hydrophilic-hydrophobic interaction with the solvent molecule above a particular
concentration termed as critical micelle concentration (CMC). Since in the present study we have
employed a larger concentration of SDS (0.01 M) than it‘s CMC (CMC of SDS is 0.0082 M), the
formation of micelles takes place obviously (shown in Figure 6.1A). The addition of metal salt
into the SDS solution may lead to the incorporation of metal ion ([AuCl4]-) into the SDS micellar
cavity. However, the incorporation of chloroaurate ion into SDS micelles is less favorable in this
context due to the hydrophobic nature of the inner core of micelles (where the long tail i.e.
hydrophobic part remains inside and hydrophilic part remains outside of the core). The presence
of metal ion (chloroaurate ion) at the periphery of the micelles is more complimentary on
account of its facile interaction with the hydrophilic part of the surfactant. It is worth mentioning
here that [AuCl4]- ion may be repelled at the periphery of the micelle due to the presence of
anionic group of the surfactant. Indeed, this possibility is nullified on account of the existence of
counter ion of SDS i.e. Na+ with the anionic part [CH3(CH2)11OSO3]-. It has been reported that,
the increase inconcentration of counter ion of surfactant (i.e. Na+) leads to alter the size of
micelle which provides the confirmation for the occurrence of Na+ surrounding the micelle of
SDS.324,325 The occurrence of Na+ at the periphery of micelles diminishes the repulsion between
hydrophilic head group and [AuCl4]- and hence the later can exist close to the SDS micelle. The
addition of HQ in the reaction mixture results in the reduction of Au3+ to Au0 and this Au0
incorporate into the micelle core as schematically represented in Figure 6.1A. In this case, two
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possibilities may arise; either the Au atoms begin to associate with each other followed by
encapsulation into the micelle core or get incorporated into the micelle core followed by
preferable crystallization or assembling.

Figure 6.1: (A) Schematic representation for the synthesis and growth of AnGNPs inside the
SDS micelle‘s core. Effects of HQ concentration (250-750 M) on (B) visual color appearance
(pink to blue) and (C) plasmon spectra (540-660 nm) of colloidal AnGNPs.
Change in the concentration of HQ leads to alter the color of the resultant colloidal
solution (Figure 6.1B) which predicts the formation of different nanoparticles with variable
physico-chemical properties. The initial assessment of the synthesized AnGNPs was carried out
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by UV–Vis spectroscopy (Figure 6.1C) in the aqueous medium. The AnGNPs prepared using 50
μL of HQ (10-1 M) in presence of SDS exhibit a sharp surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band in
the wavelength range of 500-600 nm with λmaxat 540 nm. The color of the colloidal solution
(pink) and the nature of the absorption band (i.e. single plasmon band with λmax: 540 nm)
suggests the formation of monodispersed spherical shaped-gold nanoparticles (AuNPs).

Figure 6.2: The TEM images of bud or spherical (A, B), flower or bloom (D, E) and hexapod or
over bloom (G, I) shaped AuNPs synthesized using 50 μL, 75 μL and 150 μL of HQ respectively
at different magnification. The SAED patterns of AuNP50 (C) AuNP75 (F) and AuNP150 (I)
exhibit the polycrystalline nature of different shaped AnGNPs and the presence of different
crystal planes. The inset in (B), (E) and (H) represent magnified images of the individual
nanoparticles.
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Increasing the amount of HQ from 50 to 75 μL results in the red shifting of SPR band
from ca. 540 nm to ca. 660 nm and also the color of the colloid changes from pink to cyan. The
appearance of the absorption band at higher wavelength region in association with broadening
nature suggests the formation of large-sized nanoparticles or anisotropic formation of AuNPs as
indicated earlier in the literature.326 Further rise in the amount of HQ from 75 to 100 or 150 μL
results in the alteration of color from cyan to bluish along with the blue shifting of the SPR band
from 660 nm to ca. 580 nm. The stability and surface charge of these AnGNPs are investigated
using zeta potential measurements wherein all of these nanoparticles show the zeta potential
value of ~ -35 mV indicating the good stability of our designed AuNPs. The negative charge of
the nanoparticles can be correlated to the presence of anionic surfactant SDS on their surface.

Figure 6.3: SEM image of flower or bloom shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP75.
The role of HQ on the morphology of AnGNPs has been studied wherein the geometry
varies with the concentration of reducing agent. At lower concentration of HQ (i.e. 50 μL of 0.1
10
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leads to the formation of distorted
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spherical shaped AuNPs as can be revealed from TEM images (Figure 6.2 A, B). The obtained
nanosphere can also be considered as bud shaped geometry in which the multiple facets are
clearly observable. The average diameter of these nanospheres varies from 55-65 nm. As the
concentration or the amount of HQ increases from 50 to 75 μL, the geometry of AuNPs changes
from bud to flower or bloom shape which can be observed from the corresponding TEM images
(Figure 6.2D, E). These gold nanoblooms are monodispersed in nature. In general, these flowerlike anisotropic nanostructures can further be considered as a distorted sphere consisting of sharp
tips or branches on their surface. The average diameter of these nanostructures is 90±5 nm.
These tips or branches of AuNP75 are originating from the core of the nanostructures as can be
observed from the HRTEM images. Each of the nanostructures consists of more than ten tips or
pods and hence this shape can also be termed as multipodal nanoparticle. The scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image also depicts highly monodisperse bloom or flower-like morphology as
shown in Figure6.3.

Figure 6.4: EDAX spectra of flower or bloom shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP75.
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The energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis also confirms the presence of Au in the
flower-like nanostructures (Figure 6.4). Further rise in the concentration of HQ (100-150 μL of
0.1 M) results the formation of over-bloomed morphology. Each of this over-bloomed (popcorn
shaped) structure consists of five to six pods or tips (in 2D space) and these tips are blunted in
comparison with the flower shaped AuNPs (Figure 6.2G, H). The average dimension of these
popcorns is 60±5 nm. All these nanostructures synthesized here are poly-crystalline in nature and
are randomly oriented along with the face centered cubic (fcc) structural pattern as evidenced
from the selected area electron diffraction (SAED, Figure 6.2C, F and I) patterns. Increase in
concentration of HQ from 50 μL to 75 μL leads to alter the morphology as well as the size of
AuNPs from sphere to flower (bloom) shape which can be explained in the following manner: At
higher concentration of HQ, the reaction kinetics for the reduction of Au3+ to Au0 is faster which
also increases the population of Au0. The availability of higher amount of Au0 in the reaction
mixture enhances the growth rate and thereby assists the preferential deposition of Au0 on the
high energy facets leading to the formation of flower or bloom shaped GNPs. Further rise in
amount of HQ from 75 μL to 150 μL (of 10-1 M) result in the formation of over-bloom shaped
AuNPs. In this synthetic protocol, the role of HQ can be envisaged in multiple directions. At
higher concentration of HQ, the reduction rate as well as the population density of Au0 enhances.
Besides, HQ undergoes oxidation (as shown before; during the reduction of metal ions) by the
removal of hydrogen ion (H+) which alter the pH of the medium. Increase in concentration of
HQ results the enhancement in the liberation of H+ ions and thereby decreases the pH of the
medium. Change in pH result the variation in the shape and size of micelle/micelle core as
reported earlier.327 In this case also the higher concentration of HQ changes the shape and size of
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micelles from its original structure due to the alteration in pH and facilitates the formation of
hexapod-like AuNPs.
In order to explore the oxidation state of metal as well as the binding phenomena with
different functional groups, we have studied the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for the
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Figure 6.5: XPS spectra of variable shaped AnGNPs: (A) Wide range survey spectrum indicating
the presence of different elements into AuNP75. (B) Au4f high-resolution spectra. (C, D, E)
represent C1s spectra while (F, G, H) showO1s spectra and (I, J, K) depict the S2p spectra (~165
eV (S2p-1) for free R-SH, ~169 eV (S2p-2) and ~172 eV (S2p-3) for Na2SO4)for different
AuNPs.
synthesized AnGNPs. Essentially all the AnGNPs shows a similar feature in the wide
range survey spectrum (Figure 6.5Aand Figure 6.6) as well asin the Au binding energy spectra
(Figure 6.5B). The survey spectra show the presence of gold, sulfur, carbon and oxygen
element. The Au4f binding energy spectra are split into Au4f5/2 and Au4f7/2for all the
nanoparticles which appear at 84 eV and 87.5 eV respectively. These values are consistent with
the elemental gold (Au0), indicating the presence of pure AuNPs.328 However, the binding energy
spectra for different elements (e.g. C, O, and S) that are present into the AnGNPs are dissimilar.
The source of C, O, and S elements into the nanoparticle are from the surfactant SDS or the
reducing agent HQ. The high-resolution scan for C binding energy spectra shows two
deconvoluted peaks at 284.5 eV and 285.5 eV due to C-C and C-O bond respectively which are
similar for both AuNP50 and AuNP75; however, a shift is observed in C-O bond (286.7 eV) for
AuNP150.
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Figure 6.6: Wide range survey spectrum indicating the presence of different elements into (a)
AuNP50 and (b) AuNP150.
Further, the resolution scan for O binding energy spectra depicts exclusively one
deconvoluted peak for both AuNP75 and AuNP150at ~532 eV which is attributed to C=O. While a
dissimilar trend is noticed for AuNP50 in which two deconvoluted peaks arise for C=O and O-CO at ~531.5 and 533 eV respectively. The presence of C=O is due to the formation of quinone
(as Au3+ reduces, thereby the oxidation of hydroquinone occurs). The resolution scan for S
binding energy spectra exhibits three deconvoluted peaks at ~165, ~168 and ~171 eV for AuNP75
as well as AuNP150 with slight alter in peak position. However, for AuNP50, only one peak
observed at ~168.5 eV. The peak appears at 165 eV is due to free R-SH while the peaks at
around 168-172 eV are due to the sulphates. This clearly indicates the presence of surfactants
into the nanosurface of the different AnGNPssynthesized here. From the variation in the binding
energy spectra of the various elements for different geometries, it can be predicted that the
change in the concentration of reducing agentleads to alter the micellar properties of the
surfactants as discussed above.
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6.4.2 Electrocatalytic Performance of AnGNPs for Hydrogen Evolution Reaction:
In order to investigate the electrocatalytic activity of the synthesized AnGNPs towards
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), we have performed HERin different electrolyte medium
(e.g. H2SO4, PBS, KOH) with variable pH. The HER activity of the variable shaped AuNPs was
studied with the aid of linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) techniques at a scan rate of 10 mV/s
with the stirring rate of 500 rpm. Figure 6.7A depicts the LSV response of different shaped
AuNPs in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium (pH=0) wherein the flower-shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP75
modified GC electrode exhibit much lower onset potential value of -76 mV vs RHEcompared to
that of other morphologies i.e. AuNP50 (-124 mV vs RHE) and AuNP150 (-111 mV vs RHE). The
bare GC electrode does not show any significant response towards HER while the bare Au
electrode exhibits a large onset potential of ~-300 mV vs RHE. For comparing the catalytic
efficiency of synthesized AnGNPsin the present study with other AuNPs, we have also recorded
the LSV response of spherical shaped AuNPs (SpGNP) and it displays a higher onset potential
value of -179 mV vs RHE in 0.5M H2SO4medium. The overpotential (ε) value has been
analyzed at a fixed current density of 10 mAcm-2 for the variable AnGNPs modified GC
electrodes (Figure 6.7A inset) in which the AuNP75 possesses the lower overpotential value
(ε=194 mV) in comparison with the bud shaped (ε=235 mV) and over-bloomed shaped (ε=227
mV) AuNPs.
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Figure 6.7 : Electrocatalytic performance of different AnGNPs modified electrode towards HER.
Linear Sweep Voltammetric (LSV) response of bare GC, bare Au, AuNP 50/GC, AuNP75/GC,
AuNP150/GC and SpGNP/GC at the scan rate of 10 mV/s in (A) 0.5 M H2SO4 (pH=0) medium
(D) 0.1 M PBS (pH=7) medium. Inset in (A) and (D) represent the magnified LSV curve for
estimating the overpotential at the current response value of 10 mAcm-2 in H2SO4 and PBS
medium respectively. Tafel Plot and the corresponding Tafel slope for the HER activity of
different AnGNPs modified GC electrode in (B) H2SO4and (E) PBS medium. Bar diagram for
comparing the Turn over frequency (TOF) value for HER as estimated from LSV response at the
different potential for variable AuNPs in (C) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (F) 0.1 M PBS medium.
In this context, it is noteworthy to mention that the spherical shaped AuNPs possess a
larger overpotential value of 302 mV. This signifies that the flower shaped AuNPs reveal their
highest electrocatalytic performance towards HER among other synthesized AuNPs. The Tafel
slope which is an important parameter for HER activity has also been evaluated from the Tafel
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plot (overpotential (ε) vs logj plot) for all the AnGNPs modified system as depicted in Figure
6.7B and AuNP75/GC shows the Tafel slope of 82 mVdec-1 which is smaller than AuNP50/GC
(91 mVdec-1) and AuNP150/GC (93 mVdec-1). This study qualitatively indicates that all of the
different AnGNPs surfaces exhibit similar HER mechanism withAuNP75/GC having faster HER
kinetics.329 However, the SpGNP shows the lowest Tafel slope value (78 mVdec-1) than our
synthesized AnGNPs. Though the overpotential value and Tafel slope can qualitatively specify
the catalytic efficiency of the AnGNPs towards HER, the turnover frequency (TOF) is the most
relevant parameter for any catalyst. For estimating the TOF, we have measured the concentration
of AnGNPs (as used for the electrocatalytic studies) by performing ICP-OES measurements at
two different wavelengths, 242.7 and 267.5 nm. Before the measurement, we have initially
calibrated the system using different concentration of Au3+ metal ions (viz. 1 ppm, 5 ppm, 15
ppm, 25 ppm, 50 ppm and 100 ppm) with the help of the number of counts per each
concentration. Once the calibration curve has been constructed, we have used the diluted solution
of AuNPs for the measurement. Here we have maintained the same dilution of AuNPs as
employed during the HER activity. The measured concentrations of AuNPs are obtained as
follows:
Sample
AuNP50
AuNP75
AuNP150

Measured Concentration (ppm)
@ 242.7 nm
29.321±0.097
9.5228±0.0237
27.257±0.082

Conversion of ppm to Molarity (M):
𝐶𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃50 = 29.32 𝑝𝑝𝑚 i.e., 29.32 mg/litre
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Measured Concentration (ppm)
@ 267.5 nm
27.720±0.089
8.8993±0.0354
26.470±0.017

Each Au atom has the molecular weight of 197. Each of the nano particles is consisting of
multiple numbers of Au atoms. The number of Au atoms present in a particle can be calculated
as follows:
Volume of each AuNP50 nanoparticle = 143720 nm3 (Average Diameter 65±5nm)
4

Volume of each Au atom= 3 𝜋𝑟 3 ; where r is the radius of Au atom (r=166 pm or 0.166 nm)
= 0.0192 nm3
Therefore, the number of Au atom present in each AuNP50 = 143720/0.0192 =7.49×106
𝐶𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 50 = 29.32

𝑚𝑔
𝑔
= 29.32 × 10−3
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒

29.32×10 −3

=7.49×10 6 ×197 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
= 2.00 × 10−11 M
By considering at least 10-15 cone shaped tips (with based diameter: 10nm and length: 10nm) on
the spherical core of diameter: 73nm the calculated average volume of each AuNP 75 nanoparticle
= 211789.33 nm3
Therefore, the number of Au atom present in each AuNP75 = 211789/0.0192 =1.10×107
𝐶𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃75 = 9.52 𝑝𝑝𝑚 = 9.52

𝑚𝑔
𝑔
= 9.52 × 10−3
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒

9.52×10 −3

=1.10×10 7 ×197 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
= 4.01 × 10−12 M
In the similar way, we have also calculated the concentration of AuNP150 as 1.97×10-11M by
considering the core diameter as 35 nm with 6-7 cone shaped tips (with based diameter: 14nm
and length: 12nm) on the spherical core. Once we know the actual concentration of AnGNPs ,the
TOF has been calculated using the formula as284,330
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𝑇𝑂𝐹 𝑠 −1 =

𝐽×𝐴
𝑛×𝐹×𝑁

where, J is the current density (Acm-2) at a given overpotential; A is the geometrical area
of the electrode (0.0706 cm2), n is the number of electron transfer (n=2), F is the Faraday
constant (F=96500 C mol-1) and N is the mole of active site present on the electrode. Assuming
all the sites of the nanoparticles are catalytically active, we have estimated the TOF value at a
different potential from the LSV response of variable shaped AuNPs in 0.5M H2SO4 medium
(Figure 6.7C). The flower shaped AuNPs exhibit highest TOF at different potentials in
comparison with other morphologies and the order of TOF follow the trend as TOFAuNP 75 (1.16
s-1) >>TOFAuNP 150 (0.18 s-1) >TOFAuNP 50 (0.14 s-1) at the overpotential of 0.5V vs RHE. This
emphasizes that the flower shaped AuNPs shows superior catalytic performance towards the
HER in comparison with other morphology of AnGNPs where the TOF is enhanced by eightfold
and six-fold than that of bud shaped (AuNP50) and over-bloomed shaped (AuNP150) AuNPs
respectively. Though the change in Tafel slope is not very much considerable between
AuNP75and SpGNP, the TOF is significantly altered between these two. Almost forty-fold
enhancements in the TOF value is observed for flower-shaped than that of normal spherical
shaped AuNPs

TOF AuNP 75
TOF AuNP Sph

= 40

and this clearly highlights that the gold nanoparticles

itself(without composites or alloy) can also be a potential candidate for HER activity with
satisfactory TOF and low overpotential. For inspecting the outstanding catalytic behavior of the
synthesized AnGNPs in different pH medium, we have further carried out the HER study in 0.1M
PBS (pH=7) buffer solution. In this case, a similar trend is observed in which the flower-shaped
AuNPs reveal the superior activity in terms of onset potential, overpotential (ε), Tafel slope and
TOF as shown in Figure 6.7D, E and F. The AuNP75 exhibits a slight shift in both the onset
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potential (-107 mV) and ε10 value (262.1 mV) in PBS medium than H2SO4 medium. Indeed, for
all the nanoparticles, the similar behavior is noticed wherein the onset potential as well as ε 10
value get shifted towards the higher potential region in PBS medium than that of H2SO4 medium
and this behavior is consistent with other reported HER studies in the literature.50 Like in H2SO4
medium, the overpotential value gets decrease around 100 mV for AuNP75 in PBS medium of
pH=7 in comparison with SpGNP (Figure 6.7D Inset). Further, the Tafel slope as deduced from
the Tafel plot (Figure 6.7E) is lowest for AuNP75/GC (118 mV/dec) followed by AuNP150/GC
(134 mV/dec) and AuNP50/GC (148 mV/dec) while SpGNP exhibited the higher Tafel slope
value (162 mV/dec) than other morphologies of Au surfaces in PBS solution of pH 7. The
significant change in TOF value is observed among variable shaped AuNPs in 0.1M PBS (pH=7)
wherein fifty-fold enhancement in the TOF is observed for AuNP75 than that of SpGNP.Table
6.1 shows the comparative analysis among different parameters related to HER activity of
variable shaped AuNPs.
Table 6.1: Comparison among different parameters related to HER activity of the
electrocatalytic performance of different AuNPs in various electrolyte solutions.
System

Onset potential
(mV) vs RHE

Overpotential (mV)
vs RHE @10 mAcm-2

Tafel Slope

TOF (s-1) @ η=

(mV/dec)

0.35 V

in 0.5 M

in 0.1 M

in 0.5 M

in 0.1 M

in 0.5

in 0.1

in 0.5

in 0.1

H2SO4

PBS

H2SO4

PBS

M

M PBS

M

M PBS

H2SO4

Bare GC
Bare Au

----

----

-288 mV -338 mV

H2SO4

-----

----

----

----

----

----

472.2

----

----

----

----

----

mV
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AuNP50/

-124 mV -154 mV

235.7

296.2 mV

mV

GC
AuNP75/

-76 mV

-107 mV

194. mV

262.1mV

283.7 mV

mV

GC
AuNPSph/ -179 mV -201 mV
GC

227.5

302.6

148

0.061s-1

82mV/

118

dec

mV/dec

91

134

0.48 s-1

0.15 s-1

0.074s-1

0.021
s-1

mV/dec mV/dec
360.5mV

mV

78

162

mV/dec mV/dec

0.018
s-1

mV/dec mV/dec

GC
AuNP150/ -111 mV -141 mV

93

0.01 s-1

0.003
s-1

For comprehending the excellent catalytic activity of our synthesized AnGNPs towards
HER, the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was also studied in different electrolyte
medium. The utilization of EIS technique is fruitful for understanding the electrode kinetics
along with for evaluating several system parameters i.e. solution resistance, charge transfer
resistance, double layer capacitance, the heterogeneous rate constant and Warburg impedance.72
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Figure 6.8: Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) study for HER: Nyquist plot
pertaining the comparison among different AnGNPs modified GC electrode in the frequency
region of 105 to 10-1 HZ with the AC amplitude of 5 mV at (A) 0.17 V vs RHE in 0.5 M H2SO4
medium and (B) 0.16 V vs RHE in 0.1M PBS medium. (C) Bar diagram shows the overpotential
(ε10@ j=10 mAcm-2) required for AuNP75/GC electrode to reach the current density value of 10
mAcm-2 at different pH medium. (D) Cycling stability of AuNP75/GC electrode in 0.5 M H2SO4
medium during HER before and after 1000 cycles.
Figure 6.8A and B depict the typical Nyquist plot of variable shaped AuNPs/GC electrode for
HER study in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M PBS respectively wherein the customary semicircle is
observed for all the variable AuNPs modified GC electrode at the higher frequency region. The
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diameter under the semicircle provides the charge transfer resistance (RCT) which is varying with
the morphology of AuNPs during HER. From this RCT value we can also predict the standard
1

heterogeneous rate constant (k0) as it is inversely proportional to the former (i.e. 𝑘0 ∝ 𝑅 ).72 The
𝐶𝑇

flower-shaped AuNPs reveals the lowest RCT value in both the electrolyte medium than that of
other shaped AuNPs indicating the facile electron transfer between AuNP75/GC and H+ ion
during HER.

Figure 6.9: Linear sweep Voltammetric response of variable AuNPs modified GC electrode in
0.1 M KOH solution. Scan rate 10 mV/s.
The spherical shaped AuNPs i.e. SpGNPshows highest RCT value signifying the poorer
electron transfer kinetics during the reduction of H+ on the nanoparticle surface. The HER
activity of the AnGNPs was also investigated in 0.1M KOH medium wherein the AuNP75
exhibits the superior catalytic activity among others (Figure 6.9). From these studies, we can
infer that the flower shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP75 is the best potential candidate for HER among all
other AnGNPs as investigated here. The HER activity of AuNP75/GC electrode in variable pH
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medium was compared and depicted in Figure 6.8C wherein the overpotential value increases
with a rise in pH of the solution. This behavior is consistent with other reported HER studies
using AuNPs in different pH medium.50 Stability is an important factor that governs the
suitability of any preferable catalyst towards any reaction. In the present study, the stability of
the AuNP75coatedGCelectrode during HER was checked by electrochemical cycling in acidic
medium. The polarization curve of AuNP75/GC electrode shows a slight shift in potential along
with a negligibly small change in current density even after 1000 cycles as can be noticed from
Figure 6.8D signifying that the synthesized AnGNPsexhibit satisfactory stability along with
superior activity than normal spherical AuNPs and the catalytic activity (z) follow the trend as:
𝑧𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 𝑆𝑝  ≪ 𝑧𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 75 > 𝑧𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃150 > 𝑧𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃50 .
The difference in the catalytic activity of various-shaped AuNPs towards the HER can be
explained by considering various factors such as surface charge, effective surface area, crystal
facet energy and crystal defects. Since the present investigation is based on the reduction of
hydrogen ion using different shaped AuNPs, the magnitude of surface charge of the individual
nanomaterials may alter the catalytic efficiency. The zeta potential measurement (as discussed
previously) indicates that surface charges of differently shaped AuNPs are negative and the order
of zeta potential follows the trend as: δAuNP50 (-31 mV) < δAuNP75 (-39 mV) < δAuNP150 (-41 mV).
This indicates that the availability of free electron for the reduction of H+ is maximum in case o
fover bloomed particle and minimum for bud shaped one. Hence, according to the variation in δ
value, the higher HER efficiency should be observable for over bloomed AuNPs (AuNP150)
though in reality the flower-shaped AuNPs (AuNP75) shows the superior performance over other
structures. Therefore, simply by considering their change in surface charge, we cannot explain
completely the observed considerable difference in electrocatalytic activity among different
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shaped nanoparticles. Besides their surface charge, the surface area of nanoparticle is also an
important parameter which can tune the catalytic behavior depending upon their size. The sizes
of the AnGNPsvaries as AuNP50 (d=65 nm) ≈ AuNP150 (d=60 nm) < AuNP75 (d=90 nm). We
have calculated their (AuNP75 and AuNP150) actual surface area and volume (provided in Table
6.2) by considering individual petals and their average numbers.
Along with surface area, different geometrical parameters of variable shaped AuNPs
were estimated by considering the bud shaped AuNPs as spherical while the cores of bloom and
over-bloomed shaped AuNPs to be spherical and the tips are cone-shaped. The surface area of
the core was calculated using the formula 4πr2, while the surface-to-volume ratio of the core was
defined as [4πr2/(4πr3/3)] = 3/r, where r is the radius of the spherical core. In general, the
effective surface area of a core that is exposed to the environment can be measured as 4πr2 Nπrc2, where rc is the average radius of the base of each cone and N is the total number of cones.
The term Nπrc2denotes the surface area of the central core which is captured by N number of
sharp tips. Similarly, by disregarding the base area of the cones, the effective surface area (A) of
the cone-shaped tips can be expressed as 𝐴 = 𝑁𝜋rc rc2 + h2c , where hc is the height of the
individual tips. Therefore, the total effective surface area can be calculated by summing the
effective core area and effective petal areas for an individual AuNPs. By following the
methodology stated above, we have also calculated the effective volume of various-shaped
AuNPs. Detailed structural parameters obtained from the TEM images by using the above
formulas are listed in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.10: The presence of different crystal plane into the synthesized variable shaped AuNPs
(A) AuNP50 (B) AuNP75 (C) AuNP150. The areas selected in (A), (B) and (C) show the FFT (Fast
Fourier transformation) images. (D) and (E) show the HRTEM images of AuNP 75 pertaining the
appearance of high-density grain boundary.
As can be seen from Table 6.2 that the availability of surface area per unit volume (mass)
for hydrogen adsorption as well as desorption is higher for the smaller sized AuNP 150 and
𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 150

thereby the rate of catalysis should follow the trend as: 𝑘0

𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 75

> 𝑘0

𝐴𝑢𝑁𝑃 50

> 𝑘0

which is

not the case in our study. Hence, both the surface charges and surface areas are not capable
enough to estimate their actual catalytic activity in this context. Incapability to explain the
catalytic activity by considering the surface charge and active surface area allow us to consider
the role of crystal facet energy for the electrocatalytic performance of our synthesized
nanomaterials. The crystal facet energy (γ) of different crystallographic plane in fcc crystal of
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AuNPs follows the trend as: γ(111) < γ(100) < γ(110).90 The presence of high energy crystal facets
leads to greater reactivity and thereby better catalytic efficiency. The bud shaped AuNP i.e.
AuNP50 possesses energetically favorable i.e. lowest energy {111} plane along with only higher
energy {200} plane [Figure 6.10A]. In comparison, the flower shaped AuNPsi.e. AuNP75
contains multiple higher energy {200} and {220} planes in conjunction with the lower energy
{111} plane [Figure 6.10B] and these high energy crystal facets provide flower shaped AuNPs
more reactive than the bud shaped AuNPs. Besides, the over-bloom shaped AuNPs i.e. AuNP150
contains the {111} plane along with {110} and [1/3{422}] plane [Figure 6.10C]. The presence
of higher energy crystal facet of {110} plane in conjunction with [1/3{422}] plane enriches the
reactivity of over-bloom shaped AuNPs. Though, the higher energy crystal facet in AuNP150
offers the better catalytic activity than the flower shaped AuNPs (AuNP75), we observed that the
former having the lower catalytic ability than the flower shaped AuNPs. Hence, the crystal facet
energy is again not the only parameter to govern the excellent catalytic activity of flower
shapedAuNPs. The ambiguity in the observed catalytic performance of AnGNPsrequires further
enquiry to explore the factors which are having a crucial role for the observed catalytic activity.
Since the aforementioned three factors (surface charge, surface area and active facet
energy) are not able to explain the observed catalytic efficiency alone we have explored the role
of crystal defect density in great details. A detailed investigation on the HRTEM images of our
synthesized AnGNPs reveals the appearance of several different types of crystal defects. The
HRTEM images of fully bloomed or flower shaped AuNPs exhibit different crystal defects viz.
stepped surfaces, islands, dislocations, grain boundary and twin boundary as depicted in Figure
6.10. Out of several defects, the high density of grain boundary has appeared very prominently in
AuNP75 as shown in Figure 6.10D and E. Grain boundary is defined as the boundary or the
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interface between two grains or crystallites and is generated during the nucleation step which
finally turns into crystals or crystalline structures. In the case of polycrystalline materials, the
simultaneous growth of nuclei in multiple regions meets each other and thereby hindering the
growth of crystal in that orientation to generate grain boundary (GB) at that point. In
polycrystalline materials, multitudes of grains are separated by multiple GBs. GBs are also
termed as rotation boundary and depending upon the magnitude of rotation (ζ), they are
classified into small (ζ<10°) and large angle grain boundaries (ζ>15°). In our present study, all
the synthesized AnGNPs are polycrystalline in nature as can be seen from SAED pattern (Figure
6.2C, F, I). Indeed, the large number of GBs is observed for the flower shaped AuNPs (Figure
6.10D) and the appearance of high density GBs possesses greater strain and thereby leading to
plastic deformation.331,332 The plastic deformation in single phase polycrystalline grain boundary
rich nanomaterials can be illustrated by the Hall-Petch relation331,333:
1

𝜎𝑦 = 𝜎0 + 𝑘𝑦 𝑑−2

………………………………(4)

where, ‗ζy‘ denotes yield stress for plastic deformation and ‗ζ0‘ is the material constant for
starting stress, ‗ky‘ and ‗d‘ represent strengthening coefficient and average size or diameter of
grain boundary respectively. The Hall-Petch relation predicts that for lower grain size (d <10
nm) the value of yield stress increases and the nanostructure become stable whereas for higher
grain size (d >10 nm), the motion of the dislocation prevented from one grain to adjacent grain
and the strain within the nanomaterial increases.334,335 For a comparative analysis of yield stress
(ζy) among various shaped AuNPs used in this study, the average grain diameter has been
calculated using two different methods namely Jeffries and mean intercept length method.
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Figure 6.11: Different HRTEM images of AuNP75 in which the rectangular area in (A, B and C)
is selected for determining the average grain sizes using the Jeffries method. The parallel line in
(D, E and F) is drawn on the TEM images of AuNP75 for determining the average grain sizes
using mean intercept length method.
In Jeffries method,336 we have selected a rectangular area on a particular nanostructure in
which a full grain is considered as 1.0 and partial grain as 0.5. The average number of grain
boundary per unit area (NA) is measured from the selected rectangular area (nm2) and NA is
related with the average grain diameter (d) by d=1/(NA)1/2. We have chosen rectangles of 4000
nm2 (100 nm×40 nm) area for Figure 6.11A and 6.11B whereas 1875 nm2 (75 nm×25 nm) for
Figure 6.11C in the HRTEM images of AuNP75 where the numbers of GBs are counted using
ImageJ software and by this method, 50 different frames (with identical area) of the same
nanostructure have also been selected. Thereby, the average diameter of grain boundary is
evaluated from the equation, 𝑑𝑖 =

1
50
𝑖=1 𝑁 1/2
𝐴

. From the Jeffries method, the calculated di value
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is in the range of 17.5-18.2 nm for fully bloomed shaped AuNPs while for over-bloomed and bud
shaped the di values are 10.7-12.1 nm and <10 nm respectively.

Figure 6.12: Different TEM images of AuNP150 (A, B and C) and AuNP50 (D, E and F) in which
the rectangular area is selected for determining the average grain sizes using Jeffries method.
Further to verify the accuracy of the Jeffries method, we have also adopted the mean
intercept length method336 for measuring the average grain sizes. In polycrystalline materials, a
set of parallel lines are drawn on the nanosurface using ImageJ software and the number of
intersection per unit length (PL) on the GBs are counted. The average diameter of the grain
boundary (di) is defined as di=1/PL. In this method also, we have selected for 50 other frames of
the same nanostructure (Figure 6.11D, E and F and 6.12D, E, F) as followed in the previous
method. The calculated di value using this method for AuNP75 is in the range of 15.7-16.4 nm
which has close proximity to the di value (17.5-18.2 nm) calculated from the Jefferies method.
For other morphologiesofAnGNPs, the di value is in the range of 10.5-11.2 nm and 9.1 nm for
AuNP150 and AuNP50 respectively. In our present study, the most catalytically active AuNP 75
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have an average grain size (di) around 18.2±1 nm which is higher than the average grain size of
AuNP50(di≈9 nm)and AuNP150 (di≈11 nm). In general, the grain boundary dependent plasticity
can be interpreted by the average grain size of the nanomaterial. For d>10nm the plasticity is
mainly due to the full dislocation activitywhereasfor d<10nm the plasticity mainly because of
partial dislocation and grain boundary induced deformation like grain sliding, grain rotation.337

Figure 6.13: Variations in defect density in various shaped AuNPs with 50 frames considered
for each ofthe three different surface zones with surface areas of 400 (20×20) nm 2 for each
AuNP. The scale bar in each of the figure represents 5 nm. Here frames labeled with As
represent AuNP75, Bs represent AuNP150,and Cs represent AuNP50.
The pile up of multipledislocations near the bigger grain in AuNP75 creates tensile strain within it
and becomes catalytically most reactive in this context. Moreover, recent studies reveal the
energetic nature of triple junction (TPGB, where three different grains meet in a nanomaterial 34)
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and their role in catalysis. In general at the triple junction, fracture or crack occurs much easily
than the other parts of the nanomaterial. From the HRTEM picture of AuNP75, we can locate
multiple triple junctions over the nanosurface than that of AuNP50 and AuNP150. All these
cumulative effects make polycrystalline grain boundary rich AuNP75 becomes energetically
much more reactive than AuNP50 and AuNP150. During the electrocatalytic activity towards
HER, these grain boundaries act as active sites for preferential accumulation of hydrogen ions
onto the flower shaped AuNPs. Further, the presence of higher extent as well as larger diameter
of GBs on AuNP75 enhances the diffusion of adsorbates (here, H+) from bulk to the nanosurface
compared to the other two structures. This results in facile adsorption of hydrogen ion on the
polycrystalline nanoflower which results higher TOF for HER. In order to evaluate the crystal
defect density into the nanomaterials, a surface area of 400 (20×20) nm2 have been considered on
the TEM images of each AuNPs. For each surface zone of an individual structure, we have
considered 50frames. The details of the defect density are provided in Table 6.2, which includes
different defects viz. GBs, TB, and SFs. Various types of crystal defec tdensity were calculated
using the expression:
Crystal defects density (CDD) =

50 𝑛 𝑖
𝑖=1 𝐴
𝑖

Where, ni is the number of respective defects in selected area of Ai.
The procedure to calculate different crystal defect density from TEM images has been
elaborately in Figure 6.13 and the obtained defect density value from this method is enlisted in
Table 6.2. The presence of various type of crystal defects, mainly planer defect (GBs, TBs, and
SFs), in higher extent (as can be noticed from Table 6.2) enriches the host-guest interaction on
the surface of the negatively charged AnGNPsand thereby enhancing the catalytic efficiency of
fully bloomed shaped AuNPs in comparison with other synthesized AnGNPs.
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Table 6.2: Structural parameters of different AnGNPs.
Parameters

AuNP50

AuNP75

AuNP150

-(31.7±0.5)

-(38.9±0.7)

-(41.1±0.9)

Surface Area (nm )

11304.0

22387.3

6124.81

Volume (nm3)

113040

211789.3

26037.4

Surface to volume ratio (nm-1)

0.1

0.11

0.23

Grain boundary Density (nm-2)

0.08

0.68

0.28

Grain boundary diameter (nm)

9.6±0.5

17.4±0.7

11±0.6

Twin boundary Density (nm-2)

0.01

0.05

0.03

Stacking Fault Density (nm-2)

0.15

0.57

0.21

Surface Charge
2

6.4.3 Computational Studies:
In order to gain better insight about the enhanced HER activity of the AnGNPs, we have
performed density functional theory study based on first-principle calculations using VASP
simulation package.115 As revealed from HRTEM study, the key differences between differently
shaped AuNPs namely bud shaped AuNP50, bloom shaped AuNP75 and over bloom shaped
AuNP150 are a) surface exposed crystallographic planes, b) length and density of the grain
boundaries present in different surfaces. The surfaces of AuNP50, AuNP75, AuNP150 are modelled
with (111), (200) and (110) surface planes and their corresponding grain boundaries according to
HRTEM analysis (Figure 6.14-6.16).
To evaluate the HER activity of a catalyst, the free energy diagram of H* adsorption on
catalyst surface can be considered asa key physical quantity.300,338 We have calculated change of
Gibbs free energy for hydrogen adsorption (ΔGH*) on different Au surfaces according to the
work of Norskov et al (Figure 6.17aand Figure 6.14-6.16).134,300
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Figure 6.14: Optimized structure of (a) Au (111), (b) Au (200)and (c) Au (110) surfaces.
Structures of H* adsorbed Au surfaces (d) H*-Au (111), (e) H*-Au (200), (f) H*-Au (110).

Figure 6.15: Optimized structure of (a) GBa, (b) GBb and (c) GBc Augrain boundary surfaces
(dotted line shows grain boundary region). Structures of H* adsorbed Augrain boundary surfaces
(d) H*-GBa, (e) H*-GBb, (f) H*-GBc.
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Figure 6.16: Optimized structure of (a) GBd, (c) GBeAugrain boundary surfaces (dotted region
shows smaller and larger grain diameter). Structures of H* adsorbed Au grain boundary surfaces
(b) H*-GBd, (d) H*-GBe.
The ΔGH* values for the pristine Au (110), (200), (111) surfaces are 0.45, 0.18, -0.50 eV
respectively. According to the Sabatier principle, most active catalytic site will have moderate
hydrogen adsorption energy with ΔGH*≈0.339 Therefore, Au (200) surface with moderate H*
adsorption energy (0.18 eV) is the best surface among (110), (200) and (111) surfaces. However,
mere presence of different surface planes cannot conclude about the difference in HER activities
of differently shaped AuNPs as both bud shaped AuNP50 and bloom shaped AuNP75 contains
(200) plane. A closer look into the HRTEM analysis clearly reveals that all the differently shaped
polycrystalline AuNPs surfaces are having grain boundaries with presence of two and /or three
planes. The effect of grain boundary (GB) on electrocatalysis is well explored in literature. 340,341
Therefore, effect of GB can play an important role in HER.
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Figure 6.17:(a) Free energy diagram for H* adsorption on various Au surfaces for HER, (b)
DOS plots for GBe and H*-GBe Au surfaces (asterisk shows contribution from H-1s), (c) PDOSs
for Au-5d, Au-5p, Au-6s and H-1s of H*-GBe Au surface, (d) DOSs on Au atoms for different
grain boundary surfaces. The thick red bar indicates the position of d-band centre (Ed) on Au
surfaces.
To find out the role of GB, we have constructed various GBs with different surface
planes. Among all the GBs, the ones (GBd, GBe) consisting of three planes [(110), (200) and
(111)] show ΔGH* ≈ 0 (0.09 and -0.03 eV) in comparison with other GBs (GBa, GBb, GBc)
consisted with either of two planes among (110), (200) and (111). These findings nicely
corroborates with experimental results. As evident from HRTEM analysis, bloom shaped
AuNP75 surface, the best HER Au surface, contains GBd/e[GB with (110), (200) and (111)
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planes]. To get better insight about the effect of the size of grain diameter, we have modelled GB
surfaces (consisting of (110), (200) and (111) planes) with smaller (GBd) and larger (GBe) grain
diameters. Interestingly, with the increase of grain diameter and hence grain density there is
asubstantial change of ΔGH* from 0.09 to -0.03 eV. This study indicates thatnanoparticle surface
with larger grain diameter and /or grain density will exhibit improved activity in HER, which is
in good agreement with the experiment.
Table 6.3: The position of DBCs for different AuNP grain boundary surfaces.
Au grain boundary Surfaces
GBb
GBa
GBd
GBe
GBc

Position of DBCs (in eV)
-2.88
-2.75
-2.52
-2.38
-2.25

The bonding interaction of H with the most active Au surface GBe is well understood
through the density of states (DOS) plot. It can be vividly visualized form the DOS plot of H*Au (Figure 6.17b) that there is a generation of H-1s state near -8.0 eV (asterisk indicates a
contribution from H-1s). Besides, the projected density of states (PDOSs) analysis confirms the
bonding between H-1s and Au s, p and d-orbitals. Though Au-6s orbital mainly contributes to
Au-H bond, there is also a significant contribution from Au-5p and Au-5d (Figure 6.17c).
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that larger diameter GBegrain boundary
surface consisting of (110), (200) and (111) planes is the best HER Au surface among the studied
ones. These findings can be further justified by well-known d-band model, correlating the d-band
center (DBC) with adsorption energy of intermediates (here H atom).342,343 The DBCs for
different Au surfaces are tabulated in Table 6.3. As shown in Figure 6.17d, with the change in
surface planes of grain boundaries (from GBa to GBe), the d-band centre shifts towards fermi
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level resulting the decrease of ΔGH* which corresponds to stronger adsorption of hydrogen on
Au surface. However, the best Au surface (GBe) exhibits a value of -2.38 eV whereas GBc that of
-2.25 eV. The DBC position of GBc is more closer to Fermi level than that of GBe indicating
much stronger adsorption of H* on GBc surface which results in deterioration of HER activity.
This study also reveals that GBe surface has the optimum DBC position for moderate H*
adsorption and confirms the superiority in HER activity.
6.5 Conclusions:
A simple, cost-effective and rapid synthesis of highly monodispersed gold nanoparticleis
reported here using hydroquinone (HQ) as the reducing agent in the presence of sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS). The mere variation in concentration of HQ leads to alter the morphology as well
as size of gold nanoparticles from bud to flower (bloom) to over-bloomed shape. Our study first
time nullifies the role of size, shape and density of high energy facets on HER activity of
multigrain anisotropic nanomaterials and demonstrates how triple junction grain boundary can
remarkably enhance catalytic performance towards HER. The detailed HRTEM, analysis reveals
the presence of high-density grain boundary into the flower shaped AuNPs which proves to be a
suitable and efficient candidate towards hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in different pH
medium (i.e. acidic, neutral and basic). Theoretical investigation also confirms the presence of
high density grain boundary with larger size into the nanocrystal can significantly change the
free energy and position of d-band center leading to enhanced reaction kinetics towards HER.
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CHAPTER-7

Au-Seeded Ag-Nanorod-Based Thiol Mediated Strained 2D
Network as Non-Enzymatic Universal Electrocatalytic Sensing
Platform: A Mechanistic Exploration
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Spherical gold nanoseed (~5-6 nm)-induced (but not seed-mediated) Hy-Au@AgNRs of
variable length have been synthesized by a novel methodology.



High-resolution characterization and DFT-based theoretical modeling quantify the presence
of an enhanced number of multiple coaxial twin boundaries for longer Hy-Au@AgNRs
which ultimately results in an increased mechanical strain.



Greater mechanical stain shifts the density of states (DOS) towards the Fermi level to assist
the tremendous catalytic activity of the longest NR (Hy-Au@AgNR840)



Further assembling of these inherently active Hy-Au@AgNR840s by thiol click chemistry
results in an uniform 2D platform which shows better adsorptivity and easy moldability on
electrode surface for increased self-life, uniform porous structure to trap large extent of redox
systems, enhanced stability in a broad pH and solvent range along with its enhanced catalytic
activity to increase the applicability, and long term stability under the ambient condition for
safe storing make this material a unique non-enzymatic scalable universal electrocatalytic
platform.



The ability of this material as a non-enzymatic universal catalytic platform has been verified
by applying it for highly specific and ultrasensitive detection of a series of human
metabolites.



This study first time mechanistically explores the combined role of anisometric seeding to
create intermetallic twin boundary along with their size to control their strain-induced
catalytic activity to offer us a universal 2D electrocatalytic sensing platform.
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7.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, we have explored the application of Au-seeded Ag-nanorod-based thiol mediated
strained 2D network as a non-enzymatic universal electrocatalytic sensing platform. Application
of enzyme as a catalytic biosensor is long known in the literature344 but due to their possible
denaturation and digestion in abnormal conditions (higher temperature, variable pH, nonaqueous environment, etc), high costs in preparation and purification, the requirement of
expertise to handle enzyme-based assays, and lack of large scale production, the fabrication of
enzymatic catalytic sensing platform for daily use in industrial-scale is not become feasible till
now.30,31 In comparison to catalytic enzyme biosensors,32 non-enzymatic nanomaterials-based
catalytic sensors also have the same essential components of an effective catalyst, i.e., a chemical
receptor or more universal porous moiety to hold the analyte selectively or non-selectively and a
transducer with lower Faradic electron transfer resistance345 to generate a high-throughput
electrical signal for ultrasensitive sensing. As mentioned, to avoid drawbacks of enzymatic
catalysts, new generation non-enzymatic universal nanoscale catalytic sensing platforms with
enhanced catalytic activity governed by the inherent crystal defects and grain boundaries34 within
the nanomaterials, catalytic hotspots at the cross junctions,35 durability due to efficient surface
passivation,36 excellent stability over a pH and solvent range,20,38 and low cost of fabrication, is
in demand for high throughput physiological diagnosis. Over the past few decades, scientists are
harvesting their constant effort to create synthetic nanostructures or their assemblies to mimic
their enzymatic functions346–350 and promote their catalytic activities. A variety of Nanoscale
materials with enzyme mimicking characteristics have largely been categorized into three
classes: carbon-,351,352 metal-,348,353–356 and metal-oxide-30,357–359 based. Due to the limitations
originating from low capacitance and improper grafting on electrode surface for carbon-based
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nanomaterials360 along with limited electronic conductivity361 and insoluble nature of nanoscale
metal oxides make them inferior compared to metallic nanostructures as the effective catalyst.
The importance of porous nanostructure along with a large accessible 3-dimensional surface area
to offer large catalytic activity has been demonstrated before.345,362 Hence, fabrication of
isotropically distributed super-nanoporous and evenly thick cross-linked metallic nanostructure
with better adsorptivity on the electrode surface (for increased self-life) and enhanced catalytic
activity in variable physicochemical conditions is in high demand both as a catalytic material as
well as the reliable electrochemical sensor. Exploiting the effect of multiple metals within single
nanostructure363,364 for the construction of a universal electrocatalytic platform, both for sensing
and theranostics, have been demonstrated before but the mechanistic exploration for their
astonishing catalytic activity or applicability without incorporating the screening-assisted
ligand365 has not been studied extensively. Though scientists have designed expensive materials
(e.g., Pt, Au, Ru, and mixed metal-based nanomaterials) with very high catalytic activities,366,367
equal efforts have not been put forward to explore the combination of different catalytic
enhancement factors within the traditional nanomaterials simply by adjoining them in a single
nanostructure. Assisted by the differential crystallization at the interface between metals (due to
the difference in crystal parameters)368 as well as defective crystal boundaries (to reduce surface
free energy, induced by internal tensile strain) at the surface,369 seed induced hybrid plasmonic
nanoparticle (HyPNP) stimulates various physicochemical changes compared to their
monometallic counterpart which includes (1) longitudinal and transverse modes of localized
surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) of HyPNP varies as a direct function of the metal composition
and shifting of SPR may occur simply by varying the metal-to-metal ratio,370,14 (2) HyPNP
shows exceptional catalytic reactivity towards various reactions, e.g., CO oxidation, 371
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hydrogenation of phenylacetylene,372 hydrogen fuel production,373 etc. (3) broadening of the
XRD curve observed for HyPNPs due to the increment of their internal tensile strain as an
indirect effect of the raise in crystal defect density,374 etc.
The catalytic activity of monometallic plasmonic nanomaterials depends on various
factors like their size & shape,375,376 effective charge density on the edges or tips,98 differential
chemical states of metals within single nanostructure,377–380 presence of low coordination sites,381
and density as well as the area of crystal defects.382 Compared to monometallic plasmonic
nanostructures, bimetallic7,383–385 or multimetallic (both as seeded or unseeded) nanostructures372
may add up several additional factors which have a potential role to influence their catalytic
activity. Possible additional factors include differential crystal boundaries between metals due to
their difference in crystal parameters368, inclusion of highly energetic twin boundaries to
terminate the nanostructure growth,386 and the direct influence on the d-band shifting with
respect to the Fermi energy surface.387 Since all these factors are directly related to the activation
energy of a catalytic reaction, imposing these factors in an optimum content is probably the best
trick to make the desired catalyst from the low-cost materials for our high throughput future
endeavor.
In a general strategy to develop a good Nanoscale catalytic material, we need to modify
the electrode surface by this material having the above-desired characteristics which also
demands better adsorptivity on the metal electrode and to make the resultant electrocatalytic
sensing platform (metal electrode + multimetallic nanostructure) for universal applicability. To
fulfill above criteria, it should hold few essential characteristics which include: uniform structure
for proper surface moldability (non-bulging electrode surface), close to two dimensional (2D)
cross-linking structure with uniform pore size for quantitative trapping of redox system as well
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as to reduce the distance between the electrode surface and analyst for an efficient redox
reaction, and extended stability in variable physicochemical conditions. Easy grafting of thiols
on glassy carbon electrode is known in the literature388 and the same idea of efficient thiol
grafting has been applied for our thiol-mediated cross-linked HyPNP-based electrocatalytic
sensing platform.
With these above achievable targets, in the present study, we have engineered Au-seedinduced hybrid silver nanorods (Hy-Au@AgNRs) of variable length from ~120 nm to ~840 nm
with a coaxial twin boundary (TB) on the surface by a newly developed synthetic methodology.
Depending upon the length of the Hy-Au@AgNRs, we have designated them as HyAu@AgNR120 (for 120 nm rod), Hy-Au@AgNR450 (for 450 nm rod) and Hy-Au@AgNR840 (for
840 nm rod). By considering these Hy-Au@AgNRs as potential nanoscale catalytic materials,
we have assembled them into a porous hybrid bimetallic network structure by thiol-based
chemical cross-linking methodology. Catalytic behavior, as well as the ability of HyAu@AgNRs and their assemblies (Hy-Au@AgNRx-Ass, x: length of the particular nanorod
used for the assembly), has been performed by using differential pulse voltammetry (DPV),
chronoamperometry, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) techniques. To
understand the factors and mechanism responsible for the high catalytic activity of the targeted
materials we have performed their atomic-scale resolution spectroscopy (X-Ray Diffraction, XRay Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis), high precision scattering
measurements (Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, Dynamic Light Scattering, and
Electrophoretic Light Scattering), and high-resolution imaging (High-Resolution Transmission
Electron Microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy, and Atomic Force Microscopy) studies.
Finally, the obtained result was verified through density functional theory (DFT) calculations by
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modeling Hy-Au@AgNRs with the incorporation of necessary crystal information by
quantifying the generated mechanical strain within the individual nanostructures. Once we
quantify the high catalytic activity of Hy-Au@AgNRs, Hy-Au@AgNRx-Ass (Ass: Assembly)
has been used as a universal non-enzymatic electrocatalytic sensing platform for highly specific
and ultrasensitive detection of a series of human metabolites which include different important
vitamins, potent endogenous antioxidants, essential amino acids for the biosynthesis of proteins,
simple monosaccharides, and essential trace metal ions. Our study first time mechanistically
explores the combined role of anisometric seeding to create intermetallic twin boundary along
with their size to control their strain-induced catalytic activity to offer us a universal 2D
electrocatalytic sensing platform by a combined approach of experiment and theory.
7.2 Material synthesis:
7.2.1 Synthesis of Au Nanoseed:
Spherical shape Au-nanoseed (~ 5 - 6 nm in size) was prepared by sodium borohydride
reduction of Au(III)-ion in the presence of trisodium citrate (TSC) as capping agent. In a typical
synthesis, 500 µL of 10-2 M HAuCl4.3H2O was added to 20 mL of MiliQ water under constant
stirring. In the next step, 200 µL of 2.5×10-2 M trisodium citrate was added to it followed by a
dropwise addition of instantly prepared and ice-cold 60 µL of 10-1 M sodium borohydride to the
above mixture. The color of the solution changes from yellowish to brown. The solution was
then kept at 300C in dark in open mouth condition to release the excess hydrogen for the next
2hr. The solution turns gradually to wine red color which implies the formation of small
nanoseeds. Formation of nanoseed was further confirmed by recording their absorption spectra,
performing DLS measurements, and obtaining TEM images as shown in Figure 7.1.
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7.2.2 Synthesis of Au-seed induced Ag nanorod:
Au-seed-induced Ag rod was prepared in a temperature-controlled synthetic procedure.
In the first step 0.01 g CTAC was dissolved in 45 mL of MiliQ water and heated at 55-60 0C
under constant stirring. Upon complete dissolution of CTAC, 2 mL of Au nanoseed prepared in
the previous step was then added to this homogeneous CTAC solution and stirred for an
additional one minute. Then 2 mL of 10-2 M AgNO3 is added drop by drop to the above solution
followed by the addition of 500 µL of 10-1 M ascorbic acid (AA) and left the mixture at the
constant stirring condition for additional 4hr. During the reaction, the temperature was
maintained strictly between 55-60 0C to avoid the destruction of the resultant rod-shaped
nanostructures.

Figure 7.1: (A) True diameter from TEM image, (B) plasmon band from absorption spectra, (C)
hydrodynamic size from DLS measurement, and (D) surface charge from the zeta-potential
measurement of Au nanoseed.
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The temperature dependence of the Au-seed induced silver nanorod (Hy-Au@AgNRs)
formation is discussed in detail in the supporting information section. The length of HyAu@AgNRs was controlled by varying the amount of CTAC during synthesis. It has been
observed that by increasing the amount of CTAC from 0.01 g to 0.05 g during synthesis we
could reduce the length of the rod from 840 nm to 120 nm as shown in Figure 7.2. Since we are
not varying the concentration of metal precursors, we need not vary the amount of AA as the
reducing agent. The Hy-Au@AgNR formed by applying .01g CTAC is approximately 840 nm
long in length and is designated as Hy-Au@AgNR840. The other two rods are designated as HyAu@AgNR450 (by using 0.025 g of CTAC) and Hy-Au@AgNR120 (by using 0.05 g of CTAC).
Synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs were separated by two times fractional centrifugation at 6000 rpm
in Mili-Q® water. (Catalytic activity of gold seed will be discussed later to explain the efficiency
of AA as a reducing agent to convert Ag+ to Ag0 for effective AgNR formation. As we increase
the amount of gold seed, reducing power of AA increases so much that it almost acts as a strong
reducing agent and thereby resulting in rapid nucleation to initiate less anisotropy).
7.2.3 Synthesis of Au-Ag Network:
Finally, the Au-seed-induced hybrid silver nanorod-based cross-linked assembly (HyAu@AgNRs-Ass) was prepared by a dithiothreitol-based chemical cross-linking methodology.
The centrifuged and concentrated (final volume: 500 L) colloidal Hy-Au@AgNR840 solution is
redispersed into 50 mL of water and stirred at 200 rpm. After complete dispersion of HyAu@AgNR840, 100 µL of 10-2 M freshly prepared DTT was added to it and stirred for an
additional 2 minutes. The color of the solution changes from yellowish-green to brown indicating
the formation of nanorod-network as shown in Figure 7.3. The resultant solution was then
centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 2 h at 30 0C and washed with Mili-Q® water. The reason behind the
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selection of Hy-Au@AgNR840 for the preparation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is that HyAu@AgNR840 shows the best electrocatalytic oxidation efficiency among other Hy-Au@AgNRs
as discussed earlier.
7.2.4 Collection and preparation of human serum samples:
To perform different electrochemical experiments we have collected blood samples from
healthy willing volunteers without any medical complications. The age group of donors is
recorded as 25-35 years and they were both male and female. The segregation in terms of age
and sex was done that will provide us with a vivid understanding of the blood metabolite level in
order to reduce the minimum deviation in our experimentation with respect to control. Human
serum was separated from the collected blood samples by centrifuging each sample for 20 min at
2500 rpm. Detail about the experimentation with the obtained serum is described in the
Discussion section.
7.2.5 Theoretical modeling:
With the help of TEM as well as SEM images (Figure 7.2), we have constructed several
Au-seeded Ag nanorods (Hy-Au@AgNRs) by varying the size of nanorods (Figure 7.14) form
40 Å − 80 Å with a fixed diameter of 8.2 Å. For the construction of nanorods, the < 111 > facet
was considered as the surface of the rod and length of the rod varies along the < 110 > crystal
facet as shown clearly in Figure 7.2C and 7.2F. The separation between the two < 111 > facets
was achieved by the formation of a twin boundary. In each nanorod, the seeding of Au was
carried out for mechanical strain calculation along the twin boundary. We have considered two
different types (spherical and rod-shaped) of Au seeding as they can have the same numbers of
Au and Ag atoms (Figure 7.14). Our calculated total energies indicate that the spherical shaped
Au seeding is favorable (by 1.43 eV) over the rod-shaped Au-seeding and therefore, all the Hy-
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Au@AgNR calculations have been performed using the spherical Au seed as a nucleation center.
The calculated energy values support the experimental findings as the formation of a spherical
Au seed-induced Ag nanorod is shown in Figure 7.14. For the construction and manipulation of
the required modeled structures, the VESTA389 program was used. We have simulated the
following Ag nanorods; 40 Å (with 230 atoms), 60 Å (314 atoms), and 80 Å (422 atoms) with
and without gold seed as the nucleation center. As it was impossible to simulate nanorods of
length from 120 𝑛𝑚 to 840 nm by using the ab initio methods, we have tried to mimic the
electronic and structural properties by keeping the

𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚 𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 

ratio fixed based on our

experimental findings (Figure 7.2). After keeping the ratio of length to diameter fixed, the Au
seeding was carried out in the equivalent % mass variations (as shown in the experiments). All
the DFT calculations are performed within the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP).115,116,322 A gamma-centered k-point is used during the calculations. The force
convergence criterion was set to 0.01 eV/Å per atom for a better description of Heyman Forces
between the atoms. The energy convergence criterion was set to 10−6 eV for minimization of
total energies. The GGA-PBE potentials are used with the Methfessel smearing method for the
calculation of DFT energies and geometrical parameters. Electronic smearing of 0.2 eV was used
throughout the calculations, as Ag-Au systems describe the perfect metallic nature of nanorods.
7.3. Results and Discussion:
Synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs show rich optoelectronic properties with a tunable Plasmon
band in the infrared region. The plasmonic nature of our synthesized individual Hy-Au@AgNRs
is directly related to their length as seen from Figure 7.4. Hy-Au@AgNR840 has a single
longitudinal plasmonic band at 1147.5 nm, however for Hy-Au@AgNR120 and Hy-Au@AgNR450
the corresponding band appears at 818.0 and 957.6 nm respectively. After assembling the Hy216

Au@AgNR840 by DTT to prepare Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, we found that the absorption
maximum of the resultant cross-linked assembly moves to higher wavelength beyond 1300 nm
and due to the absorption of water we could not record their actual plasmon peak. Moreover,
assembling of Hy-Au@AgNR840 broadened the plasmon peak and this broadening may originate
both from the lower energy density at per-unit higher wavelength and wider size distribution of
the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. To understand the morphology, composition, and
crystallization of our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs before and after assembling, we have
performed their SEM, TEM, and HRTEM study. Combined analysis of Hy-Au@AgNR120, HyAu@AgNR840, and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is given in Figure 7.2. SEM images (Figure 7.2A,
7.2D, and 7.2G) clearly show that our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs are highly monodispersed in
nature. The porous nature of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is clearly visible from their SEM image in
which each Hy-Au@AgNR840 preserve their morphology while crosslinked each other through
DTT thiol linker. If we look carefully at their TEM images (Figure 7.2B, 7.2E, and 7.2H) then
for each Hy-Au@AgNR there is a small Au nanoseed of ~5-6 nm diameter situated
anisotropically within the nanorod. Anisotropic placement of Au nanoseed within HyAu@AgNRs indicates a nonconventional growth mechanism distinguishable from traditional
seeded growth. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) of Hy-Au@AgNR120 and Hy-Au@AgNR840
are shown in Figure 7.2C and 7.2F respectively. HRTEM images not only show the crystal
arrangement in each Hy-Au@AgNRs but also differential focusing plane between the surface
atoms and seed atoms indirectly proves that the seed is indeed situated within the core of the rod
but not on the periphery. Both for Hy-Au@AgNR120 and Hy-Au@AgNR840 we could clearly see
the presence of coaxial twin boundary (Figure 7.2C and 7.2F) and directed towards <110>
orientation of fcc crystal lattice. Comparison between Figure 7.2C and 7.2F evidently shows the
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enriched presence of multiple coaxial twin boundaries in Hy-Au@AgNR840 which plays a crucial
role in determining their tensile strain-induced catalysis and will be discussed later in more
detail.

Figure 7.2: (A, B, C) and (D, E, F) are the SEM, TEM, and HRTEM images of HyAu@AgNR120 and Hy-Au@AgNR840 respectively. In (B) and (E), arrows and circles represent
the presence of twin boundary on the surface and nanoseed inside Hy-Au@AgNRs. (G) is the
SEM image of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass which shows their clear uniform porous nature by keeping
their individual rod-shaped morphology intact. (H) presents the HAADF image and EDX area
profile to confirm the existence of Au and Ag. Figure (I) shows the elemental mapping of Hy-
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Au@AgNR840-Ass and the presence of Ag-L, Au-M, and Au-L lines which represent its
multimetallic composition.
It is also clearly visible from Figure 7.2C and 7.2F that the long axis (length) of all HyAu@AgNRs is directed towards 110 whereas the short axis (diameter) is directed along
111. EDX elemental mapping for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is shown in Figure 7.2I, where the
presence of Ag-L, Au-L, and Au-M lines proves their multimetallic composition. Besides
elemental mapping, we have also carried out the EDX area profile and HAADF imaging for HyAu@AgNR840-Ass as shown in Figure 7.2H. Thus the obtained TEM, SEM, HAADF, and EDX
images collectively confirm that our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is certainly a porous AuAg network. It is also clearly visible from Figure 7.2H that the morphology and symmetry of
each individual Hy-Au@AgNR840s are preserved in Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.

Figure 7.3: Different colors of nanorods: From left to right Hy-Au@AgNR840, HyAu@AgNR450, Hy-Au@AgNR120, Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
We have also performed Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Energy Filtered TEM
(EFTEM) measurements to achieve the 3D topographic view of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass as shown
in Figure 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. Figure 7.5 shows a time-dependent mesh-like porous
structure formation for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
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Figure 7.4: UV absorption spectra of different Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
AFM images are taken at a regular time interval of 0 s, 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s after the
addition of 1,4-dithiothreitol (DTT) to Hy-Au@AgNR840. By aiming to prepare a porous
network structure by DTT-based crosslinking, we have added different concentrations of DTT
into a fixed concentration of Hy-Au@AgNR840 solution and found that 20 M final
concentration of DTT gives the best quality Hy-Au@AgNRs-Ass structures. Above 20 M, we
observe a DTT-induces aggregation while below 20 M it shows the formation of a less porous
structure.
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Figure 7.5: A, B, C are the time-dependent 2D images of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass formation. The
images are taken after DTT addition to Hy-Au@AgNR840 at 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s interval. The
3D images of A, B, C are D, E, F respectively.
In brief, after the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass in a reaction vial, aliquots are taken
at 0 s, 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s, while the reaction progresses and dried it immediately over the (3mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) modified mica plate under a controlled ultrapure
argon stream as explained in details in the experimental section. It was observed that at the
beginning there is an uncontrolled assembly of Hy-Au@AgNR840s. However, as time progresses
the Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is formed with an average pore size of around 221 nm (Figure 7.6a).
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Figure 7.6a: (A) Unfiltered TEM image of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass which shows that the
symmetry and morphology of individual nanorods are not broken during the assembly formation,
(B) Elastic TEM image of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass which shows that the assembly of nanorods is
eventually formed through 2D stacking of Hy-Au@AgNR840 on XY-plane via thiol linkage
where Hy-Au@AgNR840s are randomly oriented and fused at their cross junction points,
respectively, (C) Distribution of pore diameters is a large area TEM image, and (D) Histogram of
the average pore diameter which is ~221 nm.
The average size distribution of different Hy-Au@AgNRs, measured by TEM and SEM,
is shown in Figure 7.6b. The average height profile in 3D images shows that the height of HyAu@AgNR840-Ass is ~12-13 nm which is close to the diameter of the individual Hy222

Au@AgNR840 (10-12 nm). This implies that the assembly is actually formed through 2D stacking
of Hy-Au@AgNR840 on XY-plane via thiol linkage where Hy-Au@AgNR840s are randomly
oriented and fused at their cross junction points. The affinity of MPTMS towards the HyAu@AgNR840 surface does not allow them to arrange through head-to-tail (J-type aggregate) or
one-over-other (H- type aggregate) type of arrangement. Since the orientation of nanorods is
both kinetically and chemically controlled, though at the beginning we observe an uncontrolled
assembling of Hy-Au@AgNR840, as time progresses a stable network structure is formed with
high porosity in nature. The EFTEM images of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass in Figure 7.6a show a
better view of the 2D assembly of Hy-Au@AgNR840.
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Figure 7.6b: Histogram of the nanorods (A) Hy-Au@AgNR840, (B) Hy-Au@AgNR450, and (C)
Hy-Au@AgNR120.
To authenticate the above-stated growth mechanism, we have also performed their
detailed in situ DLS (Figure 7.7 to 7.9) and Raman measurements (Figure 7.10). Our in situ zeta
potential measurements show the overall positive surface charge for all the Au@AgNRs and the
corresponding Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass and follow the order: Hy-Au@AgNR840 (+37 mV)  HyAu@AgNR450 (+28.3 mV)  Hy-Au@AgNR120 (+21.5 mV)  Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass (+17 mV).
Whereas, the in situ Raman confirms that Ag-S bond formation (DTT as the source of sulfur) is
solely responsible for assembly formation from the constituent Hy-Au@AgNR840s. Details about
the in situ DLS and Raman are elaborated in the following section.
In situ DLS measurement for different Hy-Au@AgNRs and their time-dependent assembly
formation
The recorded DLS spectrum (Figure 7.7bC) shows closely spaced sharp peaks at 36 nm
for Hy-Au@AgNR120, 40 nm for Hy-Au@AgNR450, and 138 nm for Hy-Au@AgNR840,
representing their hydrodynamic diameter (dhyd). We have also observed three additional low
intense broad peaks for these nanostructures at 615, 947, and 5485 nm respectively. After
assembling Hy-Au@AgNR840s into Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, the dhyd increases from 138 nm to
213 nm as shown in Figure 7.7bC and this increment in dhyd is due to the formation of bigger
assembled mesh structured network of Hy-Au@AgNR840, though the DLS peak at 5485 nm
disappears. We have also measured the zeta potential of Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass as shown in Figure 7.7bB. Due to the presence of positively charged CTAC molecules as
the surfactant, all the Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass show positive zeta potential
().Measured  for the studied nanomaterials follow the order: Hy-Au@AgNR840 (+37 mV) 
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Hy-Au@AgNR450 (+28.3 mV)  Hy-Au@AgNR120 (+21.5 mV)  Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass (+17
mV). The trend of  variation is contrary to our general conception of the observation of higher 
for nanostructure made with a higher amount of charged surfactant as discussed in the
experimental section. Again, the observed  does not follow the order of their relative size as we
measured lowest  of +17 mV for the biggest Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass nanostructure.
To evaluate this discrepancy in measured  and to understand the mechanism of porous
network (Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass) formation from the constituent Hy-Au@AgNR840s, an in situ
DLS study has been performed. For rigid noninteracting rods at infinite dilution, the depolarize
dynamic light scattering (DDLS)-based autocorrelation function G() which measures the decay
constant () depends heavily on both rotational and translational motion of the rod hence their
respective rotational (DR) and translational (DT) diffusion coefficients.390,391 Owing to the
differential contribution of rotational and translational motion, the dhyd obtained from DLS
measurement largely differ from TEM e.g., length and diameter of Hy-Au@AgNR840 available
from TEM is ~840 nm and ~15 nm, but from DLS we get two maximum in intensity distribution
curve for Hy-Au@AgNR840 at 138 nm for rotational motion and 5485 nm for combined
rotational and translational motion. Beyond spherical geometry, DR and DT depend heavily on
their aspect ratio (L/d) for anisotropic nanostructures with an aspect ratio greater than 5. Glidden
et al. have calculated the aspect ratios of different sized gold nanorods using depolarized
dynamic light scattering by differentiating two major components of the autocorrelation
function.392 The autocorrelation function is an exponential decaying function and it is related to
the correlator time delay η as G(η)= A{1+B exp(-2Гη)}, where G(η) is the autocorrelation
function, A is the baseline, and B is the intercept of G(η). The term Г stands for relaxation rates
and has two major components for rotational (Гrot) and translational (Гtra) motion of purely
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monodispersed Hy-Au@AgNR840 in solution. Change in size (dhyd) and correlation coefficient
G(η), for any change in Гrot and Гtra, as a function of time during the addition of DTT in HyAu@AgNR840 for an in situ monitoring of growth rate for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is shown in
Figure 7.7aA-C and Figure 7.7aD-F respectively. The peaks at lower dhyd are due to their
translational motion while rotational motion contributes heavily to the peaks at higher dhyd. It is
observable from Figure 7.7aA-C that immediately after the addition of DTT (20 M), the dhyd of
Hy-Au@AgNR840 shifted from 138 nm to 939 nm within 30 s and shifts back to 202 nm after 60
s. In both cases, the peak at 5485 nm remains intact. However, after 120s we get a steady value
of dhyd at 193 nm and the maximum at 5485 nm has been disappeared. The disappearance of the
longer maximum at 5485 nm indicates that all the rods are assembled by DTT and restrict any
rotational motion. The dhyd obtained after 120 s of the addition of DTT is bigger than dhyd of HyAu@AgNR840 (138 nm) but very close to dhyd of the final form of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass (213
nm). Obtained average nanopore size within Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass from our TEM measurement
(221 nm), as shown in Figure 7.6a by averaging over 500 pores, is comparable with dhyd values
acquired from DLS experiment (213 nm). These nanopores behave like a hollow sphere in
solution and the outer shell of the pore scatters the excitation light (He-Ne laser operating at
633nm). In contrast to Hy-Au@AgNR840, these nanopores scatter light only due to the
translational diffusion and hence in absence of rotational diffusion we observe only one peak
(Figure 7.7bC) for dhyd at 213 nm. Along with the size distribution, we have also recorded the
change in autocorrelation function as a function of time after the addition of DTT (20 M). In a
G(η) vs time (µs), the time at which the correlation starts to decay gives an indication of the mean
size of the sample. Therefore if the curve is steeper it denotes the sample is monodispersed
whereas a wider correlation confirms the presence of a polydispersed sample. From Figure
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7.7aD it is clearly visible that at 30 s the correlation coefficient is much wider, which indicates a
polydispersed sample in the solution i.e. at the beginning of the assembly forming reaction the
Hy-Au@AgNR840s tend to aggregate by DTT and a network is forming. However at 60 s, the
correlation curve becomes much steeper and at 120s, the correlation coefficient attends a steady
value which is much steeper than the previous one. The correlation curve obtained at 120s is
much similar to the correlation curve of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, which signifies the completion
of network formation.

Figure 7.7a: A, B, C are Intensity (percent) vs size (nm) curve of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass
formation at 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s time interval in the reaction medium. D, E, F are the
Correlation coefficient vs time (µs) curves for the same time intervals.
A parallel observation was also been carried out besides the DLS measurements to
understand the conversion kinetics from Hy-Au@AgNR840 to Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass by
recording the zeta-potential () at a regular time interval of 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s. Figure 7.7bA
describes how the surface charge changes during the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. Final 
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for all the synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass are shown in Figure 7.7bB.
By comparing Figure 7.7bB and Figure 7.7bA, it is clearly visible that the  changes from +37
mV to -15 mV within 30 s of the addition of DTT to Hy-Au@AgNR840s.

Figure 7.7b: (A) Change in zeta potential during the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass at
different time intervals, (B, C) Final  and dhyd of all the Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass respectively.
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This jump in  from positive to negative is due to the presence of multiple electron-rich SH and –OH groups originating from DTT. After 60 s,  increases slightly from -15 mV to -11
mV and finally approaches +12 mV after 120 s which is very close to the  of Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass (+17 mV) in the equilibrium condition. The negatively charged -SH group binds the
positively charged Hy-Au@AgNR840 easily and thereby reduces the overall surface charge of
Hy-Au@AgNR840 from +37 mV to +17 mV for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
The discrepancy of measured  for different Hy-Au@AgNRs with the amount of CTAC used in
their synthesis can be explained both by considering their relative size and mobility.393 Due to
the bigger dimension of Hy-Au@AgNR840, they hold a larger number of positively charged
CTAC molecules and hence show higher positive zeta potential and vice versa for HyAu@AgNR120. Explanation of  variation with mobility is not simple and can be understood
from their electrophoretic mobility. In brief, during  measurement an electric field is applied in
the solution and the particles under the influence of this electric field scatter the incident light
(633 nm). Depending upon the mobility (e) of the nanoparticle, scattered light shifted from its
original frequency. This shift is called Phase (or Doppler) shift and measured by the difference
between the frequency of the scattered and incident light (sca-inc). The nanoparticle velocity
(V) is measured from the Doppler shift in µm/s by applying the equation µm= V/E, where E is
the applied electric field. For our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs, all the physical parameters like
pH, ionic strength, viscosity, etc. remain constant except their size varies. Bigger sized HyAu@AgNR840 scatters the incident light more than Hy-Au@AgNR450 and Hy-Au@AgNR120 due
to the enhanced contribution of translational and rotational motion under the electric field. This
phenomenon is known as electrophoretic light scattering (ELS). We have shown the frequency
plot, phase plot, and mobility plot of Hy-Au@AgNRs in Figure 7.8. It is clear from Figure 7.8
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that the mobility (µe) for Hy-Au@AgNR840 is 2.795 µm.cm/Vs whereas for Hy-Au@AgNR450
and Hy-Au@AgNR120 are 2.11 and 1.96 µm.cm/Vs respectively. Henry‘s equation394 concludes
that µe varies proportionally with . Thus Hy-Au@AgNR840, having the bigger in size, shows
maximum Doppler shift (Figure 7.8) and maximum electrophoretic mobility and hence
maximum . Therefore,  variation for Hy-Au@AgNRs is not simply due to the amount of
CTAC used during their synthesis but also depends upon the size and µe of the nanoparticle. A
frequency plot, phase plot, and mobility plot to understand the phenomenon of real-time kinetics
of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass formation from the constituent Hy-Au@AgNRs is shown in Figure
7.9. At 30 s, µe shifts from +2.795 µm.cm/Vs to -1.2 µm.cm/Vs due to the presence of multiple SH and -OH groups on the nanostructure, originating from DTT, which causes the motion
towards positively charged electrodes during electrophoresis. However, at 60 s, µ e increases to 0.8349 µm.cm/Vs and at 120 s, it‘s further shifted to 0.787 µm.cm/Vs which is close to the µe
value of the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass (1.49 µm.cm/Vs).
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Figure 7.8: A, B, C are the frequency plot whereas D, E, F presents the phase shift and G, H, I
are velocity distributions of Hy-Au@AgNR840, Hy-Au@AgNR450, and Hy-Au@AgNR120
respectively.
A similar trend of frequency shift and phase shift are also observable as a function of
time as clearly shown in Figure 7.9. Thus in-situ monitoring of DLS and ELS corroborates the
results of a time-dependent study of AFM that after 120 s of the addition of DTT to HyAu@AgNR840, the assembly forming reaction tends to complete.
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Figure 7.9: A, B, C are frequency plot; D, E, F are phase plot; G, H, I are velocity distribution
curve at 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s of reaction time. The negative phase shift in D and E implies zeta
potential was negative at 30 s and 60 s but becomes positive at 120 s.
In situ SERS measurement for different Hy-Au@AgNRs and their time-dependent
assembly formation
Besides DLS and ELS, we have also performed in-situ Raman spectroscopy for
monitoring the degree of assembling of Hy-Au@AgNR840 by DTT in the reaction medium. The
basic difference between Raman scattering and dynamic light scattering is that Raman scattering
is inelastic in nature and the intensity of scattering light falls within 1 in 10 million of the
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radiation source whereas DLS records Rayleigh scattering which is elastic in nature and has an
intensity about 10-1 to 10-3 of the incident photon. DLS provides us the information for any
change in morphological transition during reaction whereas from Raman measurements we can
figure out if there is any change in Polarizibility owing to the appearance of Ag-S bond during
Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass formation.

Figure 7.10: (A) SERS measurement of the time-dependent formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass
by adding Hy-Au@AgNR840s into the DTT solution. (B) SERS spectra of different HyAu@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass.
We have recorded the Raman spectra of pure Hy-Au@AgNR840 and pure DTT (10-3 M)
and we found that Hy-Au@AgNR840 is Raman inactive. However, pure DTT produces sharp
peaks395 for υstretching (C-H) at 2911 cm-1, υbending (S-H) at 983 cm-1, along with several other
peaks, as clearly observable from Figure 7.10. In situ Raman measurements were carried out in
two different ways, (1) we have added DTT (20 M) to the Hy-Au@AgNR840 solution and found
that the peaks at 741 cm-1 and 283 cm-1, responsible for Ag-S bond formation396 getting
intensified, (2) the reverse process, i.e. Hy-Au@AgNR840 was added to pure DTT, where we
observed that both the Raman peaks for υstretching (C-H) at 2911 cm-1, υbending (S-H) at 983 cm-1
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originating from pure DTT reduces gradually and disappear finally whereas υ stretching (Ag-S) at
741 cm-1 increases gradually with time progression. Both the observations indicate the strong
chemical interaction between Ag from NPR840 and S from DTT. Both Raman and DLS
measurements provide well-agreed results for in-situ monitoring of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass
formation in the reaction medium.

Figure 7.11: (A) XPS survey spectrum of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, (B) signature of the presence
of trace amount of Au in Hy-Au@AgNR840, and (C) S2p lines in Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. The
source of C is from CTAC whereas S and O come from DTT. The intensity of the Au signal is
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very poor as we mentioned previously and hard to find appreciable Au in the large distribution of
Ag in Hy-Au@AgNR840.
To find out the presence of Au as nanoseed in each Hy-Au@AgNRs we have performed
their XPS measurements. Despite their trace amount within a large distribution of Ag, we were
able to get a very low intensified XPS signature of Au in Hy-Au@AgNRs as shown in Figure
7.11B where Au4f7/2 peak appears at 84.0eV. In contrast to Au, the intensity of the Ag spectrum
is much higher in XPS for Hy-Au@AgNR840. The fitted curve for Ag in Hy-Au@AgNR840
shows that Ag present in two oxidation states, in metallic silver Ag(0) and oxidized silver Ag(I).
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Figure 7.12: A and B are the XPS of Ag3d5/2 and Ag3d3/2 lines for Hy-Au@AgNR840 and HyAu@AgNR840-Ass. In figure C the XRD of Hy-Au@AgNR840 and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass are
shown whereas D shows the SAED pattern of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass to confirm the {111} is the
most intense plane.
The binding energy of Ag3d5/2 appears at 368.3 eV for Ag(0) and at 367.2 eV for Ag(I).
The presence of Ag(0) is in accordance with our expectation, originating from the reduction of
Ag(I) to Ag(0) by AA during Hy-Au@AgNR840 synthesis. The presence of Ag(I) is due to the in
situ formation of AgCl during Hy-Au@AgNR840, where Cl comes from the surfactant,
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC), used in synthesis. The percentage of Ag(0) and
Ag(I) is found to be 67.73 % and 32.27 % in Hy-Au@AgNR840. In case of Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass, the Ag3d5/2 appears at 368.3 eV and 367.39 eV for Ag(0) and Ag(I) respectively. The
percentage of Ag(0) and Ag(I) in Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is 61.11 % and 38.9 %. In general
higher binding energy is observed for higher oxidation state for transition metals, however, silver
is an exception where lower binding energy is observed for higher oxidation state. 179 Thus Ag(I)
appears at lower binding energy than Ag(0) as shown in Figure 7.12. The interaction between
the –SH and –OH group of DTT and Ag from Hy-Au@AgNR840 causes the origination of more
oxidized silver i.e. Ag(I) in Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass than Hy-Au@AgNR840. The XPS for Ag3d5/2
and Ag3d3/2 lines in Hy-Au@AgNR840 and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass are shown in Figure 7.12. We
have also provided the XPS survey spectrum of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass to confirm the presence
of C1s, S2p, etc., in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.13: The fitted curve of (A) Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass and (B) Hy-Au@AgNR840 at 2ζ ≈
38.250 for fcc {111} facet.
To understand the crystal arrangement, crystal defects, and crystal defect-induced internal
tensile strain in more detail for our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs or Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, we
have performed their XRD measurements (Figure 7.12C) along with their HRTEM. Our XRD
measurements show that all the Hy-Au@AgNRs have {111} facet with the most intensified
XRD signal than other facets like {200}, {311}, {220}, etc (Figure 7.12C and 7.12D). In a
perfect nanocrystal, the scattering from the atoms adds constructively which generates a delta
function like intensity distribution in the XRD pattern. However, in defect enriched crystals like
Hy-Au@AgNRs which contain a coaxial long twin boundary (TB) over their surface (Figure
7.2), the symmetry of the crystal lattice destroyed and results in rearrangement of the intensity
distribution. Therefore, irregularities in crystals cause the broadening of XRD curves due to the
defect induced strain generation. We have calculated the generated strain in different HyAu@AgNRs by applying Williamson-Hall isotropic strain model.397 From the fitted curve at 2ζ ≈
38.250 ({111} facet appears at 38.250 and gives the most intense peak), as depicted in Figure
7.13, we observed that Hy-Au@AgNR840 is the most strained one among all the other Hy237

Au@AgNRs which further increases for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. The strain within the
nanostructure is calculated by Williamson-Hall isotropic model. We have mentioned previously
that the extent of broadening is proportional to the crystal defect density. The HRTEM and SEM
images confirm that Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is a crystal defect enriched nanostructure than the
Hy-Au@AgNR840. To get a comparative study we have calculated the strain from XRD
broadening of the curve.
The full width at half maximum (β) for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass is 0.880 whereas for HyAu@AgNR840 is 0.790. Mathematically the generated strain (ε) is defined as:
ε = 𝛽/4𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃, where 𝜃 is in radian.
Since {111} facet appears for both Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass and Hy-Au@AgNR840 at 2ζ = 38.250,
the value of ζ = 0.33 in radian unit for the above equation.
By incorporating the respective value of β for different nanostructures and ζ = 0.33, obtained
values of ε for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass and Hy-Au@AgNR840 are 1.11 × 10-2 and 0.95 × 10-2
respectively. Table 7.1 shows the estimated strain values (ε) for different Hy-Au@AgNRs and
the targeted Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, calculated from the measured 2ζ value and fitted full width
half maximum or FWHM (β) from the recorded XRD spectra. The origin of maximum internal
strain for Hy-Au@AgNR840 can easily be understood by analyzing their TEM and HRTEM and
comparing it with other Hy-Au@AgNRs as shown in Figure 7.2. From TEM and HRTEM, it is
clearly visible that each Hy-Au@AgNRs has a central TB on their surface. Twinned nanorods
(Hy-Au@AgNRs) experience more internal tensile strain than untwined ones because atoms
situated on TB are coordinatively unsaturated. Having the largest and enriched TB on its surface,
Hy-Au@AgNR840 should hold the maximum number of unsaturated atoms and expected to show
greater XRD broadening than Hy-Au@AgNR450 and Hy-Au@AgNR120. However, when Hy-
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Au@AgNR840-Ass is prepared by assembling multiple Hy-Au@AgNR840s, further broadening in
the XRD curve occurs (Figure 7.13). This broadening in XRD is due to the appearance of
multiple low-coordinated crystal defects on Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass due to its porous structure as
confirmed from TEM and HRTEM images (Figure 7.2). The order of internal tensile strain due
to crystal irregularities within the nanostructures is thus Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass > HyAu@AgNR840 > Hy-Au@AgNR450 > Hy-Au@AgNR120.
Table 7.1: Estimation of developed strain within different Hy-Au@AgNRs and the targeted HyAu@AgNR840-Ass from the measured FWHM (β) and ζ values (in radian) in XRD spectra.
System

FWHM, β (in Degree)

FWHM, β (in Radian)

internal tensile strain
(ε)

Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass

0.88

0.0154

1.110-2

Hy-Au@AgNR840

0.79

0.0138

9.510-3

Hy-Au@AgNR450

0.71

0.0123

8.910-3

Hy-Au@AgNR120

0.65

0.0113

8.210-3

To understand the role of gold seed, length of Hy-Au@AgNRs, and TB on their surface
to control their internal tensile strain, we have calculated the strain values for all the modeled
systems. In the present work, the diameter can also play an essential role in determining their
mechanical strain. Therefore, we have calculated the mechanical properties of the HyAu@AgNRs by changing their lengths and diameters. More specifically, we have focused on
calculating the Au-seed induced mechanical strain for the modeled Hy-Au@AgNRs. For this, we
have constructed pure Ag-nanorods with lengths of 40 Å, 60 Å and 80 Å and diameters of ~8.3
Å. After the optimization, spherical Au seed has been incorporated inside each of the nanorods
for modeling the < 111 > surface along with the < 110 >, and twin boundary planes.
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Table 7.2: Optimized parameters (length, diameter, and strain) for pure AgNRs and HyAu@AgNRs. Here D is the optimized diameter of pure AgNRs, 𝐷 # is the optimized diameter of
Hy-Au@AgNRs, D-D# is the difference in diameter between the optimized diameter of pure
AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNRs, and d*Ag-Ag is the average Ag-Ag bond length on the surface and
twin boundary for Hy-Au@AgNRs. d*Ag-Ag is the difference between the Ag-Ag bond length in
bulk Ag metal and different Hy-Au@AgNRs.

Optimized
Length

𝑫iamete

of r (D)

Rod

Hy-

of

nam

Au@AgNR

AgNRs

e

s

𝑫𝐢𝐚𝐦𝐞𝐭𝐞𝐫 (𝑫# )

𝑫

d*Ag-Ag in d*Ag-Ag in Strain

of

− 𝑫#

Hy-

Hy-

Hy-

Au@AgN

Au@AgNR

Au@AgNR

Rs

s

s

Hy-

pure Au@AgNRs

𝟒𝟎 Å

41.26 Å

8.32 Å

8.32 Å

0.00 Å

2.75 Å

0.14 Å

4.84 %

𝟔𝟎 Å

57.57 Å

8.35 Å

8.34 Å

0.01 Å

2.74 Å

0.15 Å

5.19 %

𝟖𝟎 Å

79.26 Å

8.43 Å

8.40 Å

0.03 Å

2.73 Å

0.16 Å

5.53 %

in

We have then measured the geometrical parameters for all the structures as given in
Table 7.2. It is observable that with increasing the rod length, the average Ag-Ag bond length
reduces which results in a contraction in the optimized rod length. The same effect (i.e.
contraction) should also be observable for the optimized rod diameter, though the diameter of the
rod increases gradually. These two effects of shortening the optimized rod length and
lengthening of optimized rod diameter are contrary to each other. Therefore, the stability of rods
can be increased by increasing their diameter with a shorter Ag-Ag bond by the coaxial
formation of twin boundaries. We indeed observed increments in the optimized diameter of the
modeled NRs through Au seeding though we have incorporated only one Au seed for each
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modeled NRs. However, this can‘t influence a homogeneous increment of rod diameter
throughout the rod length (40-80 Å). This could be the reason for twin boundary formation as
observed experimentally. Hence the presence of TB along the <110> facet of the nanorod may
increase the stability of the rod.
For the calculation of strain (𝜀) in the Hy-Au@AgNRs, we have used the following
relation7
𝜀 = (𝑑∗ − 𝑑0 )/𝑑0 = 𝛿𝑑/𝑑0 …………(1)
Here, 𝑑∗ is the average Ag-Ag bond-length of the system under consideration and 𝑑0 is the AgAg bond-length (2.89 Å) in their pure face-centered cubic bulk structure. The above relation
signifies the effect on the mechanical strain when a system (bulk) goes through structural
reconstruction/evolution. We find that the calculated strain is maximum for the
longer size Hy-Au@AgNRs. Therefore, the resultant mechanical strain increases proportionally
with the NR length. These opposing effects of the shortening of Ag-Ag bond length (compared
to fcc bulk Ag) and lengthening of the diameter may play an important role in the formation of
TB on the Hy-Au@AgNRs surface.
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Figure 7.14: (A) Modeled nanorod structure with <111> and <110> facets. (B) Possible Au
seeding (spherical and rod-shaped) and spherical Au seeded Hy-Au@AgNRs. (C) The density of
states (DOS) of pure Ag and Au-seeded AgNRs with 40 Å and 80 Å lengths.
To find out the effect of Au-seed incorporation on the electronic properties of HyAu@AgNRs, we have calculated their density of states (DOS). As shown in Figure 7.14, with
increasing the length of rods, the electron density shifts towards the Fermi level. Interestingly,
the shift is higher for Au seeded Ag NRs. So, this indicates that the Hy-Au@AgNR840 should
show more upshift of DOS towards the Fermi level than the Hy-Au@AgNR450 and HyAu@AgNR120. When Hy-Au@AgNR840 is assembled into Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, it creates
multiple low coordinated crystal sites like stepped surface, terrace, kinks, edges, etc., as shown in
Figure 7.15, which further increase the internal strain as seen from XRD broadening and
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explained in SI section. Hence DOS of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass will be more upshifted towards
the Fermi level than the corresponding Hy-Au@AgNR840.
From the above discussion, we can say that Au-seed induced longer Hy-Au@AgNRs
may shift the d-band center more towards the Fermi level. Therefore, the question arises whether
it is possible to prepare Au-Ag NR more than 840 nm to maximize this effect?

Figure 7.15: Creation of multiple low coordinated crystal sites like stepped surface, terrace,
kinks, edges, etc., during the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass from the constituents HyAu@AgNR840s.
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We have previously reported pure Ag nanorods with lengths of more than 10 m.398
Bimetallic Au-Ag nanorods of length ~1.2 µm have also been reported14 earlier. Details about
the synthesis and control of length, morphology, monodispersity, and efficiency of assembly
formation are included in the following section (Figure 7.16-7.22). Due to their very low yield
and poor stability which converts them into spherical particles with time, Hy-Au@AgNRs with
length beyond 840 nm have not been used for further study.
Synthesis and control of Hy-Au@AgNRs and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass:
We have mentioned previously that different length Au doped Ag rods were prepared by
varying the surfactant concentration at constant temperature (550-600C). However, we have also
monitored the effect of the variation of other parameters during synthesis like seed concentration,
silver nitrate concentration, AA concentration, DTT concentration, etc. and optimized the
condition for preparing the longest NR (Hy-Au@AgNR840) and its assembly (Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass). Details are discussed below:
Effect of temperature:
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Figure 7.16a: Effect of temperature on Hy-Au@AgNR450 morphology, at (A) 60-70 0C, (B) 7080 0C, and (C) 80-90 0C. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and chemical
parameters remain unchanged.
During the synthesis of Hy-Au@AgNRs, the temperature was always kept constant
within the range of 55-60 0C. As we increase the temperature beyond this range, the aspect ratio
of the rod gradually reduces with temperature and finally transform into spherical- and ovalshaped particle as shown in Figure 7.16a. When the temperature exceeds 60 0C, it was found
that two Au seeds are piled up and Ag deposited onto it as shown in Figure 7.16b. Below 60 0C
there is no sign of aggregation of Au seeds and at room temperature (30 – 40 0C) AgNO3 cannot
be reduced by ascorbic acid.
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Figure 7.16b: Association of Au seed followed by Ag deposition at a higher temperature.
Stacking up of Au seeds is verified by (A) TEM, (B) HAADF, (C) HRTEM, and (D) EDX.

Effect of Au seed:
If we use Ag seed during synthesis we did not get any rod-shaped particle, instead, a colloidal
solution of Ag is formed only. On the contrary, the addition of Au seed initiates the seeding
process of Hy-Au@AgNR efficiently. As the reduction potential of Au(III)/Au(0) is much higher
(+1.5V) is much higher than the reduction potential of Ag(I)/Ag(0) system, leaching of Au seed
in the latter case can easily be discarded. By observing the above cases we can suggest that Au
seed acts as a catalyst here to enhance the reducing power of AA to assist the reduction of Ag+ to
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Ag0. The amount of Au seed was optimized to 2 mL in 50 mL of the reaction mixture. The
kinetics of nanoparticles formation by using Ag and Au seed by keeping the synthesis protocol
the same is shown in Figure 7.17a and the effect of the variation of Au seed amount is shown in
Figure 7.17b.

Figure 7.17a: Kinetics of Ag seed-based nanorod formation at (A) 30 min, (B) 60 min, and (C)
90 min and Au seed-based Hy-Au@AgNR120 formation at (A) 30 min, (B) 60 min, and (C) 90
min. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and chemical parameters remain
unchanged.
A greater amount of Au seed than the optimized volume results in the decrease of
nanorod length whereas, a lower amount of Au seed results in the decrease of nanorod yield.
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Figure 7.17b: The effect of the variation Au seed amount [(A) 1 mL, (B) 4 mL, and (C) 2 mL]
on Hy-Au@AgNR120 synthesis. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and
chemical parameters remain unchanged.

Effect of silver nitrate concentration:
The addition of AgNO3 to the CTAC solution during synthesis forms insoluble AgCl
immediately which turns the solution turbid. However, in presence of Au seed, the amount of
AgCl formation is much less as the added Au seeds act as catalysts to assist the reduction of Ag+
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ions by enhancing the reducing power of AA as discussed before. The concentration was
adjusted to 2 mL of 10-2 (M) AgNO3 into 45 mL of CTAC solution. Greater (> 2 mL) amount of
AgNO3 causes the formation of more Ag spheres whereas a lower amount of AgNO3 reduces the
nanorod length. The effect of the variation of the AgNO3 amount is shown in Figure 7.18.

Figure 7.18: Effect of AgNO3 concentration (in the reaction mixture) on the efficiency of HyAu@AgNR120 formation. (A) 1 mL of 10-2 (M) AgNO3 generates nanorods of length ~50 nm,
(B) 4 mL of 10-2 (M) AgNO3 generates nanospheres of diameter ~20-25 nm, and (C) 2 mL of 102

(M) AgNO3 generates Hy-Au@AgNR120s. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical

and chemical parameters remain unchanged.
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Effect of CTAC concentration:
We have mentioned in the main manuscript that a greater amount of CTAC reduces the
length of Hy-Au@AgNRs. To prepare the longest Hy-Au@AgNR, the amount of CTAC was
optimized to 0.01g CTAC in 45 mL of water. By using less than 0.01 g CTAC in 45 mL water
we couldn‘t generate any Hy-Au@AgNR. The formation of Hy-Au@AgNRs by using 0.01 gm
CTAC in 45 mL water has been detailed in the main manuscript. The effect of the variation of
CTAC concentration above 0.01 gm/45 mL is shown in Figure 7.19.

Figure 7.19: Effect of CTAC concentration with (A) 0.025 gm CTAC in 45 mL water for the
formation of Hy-Au@AgNR450, (B) 0.05 gm CTAC in 45 mL water for the formation of HyAu@AgNR120, and (C) 0.1 gm CTAC in 45 mL water for the formation of Hy-Au@AgNR50. In
all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and chemical parameters remain unchanged.
Effect of ascorbic acid concentration:
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A literature survey provides that ascorbic acid (AA) acts as a mild reducing agent. 174,319
As mentioned earlier that at room temperature ascorbic acid cannot reduce Ag+ to Ag0, though,
its reduction power increases at elevated temperature (at 60 0C). Contrary to that, the presence of
Au seed enhances the reducing power of AA substantially and efficiently converts all Ag+ into
Ag0 at 60 0C. We have varied the AA concentration and optimized the amount as 500 µL of 10-1
M of AA to generate well structured Hy-Au@AgNRs. The effect of the variation of AA
concentration is shown in Figure 7.20.

Figure 7.20: The effect of the variation of AA concentration on Hy-Au@AgNR120 formation
with (A) 250 L 10-1 M of AA, (B) 500 L 10-1 M of AA (optimized condition), and (C) 1 mL
10-1 M of AA. In all cases, optimized conditions for other physical and chemical parameters
remain unchanged.
Effect of DTT concentration:
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During Hy-Au@AgNRs preparation, we have used 20 M DTT at room temperature.
Each DTT molecule has two -SH groups attached to it. Sulfur has a strong binding affinity to
noble metals like Au, Cu, and Ag.399 Binding energy calculations by using density functional
theory (BP86, B3LYP, and CAM-B3LYP) and ab initio methods399 (MP2 and CCSD(T))
indicate that for pure metal clusters, the tendency of a metal to interact with –SH group varies in
the order of Au  Cu  Ag. In binary alloy clusters, alloying Au with Cu and Ag decreases the
attraction of Au towards –SH, while alloying Ag and Cu by Au increases the attraction of Ag and
Cu towards –SH significantly.

Figure 7.21: The effect of the variation of DTT concentration on the efficiency of HyAu@AgNR-Ass formation with the final concentration of DTT in the Hy-Au@AgNR840 solution
as (A) < 20 M, (B) > 20 M, and (C) = 20 M.
Since in our case the synthesized Hy-Au@AgNRs are a case of alloying Ag by Au, we
expect a strong affinity of –SH group from DTT towards the nanorod surface. Moreover, the
dissociation energy values in their study75 for isolated metal clusters specify the more favorable
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formation of binary alloy clusters (AunAgm) over pure ones. Hence the inherent stability of HyAu@AgNRs due to gold doping and increased attraction of Ag towards –SH enhances the
stability of the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR-Ass by preserving the individual NR‘s morphology.
Variation of DTT concentration to control the effective assembly formation shows that a DTT
concentration less than 20 M causes less efficient assembly formation and hence a
nanostructure with less and uneven porous nature. On the contrary, DTT with a concentration
greater than 20 M causes a more aggregated structure of Hy-Au@AgNR840 and precipitates out
from the solution. The effect of the variation of DTT concentration on the efficiency of HyAu@AgNR-Ass formation is shown in Figure 7.21. Hence to achieve catalytically most active
Hy-Au@AgNR-Ass formation, optimized conditions are (i) use of 0.01 g CTAC in 45 mL of
water with controlled heating at 55-60 0C, (ii) followed by addition of 2 mL Au seed, 2 mL of
10-2 (M) AgNO3, 500 µL of 10-1 (M) of AA, and finally (iii) 100 µL of 10-2 M freshly prepared
DTT into the total volume of centrifuges Hy-Au@AgNR840.
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Figure 7.22: Formation of Hy-Au@AgNR with length ~1-1.2 µm by maintaining the molar ratio
between AgNO3 and AA at 1:20 during synthesis.
At our optimized condition, we conclude that the nanorods of higher length (HyAu@AgNR840) can be prepared by applying .01 g CTAC, and maintaining the molar ratio
between AgNO3 and AA at 2:5. However, an increase in AA volume (1 mL) to maintain the ratio
at 1:5, bigger nanorods of length about 1-1.2 µm can easily be prepared as shown in Figure 7.22.
By comparing Figure 7.22 with Figure 7.2E, it is clearly visible from Figure 7.22 that we could
generate longer nanorods but their yield and stability are very poor and with time they convert
into spherical particles. Due to their rapid structural deformation (from rod to a sphere) which
results in the disappearance of surface coaxial twin boundaries, their tested catalytic activity is
not promising. As a result of these limitations, we restrict our synthesis, characterization, and
catalytic activity measurements of Hy-Au@AgNRs with length till 840 nm as described before.
Beyond the developed strain within the nanostructure and resultant DOS with respect to the
Fermi level, there are so many other factors on which their catalytic activity depends
substantially. In our previous studies, we have shown that pure gold nanostructure with {110}
facet has a strong affinity for ascorbic acid.4 In contrast, gold-silver nano-alloy with {220}
orientation shows enormous oxidizing capability for uric acid.7 Thus, chemical composition
(pure Vs alloy) of the nanocatalyst determines the adsorption efficiency and facet selectivity of
the substrate and subsequent bond-breaking and bond-forming process during a reaction.
However, to construct a universal catalyst, one has to think every aspect of catalytic properties
i.e. (a) it should be stable in a broad pH range, (b) the catalytic activity should be in the equal
order in both the organic or aqueous solvent, and (c) it should show long term stability under
ambient condition. Our synthesized Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass shows its stability in a broad pH
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range. The catalytic activity was checked in both the acidic and basic solution for the
electrooxidation of L-tryptophan by Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass modified GC (Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass/GC) and it was found that Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC is equally capable to oxidize Ltryptophan in both acidic and basic pH medium. The Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC is also capable
to oxidize vitamin K3 in the organic solvent (acetonitrile). Synthesized Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass
remain stable (no visible, spectroscopic, and structural change) in the ambient condition (room
temperature, in presence of oxygen, and aqueous solution) over 6 months. Hence, our main focus
that developing a TB-enriched strain-dependent universal catalyst is efficiently achieved by our
engineered Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass material. To correlate the influence of TB-induced tensile
strain and electrocatalytic activity of Hy-Au@AgNRs and the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass/GC, we need to understand the d-band model of transition metals in more details. In a dband theory, it is assumed that when an adsorbate state (ϭ) reacts with the metal d orbitals, it
forms one bonding orbital (d-ϭ) and one antibonding orbital (d-ϭ)*. If the d band center of the
metal is lower in energy, more antibonding orbital will be occupied.400 Therefore, the degree of
interaction between adsorbate state and metal d state will be reduced. However, if a d-band
center is higher in energy, then an upshift of antibonding orbital (d-ϭ)* will happen which will
increase the interaction between adsorbate state and metal d state. In the case of pure Ag or pure
Au rod, the d-band center is lower in energy. In contrast, Au-nanoseed incorporated Ag rod i.e.
in Hy-Au@AgNR840 the d-band center is upshifted towards the Fermi level as shown in Figure
7.14. Due to this upshifting of d-band, more antibonding orbital will remain vacant, which results
in more bonding interactions between the metal and the reactant which may further improve the
catalytic activity. In the case of Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass, as explained earlier that the density of
crystal defects is much higher than the corresponding Hy-Au@AgNR840 which will not only
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increase the tensile strain further but also will move the d-band center more towards the Fermi
level. Thus the trend of electrons occupying the (d-ϭ)* state may give the following order: HyAu@AgNR840-Ass < Hy-Au@AgNR840 < Hy-Au@AgNR450 < Hy-Au@AgNR120 and hence the
Hy-Au@AgNR/Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass may show maximum catalytic activity. Our measured
ICP-OES data quantifies the actual concentration of different elements as ~10mg/L of Ag,
~1.11mg/L of S, and an infinitesimal amount of Au present in the resultant Hy-Au@AgNR840Ass that has been used as the desired catalytic material.
The expected trend of strain-dependent electrocatalytic activity was verified by recording
the electrooxidation of L-tryptophan on different catalytic materials. The I-V response in DPV
for L-tryptophan oxidation is shown in Figure 7.23B which clearly shows that the peak
potentials for both Hy-Au@AgNR840 and Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass are equivalent with a slight
increment in peak current for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass. This authenticates our expectation that HyAu@AgNR840-Ass/GC acts as the best catalyst with the lowest peak potential (Table 7.3) and
highest peak current compared to other catalysts (viz. Hy-Au@AgNR840/GC, HyAu@AgNR450/GC, and Hy-Au@AgNR120/GC). We have also tried our DPV experiment for
other systems like the reduction of glucose (Figure 7.23A) and oxidation of vitamin K3 (Figure
7.23C) and observed similar enhanced catalytic activity for Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC system.
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Figure 7.23: A is the DPV response for the reduction glucose (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M HClO4, B is
DPV response for the oxidation of L-tryptophan (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M HClO4, C is the DPV
response for the oxidation of vitamin K3 (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M LiClO4 + acetonitrile.

Table 7.3: The I-V responses in DPV for different system Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC, HyAu@AgNR840/GC, Hy-Au@AgNR450/GC, Hy-Au@AgNR120/GC.
System

Glucose

Vitamin K3

L-tryptophan

Bare GC

-0.8 V, -4.6 µA

-0.61 V, 35.06 µA

0.96 V, 11.3 µA

Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC

-0.53 V, -76.53 µA

-0.638 V, 83.64 µA

0.93 V, 31.79 µA

Hy-Au@AgNR840/GC

-0.53.5 V, -24.03 µA

-0.631 V, 68.89 µA

0.93 V, 30.80 µA

Hy-Au@AgNR450/GC

-0.54 V, -15.67 µA

-0.61 V, 66.32 µA

0.95 V, 25.10 µA

Hy-Au@AgNR120/GC

-0.55 V, -9.38 µA

-0.61 V, 59.33 µA

0.96 V, 13.0 µA
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The analogous trend is also observed in chronoamperometric and impedance measurements
(Figure 7.24A, B, C & Figure 7.25A, B, C respectively) for all the above three systems.

Figure 7.24: A is the chronoamperometric response for the reduction glucose (4×10-4 M) in 0.1
M HClO4, B is the chronoamperometric response for the oxidation of L-tryptophan (4×10-4 M) in
0.1 M HClO4, C is the chronoamperometric response for the oxidation of vitamin K3 (4×10-4 M)
in 0.1 M LiClO4 + acetonitrile.
The engineered Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass has used not only an efficient catalytic material
for the electrochemical redox-based sensing of L-tryptophan, Glucose, and Vitamin K3 but also
find equal application as a pathological kit for a variety of analytes enlisted below. The
importance of all those analytes in human physiology and the significance of their accurate
estimation from the pathological sample has been elaborated in the following section.
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Figure 7.25: A is the impedance response for the reduction glucose (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M HClO4,
B is impedance response for the oxidation of L-tryptophan (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M HClO4, C is the
impedance response for oxidation of vitamin K3 (4×10-4 M) in 0.1 M LiClO4 + acetonitrile.
Importance of different analytes considered in the current study:
In the current study, we have considered more than 20 different analytes which include
both water-soluble & insoluble organic human metabolites and a variety of metal ions (inorganic
metabolites). Water-soluble organic metabolites include Pantothenic acid (PA), Riboflavin (Rb),
uric acid (UA), Creatinine (Ct), Xanthine (Xa), Urea (U), Ascorbic acid (AA), Cysteamine
(Cyst), Folic acid (FA), Dopamine (DA), L-tryptophan (L-Trp), Glucose (Glc), Inositol (Inos),
and Thiamine (Thia). One of the most common water-insoluble organic metabolites is Vitamin
K3 (VK3). Though there is a long list of metal ions used as inorganic human metabolites, the
most common and important metabolites include Cr3+, Co2+, Fe3+, Cu2+, Pb2+, Hg2+, and Ni2+.
Hence, we have considered a total of twenty-two different analytes to justify the universal
catalytic ability of our engineered Au-seeded Ag-nanorod-based thiol mediated strained network.
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Though the biological importance of most of these metabolites is well known to us but the
driving force behind selecting them in the present study is enlisted as below:
(1) Pantothenic acid (PA): Pantothenic acid is popularly known as vitamin B5 which is a watersoluble human metabolite. Pantothenic acid is an essential human nutrient. Animals require
Panthenoic acid for synthesizing coenzyme-A (CoA) which helps in the synthesis and oxidation
of fatty acids.401 It also helps to synthesize and metabolize proteins, carbohydrates, and fats.
(2) Riboflavin (Rb): Riboflavin (vitamin B2) helps to break down protein, carbohydrates, fats to
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) for energy supply to the body.401
(3) Uric acid (UA): UA (a purine metabolic product and can act as a free radical scavenger) is
one of the major antioxidants in human serum and may cause arthritis when remains present at
higher concentration in the blood due to the deposition of UA crystals in joints like ankle, feet,
knees, and wrists.402
(4) Creatinine (Ct): Creatinine is a waste product produced by muscles from the breakdown of a
compound called creatine. Creatinine is removed from the body by the kidneys, which filter out
almost all of it from the blood and release it into the urine. By measuring the amount
of creatinine in the blood and/or urine we can find out the efficiency of the kidney.403
(5) Xanthine (Xa): Xanthine is a purine base found in human body tissues and fluids. The
decomposition of adenosine triphosphate (ATM) can also produce Xa.404 Derivatives of
Xanthine act as stimulants for the treatment of asthma and influenza. In clinical diagnosis, Xa
usually acts as a sensitive indicator for some clinical disorders such as perinatal asphyxia and
adult respiratory distress syndrome.405,406
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(6) Urea (U): Renal nitrogen metabolism primarily involves urea and ammonia metabolism, and
is essential to normal health. Urea produces and excreted through the renal system as a result of
the degradation of dietary and endogenous proteins.407
(7) Ascorbic acid (AA): AA, a water-soluble antioxidant produces type I interferons, which upregulates NK cell and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte activity to prevent early viral infection. Besides,
AA has the ability to inactivate both RNA and DNA viruses and can detoxify the viral products
which cause pain and infections.408
(8) Cysteamine (Cyst): Cysteamine is an essential metabolite in the human body. 409 Cystamine,
the oxidized form of cysteamine which inhibits erythrocyte sickling in sickle cell
anemia. Cystamine in the body is reduced into cysteamine and RS-cysteamine mixed disulfide
by the thiol-disulfide exchange. This is done by the consumption of intracellular glutathione.
(9) Folic acid (FA): Folic acid is the synthetic form of folate, a water-soluble B vitamin that
takes part in several critical functions in the human body.410 The active form of folate is
tetrahydrofolic acid. It serves in one carbon reductions reactions. These reactions are involved in
the synthesis of nucleotides and amino acids. Folic acid is required for erythropoiesis, thus folic
acid deficiency leads to megaloblastic anemia. Adequate dietary intake of folic acid is critical for
DNA repair and normal cell growth.
(10) Dopamine (DA): Dopamine acts both as a hormone and neurotransmitter, and plays several
important roles in the brain and body. Dopamine plays a major role in the motivational
component of reward-motivated behavior. Individual electrocatalytic sensing of dopamine has
been performed previously.411
(11) L-tryptophan (L-Trp): L-tryptophan metabolized product serotonin causes platelet
aggregation and considered as a prognostic biomarker for dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) such
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as that high level of serotonin or low level of L-tryptophan is an indicator for Dengue-2 (DENV2) infection.412
(12) Glucose (Glc): Type 2 diabetes patients are at high risk of hyperglycemia due to excess
concentration of glucose and may cause damage to the nervous system, cell organs, vessels
whereas hypoglycemia results in loss of consciousness, seizures.413
(13) Inositol (Inos): Inositol is a carbocyclic sugar that is abundant in the brain and other
mammalian tissues, mediates cell signal transduction in response to a variety of hormones,
neurotransmitters, growth factors, and participates in osmoregulation.414 It is made naturally in
humans from glucose.
(14) Thiamine: Thiamine (vitamin B1) is considered an essential metabolite for glucose
metabolism and plays a key role in muscle, heart, and brain functions.401,415
(15) Vitamin K3 (VK3): When vitamin K3 present in higher concentrations in newborns, it
produces a bile product bilirubin which causes brain damage, mental retardation, loss of appetite,
and deafness.416
(16) Cr3+: Hexavalent Cr(VI) is considered as carcinogenic as it has the capability to penetrate
the cell membrane and reacting with proteins and nucleic acids but Cr(III) cannot cross the cell
membrane and hence less toxic417 than Cr(VI).
(17) Co2+: Co helps to absorb vitamin B12 in the body and also found it useful to treat anemia and
infectious diseases.401,418
(18) Fe3+: Fe has a role in DNA synthesis, electron transport, and oxygen transport.419
(19) Cu2+: Cu is essential for maintaining the strength of skin, blood vessel, epithelial and
connective tissues.420
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(20) Pb2+: Excess Pb exposure bring several unwanted disorders in human metabolism like the
disruption of the biosynthesis of hemoglobin, rise in blood pressure, etc.421
(21) Hg2+: Mercury is a highly toxic metal present in the body mostly as methyl mercury
(MeHg+) with an average half-life (t1/2) varies widely between 30-150 days in the human body.
The body burden of MeHg+ originates mainly from see-fish consumption or dental amalgam.
Though the chief toxic target of Hg2+ is the brain, other noted toxicity includes the disordering of
peripheral nerve function, renal function, immune function, endocrine, and muscle function.422
(22) Ni2+: Ni present in RNA and DNA of our body, where it functions in association with a
nucleic acid to involve in protein structure formation.423
Almost 20 odd different pathological analytes have been detected and estimated by using our
engineered material (Au@AgNR840-Ass) as a universal catalyst which has been broadly
categorized as:
(1) Trace metal ions: Different trace metal ions like Co2+, Cr3+, Cu2+, Hg2+, Ni2+, Fe3+, and Pb2+
have been detected and estimated by electrochemical reduction in 0.1 (M) HClO4 as shown in
Figure 7.26 (A-G).
(3) Water-insoluble human metabolite: Due to its insoluble nature in polar medium, vitamin
K3 has been estimated by oxidizing it in a 0.1 (M) LiClO4 + acetonitrile medium as shown in
Figure 7.26H.
(3) Water-soluble human metabolites: Different metabolites like ascorbic acid (AA),
creatinine, Dopamine (DA), thiamine, riboflavin, Pantothenic acid (PA), urea, uric acid (UA),
inositol, Xanthine, Cysteamine (Cyst), glucose, L-tryptophan, and folic acid (FA) have been
detected and estimated by oxidizing them in 0.1 (M) NaOH is as shown in Figure 7.27a and
7.27b respectively.
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Figure 7.26: Electrochemical reduction of metal ions in 0.1 M HClO4 (A) Co2+, (B) Cr3+, (C)
Cu2+ (D) Hg2+, (E) Ni2+, (F) Fe3+, (G) Pb2+, (H) is for vitamin K3 oxidation in 0.1 (M) LiClO4+
acetonitrile.
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Figure 7.27a: Oxidation of metabolites in 0.1 M NaOH medium: (A) AA , (B) Creatinine (C)
Dopamine (DA), (D) thiamine, (E) riboflavin, (F) Pantothenic acid (PA) (G) urea (H) uric acid
(UA), (I) inositol.
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Figure 7.27b: oxidation of metabolites in 0.1 M NaOH; (A) Xanthine, (B) Cysteamine (Cyst)
(C) glucose, (D) L-tryptophan, (E) folic acid (FA).
The utility of using the above electrolytes is that they are either acidic or basic in
chemical nature. Whenever human serum is added to those electrolytes, the plasma proteins are
precipitated out but the other blood ingredients like salts (NaCl, KCl, CaCl2, etc) and metabolites
(vitamins, amino acids, etc) will stay in the solution without any modification. During
measurements of the above metal ions or metabolites, we have prepared a stock solution first.
Then the stock solution was spiked into the human serum and the plasma proteins from serum
are precipitated out. The solution was then centrifuged to remove the coagulated proteins and the
supernatant solution with all the essential analytes being diluted for electrochemical
measurements e.g., for vitamin K3 we first prepared a stock solution of 10-2 (M) in acetonitrile
medium and spiked it directly to the human serum. The coagulated proteins are then precipitated
and the resultant solution was collected by centrifuging. The resultant supernatant is then diluted
up to the nanomolar level for electrochemical measurements. The utility of I-V measurements in
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human serum is that the oxidation and reduction of metabolites or trace metal ions in presence of
other ingredients of blood like Na+, K+, Ca2+, etc., can be carried while sensing of a particular
analyte without being any interference. Most of the water-soluble human metabolites show linear
fitting of ion current during their catalytic oxidation in their physiological concentration level as
shown in Figure 7.28A-7.28I. Soluble metabolites that are not following the I-C (C is the
concentration) linear fitting rather showing an exponential rise in current have been fitted by
plotting the ion current against the logarithm of concentration to show their linear sensing
behavior.
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Figure 7.28: I-C linear fitting for different water-soluble human metabolites as mentioned in the
figure during their catalytic oxidation at their physiological concentration level.
Not only the soluble human metabolites but also the trace metal ions and organic soluble
vitamin K3 show similar I-C linear fittings during their reduction in their physiological
concentration level. The I-C linear fitting for trace metal ions are shown in Figure 7.29 (A-F)
and for vitamin K3 in Figure 7.29G.

Figure 7.29: Linear Calibration plot of metal ions. Just like human metabolites (Figure 7) where
we did not find any linear relation with concentration we take logarithm as shown in (C) for Cu2+
and in (G) for vitamin K3.
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Besides the sensing of individual metal ions or human metabolites, we have also carried
out interference tests and simultaneous detection of the above metabolites or trace metal ions in a
single shot. Figure 7.30A-D shows the I-V sensing at the variable concentration for metabolites
Riboflavin, Uric acid (UA), Pantothenic acid (PA), and Creatinine (Ct) respectively in a mixture
of all four. Except for the specific metabolite under the investigation, the other three metabolites
act as interfering analytes where their concentration has been kept constant at 1 M.
Table 7.4: Peak Potential of different metabolites and trace metal ions in I-V responses of DPV.
System

Peak

PA

Rb

UA

Creatin

Xanthi

ine

ne

Urea

AA

Cysteamine

-0.115

-0.145

-0.17

-0.24

-0.25

-0.128

-0.29

-0.45

FA

DA

L-

Glucose

Inosito

Thiamine

Vitamin

Cr3+

Potential
(V)
System

Trypto

l

K3

phan
Peak

-0.121

-0.19

-0.135

+0.62

-0.131

-0.115

-0.63

Co2+

Fe3+

Cu2+(<

Cu2+(>1

Pb2+

Hg2+

Ni2+

10-4 M)

04 M)

+0.17

+0.083

-0.28

+0.27

+0.043

Potential(
V)
System

Peak

-0.147

+0.059

Potential
(V)
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+0.044

Figure 7.30: Interference test of Riboflavin, Rb (A); Uric acid, UA (B), Pantothenic acid, PA
(C), Creatinine, Ct (D), Ascorbic acid, AA (E), Cu2+ (F), and Fe3+ (G). Cu2+ high and Cu2+ low
indicate respective potentials at high and low concentrations of Cu2+. Colour coded vertical
dotted lines in each plot (A-G) show the expected peak potential for different metabolites.
In Figure 7.30 E we have shown the I-V sensing of Ascorbic acid (AA) in presence of
dopamine (DA), Xanthine, and cysteamine (Cyst) where the concentration of all the analytes
except AA is kept constant at 1 M while the concentration of AA varies between 0.14 – 0.6
mM. Similarly, Figure 7.30 F and 7.30 G show the I-V sensing for Cu2+ and Fe3+ respectively.
For Cu2+ we have used Fe3+, Co2+, and Pb2+ as interfering salts and for Fe3+ we have used Cu2+,
Co2+, and Pb2+ as interfering salts. In both cases, interfering salt concentration is 1 M. It is to be
noted that Cu2+ has two peak potentials in their I-V curves at higher and lower concentration
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range. Fingerprinting at different peak potential for individual human metabolites enables the
electrocatalytic method to detect them specifically as well as sensitively from a mixture, as
appears in plasma samples. Details about the peak potentials for each analyte under the
investigation have been enlisted in Table 7.4.
7.4. Conclusion:
Highly strained Au-seed incorporated Ag nanorods (Hy-Au@AgNRs) of variable length
were synthesized by a novel methodology. The strain within the Hy-Au@AgNRs is verified both
theoretically through ab initio simulation and experimentally from XRD broadening. Among
various Hy-Au@AgNRs, Hy-Au@AgNR840 with the longest TB over its surface offers
noticeably more strain than Hy-Au@AgNR450 and Hy-Au@AgNR120. The engineered HyAu@AgNR840 was then assembled by DTT to produce Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass with multiple
defects enriched active catalytic sites. It was found that Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass acts as a superior
nanostructure for strain-dependent universal catalysis as verified from the electrochemical
oxidation/reduction of a series of organic and inorganic human metabolites by performing their
DPV, EIS, and chronoamperometry. Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass modified GC was used as a
pathological kit that offers a linear calibration plot for all the studied human metabolites in the
physiological concentration range. Moreover, the reported electrochemical pathological kit
shows long term stability under the ambient condition in wide solvent systems as well as broadscale pH range. Besides, Hy-Au@AgNR840-Ass/GC is also able to detect simultaneously more
than one analyte at a time from the I-V responses of DPV. Thus a low cost, rapid, and nanorodbased 2D network for a non-enzymatic user-friendly pathological kit is developed for
simultaneous detection and quantification of the multiple human analytes which will surely find
potential application in error-free electrochemical sensor technology.
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CHAPTER-8
Fabrication of Highly Specific DNA Based Porous Au-Ag
Nanobioconjugate as Electrode Coat for Rapid Impedimetric
Direct Sensing of DENV-2 from Infected Whole Blood
OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


An efficient nanobioconjugate has been developed as electrode coating material by
hybridizing our newly synthesized porous Au-Ag nano-network (Chapter-7) with a thiol
modified DNA aptamer for the early-stage specific detection and quantification of DENV-2.



The binding affinity between the bioconjugate and different serotypes of dengue was studied
here through low cost electrochemical impedimetric spectroscopy (EIS).



This study for the first time presents highly specific and sensitive detection of the most
prevalent DENV-2 by impedimetric technique.



The key achievement of this study lies in its ability of the direct detection of DENV-2
serotype without the aid of an enzyme or antibody in dengue infected blood up to ~10 -2
PFU/mL.
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Dengue virus (DENV) belongs to the virus family of Flaviviridae and is responsible for a
seasonal febrile disease in humans with potentially fatal consequences. In addition to humans,
DENV can infect mosquitoes in which the infectious virus accumulates in the salivary gland
fluid and from where it is transmitted into humans during a blood meal. It is considered to be an
endemic disease, causing approximately 22,000 deaths every year in tropical and subtropical
regions of the world.424,425 Mathematical modeling based on existing known cases projects more
than 300 million people to be at risk of developing DENV infection.426 Globally there are four
serologically distinct groups or serotypes of Dengue (DENV) designated as DENV-1, DENV-2,
DENV-3, DENV-4, however, a recent report suggests the existence of a new serotype DENV5.427 As in other members of Flaviviridae, the DENV genome consists of a single-stranded plussense RNA encoding for a single polyprotein that is cleaved by proteases (encoded by either the
host or the viral genome) at precise sites to generate structural and non-structural viral proteins.
A comparison of the polyprotein sequence from different serotypes shows a 65-70% identity in
the amino acid sequence between DENV 1-4. Each serotype is further classified into genotypes
depending on differences in the viral genome sequence.
Upon entry into human skin through a mosquito bite, DENV is known to infect resident
Dendritic cells by attaching to surface receptor molecules of the protein DC-SIGN.428
Subsequent to attachment, the virus-receptor complex is internalized by endocytosis leading to
the formation of endosomes, which are then acidified through the activity of proton pumps on
their surface.429 Endosome acidification causes drastic structural changes in the viral surface
proteins, changing their conformation and leading them to induce a fusion between the
membrane of the virus particle and that of the endosome. Subsequently, the viral genomic RNA
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is released into the host cell to initiate translation of viral protein followed by replication of
genomic RNA and the formation of new virus particles.
The plus-sense and single-stranded genomic RNA can directly serve as a template for
protein synthesis by host ribosomes. The presence of a type-I cap structure at the 5 end of the
RNA performs dual functions through efficient recruitment of ribosomes in addition to
protecting the genomic RNA from cleavage by host exonucleases. Translation of the genome
produces a single polyprotein that gets cleaved into three structural proteins (Envelope or E,
precursor Membrane or prM and Capsid or C) and seven non-structural proteins (NS1, NS2A,
NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, and NS5).430 The structural proteins form part of virion particles that
are produced from the infected cell, while the non-structural proteins catalyze replication and
assembly of virions in addition to subverting the innate-antiviral response of the host cell.
Synthesis of the viral proteins takes place in close association with the endoplasmic reticulum
membrane of the host cells and both the E and prM proteins are glycosylated431. Replication of
the viral genome also takes place in replication complexes (RCs) that are produced on the ER
membrane, in which the NS5 protein catalyzes the replication of the genomic RNA with the aid
of other non-structural proteins. Mature viral particles are assembled in close association with the
RCs and these are secreted out of the host cells through the host cell trans-Golgi network (TGN)
secretory pathway. The replicated and newly formed each viral RNA then enclosed by the C
proteins and forms the nucleocapsid. Newly formed nucleocapsids are then surrounded by E and
prM proteins within the envelope of ER to form a protective outer layer and construct the
immature form of the virus. The virus in the immature form then traveled by the Golgi apparatus
towards other parts of the body where they get matured and infect the other cells432 and the cycle
continues.
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The virion particles of DENV are almost spherical in shape with the diameter varying
between approximately 50 (in the mature and infectious form) to 60 nm (in the immature and
non-infectious form).433 The core of each virus is a nucleocapsid consisting of a single copy of
the viral genome encapsulated with capsid proteins (C), which is surrounded by a glycoprotein
shell made up of a lipid bilayer containing 180 copies each of an Envelope (E) and Membrane
(M) proteins.434 The E protein has three distinct domains E-I, E-II, and E-III among which E-III
is responsible for binding to the receptor. After endocytosis and endosome acidification, E-I
undergoes a structural transition and the E-II helps in the fusion of viral membrane with that of
the endosome. In an extracellular virion particle, the 180 molecules of the E protein are arranged
as 90 homodimers with the axis of bilateral symmetry being parallel to the viral surface. Upon
endosome acidification, these molecules rearrange to form 60 trimeric spikes which pose the E-II
domain to mediate membrane fusion. While the E protein is produced in its final mature form
during viral protein synthesis, the M protein is produced in an immature precursor form called
prM. Immediately after assembly inside the host cell, all virus particles contain only prM on their
surface, which is cleaved by a host protease called Furin during the release of the virus through
the secretory trans-Golgi network (TGN). However, the efficiency of this enzymatic cleavage
might vary depending on the cell type thereby producing virus particles with a varying number
of prM and M protein on their surface. The virus particles that only have prM on their surfaces
are incapable of infection.435
Signal sequences within the polyprotein translocate nonstructural NS1 and structural prM
and E proteins into the ER lumen while the C, NS3, and NS5 proteins are localized in the
cytoplasm. NS2A/B and NS4A/B remain as a transmembrane protein. With the help of ER
signalases and NS3-NS2B & NS5 nonstructural protein pairs, viral RNA replication starts
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through various RNA synthesis and assembling processes.430 The replication of four different
serotypes of DENV is similar but they differ only in the specific interaction between the
structural protein on virion and the receptors on the host cell. The key factor of binding to the
cell receptors by different DENV serotypes lies in the relative arrangement of different domains
of E protein monomer. As we discussed before, each E protein monomer has three different
domains DI, DII, and DIII.436 The hydrophobic virus fusion loop peptide located at the tip of DII
is shielded by DIII which is responsible for binding to the receptor. In the current manuscript, we
have designed the aptamer according to the previously reported work,437 by selecting DIII as a
specific binding site. The aptamer has a specific DNA sequence and derived from DNA aptamer
libraries and the selection is based on best ELASA affinity ranking for DIII of a specific serotype
of DENV.
Usually, during a seasonal epidemic, a predominant number of infections have been
observed to be caused by one particular serotype. However, after a certain number of seasons,
this serotype is replaced by another. Therefore, diagnostic methods have to incorporate features
to distinguish the serotype of the virus detected. There is still no clarity about the association of
any given serotype with greater pathology438–440. Among the four different dengue serotypes,
DENV-2 shows a strong correlation with greater disease severity. It is found that DENV-2 is
most likely to cause Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever (DHF) whereas for DENV-4 infected patients
DHF is less likely to occur.441 Clinical manifestation of dengue patients signifies that DHF
occurs about 92% for secondary infections of DENV-2, which is associated with ascites and
pleural effusions.441 Due to this greater pathogenic behavior of DENV-2, we have selected it as a
specific one for electrochemical aptamer-based detection. We have prepared a nanobioconjugate
by covalently adsorbing the DENV-2 specific thiol modified aptamer on a porous Au-Ag
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network. The resultant nanobioconjugate was then used as an electrode coating material in
impedimetric measurement for different concentrations of DENV-2. Since at the initial stage it is
difficult to predict the resilience of virus particles to differentiate the experimental conditions, we
have used inactivated Dengue virions generated by Psoralen mediated photo-inactivation
method.442 Details of Psoralen-mediated Deeengue virions inactivation is described below.
Inactivation of DENV-2:
Preparation of Psoralen:
Psoralen was dissolved to prepare a concentration ~0.3mg/mL as a stock solution. It is
photoreactive so the solution was covered by aluminum foil and stored in dark condition. It was
vortexed before every use.
Viral Propagation:
Dengue viruses were propagated in C6/36 cell lines, and grown in a maintenance media
(L15, medium, 10% FBS,1% Penicillin-Streptomycin) at 37°C and 5% CO2. The culture was
collected 5 days post-infection and concentrated in a centricon at 10,000rpm for 5-10mins.443
Viral Inactivation:
Firstly, we took about 10-12mL of viral supernatant and AMT, 4-aminomethyltrioxsalen,
(10g/mL) was added to it. After gentle mixing, we distributed the supernatant by 2mL in each
well in a 6 well polystyrene plates of diameter approx. 3.5cm (Corning™ Costar™). Then we
prepared a set up for UV-A photoirradiation. we have used a UV torch (UVP UVLMS-38EL
series 3UV lamp Upland CA, USA, 8-Watt 230V-50Hz, 0.16 Amps) of wavelength 365nm(UVA) with an exposure time of about 20mins. After complete inactivation, 1 mL aliquot was taken
out and kept it at -80°C for future use.
Validation of Inactivation with Immunofluorescence Assay:
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We have infected the Vero cells with inoculum using a standard protocol443,444 and
incubated for 48h. Aliquots of the virus from each inactivation test time points were placed in
cell culture flasks containing Vero cell monolayers grown at 95% confluency. Flasks were
incubated at 37°C at 5% CO2 for 10days and periodically observed for cytopathic effect (CPE).
Cultures were allowed to incubate for the maximum possible time to allow any viable virus to
have a chance to replicate to detectable levels. After 10days a portion of each culture supernatant
was placed into cell culture flasks and incubated under the same conditions for 10 days and
observed for the cytopathic effect. The resulting cell monolayers were scraped and applied to the
slides. Briefly, droplets of cell suspension were applied to slides and allowed to dry at room
temperature in the biosafety cabinet (BSC). The images were viewed under a fluorescence
microscope at 10X magnifications. The primary antibody used MAB8705 (1:400) and secondary
antibody Antimouse Alexa 488 (1:500).
Maintenance of Vero Cell Line:
Vero cells are derived from normal kidney cells; because the cells are not transformed,
they have not lost their contact inhibition. The Vero cells are maintained in Dulbecco‘s modified
Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and incubated at
37 °C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere.445 When these cells reach confluency, they stop growing and
start to die; therefore, it is extremely important to monitor Vero cells and to subculture them as
they form confluent monolayers. Actively growing Vero cell cultures become double
approximately every 24 hours

446

. Depending on the number of cells seeded and the flask size,

the cells usually need to be passaged for 2-3 times per week. This protocol describes the
subculturing of Vero cells in 75cm2 tissue culture flasks.
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The antigenic property of the DENV-2 doesn‘t alter after this method of inactivation and
therefore the affinity of nanobioconjugate towards the inactivated virions should reflect that
against ones.443 The preference of early-stage detection of DENV-2 by electrochemical
Impedimetric methods over the present ongoing methods is due to its user-friendly, costeffective, and highly specific nature.
In the absence of either a universally accepted vaccine to give support to prophylactic
measures or a therapeutic drug to suppress viral multiplication in infected patients, early
detection of DENV is key for measures that will reduce the economic and social burden of this
disease. Diagnostic methods in the acute phase for blood-borne viruses like DENV involve either
a direct detection of infectious virus or any of biomolecule derived from the virus e.g. viral
nucleic acid, viral protein secreted from infected cells into the blood, etc. Detection of infectious
virus can be done through either plaque-forming unit assay or a fluorescent-foci forming assay,
both of which are laborious, time-consuming and require skilled personnel working in dedicated,
furnished facilities. Specific detection of viral genomic RNA can be performed by extraction of
the viral RNA from plasma samples, followed by reverse-transcription and Quantitative real-time
PCR (qPCR)447. Although this method is fast compared to the former, it still requires skilled
personnel and dedicated facilities that maintain high standards of cleanliness. Human cells
infected with DENV secrete the NS1 protein into the blood which can be detected within 1-2
days after onset of symptoms. In view of this diagnostic kits presently available in the market
that detect the NS1 antigen in addition to anti-DENV Immunoglobulin-M (IgM) produced by the
host adaptive immune cells. Although a sensitive test, these kits however cannot differentiate
between the different DENV serotypes and therefore need to be complemented by qPCR
methods for that purpose.
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In addition to these established methods, various techniques have been demonstrated to
have the potential for the development of diagnostic kits. These include the use of DNAzymes448,
Ribozymes449, Fluorescent in-situ hybridization or FISH447, Reverse-transcription Loopmediated isothermal amplification or RT-LAMP450,451, Carbon nanotube-based affinity
biosensor452, and dot-blot assay for NS1 antigen453. AuNPs have been employed in detection
methods too448,454–456.
Compared to several approaches stated above, the impedimetric technique is not only
cost-effective but also sensitive enough for early detection of DENV-2 up to 10-2 PFU/mL with
high specificity. The cross-reactivity of DENV-2 was also checked in the presence of other
flaviviruses of the same genus like DENV-3, DENV-1, and other bacteria like E.coli,
Staphylococcus aureus, and H. influenza. Details about the materials and synthesis have been
included in the supporting information section. To utilize the strong affinity of thiol group for
efficient binding with noble metals like Au or Ag (constituents of nanomaterials used here), we
have procured the -S-H modified aptamer and stored it at -800C before we use it.17 The aptamer
has the specific sequence (MW=22680.0) for DIII domain of DENV-2 and modified at 5 and 3
position by –SH group denoted as:
5HS_ATACGGGAGCCAACACCATGGGGACCAACTGTCCGGAGAGAGTCCTGTCGAG
GGAGAGCAGGTGTGACGGAT_SH3
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Figure 8.1: A and B are the bright field and fluorescence image of the control, respectively. C
and D are the bright field and fluorescence images of the inactivated virus, respectively.
The porosity in the Au-Ag network helps to constitute an efficient covalent binding
coverage by the thiol modified aptamer. The entire (100 nmol) lyophilized form of the procured
aptamer was then dissolved in 500µL of Milli-Q® water. Though different nanobioconjugates
were prepared by mixing in several volumetric ratios of Au-Ag network and thiolated aptamer
like 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 4:1, 2:1, etc, we found that the impedimetric response was best for the 1:4
nanobioconjugate. In brief, we have taken 10µL of the Au-Ag network and 40µL of the dilute
aptamer solution, as mentioned before, was added to it and mixed properly.
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Figure 8.2: A and B is the SEM and TEM image of the Au-Ag network. C is the EFTEM image
of the network. D is the HAADF image and E is EDX of Au-Ag network. F is the 3D
topographic view of the network. G is the HRTEM image and H is the IFFT image of the porous
network which shows two different orientations {111} and {110}.
The resultant nanobioconjugate (i.e. 50 µL) then further diluted to 1 mL to achieve our
stock solution for the rest of the experiments. The resultant nanobioconjugate is stored at 40C and
remains stable for months. In our study, we use Vero cells, derived from normal kidney cells, for
studying the rate of viral infectivity. Details of the maintenance of the Vero cell line is described
in the previous section. As we discussed before, throughout our study we have used psoralenmediated inactivated virion particles to avoid any accidental infection. Psoralen is a
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photoreactive compound that freely permeates the phospholipid membranes and intercalates
between nucleic acids by forming a cross-link.445 Following exposure to UV-A photoirradiation,
the intercalated psoralen covalently cross-links pyrimidine residue and leading to viral
inactivation through the inhibition of genome replication. Psoralen is chosen because the
interaction of psoralen with viral nucleic acids leaves immunogenic surface epitopes intact.457
Psoralen-based viral genome inactivation is shown in Figure 8.1.
Synthesis and structural analysis of the cross-linked porous Au-Ag network has been
described in the previous chapter in detail. To confirm the reproducibility of our previous report,
the same porous Au-Ag network has been synthesized once again and their structural analysis by
TEM is performed in an FEI, Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin microscope and SEM in a Zeiss Supra 40,
Field Emission instrument. The obtained morphology of our engineered Au-Ag cross-linked
network shows a well-agreed structure with our previous study as shown in Figures 8.2A and
8.2B. We have also performed their AFM imaging in a Bruker made BioScope Catalyst
instrument over a mica plate to record the 3D topographic image of nanobioconjugate and
activated/inactivated DENV-2 virus. The activated virus was measured as ~50-60nm and
inactivated ones are larger than that in diameter which matches well with the previously reported
measurements in the literature.430 All the electrochemical experiments were performed in 0.1M
phosphate buffer where a screen-printed electrode (reference screen-printed electrode is shown
in Figure 8.3.) is used as the working electrode to detect DENV-2. In each experiment, we have
drop cast 40µL of the nanobioconjugate over the electrode and dried it for 6h (since the
nanobioconjugate is in an aqueous medium, drying is quite fast in dry RT). The same modified
electrode was then used to perform several electrochemical measurements. During impedimetric
measurements of different DENV-2 concentrations, we have applied a fixed potential of 0.8V
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within the frequency range of 105 to 10-1Hz and an amplitude value of 0.01. In each measurement
of different DENV-2 concentrations the overall volume was maintained at ~10mL in an
electrochemical cell (we can use a custom-made cell with lesser volume too). The modified
screen-printed electrode was then immersed in the diluted virion solutions. The stock
concentration of the inactivated DENV-2 was ~105 PFU/mL which was serially diluted by 0.1M
phosphate buffer to get different concentrations of virus solution for our electrochemical
experiments. We have cross-checked the response of the unmodified and modified electrode in
different DENV-2 concentrations and found that the unmodified electrode is non-responsive to
the DENV-2 concentrations but the modified one shows well resolute DENV-2 concentrationdependent variation of impedance.

Figure 8.3: A panel of screen-printed electrode use for impedimetric assay.
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The Au-Ag network appears to be highly porous in nature both from our TEM and SEM
studies as shown in Figures 8.2A and 8.2B. The EDX spectrum, given in Figure 8.2E, confirms
the existence of Au in trace amount and Ag in a larger proportion. The 3D topographic view of
the network is shown in Figure 8.2F. The energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) image of the Au-Ag
porous network structure is given in Figure 8.2C and it shows an excellent view of the sidewise
assembly of the nanorod. The HRTEM and IFFT image of the network is given in Figure 8.2G
and 8.2H respectively, which confirms the existence of two prominent facets {111} and {110}.

Figure 8.4: A and B are the two-dimensional and three-dimensional AFM image of the
inactivated virus, whereas C is the TEM image of single inactivated DENV-2. D and E are the
two-dimensional and three-dimensional AFM images of the infectious DENV-2 virus and F is
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the TEM image of single activated DENV-2. G and H represent the two-dimensional and threedimensional AFM images of the nanobioconjugate respectively.
As discussed in the earlier section that after the psoralen treatment, the smooth wall of the
DENV-2 virus converts into a spiky surface which is confirmed by our TEM study (Figure 8.4C
and 8.4F). The same morphological transition for DENV-2 from its inactivated to activated form
is also provided by recording AFM images in two dimensions in Figure 8.4A and 8.4D
respectively whereas the corresponding 3D images are given in Figure 8.4B and 8.4E. This
proves the ability of psoralen for the transition from activated to the inactivated form of DENV2. It is already reported in the literature457 that the psoralen treatment however does not change
the immunogenetic surface epitope of DENV-2.

Figure 8.5: A and B are the Nyquist plot for DENV-2 and DENV-3 where all the virus
concentrations are in PFU/mL unit. C is the calibration plot for DENV-2. D is the cross286

reactivity check by impedance response in a mixture of DENV-2+ DENV-3. E is the ∆RCT of
DENV-2 in the presence of other DENV serotypes and bacteria. For all the samples we used the
concentration at 101 PFU/mL.
Hence, our aim to target the DIII of glycoprotein-E of DENV-2 will not be obstructed by
the psoralen inactivation process. In this work, we are targeting the direct detection of the dengue
virus by designing a high specificity aptamer with respect to the DIII domain of DENV-2
glycoprotein-E and adsorbed it on to the nanobioconjugate. Reasons behind selecting the
engineered porous Au-Ag network as the electrode coating material for our highly sensitive
impedimetric detection are (i) excellent covalent surface binding coverage of thiolated aptamers
on Au-Ag network offers enhanced E-protein recognition on virion particles, (ii) the broad
environmental stability (broader solvent polarity range and wider pH range of the medium) of the
Au-Ag-DTT composite nanonetwork allows us to perform our sensing and detection in any
environment, and (iii) better adsorptivity of the coating material on the electrode surface (a basic
property of the Ag/Au-thiol composite materials) enhances the durability of the assay. We have
also recorded the AFM images of the nanobioconjugate as shown in Figure 8.4G and 8.4H
represents its 2D and 3D views respectively.
Impedance measurements are performed by recording the Nyquist plot for different
concentrations of DENV-II as shown in Figure 8.5A. In a Nyquist plot, the Y-axis and X-axis
represent the imaginary and real part of the impedance. Obtained curves from the Nyquist plot
are then fitted to the Randles cell through simulation (Figure 8.6). We found that the increase in
DENV-2 concentration leads to an enhancement in RCT as a result of a larger extent of binding of
the DENV-2 with the nanobioconjugate modified electrode surface.
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Figure 8.6: Randles cell used for fitting Nyquist plot. Where Rs appears due to solution
resistance, CPE is the constant phase element and RCT is the charge transfer resistance for any
kind of process happening at the electrode surface.
Due to this more binding of DENV-2 on the electrode surface which makes an insulating
layer on the electrode coating, less current flows and subsequently Rct increase. To prove the
specificity of our engineered nanobioconjugate assay, the same impedance measurement is
carried out for inactivated DENV-3, as shown in Figure 8.5B, which is a closely related serotype
(based on DIII domain of glycoprotein-E ) of DENV-2. The change in impedance is negligible in
comparison to the blank phosphate buffer which clearly signifies that there is no specific binding
(antigen-aptamer interaction) between DENV-3 and the nanobioconjugate and agrees well with
our prediction.
Fitted parameters from Randles cell (Figure 8.6) like charge transfer resistance (RCT),
constant phase element (CPE), solution resistance (Rs), etc are discussed detailed in SI section
and listed in Table 8.1. During each measurement, we have recorded the blank response i.e.
response of the modified electrode in phosphate buffer. We introduced a new physical parameter,
∆RCT, for calibration curves of DENV-2, which is obtained by subtracting RCT of blank solution
from the RCT of a particular concentration of DENV-2 solution under investigation. Hereafter we
plot ∆RCT vs log[DENV-2]([DENV-2] is the concentration of DENV-2) to get a linear
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calibration plot for different virion samples with a concentration between 103 to 10-2 PFU/mL as
plotted in Figure 8.5C. The cross-reactivity is checked through impedance measurement in a
mixed solution of two closely related serotypes i.e. DENV-2 and DENV-3.
Table 8.1: Parameters obtained from the Nyquist plot for DENV-2 as shown in Figure 3A by
fitting into the Randles cell.
Conc (PFU/mL)

Rs (Ω)

RCT(k Ω)

n

Y0

Blank

200

229

.88

2.1×10-6

10-2

200

488

.92

1×10-6

10-1

200

785

.94

9.5×10-7

100

200

985

.96

9×10-7

101

200

1290

.94

9×10-7

102

200

1600

.98

9×10-7

103

200

1730

.98

9×10-7

It is observable from the impedance plot (Figure 8.5D) that with increasing DENV-2
concentration the impedance is increasing linearly and closely following Figure 8.5C though the
impedance is independent to [DENV-3] while we kept [DENV-3] constant. This signifies that
even if a host is infected by DENV-2 and DENV-3, the nanobioconjugate will respond only to
DENV-2.
We have also provided a histogram in Figure 8.5E to record the ∆RCT in presence of
different types of bacteria which remain present in the human body, like E. coli, Staphylococcus
aureus, and H. influenza along with different dengue serotypes like DENV-3, DENV-1, etc. (at
the same concentration) to estimate the broader cross-reactivity of our reported assay. This
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demonstrates the specificity of our nanobioconjugate towards DENV-2 only and we found that
DENV-2 shows exclusively high impedance towards the engineered nanobioconjugate. The
obtained positive result from cross-reactivity experiments allows us to go for real sample
analysis collected from infected patients. The infected DENV-2 blood serum was collected from
Beleghata ID & BG Hospital, Kolkata, INDIA.

Figure 8.7: Nyquist plot for real sample designated as Patient1, Patient 2, and Patient 3.
The blood samples with DENV-2 infection are initially assessed through qRT-PCR
which shows a good amount of viral load. We have estimated the impedance response for 3 such
DENV-2 samples collected from 3 different DENV-2 positive patients as shown in Figure 8.7.
Recorded high impedance values, RCT, and the corresponding virus concentration from the
calibration plot for three different DENV-2 positive samples are listed in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2: parameters obtained from the Nyquist plot for DENV-II infected real blood samples
drawn from 3 different patients.
Sample

Rs (Ω)

RCT (kΩ)

n

Y0

Virus concentration from calibration plot
(PFU/mL)

250

300

.86

1×10-6

NA

Patient 1 250

725

.94

1×10-6

.879

Patient 2 250

940

.96

9×10-7

7.53

Patient 3 250

1140

.96

1×10-6

45.70

Blank

Obtained results clearly show our ability to develop a user-friendly, cost-effective, rapid,
sensitive, and highly specific biosensor for DENV-2 detection in all possible physicochemical
environments. Specific and noted advantage of our developed nanobiosensor include: (i) direct
detection method nullifies the necessity of NS1 antigen test as done in ELISA method, (ii) need
not to separate viral RNA as done in qRT-PCR, (iii) quashes the requirement of expansive
enzymes as done in the enzymatic assay, and (iv) sample requirement is only 40 µL for each test.
Hence, a thiol modified DNA aptamer-based porous Au-Ag nanobioconjugated network can
easily, efficiently, and sensitively detect the DENV-2 serotype from any real sample.
In conclusion, a highly stable (in the broad physicochemical environment), nonexpansive, aptamer-based Au-Ag nanobioconjugate with porous network structure has been
developed with good adsorptivity on electrode surface for highly specific and ultrasensitive (up
to 10-2 PFU/mL) detection of DENV-2 through a non-enzymatic assay. The developed
impedimetric assay is a simple electrochemical assay which does not seek any laborious
processes like RNA isolation, gel electrophoresis, fluorescence measurement, and optical density
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measurement or requires any expansive accessories like tunable electron or light sources. This is
a direct detection technique (i.e. we need not any preprocessing of the blood/swab sample) where
we recognize the specific dengue serotype through aptamer-based E-protein binding which
results a recordable change in impedance. The developed nanobioconjugate allows us to detect
DENV-2 highly specifically from the infected blood sample up to concentration as low as ~10-2
PFU/mL. In our current investigation, we used a low-cost screen-printed electrode (Cost: Rs.
100/p) as the working electrode of our electrochemical assay which reduces the cost of the
detection to a bare minimum. Undoubtedly this is the first report of user-friendly impedimetric
sensing of lethal DENV-2 which has all the potentials to replace the ELISA-based technique for
real sample analysis.
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CHAPTER-9A

Future Direction
Synthesis of AgcoreAushell nanostructures and the corresponding
NPmatrix as a bifunctional catalyst for the fabrication of high
throughput alcohol fuel cells.

OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion


Despite being unfavorable redox reactions, we were successfully able to produce desired
AgcoreAushell nanostructures by controlling the Au3+/Au0 kinetics and using CTAB as a
surfactant.



The final NPmatrix is synthesized from AgcoreAushell nanostructures by a galvanic replacement
reaction.



As a bifunctional catalyst, the developed NPmatrix will help us to produce high current density
from alcohol fuel cells.



NPmatrix finds itself as a substitute to the Pt/C as an efficient catalyst for the future generation
of clean fuel with long term durability.



We need a substantial amount of additional study to draw the final conclusion.
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9A.1 Introduction:
Due to their unique properties, porous bimetallic gold-silver (Au-Ag) nanoparticles have
received weighty attention in present days for determining the responsible factors behind the
atomic origin of their promising catalytic activity towards various redox reactions e.g. oxidation
of mono-, di-, and tri-ols458–460 (e.g., methanol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol) for fuel cell
applications, oxidation of water461 for oxygen evolution reaction (OER), reduction of water for
hydrogen evolution reaction50 (HER), oxidation of CO to CO2462, reduction of nitrogen to
ammonia and CO2 to methanol463,464, etc. In this context, a critical question arises: which one is
the decision-making factor behind the enhanced catalytic efficacy for porous Au-Ag nano-alloy
compared to other conventional materials? Several arguments have been brought up in search of
the above query which includes (i) critical surface composition (Au/Ag) of the nano-alloy,465 (ii)
structural rearrangement of the nanoporous gold during the catalytic reaction,466 (iii) presence of
a large extent of crystal defects (stepped surface, terrace, kink, dislocation, grain boundary, twin
boundary, etc on the exposed nano-alloy surface4, enhanced active surface area, suitable surface
charge and curvature-induced charge density315, efficiency in narrowing of d-band centre, large
extent of tensile strain generated for lattice mismatch due to the introduction of bigger Ag atom
in the nano-crystal made by smaller size Au atoms,7 etc. To investigate the prime factors
responsible for determining their catalytic efficacy, we have engineered several Au-Ag alloy
nanocrystals. The synthesized Au-Ag alloy nanocrystals were then used as electro-catalysts for
the oxidation of n-ols (methanol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol) and reduction of oxygen (ORR)
for fuel cell applications. In both cases, i.e., oxidation of alcohol (withdrawing electrons from the
reactant) and reduction of oxygen (ORR) (donating electrons to the reactant), the bimetallic AuAg matrix (NPmatrix) is found to be catalytically most active. The enhanced catalytic activity of
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NPmatrix can be explained by measuring the extent of voids or defects (both act as active catalytic
sites) formation through the Kirkendall effect (differential diffusion rate of Ag0 and Au0) during
the galvanic replacement of Ag0 by Au3+ over the nano-alloy surface. The surface chemical
micro-environment of a nano-alloy can be described as MR + NR + ligands → Mp@ligands +NP
where MR is the starting material, NR is the assisted reactant (In this case MR is Au3+ or Ag+ and
NR is ascorbic acid and the ligand is CTAB moiety). In general, the ligands give stabilization to
the nanoparticles by binding (coordinate bonds) to the ‗unsaturated metal-dangling bonds‘467.
The catalytic activity of a nano-alloy is thus proportional to the density of these ‗dangling bonds‘
on the nano-surface. In nanoparticles there are mainly two types of bonds, one is saturated
internal bonds and the other is the unsaturated or dangling bonds situated over the edges or
terraces. The CTAB ligands in NPmatrix constitutes coordinate bonds to the unsaturated atoms
(R4N+……….Br- is a bound ion pair and considered to be 2e- donor) and thereby give some
stability to deny aggregation in the dispersion medium. However, some of the dangling bonds
still remain ‗naked‘ and creates multiple crystal defects which are considered to be chemically
active sites for oxidation (that means withdrawing electron clouds from the reactants). In our
present study, we have performed n-ols oxidation reactions e.g., the oxidation of methanol,
ethylene glycol, and glycerol which are considered as clean and silent liquid fuels with high
energy conversion efficiency. Pt is considered to be the most efficient catalyst for oxidizing
such organic molecules however the affinity of CO adsorption over the Pt surface during electrooxidation of alcohols retard the reaction kinetics.468 Our synthesized NPmatrix with high defect
enriched catalytically active sites is found to be highly chemically reactive for the oxidation of
methanol both in acidic and basic medium. To apply our NPmatrix as electrocatalytic material in a
broader aspect, we have utilized it in electro-oxidation of a di-ol (ethylene glycol) and a tri-ol
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(glycerol) along with mono-ol (methanol) to show that the above-mentioned material is
catalytically active for the oxidation of long-chain and higher molecular weight alcohols too.
Besides alcohol oxidation, oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is a crucial cathodic process in
alcohol fuel cells. The sluggish electron transfer kinetics in ORR needs efficient electro-catalysts
to accelerate the process. Pt-based nano-alloys have been widely used as a catalyst to assist the
four-electron reduction of oxygen to water. However, due to their high-cost, less tolerance, and
low durability, Pt-based nano-alloy are substituted nowadays by transition metal nitrides,
chalcogenides, oxides,469 etc. We have engineered the Au-Ag matrix (NPmatrix) with low-cost and
having the ability of long term catalytic performance, whose stability has been checked through
several cycling during ORR.

9A.2 Material Synthesis:

9A.2.1 Synthesis of Au Nanoseed:
In a typical synthesis, 500µL of 10-2M HAuCl4.3H2O was added in 20 mL of MiliQ (18
MΩ cm) water under constant stirring (150 rpm) followed by the addition of 200 µL of 2.5×10-2
M of TSC. The solution was kept under stirring at room temperature for an additional 30 s. To
this solution, 60µL of 10-1M NaBH4 (ice cold) was added dropwise. The solution turns brownish
immediately which we kept in dark for an additional 2 hr in an open mouth condition to facilitate
the release of evolved hydrogen until the color turns to wine red.
9A.2.2 Synthesis of Au-Ag Nano-alloy:
Au-Ag nano-alloy with different morphology was synthesized by varying the CTAC
concentration and temperature. In a typical synthetic procedure, 45mL of MiliQ water was taken
in a 100 mL 3-neck round-bottomed flask fitted with condenser under a continuous flow of tap
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water where the flask is kept in a water bath at 850C. To this solution, 0.01g CTAC was added
and kept for further 5 minutes under constant stirring (400 rpm) to make it dissolved completely.
Once the CTAC becomes soluble, 2mL of as-prepared Au nanoseed was added to it followed by
the addition of 2 mL of 10-2 M AgNO3 and 500 L of 10-1 M of AA. The solution was kept at 85
0

C and 400 rpm for an additional 4 h. The whole solution turns into a yellowish-green color,

which we cooled to room temperature before centrifuged it at 6000 rpm for 1 h at 300C. After
centrifugation, the precipitated oval-shaped Au-Ag nano-alloy (~50 nm in length) was collected
from the centrifuge tube and the final volume was adjusted to 500 µL by adding an appropriate
amount of MiliQ water. The concentrated Au-Ag nano-alloy was then stored at 40-80C 4 0C
which remains stable for months as we checked it‘s stability by verifying its plasmonic nature
(UV-vis-NIR), TEM, HRTEM, and XPS spectra. The morphology of different Au-Ag nano-alloy
was controlled by varying the surfactant concentration and the temperature during synthesis. We
have checked the catalytic activity of each Au-Ag nano-alloy towards electrochemical oxidation
of methanol and found that the oval-shaped Au-Ag nano-alloy synthesized at 85 0C (by applying
.01g CTAC), as stated above, is the most effective one. Further, we have modified its
morphology to the AgcoreAushell structure for increasing its catalytic efficiency towards the
electrochemical oxidation of methanol. The modification is discussed below.
9A.2.3 Synthesis of AgcoreAushell structure by Template Method:
The oval-shaped Au-Ag nanoalloy (~50 nm in length) prepared in the previous step was
dispersed in 15 mL of MiliQ water and the resultant solution is then used as a template for the
next step. In this step, 0.05 g of CTAB was dissolved in 45 mL of MiliQ water at 30 0C. The
diluted CTAB solution was then kept under constant stirring at 200 rpm. To this solution, 2mL of
10-2 M HAuCl4,3H2O was added followed by the addition of 300 µL of 10-2 M of AgNO3. The
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above mixture was kept under the same constant stirring for an additional 45 s. The solution
turns reddish-yellow. To this solution, 320 µL of AA was added drop-by-drop and once the
reddish-yellow color turns to colorless. We have added different volumes of the template
solution (100 µL, 1 mL, and 3mL) to this colorless solution. The whole solution was stirred for
another 1 minute before we kept it for overnight (12 h) in dark (closed mouth condition) at 30 0C.
After 12 h, the solution was centrifuged at 2000 rpm at 30 0C for 2 h. Precipitated core-shell
structures were then collected and stored at room temperature. Our catalytic study shows that the
core-shell structure engineered by using 3 mL of the template solution (AgcoreAushell) is
catalytically the most active one among all and used further to synthesize the void enriched AuAg (NPmatrix) matrix.
9A.2.4 Synthesis of void Enriched Au-Ag Matrix (NPmatrix) by Galvanic Replacement
Method:
The centrifuged AgcoreAushell structures obtained in the previous step was redispersed into
50 mL of water and stirred for 5 minutes at 200 rpm by keeping the temperature constant at 30
0

C. To this solution, 2 mL of 10-2 M HAuCl4.3H2O was added at a time and stirred for an

additional 10 minutes and after which the reaction mixture was kept undisturbed for 12 h in dark.
The as-synthesized Au-Ag NPmatrix was then concentrated by centrifuging the solution at 2000
rpm at 30 0C. The final precipitate is then diluted to 500 µL by MiliQ water and used for all the
catalytic experiments.
9A.3 Results & Discussion:
As the reduction potential of Ag+/Ag0 (0.79 V) is much lower than that of Au3+/Au0 (1.51
V),7 the formation of AgcoreAushell structure is quite difficult as the galvanic reaction may leach
out the Ag-core by transforming insoluble Ag0 into Ag+. Despite that, we were successfully able
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to produce the desired AgcoreAushell structure, by controlling the Au3+/Au0 kinetics and using
CTAB as a surfactant. The synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructures as a function of the template
(oval-shaped particles as synthesized in the 2nd step of the synthesis) volume (100 µL to 2 mL)
are depicted below in Figure 9A.1.

Figure 9A.1: The synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructures as a function of the template volume.
(A) 100 L, (B) , (C) , and (D) 2 mL.
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Figure 9A.2: Fabrication of NPmatrix from AgcoreAushell, and their elemental mapping.
As we increase the volume of the template while keeping the surfactant concentration
constant (0.05gm in 45mL of water), the size of the engineered AgcoreAushell reduced gradually
while the Addition of Au3+ which induces the galvanic replacement from AgcoreAushell
nanostructures to generate the desired highly void enriched Au-Ag Matrix (NPmatrix) is shown in
Figure 9A.2. Generated NPmatrix is found to be extremely effective for alcohol oxidation and
ORR.
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Figure 9A.3: Comparison of electrocatalytic activity of NPmatrix structure with AgcoreAushell and
bare GC for the oxidation of methanol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol and reduction of oxygen.
The concentration of methanol is fixed at 2M whereas for both ethylene glycol and glycerol is
fixed at 3M.
We have tested the catalytic activity of the desired NPmatrix as mentioned earlier through
cyclic voltammetry and linear sweep voltammetry for the oxidation of methanol, ethylene glycol,
and glycerol and reduction of oxygen and compared their catalytic activity with bare GC and
AgcoreAushell as shown in Figure 9A.3.
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9A.3 Conclusion:
From the preliminary electrocatalysis results, we want to explore the alcohol fuel cell in
more detail both from the experimental and theoretical points of view. As a bifunctional catalyst,
the developed NPmatrix will help us to produce high current density from alcohol fuel cells. Thus a
substitute of Pt/C can be developed for the future generation of clean fuel with long term
durability.
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CHAPTER-9B

Future Direction
Fabrication of AgcoreAushell nanostructure-based
nanobioconjugate as an anti-dengue assay.

OUTLINE: Specific Points of Discussion



Fabrication of PVP-coated AgcoreAushell nanostructures



Fabrication of DENV-2 tagged PVP-coated AgcoreAushell nanostructure as the desired
nanobioconjugate for sensitive detection of DENV-2 and therapeutic study.



Currently, we are performing an antiviral assay of DENV-2 in the Vero cell line and
planning to apply in an animal model in due course by using this nanobioconjugate.



We need an extensive further study for more information and to reach into a conclusion
about their applicability as a successful anti-dengue assay.
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Besides applying our newly synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructures in alcohol fuel cells, we are
planning to use the same core-shell nanomaterials (as described in Chapter-9A) to design a
selective and sensitive antiviral assay within zero toxic levels for highly pandemic Dengue virus.
The antiviral activity of Ag nanoparticle is well known in the literature, e.g. Ag
nanoparticle/Chitosan composite is found to be highly active against H1N1 influenza A virus
infection,470 commercially available PVP capped Ag nanoparticle is found to be effective for
anti-HIV activity by binding to gp120 which prevents CD4 dependent virion binding, fusion, and
infectivity,471 electrochemically synthesized Ag nanoparticle is found to be effective against
poliovirus,472 etc. Despite their high antiviral activity, Ag nanoparticles have limitations in nanovaccine industry due to their remarkable cyto- and geno-toxicity and difficulty in cellular
uptake.473 Besides, nanoparticle size is a dominant factor for successful exo- and ento-cytosis
processes in a cellular mechanism, e.g. a 50 nm diameter of nanoparticle is optimized for cellular
uptake in nonphagocytic cells.474 In this regard, we have synthesized a bimetallic Au-Ag
nanoalloy with a diameter of < 50 nm and found to be zero toxic at viral doses. The use of Au
coating over the Agcore (in an AgcoreAushell nanostructure) reduces the toxicity of the synthesized
nanoalloy by preventing the release of Ag+ into the cellular media. AgcoreAushell nanostructures
are further modified by treating them with 0.1% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) to make them more
favorable for medical purposes. The toxicity was checked in HCT-116, RAW, HeLa, and HePG2
cell lines by MTT assay. The concentration of Ag in our synthesized PVP-capped AgcoreAushell
nanostructure was measured by ICP-OES technique. Variation of cell viability as a function of
AgcoreAushell nanoparticle and hence Ag concentration is shown in Figure 9B.1 for HCT-116 cell
line.
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Figure 9B.1: Variation of cell viability as a function of available Ag concentration from the
synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructure.
Further, the synthesized AgcoreAushell nanostructure was treated with DENV-2 specific thiol
modified aptamer (as mentioned in Chapter in 8) for highly sensitive DENV-2 detection as well
as therapeutic application. A stepwise schematic presentation from the synthesis of AgcoreAushell
nanostructure to bioconjugate preparation is depicted in Scheme 9B.1.
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Scheme 9B.1: A stepwise schematic presentation from the synthesis of AgcoreAushell
nanostructure to bioconjugate preparation. The inserted AFM image shows how the aptamer is
wrapped around the nanoparticle.

With this specific bioconjugate, we are now performing an antiviral assay of DENV-2 in the
Vero cell line and planning to apply in an animal model in due course.
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